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Introduction
Margot Finn and Kate Smith

The imprint of imperialism looms large in the built environments 
of postcolonial Britain. To walk the streets of London, Leamington 
Spa and Liverpool; to explore the elegant Georgian mansions of 
Aberglasney, Hertfordshire and the Scottish Borders; or to ramble 
across agrarian estates in Banffshire, Berkshire and Caernarvonshire 
is to inhabit a landscape shaped by the British empire. Material mon-
uments to Georgian and Victorian imperial endeavour punctuate 
urban, suburban and rural historic sites –  so common and so familiar 
that they occasion only episodic comment, much less analysis.1 Public 
archives, heritage sites, libraries, museum collections and stately 
homes likewise display and embody the spoils of imperial warfare, 
trade and bureaucratic service. Here the material traces of African 
conquest, Caribbean slavery and the Indian Raj have come ‘home’ to 
rest on British soil.2 In London, an East End warehouse built in 1802 
to store sugar produced by enslaved labourers on West Indian plan-
tations now houses the Docklands Museum, while the former collec-
tions of the East India Company Museum underpin the South Asian 
galleries at the Victoria and Albert (V&A) Museum. Across Britain, 
the close imbrication of colonial history and postcolonial heritage 
extends far beyond the metropolitan ports that served as nodal points 
of imperial commerce. In Derbyshire, the Palladian exterior and neo- 
classical interiors of Kedleston Hall, designed in the 1760s for the 
Curzon family by the celebrated Robert Adam (1728– 92), are con-
nected to Britain’s Indian empire by a dense reticulation of material 
ties. Constructed by Adam to exemplify ‘Rome reborn’ in Britain, 
this stately home provided the architectural model for Government 
House, Calcutta (now Raj Bhavan, Kolkata), the official residence of 
successive nineteenth- century British Governor Generals. Built for 
Marquis Wellesley in 1799– 1803 and serving as the seat of British rule 
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in India until 1912, Government House was home from 1899– 1905 to 
Lord Curzon of Kedleston (1859– 1925), in his capacity as Viceroy of 
India. An avid collector of Asian artefacts, Curzon exploited his polit-
ical position on the subcontinent to acquire ornately decorated brass 
teapots, silver boxes, ivory miniatures, wooden shrines to Hindu god-
desses, swords and scabbards –  decorative objects that constitute the 
‘Eastern Museum’ at Kedleston today.3

Country houses such as Kedleston functioned as vital sites 
of imperial power in the Georgian and Victorian era and continue 
to play a central role in global, national and local representations 
of Britishness in contemporary tourism, on television and at the  
cinema.4 The imperial dimensions of Britain’s stately homes however, 
have only recently begun to be explored by historians. For despite 
their obvious physical presence and material traces, the objects, per-
sons and furnishings of the Georgian and Victorian empire have often 
been hidden in plain sight in the country house and its cultural repre-
sentations. The domestic scenes that animate Jane Austen’s Mansfield 
Park (1814), as Edward Said observed in 1993, reflect a national 
idiom intent to mask its imperial taproots. Daily life at Austen’s fic-
tional country seat was underpinned by Caribbean slavery, yet she 
relegated this colonial source of wealth and exploitation to the mar-
gins of her text.5 In the past decade, historians have begun to recover 
this hidden imperial history by excavating the material legacies of 
Caribbean slavery in modern and contemporary Britain. Tracing the 
translation of plantation wealth into Britain’s country houses and sys-
tematically scrutinizing the wider material impact of Parliamentary 
compensation for the 1833 abolition of British slave- owners’ property 
in enslaved persons, their research informs lively  –  often heated  –   
disputes about the salience of imperialism and its legacies in and 
beyond colonial and postcolonial Britain.6

This volume of essays contributes to these ongoing debates by 
exploring the domestic impact of empire on British country houses, 
their residents and their interiors. It focuses on the propertied families 
of the East India Company (EIC) in the heyday of Company rule. From 
the Battle of Plassey in 1757 to the outbreak of the Indian Uprising in 
1857, objects, persons and wealth flowed to Britain from Asia. Gifted or 
purchased, inherited or looted, Indian material culture was both a prime 
source of wealthy Britons’ desire for trade with India and a conspicuous 
consequence of their imperial exploits on the subcontinent. Whereas agri-
cultural produce and its byproducts (notably Caribbean sugar and rum) 
dominated Britain’s Atlantic commerce, Indian Ocean trade extended 
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from raw goods and comestibles to a cornucopia of ‘Oriental’ luxuries 
manufactured by skilled craftsmen. Access to commodities that spanned 
from spices and saltpeter to fine textiles and Chinese porcelain motivated 
the Company’s merchants from the EIC’s charter as a trading monopoly 
in 1600 until the loss of its remaining commercial privileges in 1833. 
Exceptionally high levels of risk bedeviled this Asian trade, and swingeing  
mortality rates cut swathes through the EIC’s ranks, but Company men 
who survived and flourished could (and demonstrably did) gain vast 
wealth.7 Channelled back to Britain, Company profits provided abundant 
funds for country house purchases, refurbishment and interior display, 
figuring British, continental European and Asian wealth, craftsmanship 
and design in exotic new domestic combinations. Already in the early 
eighteenth century, Indian profits had begun to leave conspicuous marks 
on British interiors. The Madras fortune of Elihu Yale (1649– 1721) was 
displayed prominently at Yale’s London residence and at Plas Grono, his 
ancestral home in Wales: together, Golconda diamonds, a ‘Blackamoor’s 
head’, Dutch and Flemish paintings, as well as portraits of ‘six Indian 
Kings’, an ‘Indian Queen’ and 16 ‘Chinese Noblemen’ lent the profits of 
his lucrative Company career domestic material form.8

As men in the EIC service increasingly shifted their activities from 
trade to military expansion and political administration  –  a transition 
that accelerated sharply after the Battle of Plassey –  a new population of 
civil servants, army officers, surveyors and surgeons journeyed to India 
to make their fortunes.9 Here they lived in variegated household units 
which, in aggregate, comprised Indian spouses, concubines and domes-
tic slaves, legitimate and illegitimate children, British and European 
wives, and a diverse array of siblings, cousins and friends.10 Often res-
ident on the subcontinent from adolescence until mature adulthood, 
the most successful of these Company men built, purchased or rented 
ornately furnished Indian residences in keeping with their place within 
the Company’s hierarchy, developing a connoisseurial eye for both 
European luxuries and the ‘Oriental’ textiles and objects with which the 
Indian princes (whom they sought to supplant) marked their own social 
and political power over subject populations.11 These Company men, 
and the family members from Britain with whom they resided, acquired 
wealth, tastes and identities in India which –  if they survived the perils 
of the tropical climate –  travelled home with them to Britain. Their sto-
ries, the biographies of their Indian possessions and the narratives of the 
stately homes in Britain that came to house them frame our explorations 
of imperial culture and its British legacies in The East India Company 
at Home.
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In publishing this volume, our goals are four- fold. First, build-
ing on new research that highlights the extra- European histories of 
British country houses and their interiors, we showcase the contri-
butions made by Asian wealth, material culture and politics to elite 
domestic aesthetic traditions too often viewed from an insular ‘island- 
history’ optic. Precisely because the country house now occupies a 
central place in heritage and tourism, its dynamic history as a site of 
transnational and trans- imperial socioeconomic and political contes-
tation, rather than a stable repository of fixed British identities, is 
often obscured. Second (and relatedly), by situating British country 
houses within a wider world of eighteenth-  and nineteenth- century 
trade and empire, we contribute to ongoing debates about global his-
tory and its relation to conceptions and practices of nation, region and 
locality. Much Company history is written from the two- fold perspec-
tive of London and Calcutta; our studies explore as well a range of 
provincial hinterlands –  in Britain and India –  that provided distinc-
tive contexts for engagement in trans- imperial domesticity and self- 
fashioning. Our third aim is methodological. Borrowing approaches 
from the study of material history inspired by anthropology and  
cognate disciplines, the chapters in this volume interrogate the 
objects acquired by Company men and women in India to explore 
the ways in which these ostensibly inert artefacts animated both the 
actions of EIC personnel and the narratives they deployed to record 
and justify their Indian lives. Like our third goal, our fourth aim is 
also methodological. The essays in this volume evolved in the context 
of a collaborative project that united researchers from a wide spec-
trum of domains –  local and national archives and libraries, heritage 
organisations, the buoyant community of independent family histori-
ans, the museum sector and universities. By drawing from expertise, 
manuscripts and artefacts dispersed across these varied sectors of the 
research community, that project –  like this volume –  was calculated 
to enrich conventional academic narratives of empire and its domestic 
impact with know ledge co- produced across the artificial boundaries 
that typically demarcate university- based and public history.12

Nation and empire in country house histories

The Englishness of the English country house is an axiomatic theme of 
the many authors who, in the aftermath of World War II and decoloni-
zation, sought to assess the place of stately homes in Britain’s changing 
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historical landscape. Simultaneously fuelled by mounting fears that 
historic homes in private hands were in a state of terminal decline and 
inspired by rising visitor numbers at properties managed by heritage 
organizations such as the National Trust, a burgeoning secondary liter-
ature celebrating the country house as a national icon emerged in these 
years.13 The V&A’s provocative Destruction of the Country House exhibi-
tion of 1974 galvanized this strand of analysis, depicting stately homes 
as the precious, indigenous and endangered jewel in a beleaguered 
English heritage crown. For Roy Strong (the V&A’s newly appointed 
Director) and his co- curators, country houses captured the very essence 
of national identity and national culture:  as their exhibition catalogue  
proclaimed, ‘English country houses, whether palaces or manors, epit-
omize English history.’14 In this interpretation, a distinctive, national  
material culture  –  of furnishings, decorative ornaments, textiles, por-
traiture and wallpapers –  marked the country house as quintessentially 
English (an ascription that typically either ignored or subsumed Scottish, 
Welsh and Irish identities). ‘It has repeatedly been stated that the  
country house is England’s unique contribution to the visual arts’, they 
concluded, with obvious satisfaction.15

Attention to the European dimensions of country house architecture 
and furnishing exposes the limitations of this nationalist frame of analy-
sis. Constructed in Palladian, Baronial, Neo- classical, Baroque and Gothic 
architectural forms, eighteenth-  and nineteenth- century English, Scottish 
and Welsh country house exteriors derived their characteristic structures 
and styles from French and Italian architectural traditions.16 Through the 
avid collecting practices associated with the Grand Tour, moreover, the 
men –  and women –  of Britain’s propertied elite developed transnational 
cultural tastes and amassed a wealth of continental European objects 
and artwork for their stately homes in Britain.17 From the outset, the pro-
cesses of building, renovating and furnishing eighteenth- century ‘English’ 
country houses were firmly embedded in European material conventions. 
The stately homes styled and decorated by fashionable designers such 
as William Kent (1685– 1748), Julius Bryant argues, ‘can be understood 
as the result of a need to create a Grand Tour ambience in England, one 
where guests would be reminded of their heady days out hunting for  
masterpieces, outmanoeuvering Papal controls over exports, and now 
enjoying the trophies of their cultural safaris’.18

Just as the Grand Tour encouraged the owners of Britain’s stately 
homes to embrace European tastes and designs, so too the rapid 
expansion of Britain’s empire promoted new, hybrid forms of domestic  
aesthetics. At the apex of the Company service, men who lived on the 
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subcontinent from late adolescence to middle age in the enjoyment of 
fortunes swelled by high salaries, mercantile profits and political cor-
ruption both honed their appreciation of European fine and decorative 
arts and acquired a new taste for the ‘Oriental’ luxury goods to which 
their employment gave them privileged access. As Joanna Goldsworthy’s 
chapter on Fanny Parkes (1794– 1875) attests, Company women joined 
eagerly and avidly in the collection both of these prized material objects 
and of curios that recalled their lives in India.

The co- residence of British, French, Dutch, Portuguese, Swedish 
and other European mercantile and military men in India –  at times 
at war with each other, at times working in each other’s service  –  
ensured that ‘English’ engagement with Asian material culture often 
merged with and was complemented by Britons’ participation in wider 
European aesthetic traditions.19 The development of armorial porce-
lain  –  elaborate services of chinaware produced by skilled artisans 
in Jingdezhen and decorated both with European heraldic devices 
and Chinese decorative motifs  –  for example, linked British, Dutch, 
Portuguese, Spanish and Swedish merchants and consumers through 
transnational networks of both trade and self- fashioning.20 Regional 
differences flourished within this global context, rather than being 
obliterated by transnational and trans- imperial trends. Scots com-
posed perhaps 12 per cent of the British population but owned 21 per 
cent of documented armorial porcelain services. Their disproportion-
ate possession of Chinese porcelain reflected both the conspicuous 
presence of Scottish men in the Company’s service (including its trad-
ing hub in Canton) and the flight of Scots from Britain to the Swedish 
East India Company in the aftermath of the eighteenth- century 
Jacobite rebellions.21

Like porcelain, the carpets, wallpapers, lacquerware and tex-
tiles that journeyed through Company commerce from Asia to Britain’s 
stately homes were doubly domesticated upon their arrival. Helen 
Clifford’s chapter on Chinese wallpaper emphasizes the extent to which 
these Company imports combined Asian and British styles and tastes. As 
Oliver Impey has argued, such exotic luxury goods exerted a powerful 
impact on elite homes ‘both by their own presence and by the imitations 
and pastiches they engendered’.22 Far from representing unmediated 
examples of extra- European craftsmanship and design, Asian luxury 
items reflected the global character of Company trade and material cul-
ture. ‘Almost all these imports from the East were heavily influenced by 
Western demand, and are thus often barely representative of the true 
arts of their origin’, Impey reminds us. ‘The carpets with coats of arms, 
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the lacquer in Western shapes, the porcelain…and above all the wall-
paper, that splendid amalgam of European, Chinese, and Indian styles, 
were all demanded in styles and shapes useful in a Western setting’.23 
Yuthika Sharma and Pauline Davies’s chapter in this volume explores 
the accumulation of goods such as those by the Child family, prosperous 
bankers whose eighteenth- century Company connections filled Osterley 
House with Chinese and Indian luxuries that remain on display in this 
National Trust property today.

Studies of British landed estates and of the construction and design 
of stately homes have conventionally discounted imperial wealth as a 
source of country house culture, or have collapsed imperial fortunes into 
the generic category of ‘new’ money.24 As global historians have traced 
the traffic of persons, goods and fashions from Asian centres of produc-
tion and exchange to an entangled nexus of European consumer markets, 
the image of the country house and its interiors as a uniquely English 
or British contribution to material culture has however become increas-
ingly problematic.25 Stephanie Barczewski’s recent survey of country 
houses built or purchased with imperial wealth identifies over a thou-
sand landed estates in the British Isles acquired through imperial service 
between 1700 and 1930, suggesting that 6– 16 per cent of stately homes 
were owned at some time in this interval by empire families. Barczewski 
estimates that ‘men who made their fortunes either as employees of the 
East India Company or as “free traders” (i.e., independent merchants) 
in India’, purchased 229 landed estates between 1700 and 1850  –   
figures that Chris Jeppesen’s chapter in this volume suggest are an 
underestimate. The most substantial period of Company purchasing  
occurred between the 1750s and 1790s, the two generations that  
followed Clive’s victory at Plassey.26 Arguably the zenith of opportunity 
for private trade and political corruption by Company men, this period 
left an enduring mark on contemporary perceptions of Company wealth 
and material culture in the stereotype of the nabob.

As image and icon, the nabob dominates historians’ efforts to assess 
the impact of Company trade, politics and culture at home in Britain.27 
The term first occurred in the English language in the early seventeenth- 
century as a derivation of the Persian ‘nawab’, denoting powerful officials 
in the Mughal court.28 Deployed in Britain as a term of abuse, ‘nabob’ 
described an EIC official who had lived on the subcontinent, amassing a 
large fortune as well as a taste for Asian luxuries, practices and women. As 
Company officials gained new wealth and power after victory at Plassey in 
1757, these men, their families and their fortunes were increasingly car-
icatured in the popular imagination, through news reporting, theatrical 
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performances and novels. Plays such as Samuel Foote’s The Nabob (first 
performed in 1772), Richard Sheridan’s The School for Scandal (1777) 
and Fanny Burney’s A Busy Day; or, An Arrival from India (1801) used 
the figure of the nabob to highlight issues of individual and nation- wide  
transformation in response to imperial wealth and power.29 Visual  
representations drew attention to nabobs’ two- fold acquisition (with 
their excessive Company fortunes) of country houses and Parliamentary 
seats, a depiction that both reinforced the traditional function of British 
stately homes as ‘power- houses’ and underscored the tendency of impe-
rial wealth and politics to threaten established British hierarchies. James 
Gillray’s 1797 caricature of the Madras merchant and MP Paul Benfield 
(1741– 1810), who bankrolled both his Parliamentary seat and the pur-
chase of Woodhall Park, Hertfordshire with his Indian profits, derided 
this nabob as ‘Count Roupee’. A dark- complexioned horseman riding in 
Hyde Park, Gillray’s retired Company servant flaunted the cultural attri-
butes of a country gentleman even as he figured as nouveau riche and 
racially ‘other’.30

Print culture, performance and the visual arts all represented 
Company men and women as problematic upstarts.31 One of the central 
ways in which nabobs and their ilk mounted this challenge to traditional 
British identities was through the purchase, building, renovation and 
furnishing of country houses and estates. Tillman Nechtman argues that 
country house acquisition by EIC families caused alarm not only because 
these men and women encroached on the British establishment, but also 
for fear they might turn rural landscapes into ‘micro- Indias’.32 Such con-
cerns were typically unfounded. To be sure, a small number of Company 
men (such as Charles Cockerell at Sezincote, Gloucestershire) designed 
stately homes calculated to remind visitors of their Asiatic lives and 
fortunes.33 Far more common however was the encasement of Indian 
wealth in Palladian, Gothic, mock Tudor or Scottish Baronial architec-
ture. A  particularly vivid example of resistance to referencing Indian 
motifs in the fabric of country houses is seen in Kate Smith’s chapter on 
Englefield House, Berkshire. Englefield’s exterior projects a history of 
stability and lineage from the Elizabethan era onwards, rather than the 
labile narrative of global trade and politics chronicled in the archives of 
the interconnected Company families that inhabited and refashioned it 
in the eighteenth century.

As several of the chapters in this volume demonstrate, once 
in possession of a country house, Company men and women often 
worked sedulously to erase or obscure the provenance of their wealth. 
In doing so, they followed an example set by families whose fortunes 
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were enriched by the slave trade and plantation slavery. Sheryllynne 
Haggerty and Susanne Seymour’s research on Bolsover Castle and 
Brodsworth Hall has highlighted the tendency of country house owners 
to efface the traces of Caribbean commerce and plantations from their 
stately homes in Britain. They find, for example, ‘no explicit evidence 
of Charles Thellusson’s links to slavery, beyond the extensive use of 
mahogany, in the fabric and contents of the current Brodsworth Hall’.34 
Moral revulsion for Britain’s central role in slavery and the slave trade 
encouraged propertied and powerful families to remove both material 
and text- based evidence of Caribbean colonialism from the historical 
record.35 Margot Finn’s chapter on the Russells of Swallowfield Park, 
Berkshire, suggests that Company men and women deployed analo-
gous strategies of colonial amnesia in purchasing, furnishing and pop-
ulating their stately homes. Asian wealth, moreover, repeatedly faded 
from memory and view through the strategic marriages of Company 
daughters  –  provided by their fathers with generous dowries funded 
by Company service. The marriage portion of Henrietta Russell, the 
daughter of a retired Chief Justice of Bengal, was Indian in origin. But 
the Lancashire marital home her fortune helped to build and furnish, 
Whittington Hall, figured in contemporary representations as quintes-
sentially ‘English’.36

While the caricature of the nabob was and remains important in 
understanding how the broader British public saw and understood the 
domestic impact of Company imperialism, this volume also works to 
locate Company men in wider social and cultural perspectives. Pushing 
beyond stereotypes to explore imperial practices that include erasure, 
evasion and reconfiguration, the chapters recognize the essential roles 
played by family members and networks (rather than focusing alone on 
the heroic individuals and villains who dominate Company hagiography 
and caricature). They acknowledge ways other than conspicuous con-
sumption in which Indian fortunes were expended (such as agricultural 
improvement). And they underline the failure of many Company men to 
gain wealth, status or domestic comfort from their imperial careers. For, 
as Ellen Filor’s chapter on the struggles of Alexander Hall (c.1731/ 2– 64) 
and Penelope Farmer’s chapter on her hapless ancestor William Gamul 
Farmer (1746– 97) attest, access to the Company’s privileged markets 
and sites of power did not invariably create pathways to the stately home 
and its elite interiors.

Understanding the multiplicity of motivations for purchasing or 
building a country house allows us to see a broader range of motiva-
tions at stake within both Company circles and the British country house 
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tradition more generally. In his influential history of the stately home, 
Mark Girouard argued that ‘people did not live in country houses unless 
they either possessed power, or, by setting up in a country house, were 
making a bid to possess it’.37 Scrutiny of Company men’s investment of 
their Indian fortunes reveals a wider range of country residences that 
embodied English, British and imperial knowledge and power. Alistair 
Mutch’s chapter on General Patrick Duff (1742– 1803) thus describes a 
Company man keen to purchase his Scottish estate not for the opportuni-
ties it offered to establish a ‘power house’ in which to display wealth and 
accumulate status, but rather to realize a long- held agrarian ambition to 
deploy at home skills and knowledge first learned in India.

Exploring Company families across their lifecycle, and including 
the experiences of Company women and children, also extends the range 
of practices and processes entailed by EIC investment beyond the stereo-
typical behaviours of nabobs. Focused on construction and purchase, the 
extant secondary literature on country houses takes little account of the 
vibrant rental market. Renting allowed the nouveau riche to experiment 
with and sample country life and to develop or test regional preferences 
prior to purchasing a country estate. For Company women, this interme-
diate stage of stately home possession was especially important, for many 
wives returned to Britain (often accompanied by gaggles of Indian- born 
progeny and attended by Indian servants) years before their husbands. 
The seeming permanence attached to country houses as family seats, 
an image conventionally cultivated in histories written by their owners, 
belies the fact that Company kin often occupied a succession of tempo-
rary homes –  ranging from cottages to townhouses and stately homes –  
for significant periods before or after their acquisition of a family seat. 
Margot Finn’s chapter on Swallowfield Park follows Lady Russell upon 
her return to England from Calcutta. Decades before her husband and 
eldest sons purchased the family seat, Lady Russell established a succes-
sion of itinerant households for her younger children and her remain-
ing Indian servants in rented homes in London, Somerset and Kent. 
Similarly, Kate Smith’s chapter on Warfield Park follows Company widow 
Margaret Benn Walsh from this Berkshire stately home  –  which she 
vacated to make space for her married son and his family –  through a suc-
cession of rented houses in its vicinity. Wealthy Company widows such as 
Walsh were key figures in the country house landscape: Smith’s chapter 
on Englefield House includes among its many Company residents Lady 
Margaret Clive (the widow of Clive of Plassey). Margaret Clive’s occupa-
tion of Englefield in the 1780s allowed her to be near the concentrated 
cluster of Company families whose residence led contemporaries to dub 
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Berkshire the ‘English Hindoostan’, even as she enjoyed ready access to 
London’s marriage market.

If the salience in Company women’s biographies of temporary 
residence in a succession of rented stately homes counters dominant 
stereotypes of lavish nabob expenditure on country house ownership, 
the theme of failure that runs through many of our chapters likewise 
reminds us that the vast fortunes amassed by later eighteenth- century 
nabobs were the exception rather than the rule. Failure took many 
forms in Company families and Company homes:  failure to accu-
mulate wealth, failure to marry, failure to provide support for Indian  
concubines and their children, failure to return home or to reside in the 
imagined domestic comfort about which so many Company men wrote 
so poignantly in their private letters. All are leitmotifs of this volume. 
Ellen Filor’s chapter on Alexander Hall chronicles this hapless Company 
servant’s persistent failure to build a fortune in Sumatra, notwithstand-
ing Hall’s frantic efforts to capitalize on his entrepreneurial talents. 
Penelope Farmer’s chapter likewise details William Gamul Farmer’s 
chequered financial success during lengthy Company employment in 
the Bombay Presidency, only to die before he could enjoy an affluent 
retirement in Britain. (In contrast, Farmer’s brother Sam, who remained 
in England and ran a successful dye manufactory, purchased Nonsuch 
Park in Surrey, possibly with inherited wealth derived from William’s 
imperial endeavours). Like William Gamul Farmer, Archibald Seton 
failed to return home to Britain. Entering the Company service in a des-
perate effort to preserve his Perthshire family seat, Touch House, from 
creditors, Seton remitted tens of thousands of pounds from India to pay 
his father’s debts and to refurbish Touch’s interiors, but died on board 
ship on his final voyage home. His sister and her daughter inherited the 
historic Highland house, rehabilitated by Seton’s protracted Company 
employment. Familial collaborations such as this, centred on country 
house preservation and refashioning, are also the focus of Margot Finn 
and Kate Smith’s chapter on Touch House and Montreal Park.

While the failures experienced by some British families reframe our 
understanding of the nabob’s place in the Company’s social landscape, 
they also provide forceful reminders of the extent to which imperial suc-
cess was won at the expense of others. If Company men figured in their 
own and their contemporaries’ imaginations as acquisitive individuals, 
they relied heavily in practice upon the resources of subaltern and sub-
jugated men and women to expand their activities and ambitions. Sven 
Beckert’s Empire of Cotton emphasizes that the European East India 
Companies entered seventeenth-  and eighteenth- century Asian trading 
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networks through violent means, a conjoint commercial and military 
process he denominates ‘war capitalism’.38 Similarly, appropriation and 
exploitation fundamentally shaped Company men’s personal lives on the 
subcontinent. Company domesticity was sustained by emotionally and 
sexually intimate relationships with Indian women, liaisons character-
ized by unequal power relations that have now been explored in consid-
erable detail by historians of colonialism.39 We know much less about the 
histories of those among the ‘mixed- race’ children born to these relation-
ships who were sent ‘home’ to Britain by their fathers. Ellen Filor’s chap-
ter on Alexander Hall and Margot Finn’s chapter on Swallowfield Park 
both note the marginal place occupied in Britain by children removed 
from their Indian mothers. As the episode of Philip Melvill (recounted in 
David Williams’ chapter) also demonstrates, by the nineteenth century 
Company officials deemed such relationships controversial and destabi-
lizing, and accordingly stepped into the supposedly private realm of the 
family to disrupt and displace them.

Understanding the importance of imperial wealth and artefacts to 
the purchase, building and furnishing of eighteenth-  and nineteenth- 
century country houses underscores how these built environments –  far 
from being exclusively British or English –  were shaped by long histories 
of global interaction. Moving beyond the nabob as the key exemplar of 
EIC wealth also reveals longer and more complex genealogies of empire 
within the country house tradition. While the nabob heyday of the late 
eighteenth century significantly increased the numbers of country houses 
purchased through imperial wealth, early nineteenth- century perspec-
tives provide glimpses of the longer- term impacts of imperial projects and 
connections. Diane James’s chapter on Redcliffe Towers, Devon, explores 
the history of a new- built stately home constructed as late as the 1850s 
by Colonel Robert Smith (1787– 1873), who had honed his skills as an 
architect and builder decades earlier on the subcontinent, in the service 
of the Bengal Engineers.

Global histories, local & national tastes

The studies in this volume link the received island- story of Britain’s coun-
try houses to new histories of the global. Building on the work of earlier 
‘California School’ scholars such as R. Bin Wong and Kenneth Pomeranz, 
Maxine Berg’s research has argued that commerce with Asia deeply 
affected how Europeans traded, manufactured and consumed material 
goods in the eighteenth century.40 Taking a pan- European approach, her 
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research team has demonstrated the highly competitive relationships 
that existed between the European East India Companies and how their 
trade with Asian merchants –  and with each other –  multiplied the range 
of goods available in European markets.41 Berg’s work demonstrates the 
importance of examining both the circulation and the material qualities 
of commodities, and the extent to which high demand for these goods 
prompted European manufactures to imitation  –  forging new technol-
ogies and material cultures in Britain.42 As Giorgio Riello and Robert 
Duplessis remind us, however, the popularity of these Asian commodities 
in Europe and the Atlantic World was not inevitable. Rather, their domes-
tication required processes of appropriation and embedding. Consumers 
needed to learn to desire and deploy goods such as cotton, integrating 
them into sartorial and furnishing practice and using them as their own 
before their wider popularity was able to grow. Space mattered in this 
process of acculturation. Global lives are lived locally, and life in empire 
did not obliterate regional tastes and practices.43 Understanding how the 
global worked at a local level is vital, and the ‘glocal’ is repeatedly at issue 
in this volume.44

Houses and households provide ideal sites for exploring the inter-
section of global processes and local lives. In the eighteenth and nine-
teenth centuries, British households increasingly purchased ‘exotic’ 
groceries and other global goods.45 Propertied men and women used 
different global and imperial commodities, such as porcelain and tea, in 
tandem, mutually reinforcing their importance. The creation of stable 
demand gave room for the development of predictable, ever- increasing 
forms of supply. At the high end of the luxury market, country houses 
were key to the creation of this demand. As Jon Stobart and Mark 
Rothery’s recent work demonstrates, rather than following ‘taste leaders’ 
such as globally connected merchants, country house owners were at the 
centre of new fashions, purchasing and commissioning goods from Asia 
and the Atlantic World.46 The ostensible division between merchants and 
country house owners is however less distinct than it might appear. As 
this volume demonstrates, many country house owners were merchants 
or had connections to global trade in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries. Research on country house consumption expands our under-
standing of the complex ‘global’ provisioning and furnishing of stately 
homes and underlines the country house as dynamic process, not fixed 
‘thing’. Through processes such as consumption, country houses were 
continually coming into being.47

The specific make- up of global commodities consumed within 
particular country houses was shaped not only by the tastes of their 
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individual owners, but also by local and regional British tastes. The chap-
ters in this volume identify distinct consumer preferences across the 
English regions, Highland and Lowland Scotland and Wales.48 Regional 
difference is also important in considering the consumption of country 
houses themselves. Barczewski has shown that Company families were 
particularly conspicuous purchasers in the counties around London and 
in distinct areas of Scotland. Several contributions to this volume amplify 
this point. Finn and Smith’s chapters on Berkshire, like Chris Jeppesen’s 
chapter on Hertfordshire and Georgina Green’s chapter on Essex, explore 
local clusters of Company kin that, once formed in the eighteenth cen-
tury, shaped modes of living, marriage patterns and social networks into 
the Victorian era. Architectural features within country houses were also 
configured by engagement with Asian styles and tastes –  a practice that 
included, but was not confined to, families with close Company connec-
tions. Rachael Barnwell’s chapter identifies a trend for Chinese- style 
staircases in elite homes in North- West Wales in the 1750s and 1760s, 
a development which may reflect the material traces of Welsh service 
in the EIC or instead testify to the cosmopolitan tastes of a local Welsh 
builder alive to the contemporary rage for chinoiserie. Far from stretch-
ing uniformly across the country, the influence of Britain’s trade with 
Asia displayed regional distinctions. Global connections are rooted and 
expressed in the particularity of local contexts.

Object stories

Ensconced in stately homes at the end of their long journeys in Company 
ships, objects of Asian provenance did not figure as inert backdrops to 
country house life. Rather, they were active players, shaping human 
behaviours and actions in Company homes. In this interpretation, more 
than merely reflecting society and its relations of power, objects work to 
constitute both power relations and society itself.49 The formative  –  at 
times intractable or resistant –  roles played by the Company’s material 
objects have been under- developed, for much existing historical litera-
ture examines country house material culture through an art historical 
lens that renders imperial goods primarily as aesthetic objects.50 More 
recent work however has begun to reveal these objects’ shifting cul-
tural meanings. Stacey Sloboda’s analysis of chinoiserie, for example, 
argues that certain styles of Chinese porcelain imported by the EIC had 
the capacity ‘not only to reflect –  but also to shape –  taste, identity, and 
political opinion’.51 Stephen McDowall’s study of the eighteenth- century 
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armorial porcelain dinner service still displayed by the National Trust at 
Shugborough House, Staffordshire attests to the longevity and tenacity 
of Asian luxuries’ purchase on narratives of empire, demonstrating their 
use in contemporary interpretations of Britain’s imperial past in stately 
homes.52 These lines of argument inform and resonate with the approach 
taken in the chapters of The East India Company at Home. Here the trans- 
imperial lives of ‘objects’ that included attar caskets, Persian seals, tinned 
salmon and Sumatran slaves figure actively in Company men and wom-
en’s lives, working to build, and sometimes disrupt, political power and 
personal identities in India, China and Europe, and between the Indian 
Ocean World and Britain.

Understanding objects’ mobility, impact and instability requires 
removing ‘things’ from the static environments in which they are placed 
in museum cases and stately homes. Displacement from the studied cura-
torial order of the museum reveals both these objects’ potential utility as 
instruments for manufacturing memories and meanings, and the liability 
for such strategies to fall prey to alternative counter- narratives. Like the 
Company’s broader claims to exert paramount power on the subconti-
nent, the ability of Company relics to impose orderly interpretations of 
the imperial past was partial and contested. Removed from its display 
case at the British Museum, the attar casket of Tipu Sultan, now held in 
the British Museum’s collections, which provides the focal point of Sarah 
Longair and Cam Sharp Jones’s chapter, proves to have an extended 
genealogy entangled with the extended family history of a Highland 
Company clan. Tracing the biographies of objects across time and space 
allows us to examine cross- cultural exchange and the formation of indi-
vidual and group identities more closely. Throughout (and beyond) the 
Company era, European families deployed selected objects in projects of 
self- fashioning, but the multiplicity of meanings their imperial posses-
sions were capable of evoking or channelling repeatedly subverted these 
familial agendas. Far from ordered and controllable, objects’ meanings 
always threatened to spill over into unexpected territories. Kate Smith’s 
chapter on the design, acquisition, use and display of armorial porcelain 
services by Company families within British country houses, demon-
strates how objects were key to animating specific identities, such as 
elite masculinity. In Sir John Sykes’s chapter, a seal used to complete 
business transactions on the subcontinent by his ancestor, Sir Francis 
Sykes (1730– 1804), moves backwards and forwards between his own  
family and that of Sykes’s banian (man of business), Krishna Kanta Nandy 
(c.1720– 94). A mobile marker of Sykes’s power which allowed business 
to happen, the seal was also a sign of trust, given to Indian ‘others’ to 
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enact business on his behalf. Left in Nandy’s safe hands when Sykes 
returned to Britain to establish himself as the owner of landed estates 
and a Berkshire stately home, the seal made both Sykes and Nandy  
powerful, and in the case of Nandy enabled multi- generational prosperity.  
Its biography illuminates the often- hidden Indian side of the Company 
story, albeit by focusing on Indian elites rather than the much more elu-
sive subaltern men and women whose labours underpinned Company 
sociability, wealth and politics at home and on the subcontinent.53

Exploring the social life of these objects in a trans- imperial 
frame over time allows us to distinguish, through a material lens, 
between eighteenth-  and nineteenth- century caricature and prescrip-
tion, on the one hand, and social and economic practice, on the other. 
These Company objects continue to animate the stories that twenty-   
first- century contemporaries and heritage institutions tell about the 
past.54 Postcolonial historians have rightly underlined the limitations of 
the textual archives that record past European empires, and the extent 
to which these archives distort our understanding even of imperial 
elites.55 The object archive is likewise skewed and selective, privileg-
ing elites over subaltern historical agents and British over Indian voices 
and narratives. But its selectivity often reflects different processes of 
remembering and forgetting than the ‘official’ written archives of the 
Company and the state, and its use can thus help to reveal alternative 
narrative lines. Material objects, propertied Company families and 
country houses offer an imperfect, elite window onto the past. But 
precisely because exclusivity was central to their operation, they also 
reveal vital (albeit often fleeting and partial) glimpses of the excluded.

Research communities

This volume is a collaborative exercise, benefitting from the proliferation 
and integration of numerous research communities. Alongside curators, 
heritage professionals, archivists, antiques dealers, research consultants 
and academics, increasing numbers of independent researchers now 
investigate local and family histories, and in so doing discover their con-
nection to global stories. Genealogical research is a particularly buoy-
ant area of activity, attracting growing commercial interest and leading 
to the establishment of online search tools such as Findmypast and 
Ancestry. Projections suggest that the family history market will be worth 
$4.3 billion by 2018.56 The East India Company at Home project and this 
ensuing volume are premised on the belief that engaging with the full 
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spectrum of research communities and their methodologies is mutually 
enriching. Working closely with a range of archivists, heritage sector pro-
fessionals, curators, dealers, research consultants, local historians and 
family historians across Britain and beyond to co- produce open- access 
publications –  initially on the project website and now in this volume –  
has invited different conversations, material objects and interlocutors to 
our discussions of the East India Company’s impact on British society and 
culture. Family and local historians in particular brought manuscripts 
and objects not available in the public domain quite literally to the table. 
Penelope Farmer’s chapter on her ancestor William Gamul Farmer uses a 
collection of letters that remains within the family’s possession; Georgina 
Green’s chapter on Valentines Mansion benefits from porcelain shards 
not housed by any museum; Sir John Sykes’s chapter is illuminated by 
family photographs absent from the public archive. A  key purpose of 
this volume is to show that recovering histories of now defunct empires 
and their legacies for our own time requires greater acknowledgement 
of research produced not only outside universities, but also outside of 
public museums and archives.

This volume is organized into five sections. The sections move from 
a focus on the lives of objects purchased, looted, traded, gifted and col-
lected by Company families, to Company families themselves and how 
they cultivated their identities and power over ever- expanding impe-
rial distances and over the generations. The EIC’s creation in 1600 gave 
British merchants and consumers new access to the wealth of objects 
and commodities on offer in Asia. Accordingly, the first section, ‘The 
social life of things’, includes chapters which focus on the transnational 
and highly mobile lives of commodities acquired and traded by Company 
men and women. It explores both the distances these things travelled 
and the changing purposes to which they were put. Following these 
objects and their place in British homes and institutions up to the present 
day demonstrates the complex locations and roles they have occupied as 
country houses have become heritage sites, and as private family col-
lections have moved into public museums. The second section, ‘Objects, 
houses, homes and the construction of identities’, builds on earlier 
chapters by looking more closely at the uses to which Company families 
originally put Asian luxury objects. Whether by animating a gendered 
and imperial identity or by serving as sites through which to explore 
the impacts of imperialism, objects played active roles in the lives of 
Company men and women. Section three, ‘The Home Counties: clusters 
and connections’, begins to interrogate the importance that Company 
families placed on being located near to other Company families and 
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their domesticated collections of material goods. It examines the lives 
and homes of families in Berkshire, Essex and Hertfordshire during the 
later eighteenth and early nineteenth century, seeking to understand the 
political, social, emotional and cultural benefits that accrued from prox-
imity. These chapters track families or their stately homes over time to 
show how specific locales became marked as Company spaces or domes-
tic nodes. Section four, ‘On the borders: region, nation, globe’, similarly 
examines issues of connection, proximity and distance at play in Britain 
more broadly. These chapters track local families with global connec-
tions to the Company and Asia, and also assess ‘glocal’ styles and interior 
architectural features. Section four pays particular attention to regions 
conventionally treated as peripheral to English identities, areas distant 
from London and the Home Counties such as the Scottish Borders and 
Highlands which played central parts in Company imperialism. Finally, 
section five, ‘Company families and identities:  writing history today’, 
highlights individual Company men and women and their place within 
familial and wider kinship networks. These chapters ask how such net-
works were sustained over time and space and for what purpose. They 
also explore the ways in which networks were reconstituted when 
families returned to Britain and examine how Company connections  
persisted over multiple generations.

Country houses and the material objects they contained played 
pivotal roles in processes of imperial fashioning and refashioning. They 
continue to shape our perceptions and misperceptions of the East India 
Company today. Their history and its myriad entanglements attest to the 
persistent presence of empire in modern British culture.

Conclusion

Country houses, their elite occupants and luxurious furnishings conven-
tionally figure in twenty- first- century British media as icons of an insu-
lar national identity. In Julian Fellowes’s film Gosford Park (2001), as in 
his wildly successful Downton Abbey (2010– 15), stately homes appear 
to radiate timeless convention, depicting power in material form as tra-
dition and continuity even as their occupants’ lives reflect fundamental 
changes in British society, culture, economics and politics. By treating 
stately homes and their material culture as active historical agents rather 
than as passive backdrops against which human agency occurs, the chap-
ters in The East India Company at Home have sought to suggest both alter-
native genealogies of country house power and alternative definitions of 
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British identity. New imperial wealth –  an exogenous force in pervasive 
present- day media representations of the eighteenth- , nineteenth-  and 
twentieth- century country house –  emerges from these studies as a vital 
cog in the machinery that maintained traditional ‘British’ structures of 
power and identity. To be sure, the threat of nabob wealth loomed large 
in Georgian caricature, where its conspicuous presence in elite stately 
homes represented an affront to established systems of property, privi-
lege and Englishness. By the Victorian era however, this critique and its 
accompanying stereotype had long lost their force: Berkshire, Essex and 
Hertfordshire –  like myriad British regions outside the Home Counties –  
proved more than capable of absorbing the material spoils of empire and 
of accommodating Company men, women and children into the proper-
tied governing elite. Far from undermining the British country house as 
a bastion of power, East India Company fortunes helped to underpin the 
‘power house’ tradition in these decades.

The East India Company at Home has demonstrated the impor-
tance not only of imperial wealth, but also of imperial objects and their 
meanings to Britain’s country houses in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
century. As Jan de Vries has shown, the significance in Europe of Asian 
luxury goods lay less in the sheer volume of goods traded than in the 
impacts they exerted on culture and society.57 By studying the interlinked 
material histories of ‘objects’ across a range of scales –  in and between 
country houses, in different types of furniture and fine art and among 
different family groupings –  we have sought to locate local and regional 
identities into a more productive dialogue with global and cosmopolitan 
histories of material culture. Adopting this approach helps to illuminate 
both the interconnections and the differences that marked Georgian and 
Victorian mobilizations of wealth and goods from Asia in British ‘power 
houses’. Shared cultural systems such as the stereotype of the nabob 
afforded a common language for contemporary critiques of imperial 
endeavour in public discourse, but in the private settings of family and 
home a wider spectrum of interpretation –  and validation –  was avail-
able and repeatedly exploited. Meanings varied across time and space; 
they were activated by contexts, by individuals and by relationships with 
other objects. Global material culture studies must give greater credence 
to how local contexts produced meanings and power relations through 
imperial goods. More exploration is required of how such understand-
ings then shaped the very systems of political control, exploitation, man-
ufacturing, trade and consumption that produced these material items.

Ultimately, the chapters in this volume scratch only the surface of 
the EIC’s material legacy on Georgian and Victorian stately homes, and 
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the stately home itself affords only a partial view of the wider impact of 
empire on wealth and power in Britain in this period. While this volume 
has actively sought to bring into view the women, children and extended 
family members involved in EIC activities, the Indian servants who 
toiled in Company country houses are largely absent from our chapters, 
although archival traces of their journeys from the subcontinent to the 
country house –  charged with the care of Company wives, children and 
animals –  provide fleeting glances of their residence and labour.58 Further 
research is needed to locate their lives, and the biographies of Company 
fathers’ mixed- race children, more securely within the histories of the 
British country house and its material cultures.59 By identifying EIC 
wealth, personnel and objects as integral components of Georgian and 
Victorian stately homes, however, we hope to prompt other family his-
torians (and historians of the family) to uncover these hidden histories, 
and to encourage heritage sites to incorporate these imperial stories fully 
into their displays and narratives. Gaining and voicing a clearer under-
standing of the relationship between the local and the global will prompt 
historians and the wider public to move beyond the false dichotomy of 
the imperial ‘here and there’. At the same time it will allow for a fuller 
investigation of the processes of silencing and evasion that have long 
been underway, hiding histories of empire in plain sight.

Empire fundamentally shaped elite British country houses in 
the eighteenth and nineteenth century, adding to the constellation of 
dynamic processes by which British built environments absorbed and 
reflected global material cultures. Situating EIC objects and their own-
ers within specific country houses and locales and focusing in depth on 
the practices and identities they animated, the chapters in this volume 
demonstrate how global tastes and practices were embedded in local 
contexts. Entangled with fortunes built with Caribbean slave labour, 
stately homes are domestic sites that embody Britain’s global histories. 
These histories, often painful and often effaced, deserve to be recovered 
more fully.
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Section 1
The social life of things

In his introduction to The Social Life of Things: Commodities in Cultural 
Perspective (1986), Arjun Appadurai argued that ‘we have to follow the 
things themselves, for their meanings are inscribed in their forms, their 
uses, their trajectories’.1 Following the material objects that animated 
Britain’s eighteenth-  and nineteenth- century imperial project can prove 
taxing, however, for even the most seemingly immobile of things  –   
animals, monuments, perishable foodstuffs –  became highly portable in 
the Company era.2 Trade, smuggling, gifting, looting, collecting, migra-
tion, decay and loss made objects both mobile and labile. Carried by 
merchants, mariners, family, friends, patrons, clients and their outright 
owners, Company things journeyed on sea and land routes, from port 
to retailer to recipient. Once on British soil, they moved between and 
among, moving between houses and household members. As Appadurai 
asserts, movement and change shape what commodities, things and 
objects are, how they function and what they mean. To understand mate-
rial objects in imperial contexts at home in Britain, we must track their 
social lives, their entangled relationships with people, other objects and 
places and explore how such embodied material networks affected their 
values and meanings.

The four chapters in this section explore the acquisition, display and 
interpretation of Asian and Company material objects in domestic British 
contexts, heritage sites and museums. Sarah Longair and Cam Sharp 
Jones’s chapter analyses an intricately decorated filigree casket now in 
the British Museum’s collections. Documentary evidence suggests that the 
casket once belonged to Tipu Sultan (c.1750– 99) but was removed –  per-
haps looted –  from Seringapatam (present day Siringapatna) in 1799 after 
Tipu’s defeat by the British in the Fourth Anglo- Mysore War. The casket’s 
subsequent history in private hands demonstrates how Company men and 
women fostered and perpetuated the Indian genealogies of their Asian 
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objects long after these items had been relocated to Britain. Yet, even as 
they used mobile material things to document, celebrate and justify their 
lives on the subcontinent, the casket’s successive owners also deployed this 
meaningful thing to knit together a shared family identity for the far- flung 
kin of the Fraser of Lovat clan. Enmeshed in family stories that stretched 
from Karnataka and Tamil Nadu to the Scottish Highlands, the casket came 
to rest in London’s Bloomsbury. Here, its donation to and exhibition in the 
British Museum have worked at multiple levels to domesticate an excep-
tionally violent episode in the East India Company’s protracted campaigns 
to assert territorial and mercantile hegemony on the subcontinent.

Helen Clifford’s chapter on Chinese wallpaper also examines ques-
tions of provenance, origin and connection. Focusing on the processes 
and routes by which Chinese wallpaper came to adorn so many stately 
homes in Britain, it explores both how Company connections provided 
access to ‘Oriental’ furnishings and why elite men and women –  living 
in an age most often associated with neo- classical tastes –  invested time, 
money and social capital to acquire, install and elaborate these exotic 
Company goods. Like Longair and Sharp Jones’s chapter, Clifford’s con-
tribution benefits from engagements with a diverse range of expertise, 
stretching from the heritage sector through the museum to the acad-
emy. Her analysis of Chinese wallpaper, researched in collaboration 
with National Trust staff, demonstrates how the interpretation of com-
plex imperial objects benefits from interdisciplinary methodologies that 
work to unpick both material conditions of production and the meanings 
things can embody and express.

Kate Smith’s chapter on ivory furniture looks both at the making 
of these imperial objects and the meanings attached to their presence in 
British country houses in the eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth cen-
turies. Now subject to global export bans inspired by conservationists, 
ivory furniture was among the most luxurious of Asian commodities to 
which Company commerce and connection gave elite Georgian men and 
women privileged access. At moments of purchase, dismantling and re- 
circulation, ivory furniture provided a matrix for the construction, display 
or perpetuation of families’ connection to the East India Company. The 
aesthetic and material particularities of ivory furniture represented the 
craft cultures of specific areas of the subcontinent, such as Vizagapatam 
and Murshidabad. Ivory furniture crafted in these sites allowed Company 
men (and their descendants) to signify the specificity of their imperial 
experiences in different regions of the subcontinent. As potent symbols of 
the imperial project these objects continue to act as signifiers of imperial 
histories within families and museums today.
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Yuthika Sharma and Pauline Davies’s chapter on Osterley Park 
and House, Hounslow reminds us that not all Company men and 
women obtained Asian luxury objects during periods of residence on 
the subcontinent. Three generations of the Child family, which owned 
and furnished Osterley, were involved at a distance in administering 
the late seventeenth-  and eighteenth- century East India Company. 
Although none of the house’s denizens are known to have travelled 
to Asia, the Childs obtained a wealth of lacquer furniture, textiles 
and armorial porcelain through their Company connections. These 
objects still reside in Osterley today, yet their conspicuous presence 
has historically figured as an anomalous backdrop in a National Trust 
site more typically presented to the public in its guise as a neoclassical 
stately home fashioned by the celebrated Robert Adam (1728– 92). It 
is precisely by exploring the intersection of material histories such as 
these  –  the entangled British, European, Indian and Chinese biogra-
phies of things –  that this section aims to illuminate the domestic lives 
of Company society and culture.
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1
Prize possession
The ‘silver coffer’ of Tipu Sultan and the 
Fraser family

Sarah Longair and Cam Sharp Jones 1

Amongst the myriad treasures in the British Museum is an intricately  
decorated filigree casket, displayed for many years in the museum’s 
Addis Gallery of Islamic Art (see Figure 1.1).2 Inside are six small bottles, 
a ladle and a funnel bearing a minute Persian inscription on the rim. Two 
documents written by one- time owners of the casket –  one an undated 
letter, the other an incomplete note –  give tantalizing details about the 
casket’s provenance.3 These fragments of evidence describe how General 
Hastings Fraser (1771– 1852) obtained the object from the palace of 
Tipu Sultan (1750– 99), the celebrated ruler of the Kingdom of Mysore, 
after the dramatic defeat of Tipu’s army and his death at Seringapatam 
(present- day Srirangapatna) on 4 May 1799. As we learn from the second 
letter, the Frasers believed the Persian inscription on the funnel referred 
to Haider Ali (d. 1782), father of Tipu Sultan.4

These documents contain further intriguing references to the cas-
ket’s subsequent journey until its donation by Colonel Henry Fraser to 
the British Museum in 1904. The first letter, dated 11 August 1846, is 
from an unspecified correspondent:

At the taking of Seringapatam in 1799 my Uncle Mr Fraser was  
present and afterwards appointed Prize Agent to the treasures, jew-
els, etc there found. This silver coffer was in Tipoo’s own room and 
with a silken carpet and coral chaplet was sent by HF to his mother at 
Mt Capper and were by her given to her youngest daughter Charlotte 
Catherine, From whom the boxe was given to her son J M Heath who 
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wished his youngest cousin H Fraser to have it as a family relic. His 
surviving sister Isabella A Heath now transfers it to HF as d...

The second, subsequent letter dates from c.1876 and was composed by 
Isabella A. Heath:

Dear Henry I believe you are the discoverer of Hyder’s name on the 
casket, & of course to an outsider who did not know its history it 
increases its value as a genuine historic relic. There was an article 
in a recent no. of ‘The World’ on Mr Lowe, there they spoke of two 
of the few relics of Tipoo’s time preserved at his house, got by some-
one who had them at the siege of Seringapatam, one was a small 
drinking horn or flask of Rhinocerous horn found in his private 
apartments and both highly valued by their possessors. With love 
ever your affect. cousin Isabella A Heath

In this chapter we untangle the history of this object and the associated 
individuals to shed light on several wider questions about how material 
culture from India operated within the homes of East India Company 
(EIC) families, of which the Frasers  –  a Scottish Highland family and 
branch of Clan Fraser of Lovat –  represent a useful example. These ques-
tions include: how does the domestication of spoils of war represent fam-
ily identities, dynastic legitimacy and imperial legacies over generations 
across the empire?5 When was the association with Tipu Sultan mobilized 
and to what end? How did this connection shift in and out of view as the 
casket’s meaning and value changed in different contexts? The enduring 
significance of Tipu Sultan in nineteenth- century Britain and the partic-
ular attention paid by family members to transferring the casket between 
generations both in India and England make this object’s biography par-
ticularly revealing.6 It was not an explicitly martial object, offering pos-
sibilities for domestic reinterpretation.7 We remain mindful of the risks 
associated with isolating a specific object for investigation to draw wider 
conclusions, as it was likely to be one of many produced.8 However, the 
associations embodied within this particular object merit further scrutiny.

While the documentary evidence connected to the casket remains 
minimal, we can usefully situate it within different historical and material 
contexts to establish the significance of its history. Large numbers of objects 
from Seringapatam remain in the private collections of the descendants of 
army officers present at the battle.9 For this reason their changing locations, 
uses and meanings remain concealed. Evidence of the casket’s treatment 
therefore offers a window into these hidden histories. The chronology of the  
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Frasers’ entanglement with India is also notable. In contrast to the Scottish 
elite ‘sojourners’ of the late eighteenth century whose relatively short peri-
ods in India were devoted to the rapid acquisition of fortunes leading to 
accusations of ‘nabobery’, families like the Frasers established a form of 
family ‘seat’ in Cuddalore. Subsequent generations lived mobile lives main-
taining connections across the empire and in the metropole.10 This case 
study indicates that for this group, material culture was and remained a 
source of pride, and a symbol of imperial identity and status. The timing 
of this object’s donation to the Museum and the scant but illuminating  
documentary and material evidence therefore offer a view into the domes-
tication of Tipu’s legacy in Company family homes across time and space.

The casket’s origins in eighteenth- century India

The casket, measuring 12cm long, 9cm high and 8.5cm deep, is made 
entirely of fine, openwork filigree. The filigree consists of silver wire in 
the form of florets and volute- like patterns imitating scrolling foliage, con-
tained within frames of flattened silver gilt wire that creates a panelled 

Figure 1.1  Openwork silver and silver gilt filigree casket, H: 9 cm; 
W: 12 cm; D: 8.5 cm. 1904,1006.1.a. © The Trustees of the British 
Museum.
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effect across the sides of the casket. The scrolling foliage design contin-
ues across the hinged bevelled lid in smaller panels and bands whilst the 
top of the lid is decorated with a central six- petal flower surrounded by a 
scalloped diamond in gilded, flattened wire which develops into a trefoil 
design. The base is decorated with a radiating rosette motif surrounded 
by volute curls that is raised up on four feet and can be closed using the 
loop and palmette- shaped hinged hasp. Interestingly, no evidence is visible 
(wear or scratching) on the casket or hasp, suggesting it was not repeatedly 
locked shut. Both the feet and the hinged lock are decorated with the same 
scrolling foliage pattern found on the rest of the casket. Inside the casket is 
an inserted silver panel with eight circular holes that separate and hold six 
7cm- high silver bottles.11 The two smaller holes in the panel hold a small 
silver funnel and ladle. The bottles, ladle and funnel are made of highly 
polished silver, whilst the inserted panel is decorated with the same scroll-
ing foliage seen on the exterior of the casket, indicating that the interior 
insert was made at the same time as the casket and was not a later addition.

Dated to the eighteenth century, the casket’s decoration and form 
combine both European and Indian motifs and designs. As with many 
examples of early filigree, it contains no maker’s marks to identify the 
locality of production. The shape of the casket is found in European 
examples of filigree and silver work as well as Mughal and Iranian exam-
ples of this period, whilst the tightly scrolling decoration is common 
to Indian and South- East Asian- made articles of this type.12 During the 
eighteenth century, growing global engagement resulted in increasing 
levels of artistic exchange, not just in metal work but also painting, sculp-
ture and architecture. Filigree production flourished in various centres 
in South Asia during the eighteenth century, including cities such as 
Goa and those in the Deccan as well as South East Asian centres such as 
Batavia and Macau.13 Increasing trade links and mobility between such 
localities created an environment in which artistic styles were transmit-
ted from place to place, making the attribution to a specific centre prob-
lematic. Susan Stronge suggests that the casket was possibly produced in 
the Deccan, although the shape bears a strong resemblance to boxes and 
caskets known to have been produced in Goa. A recently acquired and 
stylistically similar casket in the Victoria and Albert Museum’s collection 
is attributed to Karimnagar, India.14 The donor of the V&A casket intrigu-
ingly also stated that it was said to come from Tipu Sultan’s palace. Other 
examples of silver filigree work attributed to the collections of Tipu Sultan 
are found in the Clive collection at Powis Castle and are ascribed an East 
Asian origin –  highlighting the influence expanding trade routes had on 
the ability to collect material goods from wide- ranging localities.15
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The use of silver filigree throughout the construction of the cas-
ket, including the base, makes the casket lightweight and easy to handle 
and as such to transport. Whilst in many examples the function of such 
caskets or ‘dans’ (meaning box) is unknown, in this case the presence of 
the funnel and ladle indicates that the casket was an ‘attardan’ or scent 
holder for storing perfumed oils and waters. These fluids, such as rose-
water, were typically used during festivals, dinners and social events to 
create a luxurious and fragrant atmosphere as well as having specific 
social functions such as the sprinkling of rosewater to indicate the end of 
formal gatherings.16 Perfumes also had a more intimate use for both men 
and women through the perfuming of the body and clothes. Although 
the use of perfumes was not limited to the elite, the combination of the 
silver filigree casket with such liquids, indicates that the casket was most 
likely regarded as a luxury item both within the Mysorean court and 
European society.

We know from the transcribed letters which accompany the  casket 
that Henry Fraser identified a minute stamp on the silver funnel, translat-
ing the Persian inscription as ‘Hyder’ which he read as a reference to 
Haider Ali, Tipu Sultan’s father. This reading reinforced the Frasers’ 
belief in the connection between the casket and the family of Tipu Sultan. 
Interestingly a reappraisal of the inscription has highlighted that what 
Fraser read as ‘Hyder’ can also be transliterated as ‘Haider’ or ‘Haydar’.17 
Haider can be both a personal name, meaning lion, or as Stronge states, 
is the title given to the Prophet’s son- in- law ‘Ali (the first Shi’ite Imam).18 
Stronge argues that the writing, stamping or inlaying of ‘Haider’ (رديح) or 
more simply a ‘H’ (ح) onto items from Tipu Sultan’s court, provided  a 
multi- layered association to both the Prophet’s son-in-law as well as 
Tipu’s father.19 This association was further enhanced by the ‘Haider’ 
being surrounded by a stylized tiger stripe which appeared on numerous 
objects associated with Tipu, including guns, textiles, swords, painting 
and architectural decoration.20

The tiger motif became so closely associated with Tipu Sultan that 
he was often referred to as the ‘Tiger of Mysore’ within contemporary 
literature.21 This use of the tiger as a symbol was not only a reference 
to the Islamic and Iranian belief in the tiger and lion being interchange-
able symbols of power and religion, for these creatures also had spiritual 
significance for Hindu communities.22 Although Tipu Sultan and Haider 
Ali were Muslim, the kingdom they ruled was predominantly Hindu. 
The use of the tiger was open to multiple interpretations and may have 
produced a positive association with the local populace towards these 
new rulers. Richard Davis argues that the use of the tiger motif created a 
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visual connection between earlier dynastic rulers of the region, such as 
the Colas who had also used the tiger stripe as an official insignia.23 In 
this regard, the use of ‘Haider’ within the tiger stripe produced multiple 
allusions and associations on both a local and global level.

These varied meanings not only allied Tipu Sultan and his king-
dom to the local population and so helped to maintain a stable popu-
lace, but also demonstrated his religious devotion. This is also mirrored 
in the ‘Haider’ stamp. When transliterated by Henry Fraser, he took it 
to mean ‘Hyder ‘Ali’ and so confirmed a dynastic connection, through 
Tipu’s inheritance of the casket from his father. Although Henry Fraser 
most probably missed the religious association that Stronge argues was 
one of the meanings behind the stamp, the fact that he was researching 
and studying this casket shows an attempt to understand the object in 
his possession, not just as a decorative item but also its history and the 
significance of its inscription.

Material culture from Seringapatam

Tipu Sultan, born on 20 November 1750 to Haider Ali’s second wife, 
Fatima, or Fakr- un- Nissa, was well- known during his lifetime as one of 
the most formidable opponents of the East India Company, and his rep-
utation endured throughout the nineteenth century.24 Both his and his 
father’s resistance to European expansion effectively kept the Company 
at bay for decades through their command of large and well- resourced 
armed forces in battle. The fall of Mysore and Tipu’s death at the battle 
of Seringapatam in 1799 became symbolic of EIC domination in the sub-
continent, all the more potent as Tipu was a respected leader who had 
resisted for so long and died heroically defending his city. According to 
Denys Forrest, while politicians’ pride in the success was tempered by 
their suspicion about the ambitions of Lord Wellesley who led the attack, 
it was a time for celebration for the wider population:  ‘on the demotic 
level, among the ordinary John Bull patriots of market place and farm 
and tavern, there was a robust and enduring sense of triumph over the 
terrible Tiger of Mysore. Beating Tipu might not be quite the same thing 
as beating Boney, but it was a step in the right direction!’25 This sentiment 
is entangled with a sense of admiration and awe. Walter Scott remarked 
in 1814 that Tipu possessed greater resolve and ‘dogged spirit of resolu-
tion’ than Napoleon, dying ‘manfully upon the breach of his capital city 
with his sabre clenched in his hand’, an assessment written at the time 
of Napoleon’s abdication.26 Comparison between these enemies brought 
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home the serious threat that Tipu had posed to Britain’s empire in India 
and the nobility of his death.

Beyond the inevitable political shifts which occurred in the wake 
of the defeat of Tipu Sultan, the impact of the battle was transmitted 
tangibly to Britain by the dissemination of images and the material  
legacy of the encounter. Artists in Britain were inspired by the dramatic 
events, imagining key moments in the battle in paintings. Prints of such 
images were popular and circulated widely.27 Robert Ker Porter created 
one of the most spectacular renditions of Seringapatam in the form of 
a 21- foot high and 120- foot long semi- circular painted panorama, first 
displayed in the Lyceum in London, which then toured Britain and the 
United States.28

The seizure of material from the palace and city by the East India 
Company army had an even wider resonance. The extent of the looting 
and plunder of the palace was vast and unprecedented. As Moienuddin 
writes, ‘The manner in which Tipu’s palace was pillaged for his priceless 
possessions, handkerchiefs and footwear included, has no parallel in 
Indian history.’29 The Prize Committee, officially charged with the task 
of allocating Tipu’s possessions and the contents of his treasury, noted 
that: ‘There was everything that power could command or money could 
purchase.’30 General Hastings Fraser, acquirer of the casket, was a mem-
ber of this Prize Committee. The most celebrated of such objects is of 
course the so- called Tipu’s Tiger  –  the mechanical organ which when 
wound creates a roaring sound as the wooden tiger mauls an English sol-
dier, which went on public display at the EIC’s India Museum in London.31 
The vast majority of the material from the siege and the Prize sales, how-
ever, was not presented to the Company but remained in private hands, 
as with the casket.32 As Anne Buddle notes, ‘Any Seringapatam souvenir 
was carefully preserved.’33

A large number and wide variety of pieces were taken. Manuscripts, 
jewellery, armour, cabinets, silverware, porcelain and weaponry were 
amassed in Britain, many of which were described as the personal prop-
erty of Tipu Sultan.34 Jasanoff vividly assesses the quantity of objects said 
to come from Tipu’s body: were these attributions genuine, ‘the king had 
staggered into battle swaddled in turbans, padded jackets, helmets and 
sashes; slung around with pistols, muskets, daggers, and sabres; and 
packed up with a baffling assortment of trinkets and bibelots –  from a 
folding wooden telescope to a gold European pocket watch’.35 She high-
lights the importance of direct connection to Tipu’s body to objects gain-
ing specific value as relics. In the second letter above, Heath specifically 
notes the Haider stamp as proof of its being a ‘genuine historical relic’.  
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The careful preservation of these objects in many families, evidence of 
which can be seen in the exhaustive work of Moienuddin, indicates how 
attachment to Tipu Sultan remains significant to this day.36 ‘Hero rel-
ics’ –  such as those associated with Nelson –  similarly captured the imag-
ination of Victorians.37 The element of nobility in battle associated with 
these objects serves as a contrast to the criticisms surrounding the mate-
rial culture of nabobs in the late eighteenth century, whose finery and 
conspicuously ‘eastern’ possessions represented their new wealth and 
suspicious exotic lifestyles.38 The connection with Tipu Sultan trumped 
such negative connotations.

Myths establishing the pieces as personal possessions of Tipu 
Sultan, whether asserted by the soldiers who seized them or later embel-
lished within family folklore, indicate the particular significance of 
proximity to the great ruler and the family’s direct involvement in the 
iconic battle. Such objects authenticated these narratives. Interestingly, 
Moienuddin notes that Wellesley ordered all Tipu’s personal belongings 
to be returned to England to prevent them ‘from being distributed as 
“sacred relics of Tipu Sultan the Martyr” lest they be used to mobilize the 
people against the expansionist policy of the British’.39 In Britain, Tipu’s 
possessions ensured that his legendary status endured: it was vital that 
he was seen as a powerful foe in order to maintain the significance of the 
British victory and justify an expansionist policy in India. At the level of 
individual objects, their return to Britain transformed them into relics of 
a different kind: moving from a Mysorean palace to British domestic set-
tings, they embodied ancestral service to the expanding empire.

Such objects and the memory of Tipu remained significant through-
out the nineteenth century, a phenomenon which prompted Isabella 
Heath to write her letter to Henry Fraser.40 She was inspired by ‘an arti-
cle in a recent no. of “The World” on Mr Lowe’ which referred to ‘two 
of the few relics of Tipoo’s time preserved at his house’. This refers to a 
‘through the keyhole’ style article about the home of the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer, Robert Lowe (1811– 92), later Viscount Sherbrooke.41 Articles 
such as this underline the interest in possessions, display and domesticity 
of the Victorian era.42 Lowe’s distant cousin, Sir John Sherbrooke (1764– 
1830), who rose to become Governor General of British North America in 
1816, had earlier in his career led one of the battalions at Seringapatam. 
Throughout his life he retained ‘the curved sword of Tippoo Sultaun, with 
its blade inlaid with mother- of- pearl; and his rhinoceros- horn drinking- 
cup, known as the “poison cup”, a short, flat bottle, which he exclusively 
used to avert being poisoned. Also Tippoo’s bridle, saddle, and holsters’.43 
These items evidently passed to Lowe, who, as a boy had referred to Sir 
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John as ‘Uncle’.44 Reading this description impelled Isabella Heath to put 
pen to paper and proclaim the ‘genuine’ history of the casket stamped 
upon its surface and assert her family’s similarly distinguished global 
history.

The Fraser family and the casket: between  
Britain and India

Colonel Henry Fraser donated the casket to the British Museum in 
1904, and the references in the letters allow us to trace its journey from 
Seringapatam to the Museum via various members of the Fraser family.  
The history of the family is worth exploring in full as it reflects the com-
plex nature of imperial families from the late eighteenth to the early 
twentieth centuries (see Figure 1.2). The ‘Uncle Fraser’ to whom the 
first letter refers and who acquired the casket is General Hastings Fraser  
(1771– 1852), mentioned by Major Alexander Allan in his account of 
the battle.45 Fraser was one of 10 children of General Charles Fraser  
(c.1737– 95) and Isabella Hook (1755– 1821). The Frasers of Ardachy 
were members of the Scottish elite, descended from a branch of Clan 
Fraser of Lovat on Charles’s father’s side, while his mother was daughter 
of the ninth Earl of Argyll.46 Charles Fraser had previously served in the 
Marines and joined the East India Company in 1762 taking his first post 
in Madras.47 He returned on leave in 1768 when he and Hook married 
and they returned together to Madras the following year for 10 years res-
idence in India, thereby establishing themselves as an expatriate family 
rather than the more typical individual male ‘sojourners’.48 Their eldest 
child, born in 1771 at Vellore, was named Hastings ‘in acknowledgement 
of several acts of kindness rendered to the father by Warren Hastings’, then 
member of the Council at Madras.49 The future Governor General wrote 
to the parents thanking them for this honour, offering the gift of a shawl. 
The whole family moved back to Britain around 1779. Charles returned 
to India without his family, dying in 1795 as General of Division of the 
Company Army. His widow Isabella lived for a further 26 years, returning 
herself to India and dying at Mount Capper, Cuddalore, in 1821.50

Of their ten children, three died before reaching adulthood –  one, 
Pasley Weir, drowning on the way to join his father as a cadet in India. 
Their eighth child, Elizabeth Fraser, aged only 15, married Colonel 
Francis Capper in 1791. Although Elizabeth died without issue in 1795 
the families appear to have remained closely connected. Mount Capper 
in Cuddalore (just over 100 miles south of Madras) seems to have been 
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the centre of family activity. Evidence indicates that the villa was built 
by a member of the Capper family in 1798 and passed to Hastings Fraser 
in 1805.51 The first letter suggests that Isabella Fraser moved into the 
house during her widowhood as she was resident there when Hastings 
presented the casket to her. The weddings of Charles and Isabella’s ninth 
daughter, also named Isabella, to Charles Carpenter in 1805, and of their 
youngest daughter, Charlotte Catherine, to Josiah Marshall Heath in 
1816 both took place at Mount Capper.52

We return now to the original acquirer of the casket, Hastings Fraser, 
who joined the army in 1788, serving in several campaigns in the East 
Indies, and rose to a high rank by the late 1790s. He was only 28 when 
he led his regiment against Tipu Sultan in 1799. He was nominated as 
one of the Prize Agents who were tasked with distributing the treasury of 
Tipu Sultan. The first letter records that of the items he himself received, 
he sent this ‘silver coffer … from Tipoo’s own room’, a silk carpet and a 
string of coral beads (the ‘chaplet’) to his mother at Mount Capper. Later 
in his career, Hastings Fraser’s fine leadership at the taking of the Island 
of Bourbon (Réunion Island) in 1810 was recognized by his own corps, 
who presented him with a valuable sword, and by the ‘native’ regiments, 
who gave him a silver plate. These were the first items mentioned in his 
will, in which Hastings Fraser bequeathed them to his brother James (see 
below) with instructions that they were to be passed on to his nephew 
and namesake.53 He died unmarried in London in 1852, aged 83, after 
receiving several military offices.54 It is clear, therefore, that objects asso-
ciated with military victories held particular significance to the family.

Charles and Isabella Fraser’s fifth son, James Stuart Fraser  
(1783– 1869), who inherited the estate on Hastings’s death, was also a 
distinguished East India Company officer, who at one stage was respon-
sible for transporting the Princes of Mysore, the descendants of Haider 
Ali and Tipu Sultan, to Bengal in 1807. Rising to the position of British 
Resident at the Court of the Nizam of Hyderabad in 1839, he remained in 
India until 1853 after resigning the previous year due to a disagreement 
with the Marquis of Dalhousie over the Company policy of expansion 
into Berar. His marriage to Henrietta Stevenson (1809– 60), daughter of 
another significant Company family, had also taken place at Cuddalore. 
Of their eight children, Hastings was the eldest son, named after his 
uncle. Their third son Henry (c.1833– 1906) was the final family mem-
ber to possess the casket before he gave it to the British Museum.55 Their 
eldest child Harriet (1827– 82) had 13 children –  several of whom served 
in imperial territories. In maintaining and benefitting from a close con-
nection to the Company over generations, the Fraser family mirrored the 
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experiences of other imperial families, such as the Melvill family (dis-
cussed in Section 5 of this volume).

Before the casket came into Henry Fraser’s hands, the first  
letter indicates that Josiah and Charlotte Heath’s son, also named 
Josiah Marshall Heath (1827– 75), received it from his mother.56 It was 
Josiah who felt it appropriate that Henry Fraser, his cousin, receive 
the casket, an act, we learn from the letter, undertaken by his sister 
Isabella Heath. This Isabella was the author of the second letter, which 
reveals the intriguing detail that Henry Fraser translated the Haider Ali 
inscription. As discussed earlier, this stamp is minute and would have 
required a magnifying glass and expertise in reading Persian script to 
decipher. We can then infer that the object was not only a ‘family relic’ 
with anecdotal history but also one which was subject to close scrutiny 
by its new owner, a source of fascination and perhaps pride, beyond 
being an exquisite piece of craftsmanship. Heath specifically noted the 
significance of the Haider Ali stamp. While clearly of eastern origin, its 
particular direct link to Tipu Sultan was not evident to the naked eye. 
This allowed the violence surrounding its acquisition to be silenced or 
disclosed at the will of the owners. While it is an undeniably aesthet-
ically impressive artwork, Heath in this letter underlined the wider 
value of such items and their provenance, reinforcing its meaning to the 
next generation. Its enduring association with the celebrated Indian 
rulers and its particular passage between different family members  –  
both male and female –  suggest that it came to symbolise the family’s 
lengthy connections with the empire in India.

Henry Fraser did not donate any other objects to the British 
Museum, and within the scope of this research, we have found no other 
references to donations to other institutions. We cannot therefore draw 
conclusions about his motivations. Within the longer history of the cas-
ket, however, certain elements stand out. This treasured possession was 
not simply passed down from one generation to another but presented 
specifically to relatives to whom it was deemed of interest or relevance –  
indicating that it had heightened importance.57 Unlike a sword which 
might have automatically been passed between male relatives, this object 
was given first from son to mother, then mother to daughter, to her son, 
to his sister and finally to their male cousin. The enthusiasm by Lady 
Clive to acquire objects after Seringapatam suggests that collecting this 
material was taken up by men and women alike. The casket seems not to 
have acquired a specifically gendered meaning –  a delicate and exquisite 
piece of craftsmanship designed to hold scented oils, it was also bound 
up with a narrative of battle, bloodshed and empire- building.58
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The casket in the British Museum

Whilst it is not possible to determine how the casket was displayed or used 
by the Fraser family either in India or in Britain, we can explore aspects of 
the casket’s history as a ‘social’ and ‘exhibited’ object in the British Museum. 
As already mentioned, it was donated to the Museum by Henry Fraser in 
1904, and the register records that on 6 October 1904 Colonel Henry Fraser 
gave an ‘attar khana, taken at siege of Seringapatam 1799, the native forces 
being under Tipoo Sultan, whose father’s name (Hyder ‘Ali) is on the silver 
funnel’.59 Although brief, this record highlights that even when the casket 
was donated, its intended use, as a holder of perfumes and, most impor-
tantly, its historical connection to Tipu Sultan and his father, were intrinsic 
elements of its value to the Museum and possibly the reason for its dona-
tion. The casket was initially deposited in the collection of the British and 
Mediaeval Antiquities and Ethnography department and then transferred 
to the new Oriental Antiquities and Ethnography department in 1933. This 
department was renamed the Asia department in 2003.60

When put on display in 2002, the casket was housed in a cabinet 
containing Mughal- era objects in the Addis Gallery of Islamic Art as a fine 
example of South Asian artistry. As with other material goods taken from 
Tipu Sultan’s palace on display in public collections around the country, 
the casket’s accompanying label refers to its link to Tipu Sultan and the 
siege of Seringapatam.61 In the limited word- count of museum labels, 
only one aspect of the casket’s history can be highlighted. The brevity of 
the label veils the casket’s position as a colonial ‘prize’ and its symbolism 
of the dynastic connections between the Fraser family and the East India 
Company. The familial connections that the Fraser family wove around the 
casket exposed in this essay offer perspectives on the ‘colonial moment’ 
in the lives of objects, elements of the continuing history and social life 
of the object from its creation to the modern day, which are rarely given 
space in museum labels.62 The casket is soon to be moved from the British 
Museum’s gallery devoted to Islamic art to a newly- curated case in the 
South Asia gallery exploring colonial India, a recontextualization which 
brings the object’s connections to imperial expansion to the fore.

Conclusion: shifting meanings

Different aspects of the casket’s history continue to be mobilized. In 
this paper we have traced the earlier relocations of the casket and dis-
cussed the changing and simultaneous meanings it held. To augment 
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the fragmentary evidence about the casket’s history, we have located it 
within three contexts:  its production and connection to the dynasty of 
Tipu Sultan, its role as one of spoils of Seringapatam, and its place within 
the Fraser family. While the casket’s story fits within the broader pattern 
of South Asian material culture coming to Britain in the Company era and 
during Crown rule, we have revealed several remarkable elements about 
this particular object. In the first instance, the presence of the Haider Ali 
stamp gives a direct link to Tipu Sultan’s palace, which other similar cas-
kets do not have. As we have shown, however, the meaning of this stamp 
is not only of interest for asserting provenance. As Moienuddin states, all 
objects from Tipu’s palace ‘define very clearly the personality of Tipu and 
his tolerant religious perceptions and practices’.63 The multiple interpre-
tations of the stamp support this view of Tipu and his possessions.

The casket is notable in the dispersal of material from Seringapatam 
for its retention in India for several decades. The Frasers are significant 
in the late eighteenth century- history of the Company for establishing a 
family home in India. Characteristics such as large numbers of children, 
some of whom perished young, others who led transient lives between 
Britain and the subcontinent, and relocating for education, marriage 
and career prospects, would become more common throughout the 
nineteenth century. Perceptions of imperial service had shifted by the 
mid- nineteenth century when the casket came to Britain. Members of 
the Fraser family were evidently proud of their involvement in the early 
history of the Company, as made clear by the naming of one of their 
children as Hastings in 1829. This name not only honoured the boy’s 
uncle but also recalled the family’s connections to the late eighteenth- 
century grandees of the EIC. The casket was a material representation 
of such personal and political tributes. No longer did Indian material 
culture prompt accusations of ‘nabobery’, and therefore this object 
could unequivocally celebrate the long and distinguished history of the 
Frasers as early participants in the subjugation of the subcontinent and 
establishment of the empire.
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2
Chinese wallpaper

From Canton to country house

Helen Clifford

Made from bast fibres (material made from the inner bark of trees, 
such as paper mulberry and blue sandalwood) and backed with a 
thicker paper made of bamboo fibres, laminated together with starch, 
Chinese wallpaper was (and still is) hand painted in vivid colours, 
sometimes with the aid of block- printed outlines, with flowers, foli-
age and birds, and more rarely with scenes from Chinese life.1 The 
history of Chinese wallpaper is inextricably linked to that of the East 
India Company (EIC) in whose ships it travelled from Canton (mod-
ern Guangzhou) to London. It remains a distinct and luxury product to 
this day. Chinese wallpaper was rarely closely imitated by competing 
European manufactures (unlike porcelain or the lacquer that spawned 
‘japanned’ wares); it did not accommodate Western fashion cycles like 
cotton; it remained a small scale private trade, retaining its elite sta-
tus, distinct identity, and high price over time.2 Its acquisition was as 
likely to come through gifting as through purchase, and Chinese wall-
paper thus avoided becoming a ‘new consumer commodity’. Although 
associated, like porcelain, with feminine desire and female spaces, it 
appears in drawing and billiard rooms as well as ladies’ bedrooms, in 
public as well as private arenas. These very problems of positioning 
create opportunities for reconsidering the contemporary experience, 
and later evaluation, of Asian goods in domestic contexts.

In his exploration of design and the domestic interior in England, 
Charles Saumarez Smith observed that, in the late seventeenth century 
‘the most visible sign of new wealth, and an obvious target for social crit-
icism, was the import of luxury goods from the Far East’ and instanced as 
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examples the impact of lightweight Indian chintzes, translucent porcelain 
and glossy lacquered furniture.3 The curator Oliver Impey added Chinese 
wallpaper and carpets to the porcelain and lacquer, considering them the 
four most prominently displayed categories of goods imported from the 
East.4 It would be a mistake however to assume that these goods followed 
similar pathways from point of manufacture to country house, moving over 
time from collectors’ rarities to commonplace commodities, and eventually 
overtaken by their imitators. The case of Chinese wallpaper challenges any 
overarching or simplistic model of production, export and consumption.

The aim of this contribution is to examine the impact that Chinese 
wallpaper made on the British country house, where its presence has been 
seen by many as its defining feature. Although we know that it was hung 
in homes that were not country houses, like that of the actor Samuel Foote 
(1720– 77), who had bought it for the private rooms of his London residence, 
surviving evidence connects most Chinese wallpaper in Britain with the 
country house.5 Examples have been located across the British Isles, from 
Blair Castle in Pitlochry, Scotland to Penrhyn Castle in North Wales, from 
Clyne Castle in South Wales to Tregothan deep in Cornwall.6 In the east of 
England there are fine examples including those at Ickworth in Suffolk and 
Houghton Hall in Norfolk, while Ireland boasts papers in both the north and 
south.7 In the sheer surface area it covers within the home, it can claim to be 
the dominating decorative element of a room, setting the style and acting 
as a backdrop for the country house interior as stage. It is frequently men-
tioned in diaries, letters and guidebooks both past and present, indicating 
its high visibility and distinctiveness, and appears in widely differing and 
often surprising sources and contexts. Yet its high profile within the con-
sumer context is not matched by records of its manufacture, export and sale 
on its route from Chinese workshop to country house within the legendary 
detail and scale of East India Company archives. Neither is there any com-
prehensive study of these wallpapers, although this will soon be remedied 
with the publication of the proceedings of the Chinese Wallpaper:  Trade, 
Technique and Taste conference, which brought together curators, conser-
vators, country house owners and scholars to consider European, American 
and Chinese perspectives in London in 2016.

In the following contribution the evolution of Chinese wallpaper 
will be mapped, reflecting this luxury good’s birth as a subtle hybrid born 
of ancient Chinese manufacturing skills and a Western desire for the 
exotic. Its key characteristics compared with its European counterparts 
will then be considered, in order to understand its unique qualities. The 
rest of the paper will explore the pivotal role that the East India Company 
played in the dissemination of Chinese wallpaper through the country 
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houses of Britain. This role is best understood through an examination 
not of hard, quantifiable trade facts but of the soft, flexible and opaque 
web of associations that defined the influence and networks of East India 
Company employees, whose connections spread far and wide.

The evolution of Chinese wallpaper: the story from  
east and west

Exotic wall coverings were used to decorate the homes of the wealthy 
in Europe, long before the invention of wallpaper. Available to a select 
few, these precursors of wallpaper included embossed leathers, tapes-
tries and woven damasks. The earliest European papers were printed on  
single sheets of paper. A fragment found in Christ’s College, Cambridge 
was printed on the reverse of a recycled proclamation issued by Henry 
VII. It is the earliest known example of English wallpaper, and was 
probably hung after 1550.8 In the later seventeenth century individual 
black and white wooden block printed papers became popular.9 Later, 
sheets of rag paper were glued along the edges to form a roll, ground 
colour was applied by hand before printing on designs with wood blocks 
and/ or stencils using distemper pigments. This became the formula for 
English wallpaper production until the mid- nineteenth century.10

The Chinese of course also used paper in their homes, but it was 
quite different in size, format and design to that made for the West. We 
know surprisingly little about the use of the plain, coloured and patterned 
paper that furnished Southern Chinese interiors, where it was customary 
to paste the windows of houses with plain paper and sometimes to paint 
this decoratively. Perhaps these were the papers that John Evelyn noted in 
1664 when he admired ‘a sort of paper ... with such lively colours, that for 
splendour and vividness we have nothing in Europe that approaches it …  
[it is], exceeding glorious to look on’, that had accompanied goods brought 
back from China by a Jesuit.11 It is thought by some that the appreciation of 
such ornament by European visitors might have prompted the Chinese to 
produce similar work for export. It is more likely however that the Chinese 
wallpapers we know in the West originated from the less familiar wall dec-
orations on paper created in China especially for export to Europe.12

Chinese pictures and prints were imported in small quantities first 
by the Portuguese in the sixteenth century, and then into France by Dutch 
traders, towards the end of the seventeenth century.13 The earliest precise 
reference to the import of graphic art from China to England is 1727.14 
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There is a later but very informative description of these pictures by Robert 
Fortune (1812– 80) the plant hunter, who took the tea plant from China 
to India. Fortune observed in the house of a mandarin ‘a nicely furnished 
room according to Chinese ideas, that is, its walls were hung with pictures 
of flowers, birds, and scenes of Chinese life. … I observed a series of pictures 
which told a long tale as distinctly as if it had been written in Roman char-
acters’.15 These pictures continued to be popular in Britain and were used 
alongside Chinese wallpaper. For example Lady Cardigan bought 88 ‘Indian 
pictures’ in 1742, which were pasted over the walls of her dining room.16 
Nearly 30 years later there is a description of a dressing room at Fawley 
Court, Henley- on- Thames decorated with ‘the most curious India paper as 
birds, flowers etc., put up as different pictures in frames of the same’.17

Contesting a deceptively simple and linear trajectory of develop-
ment, Emile de Bruijn has persuasively suggested that the Western taste for 
Chinese pictures and prints which developed in the late seventeenth cen-
tury stimulated European designers and craftsmen to produce wallpapers 
with imitation Asian motifs at the beginning of the eighteenth century. It 
was only then, he suggests, that Chinese painting workshops responded to 
that demand by producing pictorial wallpapers from the 1730s– 1740s, like 
those at Felbrigg in Norfolk and Dalemain in Cumbria (see Figure 2.1).18

This may explain why, although one of the first mentions of Chinese 
wallpaper appears in 1693 in an advertisement in the London Gazette for 
the sale of ‘paper hangings of Indian and Japan figures’, it is only from 
the mid- eighteenth century that any of these Chinese papers survive in 
Europe.19 The heavy weight, rough surface, crude and repetitive print-
ing and limited palette of the early European wallpaper formed a rather 
drab contrast to the light, soft, flexible and smooth Chinese wallpapers, 
colourfully painted with endlessly varied scenes, which began to appear 
in the West. The wallpaper was made using ancient techniques pioneered 
in China in the eighth century bce, in production- line workshops in 
Guangzho (Canton) and involved many specialized hands, responsible 
for block printing outlines to hand painting, using the same methods, 
and probably the same skilled workforce, that worked on silk.20

This paper was more widely known in Britain, until the mid- 
nineteenth century, as ‘India hangings’ in recognition of the power and 
influence of the EIC which held the monopoly on its importation, and 
on whose ships it travelled to Europe. The name also reflected the older 
European custom of covering walls in textile hangings, and the wider 
attraction of all things exotic, which did not include an interest in their 
precise place of origin. Although the techniques of manufacture were 
ancient, the product was new and created specifically for export to Europe. 
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Figure 2.1 Detail of Chinese wallpaper at Felbrigg, Norfolk supplied 
by the architect James Paine (1717– 89) in 1751, as part of the 1749– 61 
refurbishment carried out by the owner William Windham II (1717– 61). 
Printed and painted on paper. © National Trust.
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The number and range of sources mentioning Chinese wallpaper increased 
over the first half of the eighteenth century. John Macky’s description of his 
visit to the Palace of Wanstead, built by Sir Richard Child in 1720, is typical 
of the growing awareness of this new type of furnishing. He includes a ref-
erence to the parlour ‘finely adorned with China paper, the figures of men, 
women, birds and flowers the liveliest I ever saw come from that country’.21

Through an analysis of 149 Chinese wallpapers located across 
Britain, gathered by Emile de Bruijn and Andrew Bush as part of the 
Chinese Wallpaper Study Group, it has been possible to divide these 
papers into three types.22

Figure 2.2 Detail from one of the Chinese wallpapers at Erdigg, 
Wrexham on the front cover of Chinese Wallpapers in National Trust Houses 
(2014). This paper is in the State Bedroom, named as such in the 1770s, 
when this paper was hung. © National Trust Images/ John Hammond.
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The following analysis relies heavily on this pioneering attempt 
to discern patterns of change and preference. Papers decorated with 
flowering trees and plants, birds, insects and rocks, representing ideal-
ized gardens were more popular (and more affordable), accounting for 
95 papers, that is 60 per cent of all examples collated (see Figure 2.2). 
These kind of papers appeared from the mid- eighteenth century, and 
have continued in popularity ever since. Much more unusual were the 
papers decorated with figures in landscapes engaged in agriculture and 
industry, showing buildings and gardens and festivals, which account 
for 15 per cent of the 149 listed, which appeared at the same time as the 
‘idealized garden’ papers described above (see Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3 Detail from one of the Chinese wallpapers at Saltram, 
Devon showing scenes from everyday life, moved from a bedroom on 
the north east side of the first floor, to the current site in the 1930s. 
Painted on silk. © National Trust Images/ Andreas von Einsiedel.
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Another distinctive and identifiable group are those papers which 
incorporate figures at the bottom edge, with trees and bamboo, which 
appear from the 1790s (see Figure 2.4). The remaining 15 per cent relate 
to Chinese pictures used as paper, either separately or deployed in groups 
as collage and which are found up until 1800.

Since the publication of this study in 2014, another 20 Chinese 
wallpapers have been discovered in Britain.23 The British fascination 
with Chinese wallpaper ebbed and flowed over the centuries, but has 
never disappeared. Although it reached the height of its popularity 
between the 1750s and the 1770s, it was revived in the 1820s– 1850s, 
and was rediscovered in the 1920s. Although there are signs of changes 
in style, for example the introduction of paper that created a ‘print room’ 

Figure 2.4 One of the Chinese wallpapers at Belton House, 
Lincolnshire hanging in the Chinese bedroom, painted on paper. 
Framed by a later European border on machine- made paper (therefore 
1830 or later). © National Trust Images.
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effect in the 1780s, Chinese wallpaper –  to Western eyes –  seems to have 
remained timeless, complementing interiors that were successively 
rococo, neoclassical, empire and even antiquarian (see Figure 2.5). 
Today old Chinese wallpapers make good prices at auction, and new 
ones are being made to satisfy the demand for the exotic, expensive and 
unusual in the interior.24

What were the distinctive characteristics of Chinese wallpaper, 
the features that set it apart from its European counterparts, ultimately 
protecting it from widespread import substitution? It was unmatched 

Figure 2.5 Chinese Room, Erdigg, Wrexham. © National Trust/ 
Andreas von Einsiedel.
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for its colour and texture. It came in non- European dimensions, accom-
modating non- repeat mural- like and diverse designs, which appealed to 
an enlightened audience seeking an idea of what China was really like, 
as well as satisfying the unquenchable thirst for exotic fantasy, while 
retaining its cachet of rarity and expense.

Malachy Postlethwayt (1707(?)– 67) in his Universal Dictionary of Trade 
and Commerce (1757) ascribed the popularity of Chinese export paintings to 
their colours, diversity and fantasy. ‘The pictures’, he wrote ‘are valued for 
the liveliness and briskness of the colours and variety of figures’.25 The same 
criteria could also be applied to Chinese wallpaper, which as we have seen, 
was so closely associated with these export paintings. Like the textiles with 
which they were associated, including Indian- made chintz, Chinese wall-
paper was admired in the West for its colour. We know that many interiors 
combined the two materials, for example at Harewood House, near Leeds the 
room with the ‘Chints [bed] Hanging lined with silk’, was hung with Chinese 
wallpaper. This was a European- wide phenomenon. In Italy the casinos were 
‘neatly fitted up with India paper, and furnished with chintz’.26 Hargrove and 
Bewick described the best bedchamber at Newby Hall, near Ripon in 1789 
as ‘hung with India paper, on which the flowers and foliage, birds and other 
figures, are represented in the most lively and beautiful colours’.27 Here the 
word ‘lively’ indicates vibrancy of colour. Admiration for this attribute did 

Figure 2.6 Detail of a Chinese wallpaper at Ickworth, Norfolk, hung in 
the Chinese dressing room, according to family tradition purchased ‘at 
one of the great exhibitions’. The butterfly has been cut out and pasted 
onto the paper. Photograph courtesy of Andrew Bush.
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not wane over time. In 1825 these papers were still described as ‘glowing 
and brilliant’.28 Even though many surviving wallpapers have suffered from 
deterioration by light, some still glow with bright blues, greens and reds (see 
Figure 2.6).

For example the figural and floral paper now in the sitting room 
at Powis Castle, near Welshpool retains its green background, while 
bright red berries look ready to pick.29 Unable to match this brightness 
of colour on such a scale, European wallpaper makers like John Baptist 
Jackson (1695– 1777) cast doubt on its virtues, dismissing ‘the gay glar-
ing colours in broad patches of red, green yellow blue etc which are to 
pass for flowers and other objects’ because, although they delighted the 
eye, they had no ‘true judgment’, that is good taste.30 In 1810 R. Phillips’s 
most damning criticism of a flower painting was to liken it to ‘Chinese 
paper hangings … striking to the vulgar eye, that always delights in 
gaudy tints’.31

It was not, however, only the colour of Chinese wallpaper that 
seduced westerners, but also its smoothness, opacity and uniformity, akin 
to the European fascination with porcelain and silk.32 Thanks to the work 
of expert paper conservators we know that these admired characteristics 
were achieved by coating the support paper onto which the design was 
executed with a white pigment bound in animal glue dusted with alum or 
mixed with mica, giving it a shimmering appearance like silk. This type 
of paper coating was developed in China in the fourth century ce which 
not only had an aesthetic purpose but also a practical one, in that it aided 
the absorption of the inks, which were used to form painted and block 
printed outlines, that were filled in with colour.33

Chinese wallpaper usually came in up to 40 lengths, each roll 
measuring 3.5m by 1m, sometimes with discernible numbers that 
indicated the sequence in which it should be hung. Although Chinese 
wallpaper was made for the European market, it never seems to have 
been manufactured to European dimensions, not even for special com-
missions. The problems that resulted demanded inventive solutions, 
as extensive modifications made to Chinese wallpapers at the point of 
installation prove. Additions were made to top and base, as at Felbrigg, 
where the bottom was cut in a wavy line to obscure the join; and cut- 
outs pasted on to hide joins, as at Erdigg in Wrexham where 3cm flies 
have been applied, or at Ickworth where butterflies have been pasted 
onto the paper (see Fig. 2.6). Some examples show evidence of skies 
painted in, as well as strips added at the base, like the paper at Milton 
Manor, in Oxfordshire. At Blickling in Norfolk individual paper lengths 
were reduced in width and height, the original sky was cut away and 
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a replacement with the addition of a mountain and trees painted in on 
an additional layer of western- made paper. At Ightham Mote in Kent, 
when the supply of Chinese paper ran out, sections of Indian printed 
silk were added. In some cases European printed borders were sup-
plied to frame the Chinese wallpaper, as at Woburn in Bedfordshire and 
Belton in Lincolnshire.34 Postlethwayt, it will be remembered, admired 
the ‘diversity’ of Chinese wallpaper, compared with its European coun-
terparts. This can be interpreted in two ways, in relation to the design 
of single papers (that is the lack of repeats), and across papers (that 
is, the scarcity of duplicates).35 Although the use of wood block out-
lines in earlier papers meant that the same motifs can be identified on 
Chinese wallpapers now hung across the country, the individual hand- 
colouring of them ensured they were never exactly the same. These 
techniques of production created an impression of uniqueness, the 
admiration of which may explain why the Chinese moved from block- 
printed outlines to hand- painting, which enabled even more flexible 
production.

For the European consumer Chinese wallpaper satisfied two seem-
ingly contradictory attributes. It was admired both for the accuracy of 
its depiction of Chinese life –  its people, activities, and flora and fauna –  
as well as for its fantasy. The distinguished botanist, Sir Joseph Banks 
(1743– 1820), observed in his journal in 1770: ‘A man need go no further 
to study the Chinese … than the China paper, the better sorts of which 
represent their persons and such of their customs, dresses, etc., as I have 
seen, most strikingly like, though a little in the caricatura style. Indeed, 
some of the plants which are common to China and Java, as bamboo, are 
better figured there than in the best botanical authors that I have seen’.36 
Yet while some ‘read’ Chinese wallpaper as an accurate narrative, others 
like Postlethwayt noted that it satisfied the desire for ‘Odd fancies [that] 
commonly hit the general taste, and the Chinese do not seem to have any 
fancy for pieces of gravity’.37 There is only one known surviving example 
of a Chinese wallpaper made to a European design, from engravings by 
the French designer of ornament Gabriel Huquier (1695– 1772) after the 
French painter Jean- Antoine Watteau (1684– 1721), made for Hampden 
House in Buckinghamshire, and hung around 1756.38 The practice of 
supplying models and patterns from Europe, for production in China, 
(as in the case of Chinese armorial porcelain), never seems to have been 
adopted for wallpaper.

Part of the attraction of these papers was their rarity. As Lady Mary 
Coke commented in 1772, ‘I have taken down the Indian paper, put up 
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another upon a blue ground with white birds & flowers: ‘tis very pretty 
& has the additional recommendation of being quite new. There are but 
eight sets come to England’.39 Her note ‘come to England’ refers to the 
annual arrival of the EIC ships in London, which took advantage of the 
north- east monsoons, arriving home between November and March. 
A return expedition from London to Canton took an average of eighteen 
months, and in the 1700s the Company was making 20 to 30 sailings to 
East Asia each year. Supplies of Chinese wallpaper were therefore lim-
ited, which added to their desirability, and expense. Lady Anna Miller 
noted in 1776 that ‘India paper is more expensive in England than dam-
ask here [in Italy]’.40 At Croome Court in Worcestershire the bills for the 
‘29 fine India landscapes’ of 1763 sent to Lord Coventry reveal each land-
scape cost £2 2s, making a total of £60 18s. This would have bought a 
smart new coach.41 It was so expensive, offcuts were kept, as at Penryhn 
Castle, Gwynedd, and old papers removed and put into storage.42 Its cost 
and rarity meant that it was more likely to be left on a wall, than stripped 
off when fashions changed. While middle- class home owners were 
exhorted to change their wallpaper every few years, these expensive 
papers tended to survive, their appeal seemingly eternal, shielding them 
against the relentless cycles of changes in fashion.43 While novelty might 
have been part of their original appeal, when old they acquired a value of 
their own, and like the scenes they depicted evoked a timelessness that 
made a satisfying counterpoint to a Western world that was perceived to 
be increasingly governed by change.44

East India Company connections

Although imported by EIC ships, Chinese wallpaper, like hand- painted 
silk (and rosewood furniture, mirror paintings and armorial porce-
lain) was solely part of the privilege trade, and never undertaken by 
the Company, at least for the English EIC.45 This trade was instead part 
of the allowance given to employees, such the captains and supercar-
goes (the merchants who were responsible for the cargo, its purchase 
and sale, and the commercial concerns of the voyage) who although 
paid modest salaries, were permitted to trade on their own account to 
specified levels, enabling the most successful to increase their income 
thirty- fold.46 As Meike von Brescius has noted ‘The size and scope 
of the private trade in Chinese export wares during the first half of 
the eighteenth century has been greatly underestimated’, and the 
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official documentation that does survive is fragmentary.47 The Company 
derived income from every private trade good that passed through its 
public sales, as it accrued warehouse fees, handling charges and com-
mission paid by the importer.48 Although we know that some Chinese 
wallpaper arrived through this privilege route –  it bears auction house 
marks –  much bypassed it, being declared ‘gifts’ or objects ‘of personal 
use’, thus sidestepping documentation.49 As the Chinese export porce-
lain historian David Howard reminds us ‘These private traders were 
socially and financially in touch with wealthy private clients, who might 
often be related by blood, and it was they who elected the most fash-
ionable products available at Canton by carrying special commissions. 
They gained a much wider understanding of what was available, which 
knowledge was in turn, at the disposal of the Company’.50 In some cases, 
although not with Chinese wallpaper, the Company, seeing the success 
of privately traded goods at auction, might decide to add them to the 
EIC trade, prohibiting or limiting them from private trade.

Yet we need to put this private trade in context. It accounted for a 
small percentage of the whole trade with China, and Chinese wallpaper 
made up only a small proportion of this. Furthermore as Jan de Vries 
has demonstrated, even the official Company trade (which focused 
on tea and textiles) only equated, by the later eighteenth century, to 
around 50,000 tons per year (equivalent to the capacity of one mod-
ern container tanker).51 What was important about these goods was not 
their volume, but the impact they made, which was quite dispropor-
tionate to their number. These distinctive luxury goods were undoubt-
edly part of wider fashion whereby ‘persons of quality and distinction, 
who had Taste and all that’, were advised to ‘have something foreign 
and superb’.52 Of the 149 Chinese wallpapers located in Britain for the 
Chinese Wallpaper in National Trust Houses project, it is clear that a 
significant number, at current calculation 20 per cent, were connected 
with individuals and families boasting traceable links with the EIC.53 It 
is more than likely that many more from this survey had such associa-
tions, as yet unidentified.

It is rare to be able to connect the arrival of a Chinese wallpaper in 
a country house with a specific person. One of the exceptions relates to 
James Drummond, 8th Viscount Strathallan (1767– 1851) who brought 
his Chinese wallpaper back with him from Canton. Drummond was a 
nephew of the London banker Robert Drummond of Cadland, Hampshire, 
and prospered in the service of the EIC in China. He began his EIC career 
as a supercargo, and became assistant to the Head of the Committee at 
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Canton in 1792, and by 1800 he was a member of the Select Committee 
there. The following year he became President, a post he held until 1807 
when he returned to Scotland. The 18 rolls of 12- foot by 4- foot mulberry 
bark and bamboo paper are hand- painted with a scene of the ‘hongs’, 
or foreign factories at Canton (Guangzhou), which enable its dating to 
c.1790. These ‘factories’ were not places of manufacture, but mercantile 
warehouses, where the foreign merchants were allowed to operate. The 
paper would thus have had a very personal meaning to Drummond, who 
would have resided in the British ‘factory’ on the waterfront at Canton. 
However when it arrived at Strathallan Castle in Perthshire it was not put 
up in his private rooms, but on the walls of the Ladies’ Salon, where it 
stayed for almost 200 years, before it was acquired by the Peabody Essex 
Museum in Salem, Massachusetts.54

A significant proportion of the Chinese wallpapers that survive, 
and which can be connected with the EIC, relate to its Directors. On 
its foundation in 1600 the Company was led by one Governor and 24 
Company Directors who sat on its Court. While the Company ruled 
millions of people, and employed a vast army of officials abroad, it 
operated from tiny headquarters in London, staffed by only 159 men 
in 1785 and 241 in 1813. Unlike Drummond, few of the Directors had 
actually worked in or even visited China. However due to their posi-
tion of power and influence they had privileged access to the luxuries 
imported by the Company, via their enviable and often complex net-
work of contacts. Henry Lascelles Senior (1690– 1753), Collector of 
Customs in Bridgetown, Barbados, for example served as a Director 
of the East India Company between 1742 and 1746. Henry’s young-
est son, also called Henry, became a Captain for the EIC and by 1741 
was in command of a ship called the York. Over the next seven years 
Henry made three trips to the port of Canton. However it has not been 
possible to make a direct link with these trips and the Chinese wallpa-
per that hung in the East Bedroom at Harewood House in 1769, which 
belonged to Henry’s brother Edwin, 1st Baron Harewood, who built the 
house between 1759 and 1771. At Harewood it was more the wealth 
gained from West Indian sugar plantations than profits from the East 
India trade that contributed to its creation. However the two sources of 
income, and access to goods, were inextricably entwined in the forma-
tion of this and many other country houses across Britain.55

At Erdigg in Wrexham the Chinese wallpaper in the State bed-
room, may have been installed during the modernization of the house 
in the 1770s by Philip Yorke (1743– 1804) and his wife Elizabeth 
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(1750– 79), daughter of Sir John Cust of Belton. It is possible that the 
Chinese wallpaper was supplied by Elizabeth’s uncle, Peregrine Cust 
(1723– 85) who was deeply involved in East India Company affairs, 
becoming a Director in 1767. When Agneta York wrote in 1772 that 
the bedrooms and dressing rooms at Osterley were furnished ‘with the 
finest chintzes, painted taffetys, india paper and decker work and such 
a profusion of rich China and Japan that I could almost fancy myself in 
Pekin’, she was acknowledging the fruits of three generations of own-
ers who had close connections with the Company, as attested by the 
chapter in this volume on Osterley House and Park.56 The Chinese wall-
paper at Broughton Castle, c.1850 which bears similarities to those at 
Belton, Burton Constable, Ickworth, Penrhyn, and Woburn, may have 
been introduced by Frederick Twistleton, 16th Lord Saye and Sele 
(1799– 1887), as he refurbished the Castle in the 1860s.57 The family 
had close connections with the EIC via the 13th Lord Saye and Sele 
(c.1735– 88). His wife, Elizabeth Turner was the heiress of Sir Edward 
Turner whose Company wealth funded the restoration of Broughton. 
Edward Turner’s mother, Mary, was the daughter of Sir Gregory Page 
(c.1669– 1720) a London merchant whose wealth partly stemmed 
from the EIC, of which he was a Director.58 As can be seen from these 
examples it was often the connections of the women of a family, as 
much as that of the men, who were responsible for making available 
Asian privilege trade goods for the British interior.

Another level of association with the EIC came via its investors. 
Some owners of Chinese wallpaper, like Edward Howard, 9th Duke of 
Norfolk (1686– 1777) can be identified as EIC shareholders, although it 
has not been possible to link the wallpaper which decorated the prin-
cipal bedrooms of his properties of Norfolk House, St James’s Square, 
and at Worksop Manor, with specific ships. So despite this wealth of 
potential connections between the Company and Chinese wallpaper it 
is frustratingly difficult to link surviving papers with East Indiamen and 
Company personnel, and the houses which they graced. To do this we 
need to turn to the Russells, Dukes of Bedford, whose family archive sup-
plies a wealth of EIC related material, and whose major country house, 
Woburn, retains much of its original furnishings. (The Bedford Russells 
are not related to the Russells of Swallowfield Park featured elsewhere 
in this volume, notwithstanding the two families shared surnames and 
Company connections).

The associations of the Russells and the EIC covering six genera-
tions from the 1st to the 6th Dukes of Bedford, are revealed in successive 
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waves of Asian influence on their patterns of collecting and decorating.59 
The wealth of Chinese wallpapers (and other Asian decorative goods) 
relating to Bedford property combined with the survival of household 
accounts and letters documenting their shipping, purchase and installa-
tion are a uniquely rich source of information.60 Study of the Bedfords’ 
patronage of the arts (both fine and decorative) has until recently been 
restricted to European sources, revealing the hierarchy of interest that 
has dominated decorative arts research.61 When there are 21 paintings by 
Canaletto at Woburn why bother with the Chinese wallpaper? Yet when 
the close connections of the Bedford family with the East are drawn out, 
it is clear that their Chinese wallpapers were intimately bound up with 
their fortunes, and valued across generations.

The Dukes of Bedford used their position as owners of East 
Indiamen hired to the Company, and as investors to gain privileged access 
to these Asian goods. The marriage of the 1st Duke of Bedford’s grandson 
Wriothsey Russell, Lord Tavistock (1680– 1711) to Elizabeth Howland 
(1682– 1724) in 1695 brought a spectacularly large dowry of near 
£100,000 (roughly equivalent to £9 million today) into the family whose 
estates included Thames- side property at Rotherhithe. The marriage also 
connected the Russells with the Childs of Wanstead House, as Elizabeth 
was the granddaughter of Sir Josiah Child (1630– 99) whose advocacy of 
the EIC’s monopoly led directly to his appointment as a Director in 1677, 
rising to Deputy- Governor and Governor of the Company in 1681.62 At 
Rotherhithe the 1st Duke of Bedford (1613– 1700) built the first docks, 
whose rental brought in a useful income, first from the Greenland, and 
then the South Sea Companies. At these docks he built the Streatham 
which was presented by his grandson to the EIC. The Bedford, Tavistock, 
Russell and Howland followed, all commissioned before 1700, to which 
were added the Tonqueen, and later the Houghton and Denham.63 The 
Bedfords invested between one- sixteenth to one- eighth part in the voy-
ages these vessels took, and thereby had considerable holdings in the 
East India Company.

When John Russell, 4th Duke of Bedford (1710– 71) began remodel-
ling and redecorating Woburn Abbey in Bedfordshire and Bedford House 
in London in 1748, he combined Chinese wallpaper and ceramics with 
new Louis XV- style furniture and portraits by British artists. Tracking 
their purchase reveals the ways these exotic commodities, including wall-
paper, entered the British home. The Green Drawing Room at Woburn, 
now known as the Ballroom, is hung with a hand- painted Chinese wall-
paper of c.1800– 20. When this wallpaper was conserved in 1998 two 
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separate inked inscriptions were found on the back of the wallpaper. 
‘Royal George’ refers to the ship that transported the wallpaper from 
China to England, and ‘No 48’ may refer to the package and ‘46 sheets’ to 
its contents.64 ‘Lot 25’ is written in a different hand and confirms it was 
consigned to auction at East India House, and comprised ‘24 sheets’. This 
shows that the original consignment was divided, which suggests that 
another set was made from the remaining 22 sheets.65 There were five 
ships named the Royal George which made voyages between 1737 and 
1822; the one conveying the wallpaper was a 1,333- ton ship that made 
seven voyages between 1802 and 1817.66 This wallpaper relates to the 
6th Duke’s (1766– 1839) campaign of re- decoration.

Another route via which Chinese wallpaper entered the Bedford 
homes, was purchase from a range of specialist shops, not confined to, 
but predominantly in London. The paper in ‘His Grace’s Bedchamber’ at 
Woburn was bought from the London wallpaper suppliers Crompton and 
Spinnage in 1751– 52, at a cost of £60 13s 10d (a similar price to that 
purchased for Croome Court), part of a larger bill for hanging Chinese 
wallpapers at Woburn of £253 13s 10  ½ d. It is one of the earliest known 
Chinese wallpapers to survive, contemporary and similar to those at 
Felbrigg Hall in Norfolk, Ightam Mote in Kent and Uppark in West Sussex. 
It was still there in 1771 when it was described in an inventory of that 
year as ‘Hung with India Paper’.67

The Russells clearly liked their Chinese wallpaper, as it was also 
used at Oakley House, in Bedfordshire, not far from Woburn and at 
Endsleigh Cottage in Devon. After the purchase of Oakley House (built 
between 1748 and 1750) by the 4th Duke in 1757, the old house was 
demolished and a new one was built on the site, serving as a hunting 
box for successive Dukes. The 1935 sale catalogue lists three rooms clad 
with Chinese wallpaper, on the ground floor smoking room, the stair-
case hall and in the first floor bedroom. One of c.1790, survives. They 
were probably related to the 5th Duke’s influence, who employed Henry 
Holland to modify Oakley for him. The paper for Endsleigh Cottage, 
which was hung in the main guest bedroom, may have been bought 
at the same time as that for the Green Drawing Room at Woburn. This 
was one of a number of Chinese wallpapers at Endsleigh. The house 
was built between 1810 and 1816 by John Russell, 6th Duke of Bedford 
as a private family residence, to the designs of Sir Jeffry Wyattville, 
as a grand form of the cottage orne ́, where house and landscape were 
designed as one. It was usefully positioned to serve as a residence 
whilst the Duke, normally residing at Woburn Abbey, was inspecting 
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his extensive Bedford estates in Devon and Cornwall. It was the Duke 
and Duchess’s favourite residence and was used for entertaining inti-
mate friends.68

The Chinese wallpaper in the Russell residences was part of a 
wider strategy of furnishing which included Chinese porcelain and silk, 
and Indian furniture (all either acquired before the 4th Duke’s time, 
or made in the style of this period). These interiors were a constant 
reminder of the family’s links with the EIC, which dated back, as we 
have seen earlier, to the 1st Duke, and through it, to the wider world. 
Chinese wallpapers appeared in their grand country house at Woburn, 
as well as in their smaller retreats. These furnishings demonstrated the 
family’s power to access these goods over several generations. As Lucy 
Johnson has noted, this engagement with Asian goods, via their EIC 
connections, was underpinned by a deeper fascination with the culture 
of China, evidenced by the 4th Duke’s purchase ‘from 1735 onwards  
[of books] which covered virtually every aspect of Chinese history, life 
and culture’.69 The 5th Duke went on to build a Chinese Dairy at Woburn, 
designed by Henry Holland in 1787, decorated by John Crace, and com-
pleted in 1794. Humphrey Repton supplied designs for a Chinese gar-
den at Woburn in 1804– 5. The 6th Duke employed Sir Joseph Banks to 
advise and acquire Chinese plants for his gardens, and bought as many 
Chinese wallpapers as the 4th Duke.

Gifts and gifting

There was another route which Chinese wallpaper took from the work-
shops of Canton to the country houses of Britain. The gifting of Chinese 
wallpaper dominates their history, although it is difficult to verify any 
of the stories connected with their presentation. It has been suggested, 
although not substantiated with evidence, that ‘sets of painted wallpa-
per were specially created by Chinese merchants to give as gifts to final-
ize deals with their European trading partners’.70 Within a culture that 
placed great emphasis on ritualized gift- giving, this strategy appears 
plausible. Perhaps having started life as gifts, there was a stronger likeli-
hood that these wallpapers should then continue their life as gifts once 
they reached the West. It gave them a special status, embedded them in 
a narrative that was told and retold through the generations. Through 
gifting, these expensive commodities slipped their economic context, 
and gained a separate and higher level of existence. The reciprocity of 
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a business transaction, for example the purchase of Chinese wallpaper 
from a London shop, was both immediate and specific, a self- enclosed 
episode, while acquisition by gift was more complex. The latter enhanced 
and complicated their value, influenced the site of installation and atti-
tudes of reception. The last part of this contribution examines some of 
these gifting episodes.

Although it has been impossible to verify any of these gifting ‘sto-
ries’, whatever their truth, they indicate that they were given a high sta-
tus, especially when the gifting was connected with royal favour. It is 
from the 1780s that the narratives of ‘imperial’ and ‘royal’ gifts of Chinese 
wallpaper begin to appear, perhaps as a reaction to the increasing avail-
ability of wallpaper from the 1750s, in an attempt to make some papers 
more distinct than others. Charlotte Abrams reporting in a recent fashion 
magazine warns readers ‘that the trend [of hanging expensive wallpa-
pers] is so ubiquitous it is becoming increasingly tricky to keep ahead of 
one’s paper- buying friends’.71 Surely the same such worries also engaged 
wealthy house owners of the eighteenth century? How much greater was 
the value of a set of papers that came with its own story and unique con-
nections? It helped set it apart from others.

The earliest record of the gift of Chinese wallpaper found so far 
is connected with the royal physician Dr John Turton (1736– 1806).72 
A man of ample fortune even before he was appointed in 1771 as George 
III’s doctor, Turton had duties that included the delivery of numerous 
royal babies. His role made him a great favourite of Queen Charlotte. On 
his retirement in 1786, Turton left Adam Street, in the Adelphi, where 
he had been a neighbour of the actor David Garrick, and bought Brasted 
Place in Kent, which he immediately demolished and began rebuilding 
and decorating with the assistance of Robert Adam.73 Of the several royal 
favours he received, one included ‘a wallpaper which had originally been 
sent by the Emperor of China as a present to King George III and was 
bestowed on Dr Turton by the Queen’.74 This paper therefore had a dou-
bly inflated status. Some accounts say the paper was put up in the billiard 
room, others in the drawing room, although the latter was more likely. 
The paper was recorded in situ at Brasted by English Heritage, where it 
is described as ‘2 panels of Chinese wallpaper depicting scenes of every-
day life’, some removed to Kent Museum.75 Papers depicting this type of 
scene, and those illustrating Chinese manufactures, were more expen-
sive than other types of Chinese wallpaper, such as those with trees and 
birds. It has been shown earlier, using data from Chinese Wallpaper in 
National Trust Houses, that these papers accounted for only 15 per cent of 
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the total of known wallpapers.76 Hence this royal gift was distinguished 
further by the rarity of its design.

A gift of Chinese wallpaper is said to have been the impetus for the 
creation of Brighton Pavilion between 1787 and 1826. Whether or not 
it is true that the paper was a gift to the Prince Regent, the story itself 
suggests a desire to root this fantastical construction in a response to 
‘real’ Chinese sources.77 Other decorative goods like Chinese porce-
lain, furniture and other decorative objects, were acquired via John 
and Frederick Crace who were responsible for negotiating with the 
Custom House for their importation. Gordon Lang reminds us that 
Frederick Crace took an ‘almost slavish adherence to original Chinese 
sources, using motifs from eighteenth century ‘famille- rose’ export 
ware porcelain, Canton enamel and even Mandarin robes’; and asks 
if in his scheme whether he was following the wishes of the Prince of 
Wales?78 There are three different Chinese wallpapers at the Pavilion, 
none of which is early enough to be the paper that supposedly 
inspired the project: one c.1790, acquired in 1815, and hung in 1820  
in the Adelaide corridor; one c.1815 part of Frederick Crace’s scheme 
for the Saloon;79 and one hung in Queen Victoria’s bedroom when she 
resided there between 1835 and 1845. (The wallpaper currently in 
this bedroom is a recent facsimile).

Perhaps it was from the earliest cache of Chinese wallpaper that the 
Prince Regent made his gift in 1806 to the feisty Frances Ingram, Lady 
Irwin (1734(?)– 1807) of Temple Newsam in Leeds, as an indication of 
his affection for her eldest daughter Isabella, Marchioness of Hertford 
(1759– 1834), who became his mistress the following year. It was she who 
had the paper hung, 20 years later, in 1827, creating the Blue Drawing 
Room (also known as the Chinese Drawing Room) out of what had been 
the best dining room at Temple Newsam. She embellished its design with 
28 hand- watercoloured exotic birds cut from 10 loose prints from John 
James Audubon’s The Birds of America whose first volume appeared in 
the same year that the wallpaper was hung.80

It was the popularity of Brighton Pavilion that was responsible for a 
second wave of interest in Chinese wallpaper which began in the 1820s. 
After visiting the Pavilion Marianne, Lady Clifford Constable and her 
sister Eliza were inspired to create their own Chinese Room at Burton 
Constable, in East Yorkshire. The walls were hung with new Chinese 
wallpaper (originally a powdered pink colour), while stencilled designs 
were added to doors and walls, and silvered bells hung from the cornice 
and doorway.81 During the removal of the wallpaper in 1992 as part of 
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a conservation project, an earlier Chinese wallpaper of the 1780s was 
discovered underneath. This paper can be related to bills paid to Thomas 
Chippendale’s foreman, William Reid in 1783, revealing a predisposi-
tion for Chinese wallpaper that perhaps laid the foundation for the later 
decoration.

These narratives of multiple gifting lie at the heart of the reception 
and employment of these Chinese wallpapers, which like their patterns 
distract and entertain, blending veracity and fantasy to create a magical 
world of make- believe. The Chinese wallpaper that can be seen in the 
Board Room at Coutts Bank on the Strand in London today is said to have 
been a gift to Thomas Coutts (1735– 1822) from George Macartney (1737– 
1806).82 It originally hung in Coutts’s private rooms ‘above the shop’, at 
59 the Strand.83 Coutts was an ‘old friend’ of Macartney’s, who organized 
remittances for him from India, when he was appointed Governor of 
Madras in 1781.84 This was a position of trust: Macartney relied on Coutts 
to advise his wife, discharge his debts and dispose of any surplus money 
to his advantage ‘always taking care it be in such a manner as that I may 
command it at a moment’s warning’.85 Macartney had been appointed first 
Ambassador to China, responsible for the trade mission to the Qianlong 
Emperor in 1793, the total costs (calculated at £95,000) of which were 
defrayed by the EIC. This was not simply a commercial mission. Facilitating 
and extending trade were key priorities of both the East India Company 
and the government, which instructed Macartney to cultivate the friend-
ship of China in order to increase ‘the sale of our manufactured articles and 
of the products of our territories in India’.86 Yet as one of the advisors to the 
mission, the Birmingham manufacturer Matthew Boulton explained ‘Our 
knowledge of China is so imperfect that it will be difficult to point out the 
most necessary articles to send thither. The women are kept so confined 
that we know nothing of them but from pictures’.87 As a result they were 
not sure what to send from Britain to tempt Chinese interest.

On arrival in Peking, Macartney and his entourage were given 
accommodation in the only building large enough to house the whole 
embassy, the Palace of Eleven Courtyards. This was the home of a 
Collector of Customs who was in jail awaiting execution for misappropri-
ating the profits of European trade.88 The historian Paul Gillingham states 
that it was here that Macartney saw the paper that he was to take home 
to Coutts. From the published journals and diaries of those who were part 
of the embassy, it is possible to gain some idea of their impressions of the 
decoration. The pavilions where they were lodged were described by the 
official recorder of the embassy George Staunton. He noted that they were 
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decorated with paintings, and while some from the mission appreciated 
them, the general attitude was critical: ‘If a lake is surrounded by houses 
and trees, the painter does not show the reflection on the water’, and the 
‘Distant landscapes seem larger than a house in the foreground and they 
do not touch the ground’.89 They were not to stay here long however, as the 
imperial audience was to take place in the emperor’s summer residence 
120 miles to the north, at Jehol in Manchuria. In Peking they left behind 
a team to set up the display of the ‘presents’ and make arrangements for 
transforming the Palace of Eleven Courtyards into the British embassy.

Although the embassy was a failure in terms of establishing trade 
relations, Maxine Berg argues that it was a success in terms of the gath-
ering of ‘useful knowledge’ about China.90 The Chinese wallpaper that 
Macartney brought home depicts different Chinese manufactures. Their 
source was Song Yingxing’s (1587– 1666) Tiangongkaiwu published in 
1637, an encyclopaedic work which examines numerous aspects of tech-
nology and manufacture practiced in China at the time including por-
celain production accompanied by detailed woodblock illustrations.91 
These illustrations were themselves ‘useful knowledge’. An example of 
how Chinese wallpaper could convey such useful information is given 
by William Marshall, in his The Rural Economy of Yorkshire (1788), in 
which he discusses the origins of the winnowing machine. He notes that 
‘We are probably indebted to the Chinese or other Eastern nation, for 
the invention of this machine. I have seen it upon an India paper drawn 
with sufficient accuracy, to shew that the draughtsman was intimately 
acquainted with the uses of it. The Dutch, to whom the invention has 
been ascribed, imported it, in all probability, from the East Indies’.92 
The connection between the scenes of Chinese labour and that of a 
nation undergoing an agricultural and industrial revolution was drawn 
upon by Viscount Torrington when he visited Cromford in 1789, the 
site of Arkwright’s new textile ‘factory’, where ‘There is so much water, 
so much rock, so much population and so much wood that it looks like 
a Chinese town’.93 As Clive Aslet has commented ‘it was a whimsical  
picture’ evoking the contrast made between the busy cotton spin-
ners and the wild Derbyshire scenery amid which their industry took 
place’.94 Yet as Craig Clunas has reminded us, in relation to Chinese 
export watercolours, the reading of such information is not so simple. 
‘Whatever the customer may have thought, he was not buying a piece 
of reportage, an accurate picture … Nor was he buying a product of 
Chinese imagination. Rather he was receiving his own preconceptions 
of the mysterious inland provinces as a land of grotesque and fantastic 
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landscapes, inhabited by ingenious and curious people living an idyllic 
life of harmony with nature, reflected back at him by an artist whose 
sole concern was to please’.95

Macartney’s wallpaper depicted an idyllic picture of manufacture at 
a time when Britain was launching into its own system of factory produc-
tion. Perhaps there was some irony too in the fact that this paper showed 
Chinese goods such as porcelain, tea and silk which Europeans were des-
perately keen to imitate, acquired by an ambassador who had failed to 
entice the Chinese into buying European goods. The Emperor dismissed the 
embassy and its gifts explaining that ‘we have never valued ingenious arti-
cles, nor do we have the slightest need of your Country’s manufactures’.96

When Thomas Coutts sat in this room above the ‘shop’, the wall-
paper that Macartney had given him must have reinforced the global 
image and ambition of his business. Coutts kept closely in touch with 
public affairs at home and throughout the world, through leading  
politicians and by maintaining a close network of Scottish friends and rel-
atives abroad. As Macartney brought him wallpaper from China, so Lord 
Minto (1751– 1814) who was Governor General of India between 1807 
and 1813, brought him news from India.97 Coutts had interests in a num-
ber of East India Company vessels, two of which were named after him.98

A second failed mission to the Emperor of China, led by William 
Pitt Amherst (1773– 1857) while Ambassador Extraordinary to China 
in 1816– 17, led to the gift of another Chinese wallpaper. It was sent by 
Amherst to fellow diplomat Henry Chamberlain (1773– 1829), who he 
had visited in Brazil, where Chamberlain was Consul- General. Amherst, 
writing at sea to Chamberlain in 1817, remembered ‘that at one of 
your hospitable dinners … the conversation turned upon hanging your  
dining room with Chinese paper. It will give me the greatest pleasure if 
the accompanying parcel should be found useful for that purpose. At all 
events I  beg you to do me the favour to consider it as proof that your 
friendly reception of myself and my companions at Rio Janeiro [sic] was 
not forgotten by me while I resided at Canton’.99 The value of the gift was 
enhanced by the miracle of its journey, as Amherst noted in the same let-
ter: ‘I hope the paper will not be found to have suffered any injury from 
the misfortune which befell the Alceste in the Straits of Gaspar. She was 
one of the few articles which I was enabled to save from the wreck’.100 
The ship which had been chosen to carry Lord Amherst on his 1816 dip-
lomatic mission to China had foundered on its return journey on a reef in 
the Java Sea where, after the evacuation of passengers and crew, it was 
plundered and burned by Malayan pirates.101
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The gift of Chinese wallpaper from one diplomat to another perhaps 
helped convey a shared sense of risk that their appointments involved. 
Amherst’s gift was even more poignant given that the Embassy which he 
headed, financed by the East India Company and sent to redress interfer-
ence with trade by the Viceroy of Canton, was a complete failure.102 Amherst 
never did see the Emperor as the mission was dismissed.103 The Chinese 
wallpapers that lay at the heart of these missions, as material evidence of 
superior manufacturing, were witness to both the failure of gift- giving from 
West to East, and of successful gifting and commerce from East to West.

As noted at the beginning of this chapter the impact of Chinese 
wallpaper was nationwide, and reached at least as far as Blair Castle in 
Perthshire and Eglinton Castle on the north- west coast of Scotland. There 
are a cluster of Chinese wallpapers in the east, below the Firth of Forth 
found at Newhailes, Newbyth, Dunglass, Arniston and Bowhill. Perhaps 
the most well known in this area is at Abbotsford, not because of its rarity, 
but because it hangs in the home of the celebrated author Sir Walter Scott 
(1771– 1832).104 This was not an aristocratic country house, but a home 
that was the culmination of Scott’s creative ambitions as a writer and the 
source of his inspiration for his novels and poems.

The vivid green Chinese wallpaper that hangs in the Drawing Room 
at Abbotsford in the Scottish Borders might strike the modern visitor as 
incongruous in a baronial antiquarian interior, created by Scott between 
1812 and his death. However its presence not only illustrates the power 
of the gift, but also how intimately Asian goods and Scottish history could 
be intertwined. We know that Scott ‘direct[ed] everything personally, 
connected with the building and decorating of his mansion’, transform-
ing what the locals called Clarty Hole farmhouse into a ‘rambling, whim-
sical and picturesque’ country house.105 Scott was advised by a close 
group of male friends:  James Skene of Rubislaw (1775– 1864), Daniel 
Terry (1780(?)– 1829), Edward Blore (1787– 1879), William Atkinson 
(1773– 1839), William Stark (1770– 1813) and George Bullock (1782/ 
3– 1818).106 Scott’s wife, Margaret Charlotte Charpentier (d.1826) seems 
to have had little say in the project. As a result we know a great deal 
about the furnishing of Abbotsford through Scott’s correspondence with 
his advisors; because of Scott’s fame, we also have the published com-
ments of his workmen and visitors. It is in a letter dated 10 November 
1822 to Daniel Terry, that the origin of Abbotsford’s Chinese wallpaper 
is revealed: ‘Hawl the second is twenty- four pieces of the most splendid 
Chinese paper … a present from my cousin Hugh Scott, enough to finish 
the drawing room and two bedrooms’.107
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Captain Hugh Scott (1777– 1852) was the second son of Walter 
Scott, Laird of Raeburn (1744– c.1830), Sir Walter Scott’s uncle, who at 
the time was in the Naval Service of the East India Company. He had been 
made Captain of the East Indiaman, Ceres, which made several voyages 
to China, until it was relegated to hulk in 1816. The painting of the ship, 
in its original frame, remained in the possession of Hugh Scott’s family at 
Draycott until recently.

This was not the only Chinese wallpaper to hang on the walls at 
Abbotsford however. Scott’s painter and decorator, Mr Hay, refers in his 
Laws of Harmonious Colouring adapted to Interior Decoration, (published 
in 1847)  to ‘an Indian paper of a crimson colour with a small gilded 
pattern upon it’ to complete the decoration of the Dining Room walls 
at Abbotsford, for which the final plans had been made in 1818.108 This 
paper may also have come from Scott’s cousin Hugh. Hay remarks that 
Scott ‘said he did not altogether approve of’ this paper ‘for a dining room, 
but as he had it in a present expressly for that purpose, and as he believed 
it to be rare, he would have it put upon the room, thither than hurt the 
feelings of the donor’.109 This Chinese wallpaper reveals two important 
points. First, it highlights the presence of a type of wallpaper that is 
rarely commented upon. It was the floral and figural papers that caught  
contemporary attention, and we know little about these plainer papers. 
Scott himself remarked that it was ‘rare’. Secondly, the presence of the 
wallpaper demonstrates that the power of the gift- giver overrode conven-
tion in the hanging of the paper in an ‘inappropriate space’. The National 
Trust Chinese Wallpaper Project has confirmed the dominance of private 
spaces such as bedrooms, dressing rooms and drawing rooms (often, but 
not only, feminine spaces) for such paper, with only very few examples 
of a paper hung in a dining room, at Abbotsford, and a twentieth- century 
reproduction made for Avebury Manor. Hay observed to Sir Walter that 
there would scarcely be enough to cover the whole remainder of the 
wall after the pictures were fixed up, to which he replied, that if that was 
the case I might paint the recess of the sideboard ‘in imitation oak’. He 
noted that ‘Scott abominated the common- place daubing of walls, pan-
els, doors and window- boards, with coats of white, blue, or grey. … He 
desired to have about him, wherever he could manage it, rich, though 
not gaudy hangings, or substantial old- fashioned wainscot work, with no 
ornament but that of carving, and where the wood was to be painted at 
all, it was done in strict imitation of oak or cedar…. He ordered me to 
paint the dining- room ceiling, cornice, niches &c in imitation of oak to 
match the doors, window shutters and wainscoting which were made of 
that wood’.110 These instructions suggest that Scott was making the most 
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of his limited supply of this wallpaper, and that he felt that it needed to 
be used, not put in store, in recognition of the value of the gift, and the 
status of the donor in the recipient’s eyes.

The Abbotsford Chinese wallpapers may seem an odd addition 
to Scott’s antiquarian interior to modern eyes. However it is clear that 
Asian connections and influences percolated throughout the house, and 
indeed through Scott’s own family and friends, as well as through his 
work, most notably in The Surgeon’s Daughter (1827). Sir Walter resided 
for many years at Ashestiel, near Selkirk, the home of his cousin General 
Sir James Russell who was then in India. It was not only Scott’s cousin 
Hugh who had ties with the East India Company. His brother Robert 
died young while serving with the EIC in India. Sir Walters’s nephew, 
Walter Scott (1807– 76), the only son of Thomas Scott, spent a con-
siderable portion of his youth under the immediate care of his uncle. 
At the age of 17 he entered the service of the East India Company as 
a lieutenant in the Engineers. He attained distinction in the Mooltan 
campaign (1848– 9), and was, in 1861, promoted as Major- General, 
and in 1875 as General.111 His brother- in- law Charles Charpentier (later 
Carpenter) was also a Company servant, finally taking up residence in 
the Madras estates in Salem, where he died in 1818. Scott’s eldest son 
Walter (b.1801) became a Lieutenant General in the 15th Dragoons, 
and served in Bangalore until his death in 1847.112 Scott’s younger son 
Charles (b.1805) died in Tehran, in 1841, while part of a Foreign Office 
mission to the Court of Persia.

Abbotsford boasted an armoury, adjoining the dining room, which 
was described in 1818 as including ‘the armour of true celebrated Jalabad 
Sing Son of Nadior Shah (1688– 1747)’ as well as ‘pretty complete suits 
of armour –  one Indian … and the clubs and creases of Indian tribes’, 
alongside those of Highlanders’ accoutrements.113 The ‘curious antique 
ebony chairs’ in the Drawing Room, were Indo- Portuguese, c.1800 and 
were combined with furniture from the Palace of Falkirk. Sir Walter Scott 
also had a connection, if remote, with Thomas Coutts. In his Life of Scott, 
Lockhart (Scott’s son- in- law and biographer) remarks that ‘Sir Walter’s 
grandmother, Barbara Haliburton, wife of Robert Scott of Sandyknowe, 
was the banker’s first cousin’.114 The story of Walter Scott and his Chinese 
wallpaper emphasizes the crucial importance of how complex relations 
with the East India Company could be. Mediated through the agency of 
friends and relatives, the exotic could be drawn into the fabric of the inte-
rior, overcoming what appear to us contradictions in taste to create richly 
nuanced spaces, where ancient oak furniture shared space with Mughal 
armour and Chinese wallpaper.
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Concluding remarks: afterlife

Chinese wallpaper illustrates the myriad ways in which East India 
Company trade pervaded British social and cultural life, shaping the 
domestic interior in fundamental ways. Although the papers them-
selves were (and still are) conspicuous in their colouring, patterns 
and design, their pivotal roles in globalizing the British home have 
received little systematic attention. The impact of Chinese wallpaper 
was not restricted to those who had houses decorated with it, or had 
access to these houses as visitors and servants. Despite the success of 
British- made wallpapers, the allure of Chinese wallpaper continued 
beyond the nineteenth century. Its high value ensured that this exotic 
and fashionable luxury item survived beyond redecoration. Offcuts 
and scraps were framed as pictures, used to ornament chimney boards 
(at Osterley, a Chinese print was used with an applied border), or 
deployed to back embroidered pole screens and craft work. Chinese 
wallpaper was used to cover boxes, and larger sections were turned 
into screens.115

In the 1920s and 1930s Nancy Lancaster invented the ‘English 
Country House Style’, and one of its crucial components was 
Chinese wallpaper, which was ‘sold both as rooms and panels’ and 
spawned ‘a cottage industry of talented copyists’ whose handiwork 
has deceived many a country house visitor.116 The fascination with 
Chinese wallpaper continues into the twenty- first century. The firms 
of de Gournay and Fromental create handmade papers in Wuxi, the 
latter supplying 22 panels for Avebury Manor based upon the Coutts 
and Drummond papers, which took 12 Chinese artists 4,000 hours to 
make. Meanwhile Lord Macartney’s gift of paper to Thomas Coutts, 
has become a symbol of the bank’s distinguished heritage, parts of 
which have been copied to furnish key rooms in each of their offices 
around the world. The paper is a key marketing tool that conveys 
both the stability of its eighteenth- century foundations and the reach 
of its global connections.
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3
Production, purchase, dispossession, 
recirculation

Anglo- Indian ivory furniture in the British 
country house

Kate Smith

The term ‘ivory’ describes the teeth or tusks of elephants and other 
mammals, including the Asiatic and African boar, the Arctic walrus,  
hippopotamus, warthog and whale. Ivory is a dense material that can be 
carved, engraved, turned, pierced and painted, and it has the strength 
and elasticity required for use both as a solid material and a veneer. In 
the Indian context, hunters removed ivory from the upper front tusks 
of the elephants found across the subcontinent, from the foothills of 
the Himalayas to the southern tip of Ceylon.1 This chapter explores the 
objects made from these tusks. It particularly focuses on the furniture 
pieces, made by skilled craftsmen in the subcontinent during the eigh-
teenth century. Although Europe had a long tradition of ivory goods, 
often made from African and Asian elephant ivory (which was imported 
to Europe in greater quantities from the 1500s onwards), skilled Indian 
craftsmen made ivory furniture which presented European consumers 
with new and desirable aesthetic options.2 Ivory furniture thus acts as 
a lens through which to examine how individuals in the modern period 
related to objects from the subcontinent.

More particularly, ivory furniture is useful in considering a question 
central to The East India Company at Home: were objects purchased, trans-
ported, gifted and retained by East India Company (EIC) families under-
stood as distinct from commodities traded more generally by the EIC? If 
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so, how? Despite greater scholarly interest in commodities traded between 
Europe and Asia by companies such as the EIC, less is known about what 
objects that were imported through other, more exclusive, routes came 
to mean in Britain. Tillman Nechtman has argued that these objects were 
understood as deeply imperial: ‘a means of narrating an imperial identity, 
of spanning the distance between empire and nation’.3 While it is possible 
to make this argument for remarkable objects such as diamonds and dress, 
which were worn, gifted and scrutinized in public spaces such as the court, 
it becomes more difficult to track reactions to objects in domestic spaces.4 
Yet, as this volume seeks to show, elite domestic objects and spaces were and 
are important in understanding how contemporaries confronted empire.

The range of Indian ivory furniture found in the collections of 
British museums, such as the V&A, as well as private collections, reflects 
eighteenth-  and nineteenth- century Britons’ desire to possess these exotic 
luxury goods. Yet as Anne Gerritsen and Stephen McDowall warn in the 
case of porcelain, the survival of many items in museum collections should 
be treated with caution and should not be understood as unproblematic 
evidence of historical popularity.5 Compared to better- known large- scale 
imports of domestic goods such as porcelain and textiles, however, ivory 
furniture’s presence in British collections is noteworthy precisely because 
the Company did not trade in it. In contrast to widely traded commod-
ities like tea, textiles and porcelain, ivory furniture generally came to 
Britain through individual purchases made by EIC servants while in India. 
Moreover, whereas men and women in Britain could commission armo-
rial porcelains or Chinese wallpaper at a distance, families or individuals 
tended to purchase items of ivory furniture while in India or when trad-
ing on the Indian coast. While these purchases could be acquired from 
Company individuals on the secondary market, their initial acquisition 
meant that they were firmly associated with families involved in trading. 
Furthermore, ivory wares proved difficult for European manufacturers to 
imitate. Given the limitations imposed by modes of purchase and manu-
facture, ivory furniture provides a particularly clear lens through which to 
ask, did British men and women understand specific types of imperial lux-
ury goods as distinctly different from widely traded Asian commodities?

This chapter shows that although ivory furniture was increasingly 
made to European forms, contemporaries in Britain continued to under-
stand it as representing a family’s link to the subcontinent. Although 
those lower down the social scale may have encountered ivory in small 
items such as snuffboxes, fans or ivory- handled cutlery, substantial 
furniture items were rare and valuable and thus marked elite status.6 
Furthermore, ivory furniture continued to act as a prompt for retelling 
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EIC family narratives long after the family members with links to the 
Company had died. Like the men and women who bought, collected and 
retained them, Company objects had complicated and global biogra-
phies, which shaped British material cultures long after the initial point 
of exchange. To understand the history and significance of these imperial 
objects then, we need to study their meaning both at the point of initial 
purchase and after it, as they moved on into other families, houses and 
institutions.

To capture the meanings that such objects held in wider British 
culture, this chapter examines ivory furniture both in situ in particular 
houses and at moments in which these goods moved and circulated. For 
it is often in moments of movement that objects emerge onto the histor-
ical record with their greatest force. In the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries, when people advertised objects for sale, singled them out 
for inheritance, or valued them, they tended to describe and arrange 
them, privileging certain components for inclusion or note. The texts 
created to record exchange and circulation offer historians important 
evidence through which to understand the meanings affixed to objects. 
These texts are steeped in particular conventions (the inventory, the 
sales catalogue), which need to be fully understood and accounted 
for as shaping forces, altering how descriptions and notes are written. 
Nevertheless, these texts provide important sources for the question 
at hand, and therefore this chapter uses newspapers, sale catalogues, 
inventories, wills and correspondence, to examine three different types 
of movement chronologically. After considering the production of these 
objects in India, the first part of the chapter examines the initial pur-
chase of ivory furniture by members of the EIC elite, such as Edward 
Harrison (1674– 1732), in the early eighteenth century. It investigates 
why EIC officials bought ivory furniture by asking what the visual and 
material qualities of such pieces might represent. The second section of 
the chapter explores how collections purchased in the eighteenth cen-
tury came to be dismantled and re- circulated in the nineteenth century, 
focusing on Warren Hastings and the sale of parts of his ivory furniture 
collection in the mid- nineteenth century. It examines the ways in which 
these goods were presented to interested parties and questions how and 
why newspaper writers used the sale of his country house Daylesford’s 
contents to embark on further retellings of the Hastings myth. The chap-
ter ends by looking at non- EIC families, such as the Morrisons and the 
Kleinworts, who purchased Indian ivory furniture in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries and asks what ivory objects might have meant when 
circulated outside EIC networks.
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In following these avenues this chapter explores British public under-
standings of empire through ivory objects across the eighteenth, nine-
teenth, twentieth and twenty- first centuries. It finds that when exchanged 
between family members, gifted to other families or advertised on the 
open market after the death of the initial purchaser, ivory objects retained 
biographies that explicitly linked them to imperial geographies and nar-
ratives. As such, they played important roles in consolidating the narra-
tives of empire constructed by and about particular families. At the same 
time, claims to origin were aided by the materiality of the objects, refer-
ring as they did to particular regions, through the veneering techniques 
of Vizagapatam or the solid ivory turning technologies of Murshidabad. 
These objects thus enjoyed very different biographies and meanings 
to those commodities traded in large numbers by the EIC; as holders of  
particular meanings and narratives they also significantly shaped the 
places and people to which they became attached.

Production

Before the Battle of Plassey in 1757, Murshidabad was an important 
centre of ivory carving, primarily producing solid ivory pieces of fur-
niture and decorative items.7 After the Treaty of Allahabad in 1765, as 
the British began to administer the diwani (tax collection and revenue 
administration) in the Bengal region, ivory carvers in Murshidabad 
increasingly sought to make goods that were desirable to Anglo- Indian 
consumers by producing furniture that more readily conformed to 
European styles. The circulation of print sources, such as Thomas 
Chippendale’s The Gentleman and Cabinet Maker’s Director (1754) and 
George Heppelwhite’s The Cabinet Maker and Upholsterer’s Guide (1788), 
containing European designs, facilitated this process.8 Information about 
European designs was also transmitted to Indian workshops through the 
arrival of skilled furniture makers from Europe. Amin Jaffer gives par-
ticular credit to the presence of Charles Rose, a British furniture maker 
who was recorded as being in Bengal from 1772 and was registered as 
an inhabitant in Murshidabad in 1793.9 In the later eighteenth century, 
Murshidabad workshops began to produce chairs, candle stands and 
worktables. Particular skills in solid ivory carving allowed these work-
shops to produce items with distinctive arms and legs made of turned 
solid ivory. Jaffer has argued that Murshidabad ‘can now be recognised 
as most probably the source of most surviving Anglo- Indian solid- ivory 
furniture’.10
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Much further south from Murshidabad, Vizagapatam on the 
Coromandel Coast was also a key production site for ivory furniture. 
From the late seventeenth century until the mid- eighteenth century, 
Vizagapatam was especially known for furniture that featured inlaid ivory 
work (see Figure 3.1). As in Murshidabad, artisans in this area increasingly 
used their ivory carving skills to produce furniture in Western forms.11 
Between 1760 and 1780, Kamsali- caste ivory carvers in Vizagapatam 
began to use new techniques involving ivory veneer (see Figure 3.2). 
During this period ivory veneer gradually replaced ivory inlay as the 
main form of production. It was constructed by attaching a thin layer of 
ivory, by means of fixatives and rivets, to a wooden carcass. Decorative 
schemes appeared on these veneers through engraving the ivory and then 
filling the spaces with a type of black lacquer to create a monochrome 
design. While visiting Vizagapatam in 1801 with her mother and sister, 
Henrietta Clive witnessed the production of these ivory furniture pieces. 
On 4 April 1801 she described to her father (the Governor of Madras) 
watching monochrome ivory veneers being manufactured. She described 
how ‘We have seen the people inlaying the Ivory [with lac]’ and that ‘it 
appears very simple’. Henrietta observed that ‘they draw the pattern … 
they intend with a pencil and then cut it out slightly with a small piece of 
Iron, they afterwards put hot Lac upon it, and when it is dry scrape it off 
and polish it, the Lac remains in the marks made with the piece of Iron’.12

Figure 3.1 Detail of ivory and ebony inlay from early eighteenth- 
century Vizagapatam Anglo- Indian ebony and padoukwood games 
table. Tyntesfield, Somerset. 1207460 © National Trust Images/ John 
Hammond.
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Switching to ivory veneer was an important change in aesthetic 
terms as it allowed makers a greater degree of flexibility when design-
ing decorative schemes for furniture. Being able to implement a range 
of decorative schemes became important in the later eighteenth  
century as carvers began to incorporate increasingly elaborate figu-
rative and architectural scenes into their furniture. Decorative ivory 
veneers proved a popular innovation with consumers. The circulation of 
European prints was important to the construction of these wares. Many 
of the veneer panels included scenes inspired by European prints, which 
became widely available on the subcontinent in this period.

Figure 3.2 Oval work table, wood with ivory veneer and lacquer 
detail, 1770– 1800, Vizagapatam. Powis Castle and Garden, Powys. 
1180670. © National Trust Images/ Erik Pelham.
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As Henrietta Clive’s written description of ivory engraving for her 
father demonstrates, elite British consumers became increasingly curious 
about ivory’s material properties and the production techniques involved in 
making ivory furniture, workboxes, chairs and cabinets.13 For EIC women, 
imperial employments offered opportunities for observing production 
and gaining further material literacy. Some elite women who remained 
in Britain also became curious to further their knowledge; Margaret, sec-
ond Duchess of Portland (1715– 85) and Mary Delany (1700– 88) took up 
ivory turning themselves.14 Alongside genteel and feminine interests in 
learning japanning techniques to produce objects in imitation of Chinese 
and Japanese lacquer wares, such forms of making provide a genteel and 
domestic variation on narratives of Asian import substitution, which, 
Maxine Berg argues, shaped British manufacturing distinctly in the eigh-
teenth century.15 While a wider interest in ivory had emerged by the mid- 
eighteenth century, in the early decades of the century elite EIC families, 
such as the Harrisons, were collectors of ivory furniture pieces.

Purchase

Edward Harrison (1674– 1732) inherited Balls Park in Hertfordshire after 
the death of his father Richard Harrison in 1726.16 Prior to establishing 
himself at the estate during the 1720s, Edward had worked in different 
capacities in the service of the EIC. It is possible that he began his EIC 
career as purser upon the London in the early 1690s.17 He certainly went 
on to captain EIC ships including the Powderham Castle, which sailed to 
Borneo in the late 1690s and the Kent, which he commanded on voyages 
to China in 1704– 5 and 1706– 10.18 Towards the end of 1710, after com-
pleting his final voyage on the Kent, Harrison was appointed Governor 
of Fort St George, Madras.19 After completing his tenure as Governor in 
1717 Harrison returned to England, where he continued to be involved 
with the EIC and simultaneously established a career in Parliament. 
Between 1717 and 1722 he acted as MP for Weymouth and Melcombe 
Regis before going on to represent Hertford between 1722 and 1726. 
After moving to Balls Park in 1726, Harrison re- established himself once 
again within the Company by becoming Deputy Chairman of the Court of 
Directors in 1728, Chairman in 1729 and Deputy Chairman for a second 
time in 1731.20 By the time of his death in 1732 Edward Harrison was 
deeply embedded in EIC life  –  he had travelled to places as diverse as 
Macao and Batavia on Company business, he had led Company opera-
tions in Madras and had worked to govern the Company in London.
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Edward Harrison’s EIC career is visible not only through Company 
records that list orders from the Directors for copper, tea, green ginger, 
rhubarb, wrought silks, raw silk and china.21 Harrison’s experiences of 
Asia and Eurasian trade were (and are) also made materially manifest 
through the objects he returned with and the wealth he acquired.22 
Of particular interest here is the ivory furniture he purchased while 
in India, most likely as Governor of Fort St George between 1711 and 
1717. Ivory furniture acts as an important signifier of Company connec-
tions for historians because once acquired by an individual it is one of 
the few Asian goods that can be identified in inventories.23 As a distinc-
tive material, appraisers writing up probate records often included the 
descriptor ‘ivory’ when itemizing these objects.24 On Edward Harrison’s 
death in 1732 appraisers compiled an inventory of movable goods at 
Balls Park estate. Although Harrison had served as an MP in the later 
years of his life, in constructing the inventory the unnamed appraiser 
identified Harrison through his EIC career, as ‘the Honourable Edward 
Harrison Esq deceased late- Governor of Fort St George at his seat 
Balls in the County of Hertford’.25 The inventory demonstrates that the 
Harrisons were keen collectors of Indian (or Indian- inspired) textiles as 
well as of ivory furniture. Calico quilts appear in many rooms, including 
the Nursery, Drawing Rooms, Mrs Harrison’s Room, the House Keeper’s 
Room and Brown Room. The presence of calico in these rooms and not 
others marks both the rooms and the calicos as of less social impor-
tance. In contrast, those rooms specifically linked to Edward Harrison 
and his wife, contained more valuable Indian textiles such as chintz 
(spelt ‘Chince’ in the inventory).26 Similarly the ivory objects owned 
by the Harrisons appear in some of the house’s most important rooms. 
‘The Governors Bed Chamber’, contained ‘a very curious India Book 
case inlaid with Ivory’, while ‘The Long Galery [sic]’ included twelve 
ebony ‘China’ chairs inlaid with ivory, as well as two similar elbow 
chairs and two couches.27 It is probable that Harrison bequeathed some 
of his movable household goods, including the bookcase, to his only 
child Etheldreda (commonly known as Audrey) (c.1708– 1788). A 1737 
inventory for her London home in Grosvenor Street notes that her per-
sonal room contained ‘A Desk and book case inlay’d with Ivory’.28

In 1723 Etheldreda married Charles Townshend (1700– 64) after-
wards third Viscount Townshend.29 While the relationship between 
Etheldreda and Charles remained turbulent, the alliance instituted an 
important link between the EIC and the Townshend family. Such links 
were further consolidated when Charles’s brother Augustus captained 
the East Indiaman Augusta.30 On his final voyage, destined for China, 
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another Townshend, Roger (d.1759), the fifth son of Etheldreda and 
Charles, joined Augustus and further consolidated the family’s links to 
global trade. Before preparations to sail on the Augusta began, Charles 
and Augustus worriedly wrote numerous letters, assuring each other that 
Roger was sufficiently prepared for the voyage. Augustus advised that 
around £200 would be required to see Roger set up on ship and during 
the journey.31 After setting sail in February 1745, Roger finally returned 
to Britain in November 1749. He returned without his uncle who had 
died on board ship and despite the Augusta being captured by the French 
as it tried to return home.32

The difficulties Roger experienced might explain why on return-
ing he was distinctly keen to switch profession, hoping instead to join 
the army or navy. Charles wanted Roger to remain in the Company, 
but remarked to his brother that at least a change would mean that 
the family were no longer dependent on the solicitations of the Court 
of Directors.33 While the Townshend family’s growing range of con-
nections to the Company is made visible through these professional 
concerns, Etheldreda’s earlier connections to the Company through 
her father and his links to the Coromandel Coast were manifest 
through material possessions that were recognizably Indian and more 
specifically, recognizably from Vizagapatam in the Madras Presidency 
of which Harrison was Governor.

Placed on the market in 2011 and attributed as one of Edward 
Harrison’s pieces, an ivory- inlaid teak, ebony and tortoiseshell 
bureau- cabinet continues to act as a material manifestation of 
Harrison’s particular links to the subcontinent.34 The bureau- cabinet 
is likely the ‘Desk and book case inlay’d with Ivory’ that belonged to 
Etheldreda, which she had inherited from her father. Moreover, the 
Harrison bureau is aesthetically similar to one purchased by Richard 
Benyon (1698– 1774) who worked as Governor of Fort St George, 
Madras after Harrison, between 1735 and 1744.35 As pieces featuring 
ivory inlay work, these bureau- cabinets linked Harrison, Benyon and 
their families to Madras and the Coromandel Coast. Unlike more per-
ishable goods such as textiles, these valuable and highly valued cabi-
nets remain as testimony to such connections. They have been passed 
down through generations and retain a strong sense of provenance.36

Not all ivory furniture pieces, however, stayed within EIC fami-
lies. Company servants also purchased them to be later gifted or sold. 
Moreover, while it was the EIC elite who predominantly purchased 
ivory furniture in the early eighteenth century, in the later decades of 
the period, those (slightly) lower down the social ladder were also able 
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to acquire such pieces. Evidence for the consumption of ivory furniture 
by those below the Governor rank can be seen through the example of 
Captain James Monro (1756– 1806) who purchased a miniature cabinet 
with ivory veneers, made in Vizagapatam in the second half of the eigh-
teenth century. As it displays such an elaborate collection of ivory veneer 
sections, the piece can be dated to the post- 1760 period when the major-
ity of Vizagapatam ivory production shifted focus from ivory inlay work 
to ivory veneer.

In researching the miniature cabinet, furniture historian Elizabeth 
Jamieson demonstrated how objects themselves are sometimes able to 
allude to their histories.37 Hidden on the sandalwood top of the lower 
section of the cabinet Jamieson found an inscription that read ‘Out of No. 
201 Houghton/ Capt Monro’. The inscription connects the cabinet to the 
East Indiaman, the Houghton. Between 1766 and 1789 James Monro was 
a member of the crew on every voyage that the Houghton took. Monro, 
the third son of physician John Monro,38 began his seafaring career at the 
age of 10 when he worked as a captain’s servant on the Houghton as it 
travelled out to trade at Whampoa near Canton. After this early engage-
ment with shipping, Monro went on to work as midshipman and fifth 
mate on the Houghton before completing a further voyage as fourth mate 
on the Osterley II.39 At the age of 20, Monro returned to the Houghton as 
second mate, a role he also performed on the York before finally gaining 
command of the Houghton for the first time in 1782. After this, Monro 
captained the Houghton on three further journeys to Asia.40 Most sig-
nificantly for this chapter, on his voyage to Bengal, as second mate on 
the Houghton, between 1777 and 1778, Monro stopped at Vizagapatam. 
The port had acted as an important English trading post or ‘factory’ since 
1668. After 1768, however, when the Northern Circars came under the 
control of the English East India Company, Vizagapatam increased in 
importance as a place of settlement and a lucrative port for conducting 
Coromandel Coast trade in textiles.41 Here Monro would have been able 
to see a range of ivory furniture pieces at first hand, perhaps encourag-
ing him to purchase a piece later on when he had risen to the position 
of captain and was able to afford it. As captain, Monro would have been 
well placed to purchase pieces such as this and to transport them back to 
Britain as part of his privilege allowance.

James Monro’s letters demonstrate that he purchased smaller 
items such as ceramics and furniture while on voyage, for gifting and sale 
once he returned to England. Writing to his elder brother Charles as he 
sailed from China to St Helena in November 1785, James described how 
he had managed to purchase some Chinese tables and tea sets, as well 
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as some small chairs.42 He generously offered Charles and his new wife 
first refusal on his bountiful supplies. Like other Company men, James 
Monro appears to have depended upon his brother for support and 
information.43 Even when in England, but away from the centre of news 
and markets in London, James requested Charles to complete payments 
and order clothes on his behalf.44 After James’s death in 1806, Charles  
continued to play an important role in the life of his family. James’s wife 
Caroline (d. 1848) outlived him and Charles took responsibility for her 
and the remaining children. For instance, a letter from 1811 suggests 
that Charles was actively involved in managing the family’s financial 
affairs, particularly those of James’s daughters. He ensured that house-
hold goods such as furniture were turned into investments such as an 
‘Old South Sea Ann’ty’ and kept distinct from the ‘Estate’. After Caroline’s 
death it was these items and not the ‘Estate’ that would have been allot-
ted to her daughters and Charles realized that they would ‘not be gener-
ally divisible’ or financially useful.45 If the Vizagapatam cabinet remained 
in the family rather than being sold when James returned from India, 
it may well have been unsentimentally sent to market to provide for his 
daughters and their future life.46 These ivory objects, bearing materials 
from the subcontinent and Africa, produced through the enactment of 
highly skilled Indian craftsmanship to European designs, remained valu-
able and desirable commodities. Their links to the subcontinent through 
the EIC were part of their allure. Moreover, they often experienced an 
afterlife linked to, but independent of, their Company history.

Dispossession

Throughout the late eighteenth century Warren Hastings (1732– 1818) 
(see Figure 3.3) and his wife Marian (1744– 1837) held an important 
place in Britons’ imaginings of empire. The press and the public used the 
Hastings as an important conduit through which to understand empire 
broadly and Britain’s relationship to the subcontinent more particularly. 
They did so in three key ways:  first, through Hastings’s career, second, 
through his marriage to Marian and finally, through his estate –  Daylesford.

Warren Hastings’s career path mirrored Britain’s increasingly 
imperial role in the subcontinent. Hastings joined the EIC in 1750 after 
his guardian Joseph Creswicke secured him a writership in Calcutta. 
Twenty- two years later in 1772, Hastings rose to the position of Governor 
General. Although Hastings fulfilled many objectives, his long tenure as 
Governor (13 years in total) was also marked by war and accusations of 
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corruption.47 As Britain’s control of the American colonies became weaker 
during the course of the Wars of Independence, the British public’s inter-
est in India increased. When Hastings resigned in 1785 and returned to 
Britain, his impeachment and trial (1787– 95) had a ready audience.

As Tillman Nechtman has shown, interest in Hastings’s personal life 
further consolidated and shaped the public’s desire to understand the 
nature of Britain’s empire.48 Warren Hastings first met Marian von Imhoff 
(née Anna Maria Apollonia Chapuset) while sailing to India in 1769. At 
the end of the journey Marian went with her husband to Calcutta, while 

Figure 3.3 ‘Warren Hastings (1732– 1818), Governor General of Fort 
William, Bengal, 1774– 85’, George Romney, 1795. © British Library 
Board, F1.
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Hastings went to Madras to take up the post of second- in- council at 
Fort St George. Once appointed Governor in 1772, Hastings moved to 
Calcutta, the seat of the Company’s government, where Marian and her 
husband Baron Carl von Imhoff were resident. In 1773 Marian remained 
in India when the Baron returned to Europe. Her husband divorced 
Marian in 1776, and a year later she married Hastings. Their marriage 
underlined how the social rules structuring life in the metropole often 
became blurred once abroad.49 When the couple returned to Britain in 
1785, Marian was subject to further criticism because she both wore 
and distributed the fruits of empire. She supposedly appeared at court 
decked out in diamonds and offered up rich and elaborate gifts to the 
Royal family  –  including ivory armchairs from Murshidabad. Critics, 
such as Fanny Burney, feared that Marian would undermine the morality 
of court, bringing it under the influence of empire and imperial riches.50

The couple’s country house, Daylesford, also acted as an impor-
tant part of the family’s myth. During his trial, for example, the press 
used Hastings’s purchase of Daylesford variously as a means to reaffirm 
his morality and immorality. The Hastings family had been linked to the 
Daylesford estate since the thirteenth century, but when they experienced 
reduced circumstances in the early years of the eighteenth century, the 
lands were sold off. Both Hastings’s father and grandfather continued to 
live near the estate and Warren Hastings’s desire to re- acquire it and re- 
establish the family fortune acted as a compelling part of his life narrative. 
As the trial wound on, writers explored Hastings’s desire and motives for 
different ends. For example, articles in both the St James’s Chronicle or the 
British Evening Post and the World discussed his purchase of Daylesford 
in terms of his family’s long attachment to the estate. An anonymous 
letter published in the St James’s Chronicle or the British Evening Post on 
29 September 1785 (after Hastings had returned to England) noted that 
although Hastings had been linked to several houses, he never had any 
intention of purchasing anything other than Daylesford.51 The writer 
went on to note that Daylesford had been in the possession of his family 
from ‘1281 to 1715’ and that in reacquiring it Hastings sought to return to 
the status of ‘respectable Country Gentleman’.52 Similarly a biographical 
sketch published in the World at the height of his trial in 1792 noted that 
Hastings’s grandfather had been forced to sell the Daylesford estate, ‘which 
had been possessed by the family of Mr Hastings from 1280 to 1715’.53 In 
contrast to using Daylesford to make claims regarding the respectability 
and longevity of the Hastings family, other publications used Daylesford 
(and more particularly its rebuilding) to suggest Hastings’s duplicity. 
On 6 October 1795 (after the final acquittal), for example, rather than  
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take pity on Hastings and the high costs he incurred as a result of the 
lengthy trial, The Morning Post and Fashionable World took umbrage at the 
Indian profits he was seen to retain. They particularly noted the money 
Hastings had spent on ornamenting his gardens. The writer quipped that 
‘To throw away [£]50,000 in making Shrubberies and Gravel Walks is an 
unquestionable proof of poverty.’ It further asked ‘When a man throws 
away [£]90,000 in merely ornamenting the grounds about his Country 
House, what may we calculate his whole fortune to be?’54

By examining how the Hastings family were described in the press 
and other print forms, it is possible to understand the role that objects, 
such as ivory furniture, played in consolidating links between individuals 
and empire. That Daylesford was an important site through which the 
public could discuss Hastings (and by implication empire) became dou-
bly apparent during its sale in the 1850s. In this instance, ivory furniture 
was of particular importance in providing signifiers that linked Hastings 
to empire. The sale of Daylesford in the early 1850s and the subsequent 
sale of its contents in August 1853 attracted the attention of newspapers 
across Britain. Such was the perceived public interest in these events that 
following the sale, on 10 September 1853 the Oxford Journal republished 
an article that had appeared in The Times, which proposed that:

It is scarcely possible to read this announcement of the sale of 
Daylesford without emotion  –  so much of hope and feeling had 
been bound up with the trees and pastures of that pleasant spot … 
Well did he [Hastings] keep his word [to reclaim Daylesford] … He 
did purchase the estate –  he did build upon it a mansion suitable for 
the Inhabitants of an English country gentleman.55

Why was the Daylesford sale such an important event? Cynthia Wall has 
drawn our attention to the importance of understanding auctions and 
house sales as ‘dismantlings’. For Wall ‘The auction is the site for the 
disassembling of one instance of the existing world and the promise of 
the reconstruction of a new one.’56 As The Times article reprinted in the 
Oxford Journal demonstrates, the attention that the sale of Daylesford 
and its contents attracted, focused specifically on the house’s relation-
ship to Warren and Marian Hastings rather than its most recent owner 
(Marian’s son by her first marriage) Charles von Imhoff, or its purchaser, 
a financier called Mr Grisewood.57 The catalogue, and its later dissemina-
tion, constructed and consolidated this focus. It too primarily understood 
Daylesford House as ‘The Seat of the late Right Hon. Warren Hastings’, 
while the sale itself was framed as occurring ‘By orders of the Executors 
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of the late Mrs Hastings’.58 Playing to the connection between Warren and 
Marian Hastings and Daylesford, the frontispiece of the sale catalogue 
hints at the end of such connections and the dismantling of their lives.

Even in the 1850s, as his house and contents were sold, Warren 
Hastings’ connection to empire remained the key frame through which 
he was understood. Such connections were significantly underlined 
through material manifestations of empire –  such as ivory furniture. In 
its first few lines, the frontispiece to the Daylesford sale catalogue high-
lighted the ivory furniture belonging to the Hastings. It described itself as  
‘A catalogue of the valuable contents of the mansion embracing a unique &  
costly drawing room suite of solid ivory, finely carved and gilt, and  
finished in the Richest Style of Oriental Magnificence, comprising Two 
beautifully formed Sofas, Nine Chairs, Two Ottomans, a Table, and a pair 
of Screens’.59 Ivory furniture, brought from the subcontinent, was the first 
type of object that any potential purchaser was asked to consider. Rather 
than ‘Indian’, however, in this part of the catalogue its geographical ori-
gin is unclear. It is marked as ‘Oriental Magnificence’ in style, simulta-
neously suggesting at its perceived exuberance and that of Asian goods 
more generally. Inside the catalogue ivory furniture was further high-
lighted, this time through the use of typographical techniques, rather 
than hierarchical positioning. Other pieces of furniture in the Daylesford 
collection were described through a standardized font of the same point 
size. In contrast, bolding, capitalizing and italicizing marked out the 
ivory furniture pieces as distinctive, important and (it could be assumed) 
valuable  –  here there were important things to see that required spe-
cial billing. In employing typographical strategies to emphasize certain 
goods, the catalogue reimagined the sale as spectacle and show.60 For 
instance the catalogue listed the drawing room contents as:

A SOFA OF SOLID IVORY, in the richest style of Oriental magnifi-
cence, superbly carved and richly gilt, the elbows finished with tiger 
heads, stuff seat and two bolsters, covered en- suite with curtains, 
and extra Indian dimity cases –  6 ft. 6 long

THE COMPANION COUCH
A PAIR OF ELBOW CHAIRS, IN SOLID IVORY, of correspond-

ing style, and of equal magnificence with sofas
A PAIR OF DITTO
A PAIR OF DITTO
ONE DITTO
ONE DITTO
ONE DITTO (damaged)
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A SOLID IVORY TABLE, of elegant form, on shaped legs, beau-
tifully carved and gilt, fitted with two drawers with silver locks and 
handles, and covered with fine green cloth, edged with silver lace

A SQUARE FOOT OTTOMAN, OF SOLID IVORY, gilt, stuffed 
and covered en- suite with sofas

A DITTO
A PAIR OF CARVED IVORY ORIENTAL OFFICIAL STAFFS 

(5ft. long), ornamented with silver gilt bands and wire, mounted in 
ebonized and gilt frames and silk mounts to form fire screens, and 
white Indian dimity covers

Whereas the catalogue placed little significance on the material qualities 
of other items, in promoting the ivory objects its author was at pains to 
highlight the importance of ‘solid ivory’ furniture. In nineteenth- century 
Britain, as understandings of ‘veneer’ shifted from skilled practice to 
false and cheap rendering, claims of ‘solid ivory’ would have been quickly 
understood as holding higher value.61 As noted earlier, underlining this 
quality might have also made certain purchasers aware that these items 
likely came from a particular part of the subcontinent  –  Murshidabad. 
For those with an understanding of the subcontinent, the catalogue pro-
vided grounds on which to establish a connoisseurial engagement with 
the auctioned items.

While the catalogue imagined the ivory furniture within the 
expected space of the drawing room, it also destabilized the idea of 
a domestic setting by itemizing the pieces. As with other auction cat-
alogues, such lists create a productive tension between the idea of 
plenty (something for everyone) and exclusivity (particular objects 
are of special import). At the same time, by using the convention of 
newspaper advertisements, which appeared to artlessly itemize many 
goods, auction catalogues underlined that these objects were for 
sale and could sell themselves.62 Rearranging the items for sale both 
by randomizing their location in the lists and giving importance to 
some over others, the Daylesford catalogue reordered the Hastings’  
possessions and allowed them to be reimagined within other homes 
and lives.63

Alongside dismantling Hastings’s home, articles appearing in news-
papers across Britain in 1853 used the event to re- examine Hastings’s life 
and legacy. Central to these re- examinations was (perhaps inevitably) 
his imperial career. The importance of imperial connections in shaping 
what Daylesford (and Hastings) was and meant, was further confirmed 
through the way in which the objects were arranged for sale. The  
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subcontinent loomed large in the contents sale, through the presence of 
a collection of ivory furniture. It was this and not the mahogany and sat-
inwood furniture that received top billing. As such this example reminds 
us of the important role furniture played in representing the subcon-
tinent and Britain’s imperial ambitions there. The sale of the contents 
of Daylesford also reminds us that by the nineteenth century an active 
market arose that enabled the recirculation of goods originally linked to 
EIC families in the eighteenth century. The dispossession of collections, 
such as that belonging to the Hastings family, also offered up an occa-
sion upon which to dismantle their family narrative. Yet as the Hastings 
example shows, it also reified the Hastings drama, allowing others to 
purchase pieces understood as important to the imperial story. Chief 
amongst these, as the sale catalogue promised, was the ivory furniture 
largely bought from skilled craftsmen in Murshidabad. What happened 
to pieces such as these as they entered new settings and new narratives? 
How were they presented and understood? What position did they hold?

Recirculation

By studying examples of ivory furniture situated in British country 
houses in the nineteenth, twentieth and twenty- first centuries, we 
can begin to understand the changing positions that objects such as 
these held for contemporaries. This section of the chapter examines 
ivory furniture pieces held in two specific collections –  Basildon Park, 
Berkshire in the nineteenth and early twentieth century and Sezincote, 
Gloucestershire in the mid- twentieth century. Both these collections 
were (and are, in the case of Sezincote) situated in country houses that 
were significantly rebuilt in the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth 
centuries as a result of Company money. Both sites have EIC narratives 
to reclaim and explore, making them productive examples of the recir-
culation of meaning through Indian ivory furniture. I will first explore 
a pair of ivory chairs owned by the Morrison family in the nineteenth 
century and then briefly contrast these purchases with those made by 
Sir Cyril and Lady Kleinwort in the 1940s. Is it possible to recover the 
intention of these individuals in purchasing these items? What were the 
narratives told by these pieces? What did they mean and what purposes 
did their purchase enable or allow? What histories are revealed by the 
long afterlives of imperial objects?

James Morrison purchased Basildon Park (see Figure 3.4) in the late 
1830s. Originally built by EIC servant Francis Sykes in 1776, the mansion 
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and estate at Basildon passed to Sykes’s son and then soon after his grand-
son Sir Francis (3rd Baronet), who was just four years of age when he 
inherited. Mismanagement during his minority and the fulfillment of the 
expensive tastes of the 3rd Baronet and his wife meant that the family fell 
into serious financial difficulties. The estate was put up for sale in 1829 
and after much negotiation was finally sold to James Morrison in 1838. 
Morrison made his wealth not through the EIC, but rather through a tex-
tile trading business based in London. His financial successes allowed him 
to also establish a career as a Member of Parliament and accumulate a 
large and prestigious art collection, which he housed at Basildon Park.64

On James Morrison’s death in 1857 the house passed to his eldest 
son Charles and was inhabited by Charles’s sister Ellen. On Charles’s 
death in 1909 the house passed to his son Archie. In straitened circum-
stances the house was sold in 1929 and was purchased and restored by 
Lord and Lady Iliffe in the 1950s. Before the sale of the estate itself, Archie 
Morrison sold its furniture collection in 1920. Amongst other items, the 
furniture sale catalogue demonstrates that the Morrison family owned a 
pair of ivory chairs.65 The chairs do not appear in the 1859 inventory of 
Basildon Park or the Morrison’s London house in Harley Street.66 Rather 
than acquiring them from Basildon’s previous residents, the Sykes family, 
it seems likely that Charles or Archie purchased them on the English or 
European market. Their intention in purchasing them is unclear  –  did 

Figure 3.4 West Front of Basildon Park, Berkshire. © National Trust 
Images/ Andrew Butler.
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they buy them to reference the earlier connections of Basildon to the 
EIC through the Sykes family? Did they purchase them because they 
had become a de rigueur piece within British country houses? Did they 
purchase them because in the late-nineteenth century they once again 
became fashionable?

The Morrison family’s intention in purchasing these intricately 
designed goods appears opaque in the historical record. In contrast 
the Kleinwort’s intention is perhaps more readily discerned. As Jan 
Sibthorpe’s research on Sezincote, Gloucestershire has shown, in the 
mid- twentieth century the Kleinwort family worked to restore Sezincote 
to its early-nineteenth- century splendour, reinvigorating Indian  
elements and features that had originally been designed by Samuel 
Pepys Cockerell (1753– 1827) and installed for his elder brother Charles 
Cockerell (1755– 1837).67 Situated just a few miles from Warren 
Hastings’s Daylesford, Sezincote came to be partially inherited by EIC 
official and private trader Charles in 1798. He then fully purchased 
it from his siblings in 1801. He worked with his brother Samuel to 
design and build one of the few Indian- inspired country houses of the 
period. Sezincote fell out of the possession of later Cockerell family 
members and was purchased by James Dugdale in 1884. It remained 
in the Dugdale family until the Kleinworts purchased it, in a somewhat  
dilapidated condition, in 1944. As part of this renovation, Lady Kleinwort  
purchased at auction in the 1940s, a set of six sandalwood chairs, 
veneered with ivory, highlighted with black lac and gilt, with cane 
seats.68 As with the Morrison pieces, the veneering on the chairs  
suggests that they were made in Vizagapatam in the 1770s. Displayed in 
the house they act to visually reaffirm Sezincote’s connections to India.69

The Sezincote chairs underline how ivory furniture continued to 
hold its EIC connections long after the Company’s demise. In recent years 
when ivory furniture pieces have come onto the market, their provenance 
and thus their links to an EIC past through reference to a particular indi-
vidual, have been underscored. As such then, these objects have acted as 
relatively stable markers of Britain’s involvement in and relationship to 
the subcontinent.

Conclusion

Exploring the production, purchase, dispossession and recirculation of 
ivory furniture reveals the different kinds of value at play within imperial 
material cultures  –  emotional, monetary, political and historical –  and 
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the ways in which these values have changed over time. Purchasing these 
objects while in Company service and engaging with the often difficult 
process of bringing them home intact, early EIC families recognized their 
emotional value as pieces which could mark their imperial service and 
experiences on the subcontinent. Bequeathed to family members, as in 
the cases of Edward Harrison, these pieces continued to act as important 
affective objects as they came to be possessed and used by younger gen-
erations. Later in the eighteenth century, their purchase by EIC servants 
not only for familial use but also for possible resale on the open market, 
suggests that as European audiences became aware of these pieces (and 
more particularly their increasingly European forms and styles), they 
gained market value and could be easily resold. Recognizing, and simul-
taneously adding to, their status, these items were also considered wor-
thy gifts within the court. Given to Queen Charlotte by Warren Hastings, 
ivory furniture pieces obtained political value in the later eighteenth cen-
tury. Nevertheless, after what might be understood as their high point in 
the late-eighteenth century, in the nineteenth century these same pieces 
of ivory furniture were understood to retain their links to the previous 
century and in recirculation became principally valued for their historic 
connections. In the postcolonial era, they offered compelling instruments 
for the reconstruction of a particular imperial British past.

Uncovering the changing values embedded within ivory furniture 
pieces is important in demonstrating the ways in which objects from the 
subcontinent acted as sites upon which and through which contemporaries 
recognized links to the EIC and empire. Despite being increasingly made to 
European designs, these pieces often resisted naturalization and remained 
connected to the narratives of empire that families and other individuals 
constructed –  a process encouraged by appraisers, auctioneers and coun-
try house owners. Becoming entangled in different forms of meaning 
making, these objects came to embody empire and even in the twentieth 
century could be called upon to represent imperial links.70 Easy to recog-
nize and difficult to imitate, their material form marked these wares out 
as distinct. Such recognition was reproduced in the historical record by 
appraisers constructing inventories, auctioneers writing catalogues, and 
historic house staff producing guidebooks. Reproduced and replicated 
over time, the distinction of ivory furniture marked these pieces, making 
them distinct from the more ubiquitous porcelain and textile goods. In 
consequence, this chapter demonstrates that what might be regarded as 
a domestic object –  ivory furniture –  exists as an important route through 
which to understand the ways in which EIC families, but also British cul-
ture more broadly, understood and recognized Britain’s imperial projects.
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4
‘A jaghire without a crime’

The East India Company and the Indian Ocean 
material world at Osterley, 1700– 1800

Yuthika Sharma and Pauline Davies

On Friday we went to see –  oh! the palaces of palaces! and yet a pal-
ace sans crown, sans coronet –  but such expense! such taste! such 
profusion! and yet half an acre produces all the rents that furnish 
such magnificence. It is a jaghire got without a crime. In short, a 
shop is the estate, and Osterley Park is the spot. The old house I have 
often seen, which was built by Thomas Gresham; but it so improved 
and enriched, that all the Percies and Seymours must die of envy. …1

The words of Horace Walpole (1717– 97), writer, connoisseur, antiquar-
ian and intellectual underline the change of status of Osterley’s owners 
resulting from their wide- ranging involvement in global maritime trade. 
Walpole’s observations highlight the elevated status of the Child fam-
ily, and their multi- generational link with East India Company (EIC) 
trade and shipping networks in the Indian Ocean. They were neither 
aristocrats nor members of the circle of newly enriched nabobs, whose 
acquisition of wealth contemporaries linked to corrupt practices in the 
colonies.2 In contrast, the family’s rise as technocrats and their associa-
tion with the corporate arm of the British Empire were fostered through 
a long- standing career in precious stones, prior to their rise in EIC circuits 
of trade and governance.

The Osterley estate contained a simple farmhouse when it was first 
acquired in 1562 by Sir Thomas Gresham (1519– 79), financial adviser to 
Queen Elizabeth I.3 He built a fine manor house there, and it is known that  
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the Queen paid 10 visits to Osterley Park. Nearly two centuries later, it 
was fitting that City money should fund Osterley Park’s architectural and 
interior redesign as a classical home by Robert Adam (1728– 92), one of 
the most important British architects working in the neoclassical style, 
bringing it into line with current fashion once again. Osterley Park is dis-
tinguished by its wealth of original eighteenth- century furnishings made 
in accordance with Adam’s drawings and by the range of his evolving 
styles visible under one roof. It is this quintessentially English eighteenth- 
century style that dominates the National Trust’s presentation and inter-
pretation of the House today. The oriental objects in the House are shown 
as typical of the period; their use alongside the neoclassical style is a rec-
ognised norm of interior decoration at that time. But if we look beyond 
this to the acquisition of the wealth that enabled Adam’s re- styling, a dif-
ferent story emerges.

In this chapter, we analyse the Childs’ engagement with the EIC 
to consider how these growing connections with maritime trade bore 
a material imprint on Osterley’s domestic interior. The impact of global 
trade on the visual culture of Osterley House illuminates the Child fami-
ly’s personal and professional aspirations. The decorative arts of Osterley 
were part of a fashion for the oriental in the eighteenth century, at a 
time when the category of the orient was being actively crafted in the 
European imagination. Rather than fixating on the ‘unfamiliarity’ of the 
orient that is often used as a modality of postcolonial writing on the East, 
this chapter will highlight the formative importance of maritime com-
merce on the perceived ‘social value’ of decorative arts at Osterley. It was 
the range of ‘oriental’ objects at Osterley that impressed Walpole. Among 
them was a book of illustrations of birds brought in from various parts of 
the world through EIC trade displayed alongside paintings by European 
masters, with the birds themselves visible in the imposing menagerie in 
the grounds. Walpole wrote:

Mrs Child’s dressing room is full of pictures, gold filigree, china and 
japan. So is all the house  –  there are Salvators, Gaspar Poussins, 
and to a beautiful staircase, a ceiling by Rubens.4 Not to mention 
a kitchen garden that costs £1400 a year, a menagerie full of birds 
that comes from a thousand islands which Mr. Banks has not yet 
discovered …5

We query the role of such objects sourced from the East as mediators 
of a social identity in that they displayed a personal connection with 
the Childs while also broadly referencing the complex interactions  
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of European and Asian trade and artistic exchange. The first section of 
this chapter examines the career of three generations of the Child fam-
ily focusing on their imbrication with the leadership and governance of 
the EIC. The second section provides greater context about the family’s 
maritime operations through their commercial ventures in shipping. The 
final section on material goods brings together a selection of objects that 
embody the tangible links of the Child family with East India Company 
trade to highlight the role of these ‘oriental’ objects as markers of a 
desirable yet niche market for globally sourced luxury goods,6 prior to 
their widespread appeal and dispersal as consumer goods in nineteenth- 
century Britain. Rather than focusing on the period of Adam’s interven-
tions in Osterley Park (and their European orientation), we focus on the 
arrival of furnishings and objects from the East prior to the 1760s. We 
suggest that it is through the acquisition of these objects –  Chinese armo-
rial porcelain, lacquerware and Indian textiles –  that the Childs created a 
distinctive visual identity and enduring status for their family in London 
society. Moreover, as this study elaborates, the inflow of luxury objects 
may have been a result of personal choice as well as current fashion.

Family commerce

The family’s fortune was founded by Sir Francis Child (1642– 1713), ini-
tially through his skill and business acumen as a goldsmith, and later by the 
bank he founded and his and its relationship with the EIC (see Figure 4.1). 
By the early eighteenth century, the Child family had successfully navigated 
the connected worlds of finance, global trade and politics and had amassed 
both wealth and influence. Of the senior partners in the renowned Child 
& Co. bank, two served as Lord Mayor of London,7 three were knighted 
and at least one member of the family sat as an MP for all but one of the 
years from 1722– 82. The family- owned bank both financed and profited 
from the EIC. Shares in the Company remained an important source of 
their wealth throughout this period. We know that the third Francis Child 
(1735– 63) had EIC annuities worth £32,000 when he employed Robert 
Adam in 1760.8 By the time this generation began working with Robert 
Adam on the designs for Osterley Park, the family had been close to the 
centre of the often- overlooked global networks that supported the English 
financial revolution for nearly 100 years (see Table 4.1).

Their connection to, and influence within, the Company was signifi-
cant. For over 30 years one of the immediate family was a Director,9 while 
two were investors in ships that carried the goods for a wide and growing 
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consumer market.10 They thus sat, and had influence, at the centre of the 
political, financial and commercial world at a time when the Company 
was in its formative phase of growth. The family profited from these con-
nections, both financially and as elite consumers who could access the 
finest luxuries, and importantly, specially commissioned goods. By the 
time they began working with Robert Adam on the designs for Osterley 
Park, the global networks that supported the English financial revolution 
could not but affect the choices they made.

Although his life falls outside the main date range for this study, 
Francis Child the Elder (1642– 1713) provides the most compelling 
case for including Osterley Park within this project. His success was 
fuelled by the mutually supportive global and national networks that 

Table 4.1: The Child family as Directors of the EIC

1630– 1700 1701– 1720 1721– 1732

Sir Francis Child the 
elder was a substan-
tial stockholder in 
the Old East India 
Company with the 
Company account in 
Child & Co. bank. He 
was appointed to the 
committee set up to 
finalize negotiations 
for a merger with the 
new Company The 
United Company of 
Merchants of England 
trading to the East 
Indies ‘provided that 
it can be done on safe, 
just and reasonable 
grounds’.11 And a 
parliamentary list of 
early 1700 classed 
him in the ‘interest’ 
of the Old East India 
Company.12

He served on the EIC 
Court of Directors 
between 1698 and 
1701.

Sir Robert Child served 
on the court of Directors 
between 1710– 12 and 
sat on a number of 
committees.
Sir Francis the elder 
was also a Director 
1711– 12.
Sir Robert was elected 
Deputy Chairman 
between 1714– 15 after 
a struggle with sup-
porters of the Bank of 
England candidate.
Sir Robert was elected 
Chairman 1715– 1613 
and his influence with 
the Treasury is apparent 
in the Court Minutes.14

Sir Robert was  
re- elected as Director  
in 1720.

Sir Francis Child the 
younger served as 
Director in the years 
1721– 22, 1724, 1726, 
1728 and 1732.15

He was variously a mem-
ber of the Warehouses, 
Accounts and Private 
Trade Committees.
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underpinned the growth of the City of London. He acquired Osterley 
Park in 1712, shortly before his death. The son of a cloth merchant, 
Francis Child moved to London in 1656 as an apprentice, and even-
tually became a Freeman of the Company of Goldsmiths in 1665.16 
Around this time, it is known that he went to work for Blanchard and 
Wheeler, one of the pioneering banker/ goldsmiths who had prem-
ises in the Strand. Blanchard’s widow had married William Wheeler 
and when in 1671 he married her daughter, he inherited their com-
bined fortunes rapidly raising Francis Child’s status in London society. 
Blanchard and Wheeler, and its successor business, Child & Co. survived 
the many pitfalls that befell other banker/ goldsmiths at this time, and 
when he died in 1713 Sir Francis Child was a very wealthy man, with 
assets of £250,000  –  assessed by Philip Beresford to be equivalent to  
£3.8 billion today.17

Figure 4.1 Francis Child the Elder (1642– 1713). Attributed to Sir 
Godfrey Kneller (1646– 1723). Reproduced by kind permission of 
Christ’s Hospital.
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Child & Co. was a favourite bank for the landed groups and cli-
ents included not only the landed gentry such as the Earl of Dorset, a 
friend and patron, but such notables as Nell Gwyn and Isaac Newton.18 
The firm heavily invested in East India securities, underlining the close 
connections of the family with the politics and finance of the EIC.19 In 
1698 Francis Child was Lord Mayor of London and was elected to the EIC 
Court of Directors later in the same year.20 In 1709 the old and the new 
EIC merger became a reality and the United Company was to be run by a 
Court of 24 annually elected Directors, each of whom was a major stock-
holder in the Company.21

Francis Child’s jewellery business was also one of the larg-
est in London.22 In 1690 his stock of loose diamonds was valued at 
over £5,000, equivalent to at least £750,000 today.23 The previous 
year he had been made an Alderman, was knighted by William III 
and became ‘jeweller in ordinary’ to the King.24 Child was one of the 
largest importers of precious stones in London at a time when stock-
holders in the EIC could buy privately traded diamonds at half the 
rate of duty paid by other merchants. It may have been this business 
that first ignited his interest in the Company, as a source of precious 
stones.

Success in the diamond business depended on cross cultural coop-
eration and the building of personal and commercial connections and 
trust.25 As a successful importer and warden of the Goldsmiths’ Company, 
Sir Francis would have been familiar with these networks. Diamonds 
bought from EIC men, such as Captain Chamblett, captain of the ship 
Samson in 1670, would be polished and remounted for sale. His part-
ner, John East (1613– 88) had bought rough diamonds from an EIC 
Director John Joliffe (1613– 80) and a number of Portuguese Marrones 
(new Christians) who had settled across Europe such as Isaac Alvares 
and Antonio Rodrigues Marques. Sir Francis continued to invest, often 
using Abraham Pluymer, a Dutch diamond cutter to do the buying, but 
later also using a Daniel Chardin in Madras.26 Sir Dudley North (1641– 
91) is recorded as buying 2,000 pieces of eight from Sir Francis Child at 
5s 4 ½d for export to Aleppo.27 This international experience, allied to 
his standing in the City and his political clout, meant he was well placed 
to accompany the Earl of Pembroke, part of the English delegation nego-
tiating the Treaty of Ryswick that ended the Nine Years War with France 
and Spain in 1697.

‘A short account by way of Journal of 10th I observed most remark-
able in my travels thro’ some part of the Low Country, Flanders, & some 
part of Germany whilst on the Rhine’ –  a journal kept by Francis Child 
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during a momentous visit to the Netherlands in 1697, survives in the 
collection of the London Metropolitan Archives in two copies in bound 
notebooks.28 This journal conveys how significantly Child’s travel to the 
Netherlands shaped his aesthetic sensibilities, at a time when he was 
about to begin his substantial engagement with the EIC. Francis Child’s 
impressions provide a vivid account of the décor and furnishings of grand 
mansions in the region and of the display of ‘exotic’ objects from the 
Americas and Asia. In Delft, Child made a special mention of the quality 
of porcelain manufactured in the town. His many visits to country man-
sions and palaces highlight his specialist interest in Asian objects and fur-
nishings –  painted screens, porcelain, and lacquerware to name only a 
few exotic commodities associated with the EIC. Child was keenly aware 
of decorative art from Asia, its status as a rarefied privilege, and the all- 
important channels of maritime trade that brought decorative objects 
from Asia into Europe. For example, in the King’s house in the Bosc, he 
noted ‘a curious closet made of the best sort of Indian Screens, the floor 
inlaid’.29 Likewise, in Honselersdijk, south of The Hague, ‘are closetts of 
choice pieces, especially one very large of Japan [lacquer], the ceiling of 
lookin glasse with flowers painted on it’.30 The town of Middleburgh, ‘a 
rich, populous and beautifull town, has many merchants which trade to 
all parts of the world, has a share in the East India Company and have 
during this war sent out many capers whereof some have carried 30 
guns’.31 He went on to detail the topographical qualities of Rotterdam 
that affected sea trade between England and the Netherlands.

Child’s visit resulted in the purchase of over 60 paintings by great 
masters, at a cost of £4,850, a sum equivalent to millions today. He listed 
these paintings in the journal under the heading ‘A catalogue of my pic-
tures in my house in Lincoln Inn’s Fields taken March 9, 1706 and of my 
drawings in frames with glass’. His son Robert purchased 42 Lincoln’s Inn 
Fields (now the Royal College of Surgeons) in 1702, where Francis the 
Elder lived from 1704. Thus, this entry was made into the journal a few 
years later.32 It is possible that the list was entered into the journal around 
the time of the Child family’s relocation to Osterley Park after 1713.

Francis’s son Robert (1674– 1721) was the first of the family to live 
at Osterley. Knighted by King George I in April 1714, he continued and 
enhanced the family’s global and political connections. Like his father 
he was the senior partner in the family bank and a diligent Director of 
the EIC, identified by Abel Boyer as one of the ‘High Church’ candidates 
standing at the elections for the East India Company.33 During his time 
as Director the Spitalfields riots led to a ban on imported cotton tex-
tiles, the Treaty of Utrecht was signed and the Company had to help  
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the government pick up the financial pieces following the demise of 
the South Sea Company. But in Daniel Defoe’s anonymously authored 
pamphlet, The Secret History of the White Staff (1714) Sir R Ch. is refer-
enced as one of the ‘jobbers and monied men’ who had grown rich at the 
nation’s expense.34

Not just a businessman, Sir Robert displayed a personal interest 
in connoisseurship and critical appreciation of art which can be ascer-
tained at the very early stages of the acquisition of Osterley House. In 
the appendices of the list of paintings that documented the move from 
Lincoln’s Inn Fields to Osterley, is Robert’s portrait by the Swedish painter 
Michael Dahl (1656– 1743), who had served as the figurative head of an 
exclusive debating society called the Society of the Virtuosi of St Luke 
(active c.1689– 1743), also known as St Luke’s Club or Vandyke’s Club.35 
The Society’s records show that in the first decade of its activities in the  
eighteenth century, Robert Child was one of an exclusive group of 20 
members along with Christopher Wren the younger (1632– 1723), the 
surgeon and anatomist William Cowper (1666– 1709), and the painter 
Hugh Howard (1675– 1737). This mixing of artists, art lovers and col-
lectors formed an influential group of intellectuals who drove the dis-
cussions on taste and aesthetic judgment. These ideas and trends were 
likely consequential to the early stages of the design and furnishings for 
Osterley House.

Sir Robert died in 1721, and was succeeded by his brother Francis 
(1684– 1740). Knighted on 28 September 1732, Francis Child II consol-
idated the family’s status in the City, following his father as Alderman 
(from 1721– 40), Sheriff of London (1722– 3), and Lord Mayor  
(1731– 2). He held senior positions in the influential Goldsmith’s com-
pany. An MP from 1722, he represented the City of London for the 
first five years and served as an EIC Director over a 10- year period, 
attending EIC Court meetings regularly and the Company auctions 
every week. 1722 saw the establishment of the Company’s Council of 
China, in recognition of the growth of trade with that empire. Under 
his Chairmanship the banking side of the business continued to thrive. 
Important advances were made to City dealers secured upon parcels of 
stock and heavy investments in East India securities.36 A partner in the 
Bank, John Morse, left £10,000 each to Francis and Samuel Child in 
his will of 1736.37 Child rented out most of the large property portfo-
lio he had inherited, moved to live at Osterley and seems to have been 
responsible for major alterations there, probably including laying out 
the formal gardens. His estate passed to his youngest brother Samuel 
(1693– 1752) in 1740.38
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Sir Francis’s youngest surviving son, Samuel was the only Child of 
his generation to marry. Although he did not follow the family tradition 
into the EIC Court he maintained an interest in the Company’s affairs by 
joining a group of investors which owned and chartered the Northampton 
to the EIC. This ship was unfortunately lost in a violent storm in 1744 on 
its way back from China and India. He played a significant part in the 
making of Osterley Park as it remains today. He brought his family to 
live at Osterley, left them the wealth to continue to furnish the house 
with the finest things and introduced his sons into the society where 
they found their wives. Samuel Child took on responsibility as head of 
the family banking firm in 1740, having been a partner for a number of 
years. He held substantial EIC stock, and in his will left his wife £45,000 
in Company stock and £3,000 of the same to his son Francis (1735– 63).39

His two sons, Francis III (1735– 63) and Robert (1739– 82), inher-
ited the Child family fortune. Both were educated at Oxford, and were 
partners in Child & Co., and were responsible for transforming Osterley 
into the house it is today. On 31 December 1760 Francis III held nearly 
£33,000 worth of East India stock.40 He left his fiancée £50,000 when 
he died in 1763, days before his impending marriage. The bulk of his 
estate went to his brother Robert, though he does not seem to have 
passed on his interest in the ship Osterley, which was also chartered to 
the EIC.

Robert married Sarah Jodrell (1741– 93) of Ankerwyke in 
Buckinghamshire in 1763. She brought more EIC associations to 
Osterley. Robert and Sarah are credited with working with Robert 
Adam to change Osterley House into the neoclassical house it is still 
today. Robert Child died 28 July 1782, aged 43. The Jodrell family had 
longstanding links to the Company. Both her grandparents had an EIC 
heritage: Richard Craddock had been an EIC factor in India and Persia 
in the seventeenth century and Daniel Sheldon was a factor in India. 
In 1659, Sheldon wrote to another factor for the company at Bandel, 
urgently requesting a sample of tea to send home to his uncle Dr Gilbert 
Sheldon, Archbishop of Canterbury:  ‘for God’s sake, good or badd, 
buy the chaw if it is to be sold. Pray favour me likewise with advise 
what ‘tis good for, and how it is to be used’.41 It seems, however, that 
Child’s interest in the EIC, which had always been commercial, passed 
to those partners who had an active role in running the bank. Thomas 
Devon, a partner in 1752, was a significant supporter and backer of 
Laurence Sulivan (1713– 86) in the highly charged fight between him 
and Robert Clive (1725– 74), the first Governor of India, over control of 
the Company.42
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Winds of trade

In the second half of the eighteenth century, there were three Company 
ships called Osterley, each of which bore a connection with the Child 
family (see Table 4.2). The ships in which the Child family invested are 
representative of the larger networks of Company trade in Asia at this 
time. They carried the goods that met the demand of the burgeoning con-
sumer market at home. All of the Child family who served as Directors 
also served on the Committees that commissioned them. They were well 
placed to understand and benefit from this trade, not least from the pri-
vate trade, a form of regulated corruption whereby East India Company’s 
Committees placed bulk orders with the ships’ captains and supercargoes.

Sanctioned through indulgences in Company policy, ship’s captains 
could earn up to 10 times their actual salary by taking on such commis-
sions. The most popular privately traded commodities from India and 
China were porcelain, lacquerware, silk and cotton textiles, and ivory. 
The lacquer furniture and armorial porcelain on display at Osterley 
would almost certainly have resulted from special commissions.

Table 4.2: Osterley Ships

Osterley I43

Investor/ owner: Francis 
Child III
Launched 1758
Principal Managing 
Owner: Charles 
Raymond
Voyages:
1) 1757/ 8 China
2) 1760/ 1 Benkulen, 
Madras and Bengal
3) 1765/ 6 Bombay 
and China
4) 1768/ 9 Madras and 
China

Osterley II

Principal Managing 
Owner: William Dent, 
Brother of Robert 
Dent, a partner at 
Childs Bank.
Launched 1771
Voyages:
1) 1771/ 2 Benkulen 
and China
2) 1774/ 5 St Helena 
and Benkulen
3) 1777/ 8 Madras and 
Bengal

Osterley III

Launched 1780
Principal Managing 
Owners: William Dent, 
Robert Dent and (later) 
John Atkins
Voyages:
1) 1780/ 81 Bombay 
and China
2) 1784/ 5 Madras 
and China
3) 1786/ 7 Madras 
and China
4) 1789/ 90 Bombay 
and China
5) 1792/ 3 China
6) 1794/ 5 China
7) 1797/ 8 Madras and 
Bengal
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Examining in detail a sample journey of the Osterley I when Francis 
Child III was an investor illustrates the commodities traded on it, and the 
challenges encountered. Osterley I’s final voyage from Madras to China 
provides a good example of the Company’s dealings in Asia. Harbour logs 
from Captain Francis Fortescue’s journal for the voyage indicate that like 
most East Indiamen, it sailed along with other companion ships (the Pigott, 
Thames, Ankerwick, Lincoln, Triton, Nottingham, Havannah, Hector, and 
Ashburnham) as well as country vessels (ships that sailed Asian but not 
European waters). Osterley I sailed for Madras on 31 January 1769. In 
June, while on its journey from the Goan port of Cabo de Rama (Cape 
Rama) in northwest India to Cape Comorin in the southernmost tip of 
India, the ship picked up an important consignment of elephant bone 
(ivory). On 12 July 1769 while docked close to Madras, the ship received 
redwood and cotton on behalf of the Company. These goods were usually 
brought to the main ship on smaller country ships, which did the rounds 
from ports and factories. The ship then sailed towards Bengal and stowed 
additional loads of 500 bales of cotton and 30 tons of redwood. It was 
only in October that the ship reached Whampoa, after passing through 
the Malacca Straits. Once near Canton, much of the cotton and redwood 
and the ship’s cargo of lead were unloaded and the ship ‘received on 
board 90 chests of china of the Hon’ble comps [Honorable Company’s], 
and 62 Private trade’.44 This suggests that Fortescue was acting on behalf 
of several private clients, one of whom may have been Robert Child II, 
under whom many restorations and refurbishments occurred at Osterley 
Park. Osterley’s journey back in January 1770 was its last, as in its next 
incarnation the ship changed owners.

The EIC ships Osterley II & Osterley III retained a connection with 
the Child family through indirect means. Robert Dent, a partner in Child 
& Co. from 1763, was a member of the charter party on a number of his 
brother William Dent’s ships including Osterley II and Osterley III. Both 
ships made regular voyages to India and China. But these ships, like 
others, also played an important part supporting the expansionist ambi-
tions of the Company through serving in battles. Towards the end of its 
third voyage, Osterley II was captured by the French following an attack 
by two frigates Purvoyeuse and Elizabeth in February 1779.45 A  simi-
lar fate befell Osterley III, which had one of the longest runs out of the 
three ships. After many successful voyages to India and China, Osterley 
III was embroiled in the rising Anglo- French rivalry at the end of the 
eighteenth century, while towards the end of its seventh run, Osterley 
III was captured by the French ship La Forte (on 13 February 1799) but 
later rescued.46
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The ‘oriental’ interiors at Osterley

The presentation of the surviving interiors of Osterley House privileges its 
neoclassical ethos, honed under Robert Adam.47 Within this explicit neo-
classical programme are embedded ‘oriental’ objects that were sourced 
through EIC maritime trade in material and luxury goods. The display of 
objects that travelled on the Company’s ships alongside the fashionable 
neoclassical interiors created by Robert Adam raises an important concep-
tual question about their place in the narrative of neoclassical design (see 
Figure 4.2). Would this juxtaposition have created a perception of incon-
gruity of style and décor in the eighteenth century? Given the burgeoning 
globalization of the period, especially in the way precious goods were val-
ued for their place associations as well as their artistic merit, it is worth 
re- thinking how these seemingly out of place objects became an important 

Figure 4.2 Ceramic Parade Jar, c.1700–1770, Osterley House. Image 
courtesy of Stuart Howat.
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part of the emotional economy of global maritime trade. In this section, 
we examine examples of ‘oriental’ goods that were made, circulated and 
acquired for the personal pleasure of the Child family.

A decorative art in Japan, Korea and China, lacquerware held a 
particular exotic appeal for its European collectors as a luxury craft 
especially popular for its polished finish and vibrant lustre. The process 
of lacquering in itself was labour- intensive –  successive coats of lacquer 
could at times be built up into a pile of over 100 layers.48 A  large pri-
vate trade of lacquered goods flourished in the eighteenth century, and 
lacquered furniture became an especially popular import into English 
country houses as the Chinese imperial court relaxed its trade barrier in 
1672. The armorial lacquer furniture at Osterley House includes a bril-
liantly finished wooden lacquer chest, wooden hall chairs, and a stun-
ning eight- part folding screen made of leather, brass, and wood. The 
lacquer collections at Osterley highlight the popularity of a particularly 
delicate technique of gold engraving on lacquer, a Chinese variant of the 
Japanese style that combined gold and silver inlay with surface painting 
on lacquer.

Company records show that in 1730, the period in which Francis 
Child II was deeply involved in the EIC, an order for two large lacquered 
screens was completed.49 There is every possibility that Francis the 
younger had knowledge of this commission, which would have made for 
a memorable addition to the courtroom. It is possible that the screens’ 
arrival spurred the private commission of a large eight- panelled lac-
quer screen completed with the Child family coat- of- arms. The screen 
features a landscape scene with a palace complex fronting an enclosed 
landscaped garden with its rivulets, bridges, and fenced gardens. The 
scene is populated with figures shown engaging in their daily activi-
ties. The bottom section is complemented with a floral design enclosed 
within a rectangular cartouche; the decoration is picked up in gold, 
silver, and red and both the design and technique pay homage to the 
Japanese aesthetics. Other notable lacquer objects include a rectangu-
lar dome top beech- wood coffer, sourced in India and traded in Canton, 
with brass fixtures finished in black lacquer bearing the Child family 
crest on its front panel that was brought into Osterley in the second 
quarter of the eighteenth century. The utilitarian design of the coffer 
and the minimalist geometric diamond decorative border in gold sug-
gest its use as a travelling sea chest. Such coffers would have been ideal 
containers to store personal items or to pack specialist buys of armo-
rial porcelain and tea acquired on behalf of the Child family in Canton  
(see Figure 4.3).
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The lacquerware furnishings sourced from China are in  
contrast to the planned placement of the lacquer secretaire (c.1773) 
and commode in the now- famous Etruscan Dressing Room (1775), 
the ante- chamber in the State Apartment at Osterley Park (see 
Figure 4.4). Adam’s designs for this room were inspired by his four- 
year study tour of Europe in 1754– 8. The discoveries at Pompeii 
and Herculaneum inspired the decoration of the Etruscan Room at 
Osterley Park, demonstrating how past values could influence the 
present. The most complete remaining example of Adam’s Etruscan 
interiors, the designs on all four walls are believed to be painted by 
Pietro Maria Borgnis (1739– 1810) and were repeated on both doors, 
the ceiling and a set of eight chairs. The visually contiguous design 
of the Etruscan Room, the hallmark of the integrated style cham-
pioned by Adam and emulated in interior design for decades after-
wards, was considered experimental for its time. The intellectual 
impact of Adam’s mentor Piranesi on his work is well documented, 
and the Etruscan Room’s sensibility owes much to the engraved wall 
scheme published in Piranesi’s book of chimney- piece and furniture 
designs, Diverse maniere ďadornare I cammini … (1769), which was 
much used by Adam and his contemporaries.50

The lacquerware placed within the room would have provided a dis-
tinct counterpoint to the ‘relentless patterning’ effect of the neoclassical 

Figure 4.3 Chinese lacquer chest, Osterley House. Image courtesy of 
Stuart Howat.
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interior of the room,51 where the ‘chair rails are both the same dimensions 
and painted as the same manner as the room’s dado’ in essence ‘doubling 
the painted surface [that] blurs and confuses the chair’s relation to the 
wall’.52 Thomas Chippendale’s (1718– 79) The Gentleman and Cabinet 
Maker’s Director … (1756) made clear that English designers were happy 
to mix Chinese-influenced styles with Gothic, Palladian and French. This 
is evident in the Osterley secretaire attributed to Chippendale that incor-
porates panels of Chinese lacquer as well as English ‘japanning,’ the com-
mon term for the Western imitation of the lacquer technique. However, 

Figure 4.4 Chinese lacquer secretaire, Osterley House. Image courtesy 
of Stuart Howat.
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it has been pointed out that the core style of the commode and the secre-
taire remained distinctly French in character while echoing the overall 
design of the Etruscan Room through the use of paterae and guilloche 
motifs on the furniture.53

An investigation into the commission of the lacquerware fea-
turing Chinese craftsmanship and Robert Adam’s oeuvre lies outside 
the scope of this chapter. However, the co- existence of ‘oriental’, 
Chinese lacquer screens in a French design, alongside ‘neoclassical’ 
furnishings raises the possibility that Adam’s original design plan for 
the Etruscan Room included the addition of lacquered furniture. It 
is equally likely that Chippendale’s designs at Osterley were bespoke 
commissions inspired by the armorial lacquerware sourced by older 
generations of the Child family. The lacquerware would have served 
as an appropriate reference to the legacy of the family’s connections 
with the EIC and global trade networks. For an eighteenth- century 
audience, embedding objects seen to belong to the exotic East –  the 
source of precious spices, diamonds, fine porcelain –  within the calm 
grandeur of this room, would have decidedly challenged notions of 
the familiar.

The rapid expansion of the English market for porcelain from about 
1720 to 1770 saw nearly 25–35 million pieces of porcelain entering the 
country making it one of the largest importers in Europe. East India 
Company officials, ship captains and supercargoes discovered that there 
was a market in England for unusual, large or colourful porcelain such 
as the ceramic parade jars commissioned to sit alongside the fashion-
able neoclassical interior being created at Osterley Park by Robert Adam. 
Fired to perfection in the kilns of Jingdezhen, in south China, porcelain 
objects travelled nearly 500 miles south to the port town of Guangzhou 
(Canton) where they were sold in shops and warehouses managed by 
Chinese merchants who, as members of a guild, or co- hong, regulated 
the terms of their trade.54

The decorative appeal of personalized bespoke tea sets, dinner 
services and other tableware led to armorial porcelain becoming a  
central marker of taste and dynastic prestige.55 Among the earliest armo-
rial services for the English market is the stellar service at Osterley, made 
for a member of the Child family. The Child crest repeated on the rim 
depicts an eagle holding an adder in its beak. Their coat- of- arms in the 
centre was granted in 1700 to Sir Francis Child, the Elder. On the basis 
of style, it has been suggested that the service was ordered by Francis the 
elder’s son and EIC Chairman Sir Robert Child, since his brother Francis 
Child the younger only succeeded him in 1721.56
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Figure  4.5 depicts the armorial service ordered between 1700 
and 1725. It is the only known example decorated with a ‘powder blue’ 
ground associated with luxury ornamental wares. The powdered cobalt, 
suspended in water, was blown through a bamboo tube with a gauze 
cloth at the end onto unglazed porcelain. This evenly distributed the 
ground colour. White panels designed to be painted with coloured enam-
els after a glaze firing, were protected from the sprayed cobalt with paper 
panels. The porcelain was then glazed and fired. It was then painted with 
translucent enamels over the glaze, in primarily red and green, known as 
the ‘famille- verte’ or green family palette.57

The textiles at Osterley encompass complex creative processes that 
were shaped through networks of Company trade in Asia. They highlight 
the central role of EIC sea trade in creating a global economy of artistic 
exchange that shaped the domestic interior in England. During Francis 
Child the Elder’s tenure as EIC committee member and later as a Director, 
the Company was responsible for augmenting the trade in cotton textiles 
from India, with calicos accounting for nearly three- quarters of Company 
trade. The enhanced supply of cotton fabrics and prints into Britain not 
only upset social hierarchies of elite and everyday use of printed fabrics, 

Figure 4.5 Child family armorial porcelain plate, c.1700– 1725, 
Osterley House. Image courtesty of Stuart Howat.
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but also posed a threat to the livelihoods of wool and silk weavers.58 In 
1721, imported cotton textiles of every description from India, whether 
pure cotton or mixed composition, were banned and restrictions were 
placed on the sale of most cotton textiles through what were known as 
the Calico Acts (1690– 1721), and this prohibition was not lifted until 
the 1770s.59 However, the prohibition was not so successful in curbing 
the demand for cotton prints and fabrics, the supply of which was picked 
up by the English EIC.60 Some of the best Indian embroideries to enter 
Osterley date from the period of turmoil and prohibition.

At Osterley, the opulent silk embroidered bed pelmet cover and 
canopy in Mrs Child’s bedchamber was likely bought at Surat around 
1700– 30, during the height of the popularity of Cambay embroideries in 
Europe (see Figure 4.6). The textile features a plain cream background, 
which is contrasted with brightly embroidered patterns of thin branches 
and leaves in a dark green colour and red and yellow flowers. It is now 
understood that these embroideries were created by the artisans of the 
Mochi (cobbler) caste of Gujarat who originally worked the delicate 
chain- stitch hook and needlework on leather and later adapted this tech-
nique on to cloth.61 The weaving process itself was quite seasonal with 
the best weaving done during the rains since the moist air was less brittle 
for the threads. Thus most agreements and orders were usually placed 
before the monsoons set in and the raw cloth dyed and cured in the 
autumn sun.62 The Mughal court also actively patronized embroidered 
textiles, but after the rise of European trade in the subcontinent their 
designs were adapted to suit the demands of Company trade. By the first 
quarter of the eighteenth century, the monopoly of the English EIC in 
Gujarat had significantly declined, though it retained the factory in the 
port town of Surat on the western coast of Gujarat.

Figure 4.6 Detail of Mrs Child’s silk bed canopy, Osterley House. 
Image courtesy of Stuart Howat.
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China too was the primary exporter of silk to the EIC in the eigh-
teenth century, supplying both raw silk for English weavers as well as 
bulk silk textiles for retailers with the finer pieces reserved for private 
trade. Popular designs on silks included a combination of painted pat-
terns and embroidered motifs of flowers, leaves, birds and animals which 
were part of the craze for a decorative style broadly known as ‘china- 
worke’ or chinoiserie in Europe. This ‘oriental’ style could be copied in 
India or China from European pattern books brought through sea trade.63

The Canton Factory records for the year 1732 give a particularly vivid 
account of the commission of painted silks by EIC supercargoes: ‘We gave 
each merchant [at Canton] a particular charge that their skills be made of 
the best Nankeen silk, that the flowered silks be all new patterns & collours 
as near as possible to the patterns we delivered them, that the taffaties & 
gorgorons have a good gloss on them’.64 In the backdrop of political war-
ring and unrest between the Company and the Mughal ruler Shah Alam II  
(r. 1759– 1806) the EIC experienced a decline in silver that consequently 
weakened their power to purchase raw silk. In December 1760, it was 
ordered that the Committee of Treasury be desired to ship five chests of 
foreign silver for China to the ship Osterley (and other similar ships) for 
Bencoolan.65 The impact of the trade impasse is addressed in a letter to 
Thomas Hodges Esq., Governor of the Council of Bombay. Captain Payne 
reported that they:

are sorry to find that you Gentlemen are much in the same situation 
as those at Madras and Bengal but as Peace is restored we hope that 
Trade will flourish. Our being disappointed of silver from Bengal 
and Madras has obliged us to fill our sixteen ships with China ware 
and tea and not an ounce of Raw silk, which we find bears a good 
price in Europe.66

Thus, Company trade in India and China was closely connected and polit-
ical fluctuations at either end impacted the nature of commodities that 
could be shipped back to Europe.

Conclusion

They brew very good beer, but are perticularly famous for their 
Porcellane or earthern ware, which they paint better than the 
Chinese, make more large, and as beautifull everyway, could they 
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but make their small ware transparent in which the Chinese have 
the advantage of them.67

This record of Delft earthenware recorded in Francis Child the Elder’s 
diary evokes the growing fervour for objects from the East in Europe in 
the backdrop of the ever- widening channels of global maritime trade. 
Francis Child’s observation about the unique transparency of Chinese 
porcelain compared to Delft earthenware was astute. Tin- glazed pottery 
had been produced in Holland since the first quarter of the sixteenth cen-
tury, and Delft had emerged as one of the main centres for its production 
in the seventeenth century. With the rise in imports of Chinese porcelain 
by the Dutch East India Company (VOC) after 1602, the fashion for blue 
and white porcelain put traditional Delft ceramic wares into competition 
with their exotic counterparts. As a result, from the first quarter of the 
seventeenth century, Delft potters had begun to imitate the transparent 
finish of Chinese blue and white porcelain ware by using Chinese style 
decorations in cobalt blue over a white- tin glazed background.68

The fashion for objects in the manner of Chinese blue and white 
porcelain rose to epic proportions in the decades to follow, a prime exam-
ple of the re- casting of oriental designs and objects as exotic goods in the 
European marketplace. Yet, for the Child family who were at the very 
forefront of East India Company operations, the ‘orient’ was familiar 
ground, and its objects well within reach. Their ability to imprint their 
own identity on these luxury goods through bespoke commissions of 
armorials meant that they could have access not only to objects but also 
to the narratives that shaped them. The continued pre- eminence of these 
‘oriental’ luxuries alongside and often embedded within the neoclassical 
interior of Osterley speaks to the Child family’s desire to foster a global 
identity.
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Section 2
Objects, houses, homes and  
the construction of identities

Rather than understanding objects as inert and inanimate entities, histo-
rians are increasingly attentive to the ways in which ‘things’ animate prac-
tices, behaviours and identity formation.1 In keeping with this thinking, 
these chapters underline the dynamic character of engagements between 
East India Company (EIC) families and the material world, through the 
manufacturing, consuming, trading, using, displaying and destruction of 
objects. The processes and practices at stake in their interactions with 
material culture created active spaces in which identities were forged, 
maintained and re- constructed. Company men and women were mate-
rially literate and unsurprisingly used material practices to express their 
sense of self.2 Their projections of identity through things were prolific, 
but also often problematic: the material world enabled but also resisted 
and subverted self- fashioning, often creating anomalies and unexpected 
effects. The armorial porcelain featured in Kate Smith’s chapter provides 
a window onto gendered identity formation in the Company era. Armorial 
porcelain services were popular amongst Company families and particu-
larly Company men, who commissioned wares bearing their family arms 
to be manufactured and decorated in China. Families required wealth, 
connections and patience to embark on the commissioning process, and 
to witness its successful completion. Once the lengthy processes of com-
mission, manufacture, acquisition and transportation were complete, 
the expression of family identities required the use and display of armo-
rial porcelain services in particular ways. Smith’s chapter argues that 
the acquisition of armorial porcelain offered material manifestations of 
patience, sociability and connections, characteristics important to under-
standings of elite masculinity in eighteenth-  and nineteenth- century 
Britain. Armorial services were often acquired by men to demonstrate 
their elite masculinity through use and display in the dining rooms of 
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country houses. When in use, porcelain services allowed large groups to 
socialise: the sound, sight and feel of these Chinese porcelain wares ani-
mated social interactions, creating the means by which masculine family 
identities could be asserted.

Joanna Goldsworthy’s chapter also focuses on processes of 
acquisition, use and display. She explores the purchase by Fanny 
Parkes (1794– 1875) of a series of objects while on the subcon-
tinent with her husband, EIC official Charles Crawford Parkes  
(1798– 1854). Acquired between 1822 and 1845, these objects 
became the basis of a collection which was exhibited in print 
through illustrations in Parkes’ Wanderings of a Pilgrim in Search of 
the Picturesque (1850) and in three- dimensional form as part of her 
‘Grand Moving Diorama of Hindostan’, shown in London (1851) 
and Hull (1853). Through her writing and the display of her collec-
tion, Parkes made claims about her knowledge of the subcontinent, 
thereby gaining a degree of power and prestige notwithstanding 
her exclusion from formal Company employment. Through objects, 
she refashioned herself as a woman of some distinction, whose 
adventurous spirit had allowed her to visit and extract knowledge 
from ‘unknown’ sites and spaces on the subcontinent, including 
the zenana (the site within the house within which women were 
secluded). At the same time, these projects enabled Parkes to make 
money, an important consideration (particularly during Charles’s 
ill health and after his death in 1854). Using the objects she had 
collected for illustrative purposes in her publication failed to sat-
isfy her ambitions:  public demand or curiosity allowed Parkes to 
find subscribers to support the physical display of her collection 
and the creation of a form of ‘context’ in the shape of the Diorama. 
As with Smith’s chapter, Goldsworthy’s research demonstrates 
how engaging with objects allowed Company men and women to 
construct and consolidate identities that lent them power. As her 
chapter reminds us, however, not all objects completed the journey 
home. The material world could thwart as much as aid projects of 
Company self- fashioning.

Kate Smith and Margot Finn’s chapter on Montreal Park, Kent 
and Touch House, Stirlingshire explores material objects within 
the wider context of the house building projects underpinned by 
wealth accrued on the subcontinent. Rather than focusing upon 
heroic individuals associated with specific collections of objects, 
their chapter underlines the extent to which collection, display 
and house design were collaborative projects in which women 
often played important roles. Houses were important sites through 
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which collective identities could be formulated and exhibited. 
The re- creation of Montreal Park and Touch House shows both 
the importance of empire in shaping country houses and the key 
labour elite women contributed to this domestic work. For families, 
refashioning of country houses did not simply allow for the produc-
tion of new identities reflecting higher wealth or status. Producing 
the house itself prompted families to collaborate on a shared task 
and thus renew a collective identity, often after intervals of sepa-
ration dictated by Company service.
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5
Manly objects? Gendering armorial 
porcelain wares
Kate Smith

Research by historians and literary scholars has shown that Chinese 
porcelain was understood as distinctly gendered in seventeenth-  
and eighteenth- century Britain.1 It quickly acquired a reputation as 
a ‘female’ good and contributed to the creation of an understanding 
of the ‘Orient’ as feminine and effeminizing. This chapter focuses 
upon a distinct subset within the wide range of Chinese porcelain 
available in eighteenth- century Britain, examining whether armorial 
wares shared the feminine gender connotations and understandings 
that marked other Chinese ceramics. Chinese armorial ware, por-
celain services specially commissioned by families to include their 
coats of arms within the decorative scheme, were fashionable items 
in eighteenth- century Europe and Britain, particularly among those 
with East India Company (EIC) connections (see Figure 5.1).2 David 
Sanctuary Howard has argued that throughout the century employees 
of the EIC were especially prolific buyers.3 Armorial porcelain services 
feature in a number of East India Company at Home chapters, includ-
ing those on Osterley Park and Valentines Mansion. Often acquired 
by men and bearing coats of arms, these wares suggest that certain 
forms of porcelain may have been perceived as male and ‘manly’. As 
such, their presence challenges our understanding of porcelain as a 
homogenous ‘feminine’ good and instead illuminates the differences 
that came to be established within the category of porcelain over the 
eighteenth century.
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Introduction

British houses first included Chinese armorial porcelain services at the turn 
of the eighteenth century.4 Obtaining these wares was notoriously difficult 
as ordering, production and transportation required knowledge of differ-
ent people, practices and spaces. The only means of acquiring armorial ser-
vices were by placing a commission through a supercargo officer involved 
in trade with China, working with a dealer who had connections to a super-
cargo, or (for those based on the subcontinent) through engaging with 
country trade between India and China.5 Supercargoes were particularly 
important to armorial porcelain commissions. As individuals who worked 
for the EIC, they were responsible for dealing with Chinese merchants in 
Canton (Guangzhou). They oversaw the purchase of bulk commodities for 
the Company, such as tea. Alongside negotiating purchases and supplies, 
supercargoes also executed private trade and were well placed to fulfill 
commissions for particular objects, such as armorial porcelain services. In 
placing a commission, the supercargo would pass on written instructions 
and sketches to Chinese decorators (often based in Canton), who would 
then paint the necessary armorial design onto a series of porcelain forms 
obtained from the ceramic factories in Jingdezhen, which, by the early 
eighteenth century, had long produced forms to European tastes.6

Figure 5.1 Chinese porcelain plate decorated with the arms of Charles 
Raymond and his wife, Sarah Webster. c.1760. Private collection. Image 
courtesy of Georgina Green and Heirloom & Howard Ltd.
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Armorials were used throughout Europe to demarcate elite status, 
but were not part of the Chinese decorative lexicon prior to the arrival 
of the European EIC merchants. Working from written instructions and 
sketches in an unknown idiom, Chinese decorators unsurprisingly made 
mistakes (a point perhaps overly noted by historians). Dolphins replaced 
birds and bear claws transmuted into clumps of grass, reworking the coat 
of arms and creating entirely new meanings.7 Nevertheless, these ser-
vices proved particularly popular with EIC directors, captains and super-
cargoes, who had the connections and wealth necessary to commission 
them. Robert Finlay estimates that in the eighteenth century more than 
half of all EIC directors, captains and supercargoes purchased armorial 
dinner and tea services.8 In total, English buyers commissioned around 
6,000 armorial sets, with some going to regiments and societies.9 After 
1745 armorial services also became popular with Scottish and Irish  
families. David Sanctuary Howard estimates that ‘nearly twenty per cent of 
all services were ordered by families north of the Border’ in the second half 
of the eighteenth century.10 Families such as the Lascelles and the Beckfords, 
who gained fortunes through their involvement in Caribbean slavery and 
the slave trade, also commissioned these wares, but were far less conspicu-
ous among commissioners of Chinese porcelain than Company families.11

Surviving examples inform us that these armorial services were 
extraordinarily elaborate, with some containing more than 500 pieces.12 
Services included not only dining ware such as plates, dishes, hot- water 
plates, soup tureens and sauce boats, but also items for large entertain-
ments (such as punch bowls), decoration (pierced baskets and vases) 
and the tea table (coffee and chocolate pots, teapots, teapoys, cad-
dies, milk jugs, spoon trays and sweetmeat dishes, cups and saucers).13 
Commissioning a complete service thus involved a substantial outlay of 
money. A  service (including shipping and custom duties) cost around 
£100 (roughly £11,000 today) in the early eighteenth century and was 
around ‘ten times as expensive as other porcelain’.14 Although it took 
around three years (from order to delivery) for these services to arrive, 
the difficulties undertaken in obtaining them heightened their desir-
ability. At the same time, bearing coats of arms, these exclusive objects 
allowed families to proclaim their elite identities and lineage.

This chapter examines the identity politics that Britons embedded 
in armorial porcelain services during the long eighteenth century. It 
considers how family names were displayed and bolstered as a result of 
owning dinner plates and other armorial porcelain bearing a particular 
coat of arms. It also asks whether the plates, dishes and sauceboats that 
made up lavish armorial dinner services actively shaped other identities. 
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Principally, it asks, were armorial services gendered? If so, how and why? 
While many scholars have explored the relationship between women and 
porcelain in the eighteenth century, this chapter uses armorial porcelain 
to consider the relationships that contemporaries conceived as existing 
between men and this highly prized translucent material.15 In exploring 
these questions, this chapter investigates the place Chinese porcelain 
held within British culture and the ways in which Britons used Chinese 
porcelain to perform specific cultural work.

While the arguments explored below could be examined through 
the armorial porcelain services found at Osterley Park, Shugborough or 
Valentines Mansion, this chapter focuses on a different set of wares –  those 
purchased by Francis Sykes of Basildon Park, Berkshire in the 1760s (see 
Figure  5.2).16 Sykes worked at the EIC’s Cossimbazar factory in Bengal 
between 1751 and 1761 (rising to chief of the factory in 1760) and then 
served between 1764 and 1769 as Resident at Murshidabad and also as 
chief of the Cossimbazar factory from 1766 onwards.17 From the scant doc-
umentary sources left by Sykes, it is difficult to interpret exactly why and 
how he purchased his armorial service. By situating his acquisition within 
the wider context of porcelain consumption and use, however, this chapter 
suggests that EIC men were keen to purchase armorial porcelain services 
for their country houses and town houses because Chinese porcelain acted 
as an important emblem of elite masculinity, while also signalling their 
place within the EIC hierarchy to their associates and the world at large.

Figure 5.2 Tureen from armorial Chinese porcelain service, Qianlong 
reign (1736– 96), c.1765– 70. NT 266484.3. Basildon Park, National 
Trust Collections. © National Trust/ Thomas Boggis.
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As Henry French and Mark Rothery remind us, gender identities 
were never absolute. Nevertheless, in eighteenth- century Britain, con-
temporaries ‘believed in the existence of such all- embracing behaviourial 
norms –  even though they could not agree precisely on what these might 
be’.18 Like women, men also constructed gendered identities and oper-
ated within specific understandings of behaviourial norms. Elite men 
‘conceived their gender identity by reference to a number of compet-
ing stereotypes, rather than in relation to a single, “hegemonic” form’.19 
French and Rothery’s study suggests that certain attributes remained 
constantly significant for elite men throughout the period from 1660 to 
1900, namely autonomy, honour, reputation and self- control.20 For EIC 
officials keen to join, re- join or consolidate their position within Britain’s 
elites, armorial porcelain allowed them to enact and signify many of 
these attributes. The design of armorial wares, the modes by which they 
were acquired and their practices of use all allowed Company men to 
display and maintain their reputation, autonomy and honour. Armorial 
wares showed their lineage, as well as their relationship to networks of 
influence in spaces (such as the dining room) of male sociability. Is it pos-
sible then to understand Chinese armorial wares as distinctly male? If so, 
how did these wares shape British material cultures and does this change 
our understandings of Chinese porcelain and its role in British material 
cultures more generally?

Women, porcelain and pleasure

Scholars argue that during the eighteenth century porcelain was consis-
tently gendered female. As Elizabeth Kowaleski- Wallace asserts, through-
out the period a variety of authors deployed references to fine china or 
porcelain to denote women and their weaknesses.21 China and porcelain 
‘made it possible for people to talk about women and their qualities in a 
particular way’.22 Scholars such as David Porter note that porcelain was 
significant in providing a space in which different ideas about women, 
desire, sensuality, novelty, temptation and exchange could come together, 
‘giving form through its very materiality to fears and pleasures which, 
in the absence of a suitable substitute, might otherwise have remained 
hauntingly inchoate’.23 In contrast to work that has focused on the rela-
tionship between women and porcelain, this chapter seeks to show how 
men utilized and related to porcelain goods in important ways.

In the early decades of the eighteenth century, writers such as 
Alexander Pope and Joseph Addison used ‘china’ as a means through 
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which to discuss female sexuality, desire and subjectivity. In these texts, 
authors frequently conflated women’s bodies with the material quali-
ties of porcelain. Delicate, translucent, fragile and breakable –  porce-
lain could be equated with characteristics that increasingly came to 
define a specific view of femininity. Here women came under the male 
and female gaze as objects of desire. Kowaleski- Wallace argues, how-
ever, that what was principally at stake in these discussions was not 
women as objects of desire, but rather the issue of female desire itself.24 
Chinese porcelain provided an acceptable space in which to discuss 
concerns that women possessed and expressed tangible desires of their 
own. More worryingly still they engaged with the market in order to 
satisfy those desires, supposedly buying up porcelain in their droves.

Elizabeth Chang notes that discussions regarding women and por-
celain must also be understood in class terms. As particular axes of iden-
tity formation, gender and class have long been understood to intersect in 
important ways. She asserts that ‘only wealthier kinds of women were held 
to possess the leisure necessary to build an impressive collection of imported 
porcelain’.25 Nevertheless, women from the genteel and middling classes 
also actively engaged in and took pleasure from purchases of china.26 In rep-
resentations depicting the relationship between women and Chinese porce-
lain then, commentators gestured towards the threatening nature of class 
mobility implied by middling women purchasing and owning these wares.27 
Importantly, it must also be remembered that over the course of the eigh-
teenth century, renderings of women and their relationship to and with por-
celain steadily shifted. Porter understands these shifts as undergoing three 
stages. First, in the early decades of the eighteenth century, women were 
particularly linked to porcelain in terms of commoditized desire.28 Women 
were frequently portrayed as entering the marketplace to purchase or view 
porcelain goods at all costs, and such representations often eroticized these 
desires, understanding them as uncontrollable passions and lusts. Second, 
porcelain came to be increasingly portrayed within domestic settings. Here, 
porcelain was often linked to subversive female agency. While painters 
such as Hogarth used broken jars to signify illicit liaisons and sexual acts, 
painters could also highlight female resistance and subversion by including 
thrown and broken ceramics.29 Finally at the turn of the nineteenth century, 
ceramics brokered women’s submersion in domestic and maternal roles. 
Here, women were shown lovingly pouring tea from teapots to signify both 
matriarchal control and love.30

If then, as scholars such as David Porter and Elizabeth Kowaleski- 
Wallace suggest, Chinese porcelain (and other forms of ceramic ware) 
were consistently linked to women in the eighteenth century, how can we 
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begin to understand the relationship between men and porcelain wares? 
Have British understandings of porcelain been distorted by a lack of 
attention to male consumption of Asian goods and a predominant focus 
on rich extant sources outlining connections between porcelain, women, 
desire and femininity?31 This chapter examines the cultural work armo-
rial Chinese porcelain performed within eighteenth- century English 
society and questions how that work was understood within elite culture. 
Three key avenues of enquiry can be used to consider these questions –  
acquisition, design and use. By examining the modes by which armorial 
porcelains were purchased, the designs with which they were decorated 
and the way in which they were used, this study suggests that armorial 
wares were distinctly male –  carrying a different set of connotations and 
meanings to other porcelain pieces.

The Basildon Park service

This chapter probes these themes by focusing on a single service, 
which belonged to Francis Sykes in the late eighteenth century and 
was probably used at his country estate, Basildon Park in Berkshire.32 
The son of a prosperous and well- established yeoman farmer, Francis 
Sykes rose to become an important EIC official. While in India he main-
tained a substantial household, which (like Henry Russell, featured 
in the chapter on Swallowfield Park) shaped his later experiences of 
British country house living. Writing to his mother from Murshidabad 
in September 1767, Gerard Gustavus Duccarel (1745– 1800) described 
how he was working in the service of Francis Sykes and had found that 
his employer had little patience for the hot climate. Sykes and his party 
had thus ‘removed for the summer to a pleasant country house about 
7 miles from the City in the middle of a beautiful plain’. A fine grove 
of tall trees meant that these Company men were able to participate in 
English country pursuits whilst employed as merchants on the Indian 
subcontinent. As Duccarel reported, they could ‘play at bowles there 
in the middle of the day without the least inconvenience, and spread 
our tables either there, or in the house, as the variety is more or less 
agreeable’.33

Having accumulated a vast fortune through Company trade, 
Francis Sykes first came to practice country living in Britain on his 
return to England in 1761. On this visit Francis took two years to pur-
chase Ackworth Park, near Pontefract in Yorkshire. Originally from 
Yorkshire, Sykes used his residence there to reconnect with family 
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and acquaintances in the West Riding area, particularly the powerful 
Monckton family with whom he forged a closer alliance when he married 
the Hon. Elizabeth Monckton (1754– 1835), eldest daughter of the 2nd 
Viscount Galway (d.1772), in 1774. After his second return to England 
in 1768, Sykes consolidated his place as a member of the landed elite 
in 1771, when he purchased Gillingham Manor Estate in Dorset (pri-
marily to acquire political influence) and Basildon Park in Berkshire. 
In June of that year, Sykes wrote to Harry Verelst from Basildon about 
his ‘delightful situation in a large house with many servants and no one 
to keep me company at present but my two dear little boys’.34 Despite 
his seeming contentment in 1771, by 1776 Sykes had begun to employ 
the nationally acclaimed and hugely fashionable architect John Carr 
(1723– 1807) to oversee the rebuilding of Basildon. The Palladian villa 
that Carr designed still stands today (refer to Chapter 3, Figure 3.4).

Sykes’s rapid accumulation of wealth in India enabled him to pur-
chase and then rebuild Basildon Park. Having worked for the EIC in 
Bengal between 1751 and 1761 and then again between 1764 and 1769, 
he had returned to England with a fortune that was large even by EIC 
standards for the period and has been estimated as between £250,000 
and £500,000.35 Current catalogues for Basildon’s collection suggest 
that it was during his second stint on the subcontinent that Francis Sykes 
commissioned and purchased an armorial porcelain service.36 That he 
commissioned the service between 1764 and 1769 seems likely as on 
his return to India, Sykes would have had the necessary contacts, wealth 
and position to order an armorial service, the commission probably being 
carried out through country trade. Such timing is also made more plau-
sible by his being granted arms in 1763. His purchase followed the grant 
(1763) but preceded his baronetcy (1781).

Acquisition

How did Francis Sykes originally acquire this service and did his modes of 
acquisition mark these objects out as distinctly different from more fem-
inized goods? In conflating women and porcelain, eighteenth- century 
British commentators often made much of the modes of acquisition –  the 
worryingly public act of shopping. Entering the marketplace to purchase 
ceramic objects meant engaging in increasingly complex shopping prac-
tices staged in specialized, enclosed spaces. Ceramic and glassware dealers 
invited shoppers to enter their shops (rather than haggle at a window), 
browse their displays, and socialize with shop assistants who would readily 
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produce a further selection of wares for their perusal.37 Nevertheless it 
must be remembered that it was not women alone who enacted these 
practices in these public retail environments. Both women and men partic-
ipated in shopping practices, suggesting that both women and men were 
skillful shoppers and perhaps enjoyed shopping as a particular pursuit. 
Men certainly took advantage of new practices of browsing, which allowed 
shoppers to peruse certain goods, often with no purchase. For example, 
in his 1796 Scarborough Guide James Schofield described how ‘Shopping, 
especially for articles of foreign elegance, is a very usual amusement 
among the ladies, who are not unfrequently [sic] attended by the gentle-
men’.38 In 1791, Charles Bowden Topham also delighted in the experiences 
of shopping and noted that Mr Kennedy’s shop in London ‘entertained me 
for an hour’.39 Yet despite men’s enjoyment in shopping and browsing, it 
was women out a- shopping on whom commentators focused. Troublingly 
present in city streets and ceramic shops, women engaged with and inter-
rupted the ‘real’ (male) business of the marketplace.40

In contrast to purchasing through retailers, individuals acquired 
armorial porcelains through commissioning processes that required con-
tacts, influence and patience. Armorial porcelain services could be com-
missioned in England through connections to supercargoes involved in 
trade with China or in India by EIC officials with access to country trade 
vessels and thus access to merchants in Canton. In placing a commission 
the supercargo or merchant would pass on instructions (often including 
a book- plate depicting the family’s heraldic device) to Chinese decorators 
usually based in Canton, who would then paint the necessary armorial 
design onto a series of porcelain forms obtained from the ceramic factories 
in Jingdezhen. The commissioning process marked armorial wares as dis-
tinctly different to those purchased in shops. Even individuals who placed 
elaborate commissions with British manufacturers such as Wedgwood 
did not have to engage in the extended processes demanded for armo-
rial wares.41 Rather than the instant gratification of a shop purchase or 
the delayed delight of a Staffordshire commission, families who wanted 
to purchase Chinese armorial wares had to meet elite masculine ideals by 
displaying sustained self- control, patiently waiting for up to three years. 
In commissioning such wares it was also necessary to possess the correct 
reputation and be able to call on business and political contacts.

The material record of the Sykes service –  the pieces now situated 
at Basildon Park  –  reminds us that the commissioning of these items 
was likely more complex than most. For instance, while some of the 
plates have scalloped edges possibly created through press- moulding 
(see Figure 5.3), others have cut octagonal edges (see Figure 5.4). These 
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material differences suggest that Sykes commissioned the service in two 
stages. It is possible that while he commissioned the first part of the ser-
vice during his time in India, he completed the second commission once 
returned to Britain. If Francis Sykes commissioned the first part of the ser-
vice through country trade, he would have used one of the two ships that 
traded between Bengal and China each year.42 Alternatively he might have 
used a contact well connected with the China trade. During his later period 
in Bengal (1764– 9) Francis Sykes had men in his employ, such as Thomas 
Pattle Jr., who had such connections.43 Thomas Pattle Sr. had worked 
on board East India Company ships as third and second mate during the 
1730s and by the 1760s was wealthy enough to act as Principal Managing 
Owner to the Speke, which travelled to both China and India in the late 
1760s.44 Sykes may have ordered the services through Thomas Pattle. It 
is difficult to identify how exactly Sykes acquired these wares as his bank 
records, which might highlight payments to particular individuals, only 

Figure 5.3 Scalloped- edge plate from armorial Chinese porcelain  
service, Qianlong reign (1736– 96), c.1765– 70. NT 266484.12.6. 
Basildon Park, National Trust Collections. © National Trust/ Thomas 
Boggis.
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begin on 11 November 1769 when he began to bank with Goslings and do 
not include payments for the service. Nevertheless, despite such ambigu-
ity in the historical record, the modes of acquisition required to purchase 
armorial wares marked these pieces out to contemporaries as distinct 
from other porcelain wares on the market and marked them as distinctly 
male. Commissioned by men from men, these wares embodied the homo- 
social ideals of the EIC and eighteenth- century trade.

Designing the service

It was not only a question of the processes through which individuals 
purchased ceramics, but also what they bought. The Basildon porcelain 
service, manufactured in the mid- 1760s, features decorative motifs ren-
dered in the famille rose palette and combines flowers and butterflies 
with colourful birds. As the name suggests, famille rose enamel colours 

Figure 5.4 Plate with cut edges from armorial Chinese porcelain 
service, Qianlong reign (1736– 96), c.1765– 70. NT 266484.10. Basildon 
Park, National Trust. © National Trust/ Thomas Boggis.
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contained hues of pink and allowed for more intricate designs to be 
painted. Famille rose enamel colours came into common use in the early 
1720s and from the 1730s onwards remained the dominant palette for 
armorial wares through the eighteenth century.45 As such the Basildon 
service is similar in layout and colour scheme to other services of the mid 
to late eighteenth century, though decorative motifs could vary widely 
(see for example the Shugborough service c.1743, featured in Figure 5.6, 
or the Valentine service c.1760, featured in Figure 5.1).

Although men who enjoyed purchasing porcelain may have 
‘regarded it as a slightly female, perhaps even deliciously feminine pre-
occupation’, the question of how and what was purchased is important.46 
Examples exist of men and women purchasing dynastic items, yet it was 
largely men who involved themselves in the purchase of large dynastic 
and/ or expensive items, such as dinner services.47 Hence purchasing 
certain types of ceramics, such as dinner services, may not have been 
regarded as ‘deliciously feminine’ but rather as a distinctly masculine 
pursuit. Armorial services were particularly dynastic items, not only due 
to their expense and size but also because they bore coats of arms and 
thus familial identities. At the top of the plate the Sykes coat of arms is 
included (see Figure 5.3). The College of Arms granted Francis Sykes his 
arms in 1763, 18 years prior to his being created baronet in 1781.

The tradition of arms originated on the battlefields of medieval 
Europe as men in full armour sought to challenge their enemies. Unable 
to recognize friend from foe amidst the legions of plated metal, men took 
to wearing distinctive coats over their armour to ease identification. The 
colours and patterns that made up these ‘coats of arms’ then came to be 
displayed in other ways, both on the battlefield in flags and shields and 
away from the battlefield upon the clothes and accessories of civil life.48 
Coats of arms bred their own distinctive heraldic language, communi-
cating lineage and affiliations. These symbols came to include a shield 
often adorned with a helmet and crest above. While predominantly con-
cerned with the promotion of the male line, arms could gesture towards 
the importance of the female line through impaling or the inclusion of a 
wife’s family arms on marriage (see for example Figure 5.1).

The arms displayed on the Sykes armorial service can be deciphered 
through the rules of arms and heraldry (the design of the arms can be 
understood more clearly from viewing the original grant of arms, featured 
in Figure 5.5). The centre of the arms is occupied by a ‘shield’, which fea-
tures an argent (an eagle with wings outstretched –  possibly an allusion to 
Sykes’s meritocratic rise) between two ‘sykes’ (the heraldic form of foun-
tain), which are the blue and white circles. On the left the ‘canton gules’ 
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(the red- coloured square) features a caduceus (Mercury’s wand with two 
serpents and wings, emblem of merchants among others). Above the 
‘shield’ sits a helmet (not depicted in the service) and above that a man-
tling (represented by the wreath of silk), which is adorned with a ‘crest’, 
in this case a woman dressed in head scarf, robes and beads and holding 
a rose. Significantly this female figure was described as ‘A demy lady of 
Bengal in the compleat dress of that kingdom, holding in the dexter hand 
a rose’.49 The motto included on a ribbon banner beneath the shield reads 
‘He is wise who is industrious’, suggesting a desire to gentrify Sykes’s mer-
cantile activity in an era concerned with nabob excess.

The armorial service commissioned by Francis Sykes affirmed 
(as did Basildon Park itself) his newfound social status on returning 
to England. It did so through embodying Sykes’s recently granted 

Figure 5.5 Detail of coat of arms from original grant of arms. 1763. 
Image courtesy of Sir John Sykes.
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arms and thus the Sykes family’s legitimate place within the estab-
lished elite. Asserting a family name was a powerful act, but it was 
not a solely male act. In her studies of eighteenth- century New 
England material culture, Laurel Thatcher Ulrich reminds us of the 
often complex ways in which names, objects and property came to be 
inherited in the eighteenth- century Atlantic world.50 In this context 
women, such as Hannah Barnard and her descendants, were able to 
establish matrilineal descent through bequeathing a cupboard bear-
ing Hannah’s maiden name.51 Similarly, while coats of arms may be 
understood solely as a male preserve, marriages to women who car-
ried the family name could be and were represented upon arms, and 
armorial services could be commissioned to celebrate a union and 
mark the joining of family lines. Despite these strategies, however, 
coats of arms were (and are) primarily considered a male preserve, 
highlighting as they do the ideal of patrimony. For Sykes, the armorial 
service he commissioned played a key role marking his coat of arms 
and thus forwarding his name and line. The designs decorated onto 
armorial wares marked them as distinctly masculine, an identity that 
was further reaffirmed through use.

Using the service

Armorial services did not only include dining wares. These elaborate 
ensembles often contained dining, decorative and tea table wares. 
While dining wares might have been more recognizably masculine, tea 
wares were distinctly feminine.52 Women became linked to tea drink-
ing practices and the ceramic accoutrement that accompanied them.53 
Women’s engagement with the display of objects and practices at the 
centre of tea drinking, allowed for further conflations of women and 
porcelain.54 Amanda Vickery takes issue with this reading, however, 
and warns that ‘The tea table has received disproportionate attention 
in the history of consumerism, though the focus has been narrow and 
often unquestioning’.55 Vickery argues that the tea table has primarily 
come to be understood as a site of female control, in which women 
encountered the regulating force of the female and male gaze. In con-
trast, Vickery has sought to clarify the social reach of tea drinking 
practices (a ‘universal habit’ by 1760), as well as the importance of 
the tea table, which she highlights as a key site of female sociability 
during this period.56 For Vickery the tea table simultaneously acted as 
a sign of female gentility and ‘the very headquarters of female opinion, 
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a byword for feminine confederacy, gossip and slander’,57 at the same 
time it was also ‘a forum for business dealings in the widest possible 
sense’.58 In contrast to the drawing room and its focus on female socia-
bility and tea drinking, during the eighteenth century families living in 
country houses increasingly came to define dining rooms as masculine 
spaces and significantly it was dining rooms in which armorial services 
were put to conspicuous use.

Employing armorial services in increasingly ‘masculine’ spaces 
such as dining rooms encouraged these objects to be understood as an 
important part of male, mercantile culture. At the turn of the eighteenth 
century saloons started being used principally for dancing, rather than 
gathering and eating, and substantial houses started to contain grand 
dining rooms. Mark Girouard argues that in the middle decades of the 
eighteenth century the ‘dining room was always one of the best and big-
gest rooms in the house’.59 After dinner women would enter the drawing 
room to brew coffee and tea, before the men joined them later. As the 
century progressed, the period of ‘withdrawing’ became longer and lon-
ger as men wished to spend more time in homo- social conversation and 
drinking at the dinner table. In consequence, ‘the dining room began to 
be thought of as a mainly masculine, and the drawing room as a mainly 
feminine room’.60 By the end of the eighteenth century, these separate 
spaces were further demarcated by the inclusion of a room in between 
the dining room and drawing room, which acted as a buffer, allowing 
greater aural privacy for homo- social practices.61 While Mark Girouard 
notes how gendered spaces became increasingly important in country 
houses during the eighteenth and (to a certain extent) the nineteenth 
centuries, by the end of the nineteenth century such demarcations had 
begun to dissolve.62

As dining services made up the greatest number of pieces within 
porcelain services it is often dinner plates –  the mainstay of dining room 
activities  –  rather than tea services that survive in armorial ware col-
lections. The long survival of these particular pieces might also suggest 
that they were highly valued by the families who owned and inherited 
them. When in use, armorial porcelain services played an important role 
by asserting an elite masculine identity to other men that joined them 
and then lingered around the dining table.63 Their presence (and acqui-
sition) represented the owners’ sociability and connections, as well as 
their honourable reputation within the world of the EIC. In sitting there 
within such spaces men were not only able to claim the status of a sep-
arate dining room, but also the status begot through symbols of lineage 
marked on the wares. These objects came to play important roles in the 
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performance of gender identities that valued autonomy, honour, reputa-
tion and self- control, spanning across the established elite and the East 
India Company set.

Conclusion

Recent research on the 208- piece Qianlong- period porcelain dinner 
service brought to England by Commodore George, later Lord Anson 
(1697– 1762) in 1744 and now housed at the Shugborough Estate in 
Staffordshire, challenges the different ways in which previous historians 
have envisaged armorial services (see Figure  5.6).64 Traditionally the 
Shugborough dinner service has been understood as having been pre-
sented to George Anson by European merchants in Canton in recognition 
for his and his crew’s courageous involvement in extinguishing a fire that 
threatened to engulf the city in 1743. In this interpretation the dinner 
service has come to represent ‘the ultimate triumph of this level- headed, 
courageous and determined commodore over the dithering, deceit-
ful and obstructive Chinese mandarins, as well as the gratitude of the 
European merchants towards their champion’.65 Recent research demon-
strates the inaccuracy of this depiction of Anson’s time at Canton, recog-
nizing it as a partial reading of what was ‘in reality, a highly contested 
episode’.66 Contemporary accounts also call into question the idea that 
Anson acquired the service while in Canton, as a gift from European mer-
chants. It seems more likely that, like other British officers, Anson com-
missioned and purchased the service while at Whampoa between July 
and September 1743.67 Rather than emerging from accounts penned by 
eighteenth- century writers, it seems that the incorrect link between the 
Canton episode and the dinner service first emerged in a series of articles 
published in Country Life in 1954.68

While such research challenges traditional interpretations of the 
Shugborough service particularly, and Sino- British relations in the mid- 
eighteenth century more generally, what is of more interest here is that 
the story of the service as a gift given by oppressed European merchants to 
their champion was compelling to twentieth- century audiences and has 
remained so. In the traditional account of the Shugborough service the 
object became intrinsically associated with a tale of imperial masculinity. 
That audiences were willing to invest in an interpretation that recounted 
men gifting an armorial dinner service to a man as a marker of his seem-
ing courage, fortitude and resourceful nature, tells us much about what 
twentieth- and twenty- first- century audiences expected armorial wares 
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might have been and done in the eighteenth century. In this rendering, 
armorial porcelain is introduced as an object intimately tied to under-
takings that reinforced conceptions of masculinity and domination, as 
well as homo- sociability in the eighteenth century. In this story armorial 
porcelain appears as the male- object par excellence.

In considering the meaning of armorial porcelain services to 
eighteenth- century British society, this chapter has also understood 
these global luxury goods in distinctly masculine terms. While the mate-
rial –  porcelain –  was primarily conflated with women and the feminine 
during this period, this chapter has suggested that by examining the 
modes by which individuals acquired armorial wares, their design and 
their use, it becomes clear that certain porcelain wares may have been 
associated with other gender identities. Acquired through EIC networks, 
maintained through rigorous adherence to certain codes of reputation, 
honour and connection, these wares provided contemporaries with evi-
dence of an individual’s ability to call on others and demand service and 

Figure 5.6 Plate from armorial Chinese porcelain service, Qianlong 
reign (1736– 96), c.1743. NT 1271545. Shugborough, Staffordshire. 
© National Trust Images/ Robert Morris.
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respect. The inclusion of designs (armorials), which demonstrated a 
family’s name and lineage was also important in establishing elite iden-
tities that required a sense of history and evidence of status. Finally their 
use in spaces primarily understood as masculine –  dining rooms –  further 
served to mark these wares as specifically gendered. While women were 
continually conflated with the fragile and delicate qualities of porce-
lain, not all porcelain wares were understood as feminine. Men acquired 
expensive and exclusive armorial porcelain services to perform and mark 
a particularly elite form of masculinity.
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6
Fanny Parkes (1794– 1875)

Female collecting and curiosity in India and 
Britain

Joanna Goldsworthy

On 9 December 1834 an exuberant, rather plump, Englishwoman who 
had celebrated her fortieth birthday the day before set off up the Jumna 
river from Allahabad in the Northern Provinces in India in a two- masted 
pinnace (sailing boat), the Seagull, her only companions the 22- strong 
Indian male crew. Her husband, the Collector of Customs in Allahabad, 
would join her for a few days if he could get leave from his employer, 
the East India Company (EIC). Following the Seagull was the cook boat 
containing goods for the voyage:  live sheep, goats and chickens; wine 
and other provisions; servants included a dhobi (washer- man); and the 
crew of nine. They travelled from six o’clock in the morning to seven in 
the evening, anchoring at night and with armed watchmen on shore. The 
frequent storms, the contrary current, the treacherous rocks in the river, 
the uncharted sandbanks, the risk of being plundered by robbers  –  all 
combined to make this a hazardous but thrilling journey for a woman 
who craved excitement to counter the boredom of life for a childless 
Englishwoman in the Indian mofussil (countryside). Who cared what 
colonial society thought of this enterprise? Certainly not the indefatiga-
ble wanderer: Fanny Parkes.

Following Fanny’s death in 1875, on 17 February 1876, Fanny’s 
first cousin, Clement Robert Archer Esq, presented a copy of Fanny’s 
account of her travels in India, entitled Wanderings of a Pilgrim in Search 
of the Picturesque (see Figure 6.1), to the India Museum in London.1 
One month later another relative, J. Coutts Antrobus Esq of Eaton Hall, 
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Figure 6.1 Frontispiece Wanderings of a Pilgrim in Search of the 
Picturesque, vol. 1 British Library digital copy p.13; print copy facing 
i and i. © The British Library Board, 1947.b 170 vol.1 frontispiece.
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Congleton, presented three sculptures to the same museum: two pieces 
of carved dark grey sandstone, now in the British Museum collection, 
which Fanny had obtained from a fisherman living on the banks of the 
Ganges, and a piece of white carved stone acquired by Fanny in Pooree 
(now Puri) in 1844.2 These three sculptures, together with a large and 
disparate collection of other artefacts gathered together by Fanny and 
Charles Parkes during their 23  years’ residence in India, were brought 
back to England in the Essex, which left Calcutta in September 1845, and 
arrived at Folkestone in January 1846.

The collection and Fanny Parkes’ published recollections of her 
travels in India appear to have given her a public legitimacy and authority 
lacking before she went to the subcontinent. As a young woman she was 
a typical product of her background and upbringing in a military family, 
‘eminent in beauty as in talent … wounding many a heart’, before find-
ing a role for herself: that of traveller, collector and ethnographer.3 India 
and her experiences there changed her and enabled her to construct a 
new identity for herself. ‘Whatever the wandering traveller says, he does 
so from having seen that of which he speaks’ was the oriental proverb 
she quoted in the opening pages of Wanderings of a Pilgrim, emphasizing  
the veracity of her enterprise.4 ‘Knowing India first- hand’ was a claim 
frequently made by travel writers of the period when attempting to add 
authority and authenticity to this literary aspect of the imperial project.5 
Fanny’s sense of ‘knowing’ was enhanced by gathering objects from the 
subcontinent and by sharing her acquired knowledge with a public eager 
to see the ‘curiosities, the monsters and the idols’ that she took with her 
when she left India forever.6

Historian Maya Jasanoff argues that collectors ‘shared one cru-
cial characteristic: all of them used objects to advertise, hone or shape 
their social personae. Collecting was a means of self- fashioning’.7 
Fanny’s enthusiasms appear in her own account so unfeignedly artless 
as she gathers people, customs and curiosities on her travels through 
India, that it is hard to see a conscious self- fashioning in her actions, 
certainly while she was living in India.8 Yet in writing of her collect-
ing as artless enthusiasm, Wanderings suggests that Fanny distinctly 
wished to be understood as someone who had formed knowledge and 
expertise through ‘authentic’ experience. With little means of cor-
roborating the events that Parkes described in Wanderings, it is diffi-
cult to ascertain the exact nature of her experiences in India and the 
gaps between those experiences and the stories she told about them. 
Rather than work towards ascertaining such knowledge, this chap-
ter instead focuses on analyzing the stories Parkes did tell and seeks  
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to understand their meanings and effect. This chapter principally uses 
Fanny Parkes’ published work Wanderings of a Pilgrim, to analyze 
the ways in which she sought to present herself to the public on her 
return to Britain. Alongside Wanderings, it looks to the objects she col-
lected and how she in turn curated these for audiences in Britain in 
the mid- nineteenth century. When she returned to the metropole, this  
chapter argues, her writings and collection lent her authority in an 
almost exclusively masculine society of Indian ‘experts’. She gained 
entrée to a social world to which she might not otherwise have been 
admitted and formed ‘a life independent of her own life’.9 On return-
ing to Britain then, she publicly utilized her collection to validate and 
enhance her experiences. In analyzing these writings and practices 
of exhibition, this chapter seeks to show how a woman linked to the 
EIC was able to use her experiences of the subcontinent to effect on 
her return. While other chapters in this volume are largely concerned 
with the material and social gains (or losses) derived by male service to 
the EIC, this chapter underlines the particular advantages that women 
could garner.

Alongside contributing to studies of EIC officials and imperial 
service, this chapter also seeks to engage with histories of collecting. 
Building on the work of other scholars, it underlines the importance of 
female practice of collecting in particular. The chapter finds that pre-
vious studies of collecting as a phenomenon, from the age of the ‘cabi-
net of curiosity’ to the present, have focussed overwhelmingly on male 
collectors  –  men whose professional lives and wealth often gave them 
privileged access to exotic plants, animals, artwork and objects. In con-
sequence, we have a much more detailed understanding of the Company 
men whose collecting helped to furnish the British country house and 
later many British museums.10 This chapter, however, illustrates the way 
in which one Company woman took advantage of her colonial experi-
ences to collect, describe and display Indian material culture. At the same 
time, it demonstrates how her collections, their display and description, 
generated a perception of ‘expertise’, which gave her legitimacy in the 
male- dominated world of collecting, as well as status and independence 
in metropolitan society.

Who was Fanny Parkes?

Frances Susanna Archer was born on 8 December 1794 in Conwy, 
North Wales, and baptized there on 22 January 1795. Her father was 
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Captain William Archer, formerly of the 16th Lancers, her mother 
Ann Archer, née Goodhew. She had an older sister, Anne Augustine, 
who, like Fanny, lived in India. On 25 March 1822, Fanny, 27  years 
old, talented and beautiful, married 23- year- old Charles Crawford 
Parkes (1798– 1854), a Writer in the East India Company.11 Arriving 
in Calcutta later that same year, Fanny and Charles rented a house in 
Chowringhee. Charles attended Fort William College and worked as 
assistant to the Collector of Sea Customs, Calcutta while waiting for 
a more permanent and better- paid position up country. Fanny learnt 
how to run a house with a multitude of servants, enjoyed riding her 
Arab horse on the Maidan at dusk after the heat of the day, took lessons 
in Hindi and Sanskrit, and started to explore the intricacies of Indian 
culture. In particular, she also became ‘very anxious to visit a zenāna 
[harem]’, and to witness the lives of the high- class Indian women kept 
in seclusion behind its closed doors.12

Fanny was 35 years old in 1830 when she and Charles moved to 
Cawnpore, where Charles had the post of Acting Collector of Customs. 
Childless, with servants aplenty (in 1831 Fanny calculated that they 
had 57, and needed an additional 14 in the hot months), there was little 
to occupy such a spirited and adventurous woman in Cawnpore’s lim-
ited social setting.13 Restless and underemployed, Fanny looked for and 
found a temporary cure in travel, preferably on horseback:  ‘Roaming 
about with a good tent and a good Arab [horse], one might be happy 
for ever in India,’ she wrote in her journal in 1838. ‘Oh! the pleasure 
of vagabondizing over India!’14 Fanny Eden, sister of Governor General 
Lord Auckland, commented acidly that ‘[Mrs Parkes] has a husband 
who always goes mad in the cold season, so she says it is due to her-
self to leave him and travel about … she informed us she was an inde-
pendent woman and was going to travel to Simla by herself  –  which 
sounded very independent indeed.’15 Fanny herself never mentioned 
Charles’s reaction to the weather, hot or cold; from remarks in her jour-
nal, it is clear that it was Fanny who suffered most from the heat –  and 
boredom.16

Finally, in September 1832, Charles was appointed Collector of 
Customs at Allahabad, a permanent posting. Fanny, temporarily back 
from her travels, enthused about the place which was an enormous 
improvement on Cawnpore. There were ‘dinner- parties more than 
enough; balls occasionally; a book society; some five or six billiard- 
tables, a pack of dogs … and (how could I have forgotten!) fourteen spin-
sters!’17 What’s more, there were officers aplenty to ride with, even if she 
and her horse ended up in quicksand or she was inadvertently dunked 
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in the river, adventures she related with great gusto in her journal.18 She 
was clearly a woman whose company young officers sought, in spite of 
Fanny Eden’s barbed opinion that she had ‘once been a beauty’ but was 
now ‘abundantly fat and lively’.19 Despite such excitements, however, the  
dinner parties of Allahabad were not enough for Fanny and for the rest of 
her time in India she travelled frequently and extensively.

In August 1835 she went to Fatighar where she met –  and became 
friends with  –  the Baiza Bai, ex- Queen of Gwalior. She returned to 
Allahabad in October. By July 1836 once again she was finding life 
‘weary and heavy … one’s mind and body feel equally enervated’.20 
In September 1836 she was invited to accompany Sir Henry Fane’s 
party and to act as interpreter for the Baiza Bai in Benares, then car-
ried on to Calcutta and did not return to Allahabad until March 1837. 
By August 1837 she was bored again (‘nothing to relate in the monot-
ony of an Indian life at home … I … must go to the hills to recruit my 
weary frame’) and in September she started preparing for a march ‘up 
the country’, leaving in December 1837.21 Lord Auckland and his sis-
ters, Emily and Fanny Eden, were en route up country too, stopping in 
Allahabad in early December. Fanny was introduced to the sisters, then 
became something of a camp follower, shadowing the Auckland camp 
wherever it went on its leisurely progress, her presence irritating the 
Edens and prompting a satirical account by (the very thin) Fanny Eden 
in one of her letters home:

How odd of me not to have told you that the very first person I saw 
at the very first ball at Meerut was Mrs Parkes. How she got there 
nobody knows and nobody will ever know. The day after we got 
here they got up a morning review for us –  blew up mines and took 
a fort, and not only a fort but Mrs Parkes, for as the smoke blew off 
she was discovered riding. If she were not so fat I should say she 
was something supernatural. My spirit is broke about her. I dare say 
we shall find her settled in our home at Simla and shall not have 
strength to turn her out.22

Fanny Eden’s comments may have been underpinned by a certain amount 
of envy of her namesake’s apparent freedom from the claustrophobic 
demands that were her lot as the Governor General’s sister as well as the 
frustrations of the provincialism of the British in India with whom she 
was obliged to socialize.23 Her sister Emily Eden’s sharp comment that 
up- country Europeans had had their civilized manners ‘jungled out of 
them’, echoed Fanny’s opinions.24 Clearly Fanny Parkes was perceived to 
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have gone beyond the bounds of respectability. As David Arnold argues, 
the jungle, with its dangerous wild animals and bandits, symbolized 
the ruination of India in many contemporary travel writers’ accounts.25 
Fanny Parkes was, by association, herself ruined.

In September 1838, while Fanny was travelling in the Himalayan 
foothills, she received word from Charles that her father had died the 
previous May.26 She returned to Allahabad immediately and sailed 
by the next available ship from Calcutta, arriving in England in May 
1839. England, to Fanny, ‘looked so wretchedly mean, especially the 
houses’, while Fanny, to her mother –  who had not seen her daughter 
for 17 years –  had changed completely:  ‘My child, I should never have 
known you, –  you look so anxious, so careworn.’27 Another sign of how 
different England was from India –  and how much India had changed 
Fanny  –  was revealed to her when she visited a horticultural show in 
Plymouth:  ‘I went to the place alone, and the people expressed their 
surprise at my having done so –  how absurd! as if I were to be a pris-
oner unless some lady should accompany me –  wah! wah! I shall never 
be tamed, I trust, to the ideas of propriety of civilized Lady Log.’28 It is 
ironic that it was precisely by travelling to India, where Britons believed 
women to enjoy few rights, that Fanny was to enjoy exceptional freedom 
of movement.

Her mother died in December 1841 and Fanny remained in 
Europe until early 1843 when she heard that Charles was ill in Cape 
Town and went to look after him; they had been apart for four years. 
They returned to India, and finally to Allahabad, in December 1844. 
As Charles’ health did not improve, he applied to go to England on 
furlough and they left India nine months later, in September 1845. 
They would never return. Charles did not recover from the illness 
that brought him back to England. He died in 1854 while Fanny lived 
on for another 20 years. She died, aged 81, in 1875 of ‘shingles and 
exhaustion’ at her home in Cornwall Terrace, Regent’s Park.29 She was 
buried in Kensal Green cemetery where she shares a grave with her 
husband (see Figure 6.2).30

Wanderings of a Pilgrim in Search of the Picturesque

Fanny and Charles settled first in St Leonards- on- Sea in Sussex on their 
return from India in 1846. In the 1820s, James Burton had developed 
the town into a seaside resort and it seems that Fanny and Charles were 
living in a seaside villa.31 Fanny constructed her account of her travels 
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in India by using her journals and the long letters she had written to her 
mother, finishing her tale with a revealing ‘Farewell’:

And now the pilgrim resigns her staff and plucks the scallop- 
shell from her hat, –  her wanderings are ended –  she has quitted 
the East, perhaps for ever: –  surrounded... by the curiosities, the 
monsters, and the idols that accompanied her from India... the 
pleasure she derives from her sketches, and the sad sea waves, 
her constant companions, form for her a life independent of her 
own life.32

Figure 6.2 Fanny and Charles Parkes’ grave, The General Cemetery of 
All Souls, Kensal Green. Image courtesy of Joanna Goldsworthy.
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Fanny had ‘collected an empire’ for herself that liberated her from the 
constraints of life in the metropole and through the exotic objects she 
had acquired she gained an independence  –  ‘a life independent of her 
own life’ –  that opened a new world for her.33 Her detailed and valuable 
knowledge of another culture and her understanding of its social world –  
particularly that of the zenana, a world closed to men –  gave her status 
in a metropolitan, masculine society. Her collection, initially a jumble of 
‘the curiosities, the monsters, and the idols’ as she described it, had been 
acquired haphazardly, as the fancy took her. It now assumed an impor-
tance as a discrete entity, allowing those British men and women who 
saw it to visualize their empire.34

Wanderings of a Pilgrim was published in a handsome two- volume edi-
tion in 1850, priced £2 12s 6d and illustrated throughout with Fanny’s own 
sketches and paintings (see Figure 6.3). Many of the contemporary reviews 
of the book were generous, indeed waxed ecstatic: ‘Fresh, intelligent, and 
minutely interesting’ (The Court Journal)35; ‘This … is a very splendid, very 
attractive work’ (The Asiatic and Colonial Quarterly Journal);36 ‘The tone of 
bold and careless frankness in which this interesting and instructive work is 

Figure 6.3 Wanderings, vol. 1, digital, p.20: “The Camels were being 
branded for the Public Service and the Spider came to be marked also”. 
Fanny represents herself as a large spider holding a book titled The Pilgrim; 
books hanging from three camels’ necks are titled Luard, Princes and 
People and, interestingly, Afghanistan. © The British Library Board, 
1947. B 170 vol. 1 p. 20.
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written, is singularly attractive’ (The English Review)37 and finally, ‘ … one of 
the most beautiful monuments of genius, taste, feeling … without parade, 
ostentation, or intrusive aims at vulgar popularity … ’ (Blackwood’s Lady’s 
Magazine).38 Others, however, were violently critical:  ‘The flippancy and 
levity … with which she refers to her own faith, savour more of the cock- pit 
than the boudoir…in future editions…we trust to see every thing unde-
niable indecent or profane carefully expunged from the work’ (Calcutta 
Review).39 The extreme reactions to Fanny Parkes’ ‘authentic’ depiction of 
life in the colonies expressed in these reviews is interesting and point to a 
fracture in attitude by writers in two very different locations, towards what 
was acceptable in the metropole and in an outpost of Empire.

Just as critics in the 1850s proved both generously receptive and 
unstintingly appalled by Parkes’ writings, her work today continues to 
attract a range of responses. Often understood as deeply problematic 
by historians and literary scholars for its homogenizing depictions of 
colonial subjects, Wanderings of a Pilgrim in Search of the Picturesque 
continues to fuel debate.40 Nevertheless, focusing on Fanny Parkes as an 
avid collector of Indian material culture allows us to see how men and 
women within the Company’s ambit often engaged with multiple aspects 
of Indian society, seeking out meaningful ways of communicating with 
indigenous peoples and entering with enthusiasm into the Indian Ocean 
World. While created for public audiences, her writings and collection 
also served private purposes. The objects she purchased and returned 
with served to act as ‘traces of authentic experience’, incorporating mem-
ories of a more adventurous and independent life in India, unimaginable 
had she stayed in England.41 Fanny shared her love for India with others 
through the journals and letters, which were published as Wanderings of 
a Pilgrim; she painted and drew vivid scenes, which were reproduced in 
her book; and she created a visual journey for the public with her ‘Grand 
Moving Diorama of Hindostan’. In publishing her writings and making 
them available to a wider audience and in creating exhibitions from her 
writings and collection, Parkes self- consciously sought to use her experi-
ences to greater effect. They provided a space in which her experiences 
of India and the stories she wished to tell of them could shape a broader 
conception of who she was and what she had achieved.

The ‘Grand Moving Diorama of Hindostan’

In 1851, the year of The Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of 
All Nations, Fanny instigated and funded the construction of a ‘Grand 
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Moving Diorama of Hindostan’, which was staged at the Asiatic Gallery 
in the Baker Street Bazaar.42 India, Britain’s ‘jewel in the crown’, featured 
centre- stage at the Great Exhibition, the EIC itself having been one of 
the most enthusiastic supporters of the enterprise from its inception. The 
Company’s Directors saw the Exhibition as an opportunity to astonish vis-
itors with exquisitely crafted riches from Britain’s Eastern Empire.43 They 
also saw it as a way of promoting a new self- image through the display 
of objects from the subcontinent.44 The Exhibition constituted an import-
ant means of recreating India as spectacle and justifying further imperial 
endeavours on the subcontinent.

In contrast, the Grand Moving Diorama of Hindostan offered not 
objects but vistas, visual evocations of the landscapes of India, specif-
ically those seen from India’s most sacred river, the Ganges. As such, 
it provided an important source of context to the Great Exhibition’s 
display of astonishing objects made in India. In fact, the description 
that survives makes it clear that Fanny’s diorama was no run- of- the- 
mill affair and was modelled on the moving dioramas invented by 
Daguerre. Panoramas and dioramas were a popular attraction in the 
first half of the nineteenth century. While panoramas were essentially 
very large, realistic, paintings of a scene, dioramas, which also used 
painted backdrops, introduced a three- dimensional element to the 
viewing experience.

Daguerre’s diorama, first shown in Paris in 1822, was brought to 
London in 1823 and erected in a special building constructed in Regent’s 
Park at a cost of £10,000.45 The Daguerre diorama depended on clever 
lighting effects and a revolving auditorium that moved the sizeable audi-
ence (the Regent’s Park diorama accommodated 200 people; the origi-
nal diorama in Paris could hold an audience of 350) from one scene to 
another. The enormous painted scenes (22 metres wide by 14 metres 
high), ingeniously lit with a system of screens and shutters and worked 
with pulleys and counterweights, were so convincing that few in the 
audience thought they were looking at a painting. Some dioramas had 
sound effects and songs, some a piano accompaniment, but the strongest 
impression was that of brilliant illusion caused by the subtly changing 
lighting.46 Much was made of the fact that this was a form of armchair 
travel, the Journal de Paris of 22 July 1822 urging Parisians ‘who like 
pleasure without fatigue to make the journey to Switzerland and to 
England without leaving the capital’.47

The success of Daguerre’s diorama led to a mass of imitators and 
variations on the original idea (amongst them inventions with names 
such as Hydrorama and Uranorama48), but even as late as 1851 a 
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London guide book was still of the opinion that the original diorama 
was ‘decidedly superior, both to the Panorama and the Cosmorana, in 
the fidelity with which the objects are depicted, and in the completeness 
of the illusion … and it is difficult for the spectator to persuade him-
self that he is only contemplating a work of art’.49 Constructed in 1851, 
Fanny’s ‘Grand Moving Diorama’ came in on the tail end of the craze 
caused by Daguerre, but was nevertheless a success, in part due to astute 
marketing and publicity by Fanny and her collaborators. In a move that 
would endear her to philanthropic societies and educational reformers, 
Blackwood’s Lady’s Magazine reported that ‘In the spirit of true liberality, 
Mrs. Parkes admits daily fifty or sixty children (gratis) from the National 
and Parochial schools of London; for the enlightenment of these young 
students in religion and useful learning’.50 This largesse by Fanny may 
account for the florid prose of the same magazine’s appreciation of 
Fanny’s diorama:

The DIORAMA OF HINDOSTAN (where its immortalised origina-
tor is herself a frequent visitor), constructed in the splendid gal-
leries recently annexed, at her own proper cost, to the Baker Street 
Bazaar, is confessedly the most extraordinary exhibition that has 
appeared in the present century... The painting is in the highest 
finish of body colour, realising the most exquisite atmospheri-
cal effects, and frequently affecting the senses by its sublime and 
almost incomprehensible truthfulness... In the course of less than 
two delightful hours, the spectator traces the river Ganges from 
Fort William, Calcutta, through Barrackpore, Benares, Mirzapur, 
Allahabad, and Hurdwar, to its source in the Himalaya mountains... 
There, at length... the mystical fount is seen to flow; the spirit of 
solitude fills the dread eminence, and a mysterious, unaccountable 
dread steals over the mind of the audience, in the presence of night 
descending on a scene, whose awful features may best be conceived 
from their effect on the nerves, as the curtain terminates the exhibi-
tion, and the breathless silence of intense and gazing admiration.... 
The spectacle, now within reach of even the humbler classes, is, 
in fact, a boon to our population... we may now set foot on the 
banks of the Hooghly... through the instrumentality of one single, 
high- born, highly- gifted, persevering, and amiable woman, whose 
labours, ‘non sibi sed aliis,’ have provided one of the more purely 
intellectual and heart- touching gratifications ever yet offered for 
the enlightenment, the entertainment, and, we might add, the hon-
our of her nation.51
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The ‘Grand Moving Diorama of Hindostan’ was sufficiently popular for 
it to be exhibited in Hull in 1853, although the transport of the equip-
ment from London to Hull would have been a challenging exercise. If 
able to catch the Diorama before its move north, London visitors would 
have enjoyed the additional attraction of being ‘allowed to inspect THE 
MUSEUM’ –  in other words, Fanny’s cabinet of curiosities.52

The cabinet of curiosities

The cabinet of curiosities first appeared in continental Europe in the mid- 
sixteenth century, largely collected by the nobility. Frances Bacon wrote 
that they were ‘in a small compass, a model of universal nature made 
private’.53 They were essentially collections of artefacts, of anything that 
took the collector’s fancy, in what Tony Bennett has described as the 
‘jumbled incongruity’ that was in time supplanted and surpassed by the 
museum.54 In Germany they were called wunderkammer, in Italy stan-
zino, and there were collections in Russia. Britain was ‘notably absent’ 
from early lists of universal cabinets, although the royal gardeners, father 
and son John and John Tradescant, gathered together a collection of 
objects in the first half of the seventeenth century that was to become the 
Ashmolean Museum in Oxford.55 The first cabinets were literally that –  a 
cabinet, in which small objects could be displayed. Later, as collections 
grew, the display space was a specially designed room, until a collection 
became so big that it was impossible to show it in a single space. Sir Hans 
Sloane (1660– 1753), for instance, collected over 100,000 objects, which 
were to eventually form the basis of the British Museum collection.56

Tony Bennett extends Michel Foucault’s exploration of power and 
knowledge relations seen in the spaces of the asylum, the clinic and the 
prison to include the cabinets of curiosity that were essentially under 
private ownership and had restricted access to the privileged few. With 
public displays such as that of the Great Exhibition of 1851, collections 
of objects were opened up to the public and created spaces in which peo-
ple were increasingly taught how to act and be, creating self- regulating 
citizens in their wake.57 Similarly, Fanny’s own ‘Cabinet of Curiosities’ 
(or her ‘Museum’ as she now termed it) was made available to visi-
tors to the Grand Moving Diorama of Hindostan and seen by many. It 
thereby became part of a metropolitan process of education in empire 
and imperial culture, providing a space in which Britons living far from 
imperial dominions learned to look and engage with others through 
imperial eyes.
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In writing about her collecting practices in Wanderings of a Pilgrim, 
Fanny Parks’s approach to collecting curiosities can be seen as distinctly 
unsystematic and driven more by an eclectic inquisitiveness, an enthusi-
astic grasping of the moment, than by the wish to build a well- organized 
group of objects illustrating defined aspects of Indian culture. In mark-
ing out her collecting practices as eclectic and curious, Fanny connected 
them to earlier (often male) traditions. Gavin Lucas has noted that, ‘One 
of the most striking aspects of much early collecting is the lack of distinc-
tion among objects; curiosities formed a generic group, where items such 
as fossils, butterflies, tribal weapons, and antiquities might all jostle side 
by side in a collector’s cabinet’ but adds that, ‘In a sense, the “fieldwork”, 
if one can use the term, of early modern collectors largely involved vis-
iting other collections and dealers, rather than travelling to the source 
of such curiosities’, which was not true of Fanny who was usually to be 
found ‘travelling to the source’.58

These souvenirs of her time in India became more important to 
Fanny on her return to England. They represented a lived experience 
and could be organized for her private satisfaction or public view. Susan 
Stewart, in exploring the meaning of the souvenir, points to the way in 
which it ‘speaks to a context of origin through a language of longing … it 
is not an object arising out of need or use value; [but] … out of the nec-
essarily insatiable demands of nostalgia’.59 Fanny’s nostalgic needs were 
met not only by her curiosities, but by her writing about them, by sharing 
her longing through the medium of her published journals, and reliving 
the events through her ‘Grand Moving Diorama of Hindostan’. In addi-
tion, these actions gave her agency in a society where once she would 
have been largely invisible, enabling her to construct a new identity for 
herself from the experiences of a life lived to the full in India, notwith-
standing her exclusion (as a woman) from formal Company employment.

Fanny Parkes appears to have begun collecting her curiosities in 
1830, eight years after her arrival in India. She and Charles were by then 
living in the mofussil, in Cawnpore, a large station ‘on a bleak, dreary, 
sandy, dusty, treeless plain, cut into ravines by torrents of rain’ and 
unbearably hot.60 The first item she acquired was a lathi, a large, heavy 
weapon made from bamboo and banded with iron, which had been con-
fiscated from a man who had killed two others with it. Fanny reported 
that she took it ‘as a curiosity’, an impulse that seems to have fuelled 
many of her moves when acquiring objects.61 Not long afterwards, in 
October 1830, she was given a set of Thugs’ dice by the acting magistrate 
in Cawnpore, the Thugs having been arrested and executed for the mur-
der of 35 travellers.62 Her last purchase, bought in Cape Town in 1845 
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when she and Charles were on their way back to England, having left 
India for good, was a ‘kaross [cloak] of eighteen heads’ for which she 
paid four pounds. ‘It is very large and handsome,’ Fanny wrote, adding 
that: ‘With the exception of the kaross the Kafir is entirely unincumbered 
with clothing.’63

Most of her acquisitions, however, were made in Allahabad between 
the years 1831 and 1845. She largely purchased these wares at the great 
fair (now called the Kumbh Mela, although Fanny’s term for it is Bura 
Mela) held annually on the banks of the Ganges at its confluence with 
the Jumna, being the site of enthusiastic commercial activity as well as 
intense religious worship. This location, which even today is to Hindus 
one of the most sacred sites of their most sacred river, reaches a peak 
of religious significance every 12  years and is celebrated with a Maha 
Kumbh Mela which millions of pilgrims attend.64

On 2 February 1832 Fanny wrote that she ‘went to the Bura Mela, 
the great annual fair on the sands of the Ganges, and purchased bows 
and arrows, some curious Indian ornaments, and a few fine pearls’.65 But 
her ethnographic interest lay more broadly than curious objects, writing 
in the same paragraph about one of the fakirs (holy men) at the fair:

On the sands were a number of devotees, of whom the most holy 
person had made a vow, that for fourteen years he would spend 
every night up to his neck in the Ganges; nine years he has kept his 
vow: at sunset he enters the river, is taken out at sunrise, rubbed 
into warmth, and placed by a fire; he... is apparently about thirty 
years of age, very fat and jovial, and does not appear to suffer in the 
slightest degree from his penance.66

One year later, in January 1833, Fanny visited the fair once again. In 
Wanderings, she noted that the area had been filled with commercial 
and sacred booths, and that it had attracted ‘merchants from all parts of 
India’. At the booths ‘Very good diamonds, pearls, coral, shawls, cloth, 
woollens, China, furs, &c., are to be purchased.’67 She also chose to relate 
an amusing story against herself, of how she bought a ‘remarkably fine’ 
pink coral necklace at this fair; and how some years later a friend of hers, 
a Mahratta lady, seeing her wearing the beads, exclaimed:  ‘I am aston-
ished a mem sahiba should wear coral; we only decorate our horses with 
it.’ Fanny immediately gave her necklace to her horse.68

The fair took place over a period of two months, offering many 
opportunities for finding curiosities. Amongst other things, she bought 
‘a Persian writing- case, and a book beautifully illuminated, and written  
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in Persian and Arabic: the Moguls beguile me of my rupees’ as well as two 
musical instruments and other ‘curious things; Hindoo ornaments, idols, 
china’, she reflected.69 It was at this fair that Fanny bought her most splen-
did and beloved curiosity, a huge white marble statue of Guneshu weigh-
ing some three hundredweight, painted and gilded. Growing wise to the 
ways of the merchants, she ‘sent a Rajput to the owner, and, after much 
delay and bargaining, became the possessor. … The man had scruples 
with regard to allowing me to purchase the idol, but sold it willingly to the 
Rajput.’70 Fanny related that (see Figure 6.1) ‘Although a pukka Hindu, 
Ganesh has crossed the Kala Pani or Black Waters, as they call the ocean, 
and has accompanied me to England. There he sits before me in all his 
Hindu state and peculiar style of beauty –  my inspiration –  my penates.’71

Fanny clearly gained a reputation for collecting curiosities and fre-
quently described objects she had been given. In May 1832 she wrote 
that a friend gave her ‘a pair of the most magnificent cow- tails, of the 
yak or cow of Thibet’, adding that ‘They are great curiosities, and shall 
go with my collection to England’.72 These cow- tails feature in the fron-
tispiece illustration to Wanderings of a Pilgrim, at its centre the huge 
marble Ganesh, and featuring the rarest and most interesting items 
from her museum –  from the white marble statue of Ram to the ‘brazen 
image of Gunga’ represented by a woman sitting on an alligator (see 
Figure 6.1). This idol was, according to Fanny, rare and valuable. ‘Victory 
to Gunga- jee!’73

Another ‘great curiosity’ sent to her by a friend was ‘a common dark 
brown- red shawl, worn by low caste women at Hissar. It is worked all 
over in large flowers, in orange silk; the centre of the flower contains a 
circular bit of looking- glass about an inch and a half in diameter. … The 
appearance of the dress as the light falls on the looking- glass is most 
strange and odd … in what an extraordinary manner the light must be 
caught on all those reflecting circles of glass!’74 Including this ‘low caste’ 
item in her collection allowed Fanny to show that her interest in textiles 
extended beyond luxury items, demonstrating her wide- ranging inter-
est in Indian culture. One can only imagine how astonished she would 
have been to see skirts of this mirrored material being worn by young 
European women in the 1960s.

In March 1832 the Parkes’ close friend Colonel Gardner stayed 
with the couple in Allahabad, much to their delight. While there, he 
taught them how to use an Indian bow and arrow. Fanny described how 
‘Archery, as practised in India, is very different from that in England’. 
Fanny tells us, ‘The arm is raised over the head, and the bow drawn 
in that manner:  native bowmen throw up the elbow and depress the 
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right hand in a most extraordinary style’. While learning of the skills of 
archery, Fanny was also the recipient of a bow. She described how, ‘A 
very fine bow has been given to me, which was one of the presents made 
by Runjeet Singh to Lord Wm. Bentinck … when strung, it resembles the 
outline of a well- formed upper lip, Cupid’s bow.’ Fanny added that she 
‘could not resist going continually into the verandah, to take a shot at the 
targets, in spite of the heat.’75 The bow was undoubtedly one of the curi-
osities brought back to England, the story of its origins adding lustre to 
the gift. Ownership of the bow, the narrative discourse of its acquisition, 
and the nostalgic memories it evoked, were more important to her than 
the object itself.76

Fanny’s reputation as a collector brought visitors to her door, 
one being a German- Jewish convert to Christianity, Mr Wolff, who 
was keen to see her collection of Hindu idols.77 Fanny had by this time 
been in India for 11  years and her knowledge of Hindu culture, the 
language and the rituals, had increased enormously since her arrival 
in the country. She would no longer feel, as she had earlier in her resi-
dence in Calcutta, that she was ‘much disgusted’ by rituals such as the 
Churuk Pooja in which men swung from hooks pierced through their 
skin – even if she admitted that she was also ‘greatly interested’ by the 
sight (see Figure 6.4).78

Figure 6.4 Wanderings, vol. 1, digital edition p.84: The Churuk Puja, or 
Hook Swinging. © The British Library Board, 1947. B 170 vol. 1 p. 84.
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Her energetic pursuit of information had led her to be able to fash-
ion herself as an expert  –  albeit an undisciplined (and thus perhaps a 
more ‘authentic’) one –  in anything that took her interest. Her perceived 
expertise would give her cultural leverage when she returned to the 
metropole, and is an example of one of the ways in which British women 
came to benefit from empire.

One of the sculptures given to the India Museum on Fanny’s death 
was a piece of white stone on which a figure had been carved.79 Fanny’s 
account of the circumstances in which she acquired it is very typical of her 
all- embracing enthusiasm. In March 1844 she and Charles were on their 
way back to India from Cape Town where Charles had been recuperating 
from an unspecified illness. The ship had dropped anchor off Pooree (now 
Puri) and Fanny had, as always, grasped the opportunity to go ashore.

A carved stone was presented to me, brought from the ruins of a city 
of great extent, about forty miles from Pooree; its name has escaped 
my memory, but it appeared from the account I received to be full of 
curiosities; few persons, however, had ventured to visit the ruined 
city, deterred by the probability of taking a fever, in consequence of 
the malaria produced by the thick jangal by which it is surrounded. 
The stone is white, and upon it is carved the figure of some remark-
able personage, above which is an emblem of Mahadēo.80

She added, demonstrating the jackdaw tendencies in her collecting, 
that ‘A very fine tiger’s skin was also added to my collection. I  carried 
off my prizes with great delight, and they now adorn my museum.’81 It 
was this museum of curious objects that visitors entered after viewing 
the diorama.

The palimpsest of all these objects is clear, and even though their 
whereabouts today is unknown, Fanny’s brilliantly evoked images bring 
them vividly to the mind’s eye. But it is the curiosities that have a known 
resting place in today’s metropole, albeit on the confined shelves of a 
museum’s basement, that are freighted with particular meaning. These 
are the two pieces of carved black stone that were presented to the India 
Museum on Fanny’s death and which are now in the British Museum col-
lection (see Figure 6.5).

Fanny’s description of these objects lacks hard information, but her 
account of how she acquired them and her comments on the place, the 
people, and the culture in which she found them are especially reveal-
ing about the ways in which colonial material culture mediated relations 
between the colonizer and the colonized. Fanny and Charles were taking 
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the slow boat upriver to Allahabad from Calcutta in November 1844 
rather than travelling the more rigorous overland dak route. The jour-
ney gave them ample opportunity for exploration. Fanny wrote (see also 
Figure 6.6 and 6.7):

Lugaoed at Barragh, a small village on the right bank: climbed the 
cliff in the evening; a fisherman who resided there showed me two 
sati mounds on the top of it,  –  the one built of stone sacred to a 

Figure 6.5 Lower sections of an image- frame of Visnu in two parts 
showing attendant figures. Carved in dark grey sandstone. Twelfth  
century. 1880.35.39.a- b. © Trustees of the British Museum.
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Brahmān, the other of mud in honour of a Kyiatt. A kalsā is the orna-
ment on top of a dome; there were two of stone, without any points 
on the satī mound of the Brahmān; and two of mud, decorated with 
points, and one small image, on that of the Kyiatt.

I gave a small present to the people, and took away one of the 
kalsās of mud as a curiosity: a number of broken idols in black stone 
had been dug up, and placed on the satī mound of the Brahmān, –  
I was anxious to have two of them, and determined to ask the fish-
erman to give them to me. The old man told me with great pride 
that one of his family had been a satī, and that the Brahmāns com-
plained greatly they were not allowed to burn the widows, as such 
disconsolate damsels were ready and willing to be grilled.....

The Brahmānī ducks are calling to one another from the 
opposite banks of the river... The wind is down, there is a soft 
and brilliant moonlight, –  the weather is really charming, and the 
moonlight nights delicious; from the high bank by the satīs one can 
see the stream of the Ganges below, glittering in its beams....

Ten P.M.; I have just returned from the satī mound, accompa-
nied by the old fisherman, who brought with him two of the idols of 
black stone from the Brahmān’s mound... the old man gave them to 
me the moment I asked for them; I gave him a present afterwards, 

Figure 6.6 Wanderings vol. 2, digital edition p.472: ‘Three Satis and a 
Mandap near Ghazipur’. © The British Library Board, 1947. B. 170  
vol. 2 p. 472.
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therefore he did not sell his gods; but he requested to be allowed to 
bring them to the boats during the darkness of the night. He and his 
family are now the sole inhabitants of a little hamlet of five houses... 
his four brothers... are dead, and their houses, which are in ruins, are 
close to the mounds; the old man lives in the centre, with one young 
son and two daughters, and keeps his dwelling of mud in comfortable 
condition. They tell me fowls and chakor (the red- legged partridge) 
are abundant there; I was unable to procure the latter.82

Fanny’s actions and her assumption that it was acceptable to buy objects 
of religious significance from this native subject echo the collecting 
practices of the time. But what she was conveying here in this intimate 

Figure 6.7 Wanderings vol. 2, digital edition p.476: ‘Kulsas’. © The 
British Library Board, 1947. B. 170 vol. 2 p. 476.
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encounter was the assertion of ‘knowing first- hand’ the country and cul-
ture that she was about to leave.83 The ‘authenticity’ of this experience 
rings true, even if it is underpinned by a sense of patronage and domi-
nance, displaying as it does the supposed superiority of the colonial ruler.

Conclusion

Ten months later, in September 1845, Fanny and Charles left India forever. 
She was 51 years old and in good health. Charles, four years younger and 
unwell, would die in 1854 of kidney disease. During the eight years before 
his death, Fanny arranged the publication in 1850 of her account of her 
life in India, based on her journals and letters to her mother and lavishly 
illustrated with her own drawings and paintings; in 1851 she organized 
a display at considerable expense to herself, the ‘Grand Moving Diorama 
of Hindostan’; and exhibited her ‘Cabinet of Curiosities’. Fanny’s impulse 
to bring her memories of India and the objects she collected there to the 
attention of the public demonstrates not only her urge to forge a new per-
sona for herself shaped by her life in India, as Jasanoff would suggest, but 
also satisfied what Susan Stewart describes as the ‘insatiable demands 
of nostalgia’.84 Her experiences and her accumulated knowledge, shared 
with the British public, gave her authority and status in a largely mascu-
line area of activity. Her access to the intimate world of the exclusively 
female harem of high- caste Indian women and her descriptions of this 
offered a rare insight into an exotic world and enhanced the picture of 
the colonized for a fascinated metropolitan public. She turned what she 
had gained in India –  independence, knowledge, experience –  into a new 
life for herself in the metropole. Her expertise brought her status and 
legitimacy in this imperial metropolitan world.

Her engagement with India may have been limited and partial in its 
investigations, her ‘travelling gaze’ to some extent blinkered by a sense 
of imperial entitlement and prejudice, the arrangement of objects in her 
Cabinet of Curiosities lacking coherence and organization, the picture 
she drew revealing more about colonial beliefs and behaviour than those 
of the subject race. But it is the energy and enthusiasm fuelling her proj-
ect that now brings colonial British India in all its failings and insecurities 
vividly to life.
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7
Refashioning house, home and family

Montreal Park, Kent and Touch House, 
Stirlingshire

Margot Finn and Kate Smith

This chapter explores the collaborative processes used by East India 
Company (EIC) families to retain and refashion stately homes in Britain, 
creating country houses that befitted the new wealth, status and power 
their inhabitants had accrued through imperial service in Asia. Since 
the Victorian period, much imperial history- writing has highlighted 
the agency of heroic (or deeply flawed) individual men, ensuring that  
figures such as Robert Clive (1725– 74), Warren Hastings (1732– 1818), 
Charles Cornwallis (1738– 1805) and Arthur Wellesley (1769– 1852), 
for example, loom large in narratives of Company politics and state-
craft.1 More recently, attention to the Indian and British networks of 
family and friends that not only sustained these powerful men on the 
subcontinent but also promoted and protected their political interests 
in the metropole has illuminated the inherently collaborative charac-
ter of imperial endeavour, underlining the extent to which power and 
wealth creation in Company circles demanded the exploitation of social 
ties, kinship relations and patronage obligations.2 Shifting the focus 
from individual imperialists to empire families and their associates, this  
vantage point replaces historians’ earlier emphasis on material culture as 
a prime site of self- fashioning with new recognition of the pivotal roles 
played by material processes in establishing, maintaining and expressing 
collective social identities.3 By studying families’ collaborative efforts to 
refashion existing country seats as imperial homes with the proceeds of 
their Indian service, this chapter argues, we can better understand not 
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only the entangled histories of Company politics and the country house 
but also the salient part played by kinship groups (including elite women 
denied official employment in the Company by their sex) in constructing 
a materially- embodied imperial culture at home in Britain.4

As Mark Girouard reminds us in the opening pages of Life in the 
English Country House, from an early date British stately homes ‘were 
power houses’, acting as markers of status and wealth.5 Historians have 
conventionally characterized the purchase, building and renovation of 
country houses by returned EIC men as assertions of individual wealth 
and status and a means through which these men integrated themselves 
into the structures of power constituted by the existing elite. Building on 
James Holzman’s earlier work, Tillman Nechtman argues that by purchas-
ing an estate or a parliamentary seat, EIC ‘nabobs’ –  the elite Company 
officials who accrued vast fortunes in India  –  sought to domesticate 
wealth and power gained on the subcontinent by converting them into 
material and institutional forms recognized and valued in Britain.6 This 
chapter expands upon this received interpretation by examining imperial 
domestication as a collaborative process that entailed complex negotia-
tions both within the family circle and between family and friends. The 
refashioning of Touch House, Stirlingshire and Montreal Park, Kent illu-
minates both the role of empire in shaping Britain’s iconic ‘power houses’ 
and the function of collaborative family strategies –  including strategiz-
ing by and on behalf of women –  in country house material culture.

Alan Mackley and Richard Wilson’s research has shown that British 
men embarked on house building not only to demonstrate their status 
and wealth, but also to accrue benefits manifest in the process of building 
itself. Through their decisions and close management of domestic con-
struction or refurbishment, propertied men displayed taste and discern-
ment, thereby consolidating their social and political position.7 Judith 
Lewis has augmented and challenged this reading of masculine self- 
fashioning by demonstrating that women were often actively involved in 
managing and directing elite house building projects: Sarah, Duchess of 
Marlborough (1660– 1744), for example, took direct control of the build-
ing project at Blenheim when her husband, the Duke, suffered a stroke 
in 1716. Seizing the initiative, Sarah promptly fired Sir John Vanbrugh 
(1664– 1726) and hired the cabinetmaker James Moore (c.1670– 1726) 
in the hope of completing the project before the Duke died.8 In this 
instance, and in Lewis’s other examples, although women were con-
sulted over house building projects embarked on by husbands, they 
became most directly involved as widows rather than wives. The refash-
ioning of the country seats discussed in this chapter reveals additional  
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levels of female participation in the construction of country power 
houses. Building on Lewis’s insights, we demonstrate how prominently 
women often figured (whether as active agents or as intended recipients) 
in collaborative building projects designed to accommodate not only 
heroic individuals but also broader family circles over the generations.

As the examples of the Seton of Touch siblings and in- laws and the 
Amherst family of Montreal Park both demonstrate, design decisions for 
Company homes were often made collaboratively. House building was 
an endeavour shared across a broad network of family and friends, a 
negotiated process that invoked, mobilized, strengthened and taxed ties 
of affection and kinship. Fashioning and refashioning country houses 
allowed imperial families as a whole to signal their new wealth and sta-
tus and to integrate imperial fortunes into established systems of culture 
and politics. These processes were also instrumental in allowing fami-
lies whose imperial lives entailed extended periods of separation across 
great distances to reintegrate and to reconstruct shared familial identi-
ties. Architectural plans, journals, and private correspondence reveal the 
country house as a prime site of collective, collaborative identities in the 
far- flung imperial families whose administrative and military labour sus-
tained the Company’s power on the Indian subcontinent.

Touch House, empire and identity

Touch House, located three miles to the west of Stirling, forms the archi-
tectural centrepiece of a country estate now comprising 3,750 acres of 
cultivated fields, parkland and forest. A corporate and commercial hub 
contained within a graceful Georgian exterior and providing office facil-
ities, event venues and historic film locations, this stately home was the 
seat of the first lairds of Touch, the Frasers. Passing in the fifteenth cen-
tury to the Seton family, Touch House was extended by successive gen-
erations. Originally fortified and dominated by the tower that marked its 
strategic function on the route that served as the gateway from Glasgow 
to the Highlands, Touch gradually gained the hallmarks of a genteel 
British country residence:  a dining room, drawing room, library and 
private bedrooms marked its early modern transition from a medieval 
military stronghold to a site of social and political power securely located 
within the Scottish state.9 Hereditary Armour Bearers of the Scottish 
kings, the Setons retained fierce loyalties to the Stuart monarchy. James 
Seton of Touch (d. 1742) rejected William of Orange’s elevation to sov-
ereignty in the Glorious Revolution, and his sons Archibald and George 
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were imprisoned in 1708 for supporting the Old Pretender. James’s sister 
Elizabeth (d. 1775) succeeded him in 1742; she continued the family’s 
tradition of Jacobite activism by entertaining Prince Charles Edward 
(the Young Pretender) at Touch on 13 September 1745, during the 
Rebellion. The Prince gifted her a ring, a quaich (drinking cup) and min-
iature portrait by way of thanks for her hospitality. The Setons thereby 
acquired Jacobite memorabilia treasured by their descendants for gener-
ations: together with the sheets and counterpane from the Prince’s bed, 
the relics were preserved at Touch until 1928.10

The careful preservation of treasured Stuart artefacts and the 
canny use of domestic space to conceal or display Jacobite objects were 
key strategies in the political armoury of landed eighteenth- century 
Stuart sympathizers.11 Stuart allegiance, however, had significant con-
sequences for the maintenance of Highland lairds’ landed estates, cur-
tailing their access to government appointments in an agrarian context 
in which profits increasingly rested on costly improvements.12 At Touch, 
Hugh Seton’s grandiose schemes for agrarian improvement and domes-
tic refurbishment after the ’45, increasingly compromised not only the 
security of their treasured Jacobite memorabilia but (more fundamen-
tally) the Setons’ continued ownership of their family seat. Married to 
Elizabeth a few weeks after she had entertained the Young Pretender, 
the Jacobite Hugh Seton (born Hugh Smith) had taken the family name, 
and promptly entered into the two- fold project of estate improvement 
and ‘power house’ building at Touch.13 Expensive drainage systems cre-
ated new acres of fertile arable from bog- land on the estate; Touch House 
itself was in the hands of the builders from 1757 to 1770, acquiring an 
elegant ‘Georgian’ façade and plasterwork in the drawing room, dining 
room and music room undertaken by the celebrated Thomas Clayton  
(b. c.1710).14 Hugh Seton however had little time to enjoy his new home. 
Although his improvements had reputedly increased the rents at Touch 
from £500 to £2,000 per annum, his debts dwarfed the estate’s income. 
Forced to meet his creditors in 1785, he sold property in Argyleshire, his 
family’s wine business and his own life interest in the estate, but debts of 
£31,000 nonetheless remained.15 His finances exhausted, he reportedly 
suffered imprisonment for debt before fleeing in disguise from Dover to 
the Middle East and ultimately India.16

Denied access to official patronage and employment in Britain by 
the representatives of the Hanoverian state, Jacobite landowners deter-
mined to maintain their family homes after the ’45 turned increasingly to 
imperial ventures.17 Hugh and Elizabeth’s eldest surviving son, Archibald 
Seton (1758– 1818), like many an impecunious Highlander before and 
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after him, entered the service of the EIC in an effort to save the family 
home and support his siblings. Appointed to the Company civil service 
in 1779, he arrived at Madras in 1781 and thereafter rose through a suc-
cession of junior offices to become Resident of Delhi in 1806, Governor 
of Prince of Wales Island (Penang) in 1811 and member of the Bengal 
Supreme Council in 1812.18

Although the surviving Seton family correspondence is fragmen-
tary, the letters that remain amply illustrate the role Touch House played 
in driving two generations of Seton men to the subcontinent. Hugh 
Seton’s letters to Archibald chronicle an itinerant life of cadging from 
friends based at foreign embassies, occasional commercial interloping 
and episodic military service, all retold to his son in histrionic tones that 
combined complaint, lament and perpetual longing for his Scottish mari-
tal home. Reporting an unsuccessful speculative investment from Mocha 
before proceeding to Bombay in 1791, Hugh Seton justified his earlier 
financial mismanagement by claiming that his exertions were all intended 
to save Touch for his descendants. ‘I was … urged on by a Strong Desire 
to leave you a noble addition to Touch … but Alas! Alas! In place of that, 
I have involved you, my dearest Archie, cruelly involved you; if Touch be 
safe I may still drag on with more Comfort the few Days which God per-
mits to me, but I can never again be happy’, he lamented. ‘All I desire, my 
ever dear Archie, is to have two Lines from you, to tell me first, that you 
are well & that Touch is safe’.19 Preservation of Touch from his creditors 
was the impetus that propelled Hugh Seton to the Company’s domains, 
where he shuttled between Bombay, Malacca and Penang, sought refuge 
at the Poona (Pune) Residency of Charles Warre Malet (1752– 1815), and 
joined Cornwallis’s forces in the Third Anglo- Mysore War (1790– 92). 
Homelessness abroad was an integral component of Hugh Seton’s cam-
paign to preserve his country seat in Scotland.

Archibald Seton’s letters to his father reveal an alternative strategy 
of imperial domestication marked not only by disciplined saving and reg-
ular remittances to Scotland but also by a settled life in India. Although he 
was not one of the ‘white Mughals’ described by William Dalrymple, who 
embraced Indian styles of dress, family life and cultural preferences,20 
Archibald Seton enjoyed a life of genteel domesticity on the subconti-
nent –  and repeatedly sought to fix his peripatetic father in his successive 
Indian homes. Safely ensconced at Gaya as Collector of Bihar province and 
rapidly accumulating savings with which to repay the debts that encum-
bered Touch, Archibald pleaded with Hugh Seton to live at home with 
him in India. He protested that his father’s decision to bypass Gaya when 
he left the Maratha campaigns for Bombay had ‘cruelly … mortified and 
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disappointed’ him, contrasting the ‘constant terrors’ of Hugh’s ‘unsettled 
life’ to the imagined joys of their renewed co- residence, in an Indian home 
that promised to restore their Scottish estate to their family. ‘Here your 
situation would be comfortable— at least, it shd be the study and delight 
of my life to endeavor to render it such’, he reasoned. ‘Come, then, my 
Dearest and most Revered Sir, come (and O! come speedily) to the arms 
of duty, love and gratitude.’ Promising ‘the help of society, books, and 
the unremitting attentions of one who lives but for your sake’, Archibald 
Seton was careful to depict his Bengal residence and its well- appointed 
library as a material means toward the end of preserving Touch within 
the family. ‘I entreat you … to consider, that our family estate remains 
safe tho burdened, and that the burden is daily diminishing by means of 
the exertions I am enabled to make by my present situation; a situation 
which I owe solely to your active efforts at the time of my appointment’, 
he urged, calculating that his salary and emoluments would both liberate 
the estate from debt and afford ‘an ample provision for all our wants and 
wishes’ once the Setons of Touch were ‘restored to the actual enjoyment 
of it’.21

Hugh Seton, rumoured dead from autumn 1795,22 was only one 
member of the extended family circle acknowledged as his dependents 
by Archibald, and was hardly the most troublesome kinsman with whom 
Archibald navigated the treacherous shoals of Company domesticity at a 
distance. A younger brother James travelled to India without first obtain-
ing an EIC appointment  –  very much against Archibald’s advice  –  and 
rapidly replaced their father as a perpetual charge on his older broth-
er’s pocket. Established in trade with money borrowed from Archibald 
in 1798, James proved no more financially adept than their father, and 
failed spectacularly as a merchant in India. Leaving Archibald to repay 
massive debts, he agreed to return to Europe in 1807 only when his 
brother promised him an annual pension of £500, and died by shipwreck 
on the voyage home.23

Repeated payments to support his feckless father and brother 
impeded Archibald Seton’s efforts to pay the Scottish creditors who held 
a lien on Touch House and the surrounding estate and figured in his 
letters to family in Scotland as the chief obstacle to his return. Writing 
to his brother- in- law Henry Stewart (1759– 1836) –  the husband of his 
younger sister, Lally –  in 1807, Archibald was at pains to underline the 
intensity of his desire to return to Touch. ‘I can swear by the sacred mem-
ory of my loved parents that my desire to return is eager and feverish, and 
some part of every day is passed in fond anticipation of the happy time 
when I shall be restored to my family and home’, he insisted. Eschewing 
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ownership of a carriage or even a cabriolet notwithstanding he was now 
the Company’s chief diplomatic representative at the Mughal court at 
Delhi, Seton confined himself to ownership of a single riding horse.24 
Fiscal prudence in India, he hoped, would ensure an ample retirement 
among kin at Touch House.

Although Archibald Seton bore the principal burden of redeeming 
Touch through Company service, his conception of the estate’s own-
ership, past and future was emphatically collective and female, rather 
than individualistic and male. The death of his brother James and his 
own unmarried state placed his sisters next in line in the succession 
to Touch –  a pattern of inheritance already prefigured in his mother’s 
generation. Instructing his agents in Calcutta to remit £6,500 to his 
Edinburgh banker in 1808, Seton noted that £500 was to be paid to 
his eldest sister, the widowed Mrs Brotherton, and the remainder used 
to pay down the debt on Touch. Uneasy with his brother- in- law’s sug-
gestion that four acres of the estate should be sold to a neighbour and 
several trees felled, Seton articulated a vision of proprietorship that dis-
counted primogeniture and instead traced the estate’s family identity 
through the female line. ‘I do not, I cannot consider myself as sole pro-
prietor of the estate of our adored, blessed mother I call heaven to wit-
ness that, whatever little superiority or advantage the law may assign 
to the adventitious unmeritorious circumstance of being an eldest son, 
I consider the estate not as a possession of my own, but as a property 
belonging to all of us, and held by me in trust for all my mothers [sic] 
children’, he asserted. Distant from home, he personified the estate’s 
assets to underscore his continued emotional identification with Touch. 
‘They are well known to me’, he urged in resisting Stewart’s suggestion 
that the estate’s trees could profitably be sold for timber. ‘I should feel 
as if I had lost so many of my friends.’25

A bachelor, Seton worked to preserve Touch House and its estate 
not for children of his own but for his female siblings and their descen-
dants. Drafting his will in c.1809, he noted two surviving siblings, his 
sister Barbara, a childless widow, and Lillias (known as Lally), married 
to Henry Stewart of Allanton, Lanarkshire.26 The Stewarts had one sur-
viving daughter, Elizabeth, who by 1812 was married to the Scottish 
landowner Reginald McDonald and was the mother of several sons and 
daughters. Writing to his brother- in- law to detail his plans for new invest-
ment at Touch, Archibald Seton envisioned the estate’s continued inher-
itance through the female line. ‘If indeed you had no children I should 
in that case, most certainly have married’, he acknowledged, to ‘do so 
would then have been a duty, which I would have fulfilled’.27 His niece 
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Elizabeth’s fecund marriage, however, liberated Seton from the burdens 
of matrimony and tied him in turn to an extended kinship network which 
stretched through sisters and daughters from his immediate family to 
the Stewarts and the McDonalds. Citing payment of his brother James’ 
Indian debts as the reason for his continued residence in India, Seton 
promised to return to Touch in 1813. ‘The Estate as estimated by you will 
be more than sufficient for our purpose’, he observed to his brother- in- 
law. ‘I say for our purpose because I consider the two families as one.’28 
Henry Stewart was at pains to ensure that his daughter Elizabeth –  born 
years after Seton’s departure for India and personally unknown to him –  
featured in her uncle’s estate planning as a worthy recipient of his inher-
itance, despite her female gender. In 1814 he reported that new leases 
had, under Elizabeth’s keen eye, been successfully negotiated with the 
Touch tenants. Crediting his daughter with the diplomatic skills of a 
prime minister, Stewart noted that she ‘shows a talent for business and 
a knowledge of country affairs, which, I  trust, will prove hereafter not 
less useful to herself, than they are foreign and superior to the frivolous 
recreations, and the wretched pursuits of the greater part of her sex’.29

Plans for the large- scale refurbishment of Touch with his Indian 
savings, notwithstanding the debt with which the estate remained 
encumbered, figured prominently in Archibald Seton’s correspondence 
with Henry Stewart, allowing Seton, his sister and brother- in- law to 
imagine a shared family home notwithstanding the great distances –  of 
space, culture and experience  –  that divided them. Seton, whose sal-
ary as Resident of Delhi was £4,000 per annum plus allowances, remit-
ted tens of thousands of pounds to his agents in Scotland, and begged 
Stewart anxiously for advice on improvements that could be made to 
the estate before his return home. From his own Lanarkshire home of 
Allanton House, Stewart dispatched the architect Gillespie to Touch in 
1809, reporting to Seton that the house and tower could fall within a 
few years, ‘being in a very crazy and infirm state’. Propping the existing 
structure, Stewart suggested, should form only the first phase of Seton’s 
refurbishments. A  mere 3,000 guineas, he estimated, would add two 
new wings to the house. Creating a home with five public rooms, 12 
bedchambers and 11 dressing rooms, these renovations would render 
Touch a fitting residence for a high- ranking Company official’s Scottish 
retirement.30 Archibald Seton welcomed these suggestions, linking his 
in- law to the family cause by deploying a dynastic architectural meta-
phor. Thanking Stewart for his care of the estate, Seton warmly declared 
that ‘my dear father was the Peter the Great of Touch, you are the 
Catherine the Second’.31
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Letters such as these attest to the power exerted by country houses 
and country estates in Company family sociability, to the vital role played 
by imagined homes in Britain purchased or refurbished with Indian for-
tunes in creating and maintaining kinship ties in global and imperial 
contexts. But Archibald Seton’s letters also remind us of the fragility of 
these domestic ties in Company circles. Seton’s reiterated claim that only 
paternal and fraternal debts precluded his return to Touch appear in his 
letters alongside his repudiation of rumours that he had fallen prey to 
the allure of Indian life and was reluctant to repatriate.32 His repeated 
assertion that only prudential saving of his Company salary would allow 
him to preserve Touch for his own retirement, for his siblings and for his 
sister’s daughter allowed Seton to evade his brother- in- law’s constant 
badgering for loans to improve his own and his children’s estates. But 
Seton’s reasoning on this head was exposed as a fiction in 1812, when (to 
the horror of his sister and brother- in- law) he announced that his return 
would be delayed until at least 1814 due to a loan of £6,000 now offered 
to William Fraser (1784– 1835).33 Fraser, formerly Seton’s assistant at 
the Delhi Residency, was the scion of a Highland landed family whose 
estate near Inverness, Moniack, was encumbered by debt as a result of 
his family’s mismanagement of its Guiana investments. Like Seton, Fraser 
had been driven to Company employment in India by a desire to save 
his Scottish family seat.34 Inexplicable to his family at home, Seton’s 
willingness at this juncture to assist a young man to whom –  by his own 
admission  –  he had neither ties of blood nor kinship undercut his ear-
lier pronouncements of deep family feeling. Henry Stewart, no stranger 
to the epistolary economy of emotional blackmail, wrote in response to 
report his wife’s rapidly deteriorating health. ‘She bore up wonderfully 
well, till we received the intelligence of the loan to Mr. Frazer [sic.]; and 
that seemed quite to overpower her spirits’, he observed. ‘Though struck 
with admiration (as indeed we all were) of your unequalled generosity 
to that gentleman, the idea (she said) that her beloved brother, in whom 
her whole heart and soul are wrapped up, should, on any consideration, 
now delay his return, after an absence of more than three and thirty 
years, was more than she could support.’35

Mutual recriminations on this subject continued –  alongside reiter-
ations of shared family interest and love –  until Seton set sail for Britain on 
the William Pitt in 1817. To be sure, discussion of strategies for furnish-
ing Touch with objects from Seton’s Indian home provided a continued 
context for collaboration with his brother- in- law. Seton’s assertion that 
‘Among the many sources of Rational delight [to] which I look forward at 
home, none is contemplated by me with greater satisfaction than being 
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able to Devote some part of my day to study and reading’ elicited helpful 
advice from Stewart on the need to write his name in each volume from 
his Indian library sent back to Britain, so as to avoid payment of Customs 
duties.36 But the money lent to Fraser continued to rankle. In a letter of 
1816, Stewart accompanied his own request for a loan of £20,000 with 
the comment that, should Seton delay his return any longer, his family 
with regret would conclude that his public employments in India had 
bred ‘an indifference to those truly domestic and Scottish feelings, which 
breathe through your Letters’.37 Stung by reports that malicious gossip 
about his loan to William Fraser had been heard and indeed circulated 
by his elder sister at Bath, Seton on the eve of his departure for Britain 
complained to Stewart that:

the impression of dissatisfaction & disgust which the whole has 
made upon my mind, is not to be eradicated. It gives me, by antici-
pation, a melancholy picture of the sentiments & manners of those 
with whom it will shortly be my misfortune to live. Accustomed, 
as I have long been, to a society of liberal, enlightened men, who 
are wont to put the fairest & most favourable construction on the 
conduct of others, it will be quite insupportable to me to live among 
people who are in the habit of drawing narrow- minded ungenerous 
conclusions.38

His long- cherished plan to live with the Stewarts at Allanton House while 
Touch was refurbished now filled Seton with dread. Already ailing when 
he set sail from Calcutta, he was spared a painful family homecoming by 
death at sea before the William Pitt docked in Britain.

It is easy to dismiss the Setons’ story as exceptional. Hugh 
Seton’s extravagant expenditure on the estate and his picaresque 
progress from the Highlands to the Middle East and India were, like 
the man himself, extreme examples of Jacobite excess in the after-
math of the ’45; Archibald’s persistent refusal to return home to the 
country house for which he laboured so sedulously, although not 
exceptional among Company men, was hardly characteristic of them. 
Nonetheless, their family story shares key characteristics with many 
Scottish families  –  Highlanders and Lowlanders alike  –  and with 
English and Welsh Company men and women. Collaborative to the 
core, orientated toward securing the inheritance of daughters as well 
as sons, and often spanning imperial careers in both the Atlantic and 
the Indian Ocean Worlds, retaining and refashioning extant coun-
try houses –  as the case of Montreal Park also illustrates –  mobilized 
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a wide spectrum of family members, rather than senior male 
proprietors alone.

The Amhersts and familial belonging

Like the history of Touch House, the history of Montreal Park was 
marked by lapses of succession, imperial disappointments and collabo-
rative family endeavor. Jeffrey Amherst, 1st Baron Amherst (1717– 97) 
originally built Montreal Park in the 1760s, to mark both his return 
from America and his Canadian successes as commander- in- chief of 
British forces. This home passed to Amherst’s nephew, William Pitt 
Amherst (1773– 1857), in 1797. Like his uncle, William Pitt played a 
variety of important (yet often unsuccessful) roles in global affairs.39 
Despite his lack of success on the international stage, however, in 
1823 Amherst was appointed to the role of Governor General of India. 
Accompanied by his wife Sarah (1761– 1838) and their eldest son 
Jeffrey (1802– 26) and daughter Sarah Elizabeth (1806– 76), Amherst 
travelled to India and began what would become a highly problematic 
tenure as a colonial governor. He declared war with Burma in early 
1824, and mounted an attack on Rangoon. Two expensive years of 
fighting only yielded the territories of Arakan, Tenasserim and Assam. 
In 1828, Amherst returned home to Britain with his wife and daughter, 
his son having died in India.40 Soon after returning to England, the 
Amherst family began rebuilding their country house, Montreal Park 
in Riverhead, Kent.

Maintaining a shared identity across imperial space was an 
important but endless task for the Amhersts. As several historians have 
observed, imperial families keenly felt the distances placed between dif-
ferent members and developed a range of strategies to traverse spaces 
of absence.41 Correspondence and gift- giving, for instance, went some 
way to mediating a sense of family belonging over time and space. 
William Pitt Amherst’s daughter Sarah Elizabeth was an active corre-
spondent, who sent sketches as well as letters while in India between 
1823 and 1828. In 1824, for example, she wrote to her brother Frederick 
(1807– 29) –  who had remained in England –  and included a detailed set 
of five sketches showing their primary residence from several different 
angles in the hope that he would ‘better to understand the local situa-
tion of Government House’. These sketches were accompanied by writ-
ten notes, which further described details represented in the drawings. 
Sarah Elizabeth asked that Frederick not keep the sketches to himself, 
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but rather share them with their half- sisters Maria and Harriet to show 
‘how the flower garden is laid out’.42 She thus encouraged her brother to 
respond to the sketches as he would do letters, as a form of communica-
tion that could be shared and read communally.43

The Amherst family also developed other techniques through which 
they could create and recreate a sense of family across distance. They 
employed journals to recount experiences and events, which other family 
members then read at a later point. On her younger brother Frederick’s 
return from Italy in 1829, Sarah Elizabeth recalled how she ‘read with 
the greatest pleasure & admiration his journal in Italy –  it was so neatly 
kept & his account of every thing he saw so good & clear’.44 While scholars 
have long understood letter reading as a shared and communal practice, 
less attention has been given to similar practices of journal reading, but 
this remained an important strategy for the Amhersts and others, such as 
the Clives.45 When in India between 1823 and 1828, Sarah Amherst and 
her daughter Sarah Elizabeth both used journals to record their journeys 
to and experiences of India. Sarah wrote a total of seven journals begin-
ning in 1823 with their journey to India and ending with their return 
to England in 1828, while Sarah Elizabeth wrote four journals covering 
the years 1820 to 1842. Sarah Elizabeth’s reading of Frederick’s journal 
suggests that her own (and her mother’s) journals were produced with 
a particular audience in mind and actively participated in reaffirming 
a sense of familial belonging when read by others on their return from 
India. Significantly, through the emphasis placed on reading journals 
in Britain, these practices suggest at the importance the Amherst fam-
ily placed on reconstituting a sense of familial belonging once physically 
present and returned home.

After returning to England in 1828, the Amhersts initiated other 
projects to restore their sense of familial identity, most notably by refash-
ioning their country house, Montreal Park in Kent. At one level, domes-
tic refashioning can simply be understood as an attempt to render in 
material terms the new wealth and status they had acquired in India. 
Certainly on making the decision to go to India in the winter of 1822– 23, 
the economic benefits that might accrue from service featured highly in 
their discussions. They asked their acquaintances and friends for advice 
on whether the post would be economically and emotionally worthwhile, 
and their advisers suggested that although the emotional costs might be 
high, the economic gains justified this dislocation. More particularly, 
acquaintances suggested that the Indian post would ultimately allow 
their male children to prosper –  ‘only consider what an advantage a few 
score thousand pounds will be in setting up these Lads’.46 In addition 
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to wealth, moreover, while in India, Amherst also managed to acquire 
new status. In 1826 William Pitt had been created 1st Earl Amherst of 
Arracan and Viscount Holmesdale, honours that moved the family up a 
rank within in the peerage. Yet, despite having reasons to embark on the 
materialization of power and wealth through house building, the new 
house created by the Amhersts remained relatively modest. Significantly, 
in the 1970s, the 5th Earl Amherst simply described Montreal as ‘a com-
fortable Georgian house’ (see Figure 7.1).47 It is important then to look 
beyond the architectural outcomes of building and to instead focus upon 
the building process itself to understand why the Amhersts embarked on 
their renovation of Montreal in the late 1820s. In reconstructing their 
country house, they sought primarily to reconstitute a family identity 
and sense of belonging, which had been dispersed by imperial distance.

In 1829 the Amhersts commissioned the architect Atkinson to draw 
up plans for a substantial extension to accommodate a billiard room 
and new bedrooms and dressing rooms for Lord and Lady Amherst.48 
Notwithstanding their employment of Atkinson, the Amhersts actively 
involved themselves with the design process and conceived it as a col-
laborative act. In her journal, William Pitt Amherst’s daughter Sarah 
Elizabeth, described how before they hired Atkinson, they spent much 
time working with a scale model of the house and its proposed exten-
sion. She described how they ‘had a model of it in wood, with a moveable 

Figure 7.1 Postcard featuring Montreal Park, Kent. Courtesy of Kent 
History & Library Centre, Maidstone.
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additional form, to be placed where one chose, but on every side it 
looked like an excrescence & deformity’.49 The family took the unusual 
step of providing themselves with specialized tools through which they 
could consider different solutions to the problem of creating an extension 
at Montreal Park. The construction of a scale model of the house and the 
proposed extension suggest at the time and effort they invested in the 
building process.

Moving the model into different places, the family’s first solution to 
the problem of an acceptable extension was to build a two- storey section 
in front of the house, which could be connected by an arcade to the wings 
at either side of it (see Figure  7.2). Atkinson, however, soon drew the 
family’s attention to the difficulty of creating an adequate chimney sys-
tem and began to introduce the alternative idea of extending to the east 
of the house. He suggested that a substantial addition, which included 
both extra service rooms on the basement floor and an impressive dining 
room on the ground floor, could be built on the east side of the house 
(see Figure  7.3). Such a substantial extension, he argued, would cre-
ate enough space within the central building of the house to include a 
billiard room.

Figure 7.2 ‘South Elevation Montreal showing a proposed addition’ 
(November 1828). Kent History & Library Centre, Amherst Papers, 
‘Detailed Plans of Alterations at Montreal by Mr. Atkinson (1829– 31)’, 
U1350 P21. Courtesy of Kent History & Library Centre, Maidstone.
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As Sarah Elizabeth explained in her journal, however, the fam-
ily greeted Atkinson’s plan with much disapproval because it dis-
turbed the symmetry of the original house. What he was suggesting 
was an extension that would align the form of the house more closely 
with contemporary fashions. In the 1790s asymmetric houses began 
to appear in great numbers. Joseph Bonomi’s (1739– 1808) work on 
Longford Hall in Shropshire and James Wyatt’s (1746– 1813) work 
on Dodington in Gloucestershire in this decade encouraged further 
asymmetrical houses to emerge in the early years of the 1800s.50 In the 
same period the emergence of the Gothic Revival further disrupted the 
dominance of symmetry, leading to new conceptions of the country 
house form during the nineteenth century. Although at odds with pre-
vailing trends, the Amhersts’ desire for a symmetrical house remained 
unchanged.

That the family saw their building project as an endeavour that 
could benefit from (and provide benefits to) their wider circle becomes 
clearer at this point in the design process. As described by Sarah Elizabeth, 
William Pitt actively encouraged other family members and friends, not 
resident at Montreal Park, to engage in the project. His wife’s daughter 
by an earlier marriage, Lady Maria Windsor (1790– 1855), was called 

Figure 7.3 ‘Ground floor plan showing additions and alterations 
to Montreal Place’ (November 1828). Kent History & Library Centre, 
Amherst Papers, ‘Detailed Plans of Alterations at Montreal by 
Mr. Atkinson (1829– 31)’, U1350 P21. Courtesy of Kent History & Library 
Centre, Maidstone.
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upon and as Sarah Elizabeth notes, she ‘was of great use’. Concerned by 
Atkinson’s suggestion to build an asymmetrical house, the family ‘pon-
dered a long time over this plan’. At last a certain Mr Addington found 
a solution: extending the house on both sides. Building two extensions 
allowed for a less obtrusive addition, retained symmetry and created 
much needed space. Sarah Elizabeth describes how her sister ‘immedi-
ately reduced the idea to a scale on paper’.51 After some adjustment, it 
was this idea that came to be completed at Montreal (see Atkinson’s ren-
dering of the design in Figure 7.4 below).

Significantly, the design work for the extension at Montreal Park 
was configured as a collaborative endeavour, which utilized the opinions 
and skills of a range of people, including women. Lady Maria Windsor’s 
drafting skills –  rather than the services of the architect –  were particu-
larly useful in allowing the family to move quickly from idea to drawing. 
Sarah Elizabeth’s description of this act –  ‘reduced the idea to a scale on 
paper’ –  suggests that Lady Maria had some experience of drafting and 
working to scale. Such evidence gestures towards her previous experi-
ence of design work, suggesting that she may have been actively involved 
in other projects. At the same time, the engagement of daughters in the 
design process reveals how broad collaborations between family mem-
bers were enacted to achieve house building schemes.

Figure 7.4 ‘Ground Plan for Additions Montreal’ (February 1829). 
Kent History & Library Centre, Amherst Papers, ‘Detailed Plans of 
Alterations at Montreal by Mr. Atkinson (1829– 31)’, U1350 P21. 
Courtesy of Kent History & Library Centre, Maidstone.
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In early February 1829 the Amherst family left ‘Mr Atkinson the 
architect in possession of the house to begin operations immediately’ 
and moved to their London abode.52 Eight months later they returned to 
Montreal, and Sarah Elizabeth recalled how ‘every thing was so changed, 
in consequence of the alterations in the house, & the enclosure of the new 
garden that we hardly knew the place again’.53 Despite creating a new 
space that seemed unrecognizable at first, the process of creating that 
newness spoke more of consolidation than change. In working together 
as a family, the Amhersts created a solution acceptable to all. Montreal 
Park became an important and meaningful place again because fam-
ily members invested time and expertise in its reconstruction. Country 
house building allowed imperial families to integrate not only with elites, 
but also (and perhaps more importantly) with each other.

Conclusion

Touch House, Stirlingshire and Montreal Park, Kent illuminate the 
multiple motivations that drove families to embark on imperial proj-
ects connected to the purchase, re- building or re- establishment of 
country houses. They demonstrate the ways in which country house 
projects acted not simply as a means to stabilize the wealth and power 
of an individual, but rather acted as part of more complex attempts 
to establish financial security for families and broader kin networks 
over generations. Such attempts were not solely focused on sons, 
but also included and benefitted female members of the family. The 
refashioning of country houses was also important in creating a space 
in which families could come together (even across global distances) 
and make decisions as a collective group. The collaborative rebuild-
ing and refashioning of country houses allowed families to re- establish 
their relationships and familial identities. These examples underline 
the role played by material processes in establishing, maintaining 
and expressing collective social identities. Families, and the projects 
they embarked on across time and space, need to be understood as no 
less significant than ‘nabobs’ in the domestic imperial projects of the  
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
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Section 3
The Home Counties

Clusters and connections

East India Company (EIC) employment typically required Company 
men –  and any kin who accompanied them to the subcontinent –  to estab-
lish long- term homes far distant from Britain. Retirement at the end of 
imperial service thus required both the de- location and re- location of 
Company homes, processes that offered both challenges and opportu-
nities to Company families’ senses of self, community and belonging. 
What choices confronted these Company families that returned home? 
For a small minority enriched with Indian wealth, purchasing a country 
house afforded a means of establishing new status and power: Stephanie 
Barczewski has identified 229 landed estates purchased by EIC employ-
ees or independent merchants who had traded in India, between 1700 
and 1850.1 Power gained in Company service was manifest in these coun-
try homes in myriad forms, encompassing knowledge, formal political 
engagement, marriage, inheritance and sociability. Some Company men 
created substantial residences to deploy skills acquired in Company mil-
itary service; others used country estates to fulfil long- held ambitions in 
domestic husbandry and agriculture. For others, country estates gave 
access to parliamentary seats, or allowed consolidation of family wealth 
and its safe passage between the generations. Residence in country 
houses also enabled Company men and women to remain close to each 
other, simultaneously consolidating their British identities and reinforc-
ing their Company connections. A key area in which multiple Company 
families settled was the Home Counties adjacent to London. Eighteenth- 
century Berkshire, indeed, was so replete with EIC families, that contem-
poraries dubbed the county ‘the English Hindoostan’.2

The Home Counties’ appeal to returned EIC men and women is 
unsurprising. Proximity to London allowed families to benefit from easy 
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access to Company news from Leadenhall Street, investment opportuni-
ties in trade and infrastructure projects, potential positions in Parliament 
and regular contact both with each other and the metropolitan marriage 
market. Owning a country estate also provided the benefits of estab-
lished status and power, country pursuits and leisure activities. Kate 
Smith’s chapter on Warfield Park illustrates how the Walsh (and later 
the Benn Walsh) family sustained a Company country house in Berkshire 
over generations. The initial purchase of Warfield Park by John Walsh 
(1726– 95) in the 1760s provided his niece, nephew and friends with 
an English home; when these kin were in India, Warfield also served 
as a site upon which to focus their longings for return. Walsh’s niece 
Margaret (1758– 1836) and her husband John Benn (1759– 1825) inher-
ited the Park in 1795 and held it in safekeeping until their first son came 
of age in 1819. During this time, possession of Warfield allowed them to 
maintain regular contact with other Company families in the area while 
socializing with new networks. Warfield Park also provided Margaret 
and John with a shared domestic project: the continual improvement of 
the house required time, effort and money. Investing in the Park enlarged 
its importance in the family’s image of itself, and it slowly became the 
centre of their kinship network. When Margaret and John’s son Sir John 
Benn Walsh, 1st Baron Ormathwaite (1798– 1881) inherited the house 
in 1825, Margaret Walsh ensured that she rented a house nearby, a situ-
ation that involved regularly moving. Her peripatetic later years under-
line the importance of the country house as a chief nodal point within 
Company families and show how maintaining familial relationships was 
often pivotal in the creation of residential clusters as access points to 
wealth and status.

Kate Smith’s second chapter in this section focuses on another 
Berkshire home, Englefield House. Englefield’s architecture gestures 
to its Elizabethan history and thus suggests a stable and consistent lin-
eage of influences and occupants. Smith’s chapter however reveals the 
constant movement of people and objects which marked Englefield’s 
eighteenth- century history. Company men and women (and their 
Indian wealth) moved in and out of Englefield, maintaining and improv-
ing the house with infusions of Indian wealth. Richard Benyon (1698– 
1774), who ended his service for the Company as Governor of Fort St 
George, Madras between 1735 and 1744, entered Englefield by mar-
rying the widow Mary Wrighte (d.1776) in 1745. Lady Margaret Clive 
(1735– 1817), wife of Robert Clive (1725– 1774), rented Englefield in 
the 1780s, maintaining the house, while its owner Nathaniel Wrighte 
(d. 1789) struggled financially with its maintenance. Finally Elizabeth 
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Sykes (d. 1814), only daughter of Company servant Sir Francis Sykes 
(1732– 1804) of Basildon Park, Berkshire, became connected to 
Englefield’s networks when she married Richard Benyon (1770– 1854) 
of Englefield in 1797. Although Elizabeth did not live long enough to 
witness the changes Richard made to their home, her marriage and resi-
dence ensured that the house’s history became increasingly intertwined 
with the EIC. Charting the changing occupants of Englefield House  
suggests that estimates of country house purchases by Company men 
and women may well underplay the extent of the Company’s impact. 
Rather than a simple narrative of house purchase or building, Smith’s 
chapter demonstrates how Company families and connections shaped 
‘English’ country houses over time and in multiple ways.

Margot Finn’s chapter on Swallowfield Park, Berkshire also under-
lines the reticulation of imperial ties that sustained the fabric and 
furnished the interiors of an ostensibly ‘English’ country house over 
extended periods of time. From Thomas ‘Diamond’ Pitt (1653– 1726) 
in the early eighteenth century to the Russell family in the nineteenth 
century, Swallowfield served as an important nodal point within the 
Berkshire EIC network. Finn’s chapter, like Diane James’s contribu-
tion to this volume, demonstrates that material skills and knowledge 
first acquired on the subcontinent were later successfully invoked in 
the creation of Company country houses. The Russell brothers Henry  
(1783– 1852) and Charles (1786– 1856), learned how to furnish elite inte-
riors while Henry was the diplomatic Resident at Hyderabad in the 1810s. 
In retirement, they consolidated and supplemented their expertise as elite 
consumers through continental European tours in the 1820s and 1830s, 
creating a fashionable country house interior at Swallowfield calculated 
to sustain their new claims to a venerable lineage. While the two brothers 
were central to the purchasing and decorating of Swallowfield, other fam-
ily members also played key roles. Their father provided Indian wealth for 
the purchase of Swallowfield, but their mother had laid crucial ground-
work for country life prior to the Russell men’s retirement from Indian 
employment by renting a succession of English family homes on her own 
return from the subcontinent. Finn’s chapter emphasizes the collaborative 
nature of country house purchases and furnishing. Country houses func-
tioned as important family projects, which allowed different members to 
re- establish connections and a sense of belonging. Carefully crafted, this 
cohesive sense of belonging demanded the exclusion of both perceived 
outsiders and their alternative family narratives: across successive gener-
ations of Russell residence, Swallowfield’s entanglement in the history of 
slavery, race and illegitimacy was repeatedly effaced.
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Georgina Green’s chapter on Valentines Mansion also reflects the 
importance of regional residential clusters in the Home Counties. As a 
retired EIC captain, Charles Raymond (1713– 88) purchased Valentines 
Mansion in Essex from Robert Surnam (founder of the Surnam, Dineley 
and Cliffe bank) in 1754. The house provided Raymond with easy access 
to the City, where he invested his Indian fortune, and to the EIC docks, 
where he managed and financed multiple Company voyages. In Essex, 
Raymond operated at the heart of an EIC network that included William 
Webber (1713– 79), John Williams (c.1723– 74), Pinsom Bonham 
(1724– 91), Andrew Moffat (c.1730- 80), Henry Fletcher (c.1727– 1807), 
Donald Cameron (c.1740– 97) and Richard Benyon (1698– 1774). These 
men purchased houses near each other and consolidated their links 
through marriage and shared investments. Green highlights how this 
group of men and women continued to bear risks together, long after 
their active service for the Company, and by doing so exemplified and 
consolidated the trust they shared through domestic life, intermarriage 
and financial innovation.

Finally, Chris Jeppesen’s chapter on North Mymms, moves to 
Hertfordshire. His chapter on North Mymms in South Hertfordshire 
shows how empire configured both a county and a parish. Like earlier 
chapters in this section, however, Jeppesen also explores longer narra-
tives of adaptation, integration and transformation that Company fam-
ilies experienced over time. He suggests that earlier estimations of the 
numbers of country houses purchased or built by EIC men and women 
in Hertfordshire may be too low – an underestimate that has contri-
buted to wider erasures of the imperial imprint from public memories 
of English built environments. Jeppesen reveals the extent to which 
families in South Hertfordshire were linked to the EIC as investors, 
directors or servants, demonstrating the important ways in which 
Company people and wealth shaped the history of the parish. In doing 
so, he highlights the necessity of revising our understanding of local 
histories as stable and grounded, urging instead that we pay greater 
heed to the movement of people, objects and wealth to Britain from 
empire and beyond. Together these chapters emphasize how study-
ing the global within a local context prompts new understandings of 
global goods and lives (and their integration within specific sites), as 
well as revised conceptions of the ‘local’ as it existed in eighteenth-  and 
nineteenth- century Britain.
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8
Warfield Park, Berkshire

Longing, belonging and the British 
country house

Kate Smith

In the 1850s, Sir John Benn Walsh, 1st Baron Ormathwaite (1798– 
1881) used letters and diaries from his family’s collection, as well as 
his own memories, to write a memoir of the life of his mother, Margaret 
Benn Walsh (née Fowke) (1758– 1836).1 To structure this lengthy piece, 
he used the different houses she had inhabited to organize her life story. 
Central within these homes was a relatively modest country house, 
Warfield Park in Berkshire. The structure that Benn Walsh employed 
underlines the importance the family placed on houses, and their 
roles as central nodes within family networks. Rather than the family’s 
London town house, it was country abodes that Benn Walsh assumed to 
be the important sites that marked milestones in his mother’s life. Often 
lived in by different generations of the family, it was country houses 
that mattered most and to which his family gave meaning. Towards the 
middle of the memoir Benn Walsh further extended the significance 
of Warfield Park by using it as a frame through which to distinguish 
between his parents’ characters. He described how the ‘difference in 
their characters was perceptible in the manner each followed what was 
a favourite object with both, the improvement of Warfield’.2 He felt that 
his mother wanted to create a ‘handsome park like residence’ full of 
beauty, while his father fostered a different approach, ‘always endeav-
ouring to improve the soil, to enclose & reclaim the commons, to add 
to the productive value of the property.’3 Margaret Benn Walsh’s own 
writings confirm the importance of houses, and particularly Warfield 
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Park in Berkshire, in the maintenance of a familial dynamic and sense 
of belonging over generations. For the Walsh family, houses, and par-
ticularly their country house, became the central means by which dif-
ferent generations could construct an understanding of who they were 
and where they belonged.

This chapter acts as a complement to the earlier chapter on 
Montreal Park, Kent and Touch House, Stirlingshire, by exploring the 
ways in which elite East India Company (EIC) families constructed and 
reconstructed country houses when they returned home from the sub-
continent. As with that chapter, this approach moves beyond questions 
of wealth and status, to examine how EIC families used country houses 
as important places within which to cultivate a sense of familial belong-
ing. While the Montreal Park and Touch House chapter examines the spe-
cific point of return and the role played by the country house in initially 
embedding families back within broader kinship networks and alliances, 
this chapter follows the country house as it was utilized by families both 
immediately upon their return and then over multiple generations. It 
tracks the changing significance of Warfield Park to the Walsh and later 
the Benn Walsh family to demonstrate how different understandings of 
belonging were manifest over several generations.

Recent studies have underlined the importance of families and kin-
ship networks to imperial enterprises.4 Sustaining and cultivating these 
relationships across distance and over time was an essential component 
of the work of empire, and the failure to maintain kinship networks 
posed an ever- present threat to the familial imperial project. Material 
culture afforded family members with multiple mechanisms for bolster-
ing kinship networks in this context. Letters and gifts provided families 
with important means by which to remain connected and aware of each 
other’s different trajectories across ever- expanding imperial domains.5 
Within letters families shared news about the Company, family members 
and family homes to keep each other informed of and invested in devel-
opments.6 As David Williams’ chapter in this volume shows, families 
with connections to the Company often retained those links over multi-
ple generations. The work of building and maintaining a particular and 
recognizable family identity needed to take place not only over distance, 
therefore, but also over time. Families often completed such work, this 
chapter argues, through the employment of material spaces, as much as 
material objects and letters.

This chapter takes a multi- generational approach to explore how 
one imperial family attempted to instantiate a sense of familial identity. It 
argues that a key means of sustaining a shared familial identity over time 
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was through creating and maintaining a particular space and place, namely 
a country house which could act as the family’s central site in Britain. While 
London townhouses were adopted and well- used by East India Company fam-
ilies, particularly as sites that kept them close to Leadenhall Street and thus 
abreast with Company news, it was often country houses that proved import-
ant in shoring family belonging across space and time.7 Previously dominated 
by aristocratic and landed gentry families, the British country house tradition 
provided an important model for generational projects of alliance and shared 
identity elaborated by the Company’s mercantile and military men and 
women. Outside of the metropolis, within a distinct locale and often with par-
ticular aesthetic features, parklands and estates, the country house had long 
worked to symbolize and embody the identities of elite families. Particularly 
in the second half of the eighteenth century, wealth achieved through EIC  
service provided a number of families with the resources necessary to buy, 
build or rent a country house.8 If families wished to then retain a house 
beyond the lifetime of a particular generation, however, they required a 
financial and emotional investment from multiple family members and dif-
ferent generations. In order for such investments to take place, the house 
needed to be highly valued and closely associated with the family and thus 
central to their continued prosperity. In EIC families, members could contrib-
ute to the centrality of a country house within the family network through 
practices such as writing and imagining, as well as directing and complet-
ing material practices such as cleaning, design, decoration, building and 
expansion. Recognized as vital to identity formation both by those outside 
the family and within it, the country house proved an important emotional, 
material and social investment. Hence, by privileging a country house as the 
central node within their family’s understanding of itself, Company families 
consolidated an understanding of even modest country houses as dynastic 
items and thus bolstered the British country house tradition in new ways.

A country house of one’s own

Following John Walsh’s (1726– 95) initial purchase of Warfield Park in 
Berkshire in 1764, a series of family members contributed to the project 
of highlighting the house’s central role within the family network. First, 
there were periods when members of the wider family, such as his niece 
and nephew, joined John Walsh in living at Warfield. Second, the house 
was visited by the family’s wider social circle, often to pursue leisure 
activities, which marked it as an important and valuable site of domestic 
comfort. Third, a range of family members also wrote about the house in 
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their correspondence and thus marked the house as a shared project, in 
which different individuals were invested. Finally, building and rebuild-
ing at the site ensured that the house could respond to the specific needs 
of the family at different moments, marking its possession by a succes-
sion of distinctive individuals. Together these social and cultural ways of 
inhabiting the house constructed Warfield as the Walsh’s primary family 
residence from an early stage.

After completing his role as Robert Clive’s secretary and agent, 
John Walsh returned to England in 1759, determined to establish him-
self as a Member of Parliament and give time to his scientific interests.9 
In late 1764 he bought Warfield Park in Berkshire (see Figure  8.1), 
which allowed him to enjoy country pursuits, accommodate his nephew 
and niece and be near to Parliament and sources of EIC news in London. 
Writing to Robert Clive from his London house on Chesterfield Street in 
January 1765, Walsh apologized for his late response, noting that he 
had intended to write earlier, but had been prevented ‘by a troublesome 
Purchase I have lately made of a House & some Land in Berkshire’.10 For 
Walsh, purchasing Warfield was not simple. In his opinion, the house 
at point of purchase was incomplete and he was compelled to make 
‘several other Purchases as well as enclosing some Common Land’. By 
acquiring additional land Walsh felt that he had created a ‘compleat 
Place’.11 Completing his project at Warfield proved important as it 
allowed Walsh to create a space in which Clive and he could enjoy the 
homo- social comforts of male friendship and sport. Walsh hoped that 
Warfield would offer Clive ‘a convenient place for you to run down to 
[from London] and hunt and spend what vacant time you had for the 
Country, when Shropshire was at too great a Distance’.12 He presented 
Warfield as a place where Clive could come and hunt with him. Yet, his 
vision of domestic comfort in England was entangled with his identifi-
cation with the Company’s expanding empire in India: when describing 
Warfield Park in his 1813 The History of Windsor and its Neighbourhood, 
James Hakewill suggested that Walsh had named Warfield ‘Plassey 
House’ in commemoration of Clive’s victory at Plassey.13 Similarly, John 
Walsh’s grandson John Benn Walsh recalled how his grandfather had 
been known to describe the house as his ‘Tent’, underlining his and its 
associations with Clive’s military campaign.14 Walsh successfully cast 
Warfield as a country house able to perform the traditionally import-
ant role of providing country pursuits, hospitality and patronage 
and simultaneously recast it as a space shaped by his newly acquired  
imperial comforts of escape and mobility.
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In February 1766, just two years after Walsh’s purchase, a fire 
afflicted Warfield and large portions of the house burned down, leaving 
only the offices standing. Rather than demolishing the remaining house 
and building a new house in its stead, Walsh rebuilt the house, incor-
porating what was left in the new structure. In doing so Walsh affirmed 
his attachment to Warfield. Writing to Clive about the destruction of the 

Figure 8.1 Photographs of Warfield Park, Berkshire (lot 1), ‘Sale 
Catalogue of Warfield Park’ (1933), D/ ENS/ B13/ 26. Image courtesy of 
Berkshire Record Office.
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house, he seemed unperturbed by the financial loss he had sustained. 
He also appeared relatively unconcerned by the loss of his furniture and 
books although he did acknowledge it was ‘something’ to lose such mate-
rial possessions. What really affected Walsh, however, was the ‘Loss of 
Time’. His comments to Clive underline Walsh’s investment of time and 
money in making Warfield a comfortable and ‘compleat’ place, a signifi-
cant and important site.15

In rebuilding the house Walsh benefitted from its being ‘insured 
for two thousand pounds’. Wilson and Mackley have calculated that 
the average cost of house building ranged from £7,000 to £22,000 
between 1770 and 1800, depending on estate size.16 They estimate 
that, on average, building a new house on an estate of around 3,000 to 
5,000 acres cost £7,000, while the cost of an estate of 5,000 to 10,000 
acres was £12,500 and that of a large estate of greater than 10,000 
acres entailed building costs of £22,000. That Walsh was pleased to 
have insured his house for £2,000 suggests that Warfield was a small 
property to begin with and that any rebuilding was likely to be modest. 
Nevertheless, his grandson John Benn Walsh, 1st Baron Ormathwaite 
later described how Walsh had employed James ‘Athenian’ Stuart 
(1713– 88) to complete the rebuilding.17 He observed that ‘Stuart of 
Athens did his Work at Warfield judiciously, converting the house into 
a pretty modest residence according to the wants of that day, which 
was much less luxurious than ours.’18 Stuart had recently completed 
work on townhouses such as Spencer House (begun about 1759) and 
other country houses such as Hagley Hall, Worcestershire (1758) 
and Wimbledon Park, Surrey (1758) and continued to be in demand 
during the 1770s. It seems unlikely then, even in the late 1760s as 
Stuart moved into the later part of his career, that Walsh’s employment 
of him indicated modesty, rather than investment.19 Similarly, any cal-
culation regarding the rebuilding of Warfield Park in 1766 must also 
acknowledge that Walsh is likely to have had large sums of money at 
his disposal after returning from India.

Whether or not Warfield Park was materially and aesthetically 
compelling, we do know that multiple kin developed strong emotional 
attachments to it. Warfield became important for more than material 
reasons and Walsh seems to have actively encouraged others to form a 
relationship to the house. He shared it not only with his friends, such as 
Robert Clive, but also with his extended family. After his sister Elizabeth’s 
death in 1760, Walsh accommodated his nephew Francis (1753– 1819) 
and his niece Margaret (1758– 1836).20 Although Francis Fowke went to 
be educated at Dr Gilpin’s in Cheam, Surrey and then travelled to Bengal 
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to become a Writer with the East India Company in 1773, Margaret spent 
much of her youth at Warfield.21 As a result, she developed a life- long 
attachment to the house. The first record of her relationship to the house 
can be seen in 1776, when, at the age of 18, Margaret journeyed out to 
India. She embarked on this journey to join her father and brother, but 
also ostensibly to search for a husband. While in India she also wrote 
about Warfield in order to reflect on her place in the family and its Anglo- 
Indian domestic life.

Although Margaret seems to have found her first few years in India 
difficult, she came to live there happily and engaged in different aspects 
of Indian culture, including its music.22 Yet, in letters back to family 
members, Margaret expressed her longing for England. Writing to her 
uncle John Walsh from Calcutta on 20 April 1781, for example, Margaret 
noted that ‘I have heard so much of the improvements of Warfield that 
I shall expect to see it quite changed by the time we return to England. 
I  was very fond of it in the form I  left it but I  am persuaded you have 
increased its beauties.’23 Although Margaret may have included these 
statements as a means of flattering her uncle, who may well have sup-
plied her with ready details of the changes he had made, the tone of the 
letter suggests their shared warmth for the place and her excitement in 
its improvements. Similarly, in a letter written to her uncle five years 
later on 3 February 1786, just before embarking on her return journey to 
Europe, we learn what an important a reference point Warfield remains. 
Margaret described how, ‘The Residents [sic] house is just on the skirts 
of the town, and is an exceedingly good one, but my Brother resigned it 
to the officers who were stationed there, and lived entirely in Bungalows, 
a few miles from Benares, and so delightfully situated that they might 
almost lie in that particular, with your house at Warfield.’24 Rather than 
the splendour of the Residency, a ‘rural’ situation is valuable to both her 
and her brother, suggesting at his particular suitability as potential heir 
to Warfield. In the same letter she went on to note that ‘I reflect with 
singular pleasure on the new beauties & improvements I shall discover at 
Warfield.’25 Warfield, rather than his London house in Chesterfield Street, 
was an important place for Margaret and a significant shared reference 
point between her and her uncle.

Much later, after her return to Britain, Margaret continued to place 
great value in country houses. In the summer of 1811, Margaret journeyed 
north to visit her relation Lady Clive at Oakly Park in Shropshire. She found 
her ‘dear Lady Clive in excellent health & spirits. Her figure much bent, 
but with the same sweetness of countenance & vivacity of manner.’26 While 
she greeted Lady Clive calmly, being in Oakly Park led Margaret to feel 
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‘many various emotions’. She had not been to the house since the summer 
she had spent there prior to ‘embarking for India’ in 1776. She had not 
returned to the house after she came back from India because Lady Clive 
had been living at Englefield House in Berkshire. She was pleased to finally 
return and described how ‘The many, many years which have rolled over 
my head since I inhabited that sweet spot seemed compressed into a small 
space, which fancy easily leaped over & restored the long lost scene’.27 For 
Margaret then, houses stored memories of previous times, which could be 
re- entered by visiting. They allowed her to collapse the time between her 
departure for India and her return home to England, providing an immedi-
ate connection with a familiar ‘English’ domestic past.

As the second and then the third generation of the Walsh family 
grew they became attached to Warfield as a particular place upon which 
they focused their notions of familial belonging and shared history. After 
buying Warfield in 1764, John Walsh demonstrated his own increasing 
attachment to the house through continual rebuilding. Even after the 
majority of the house was burned down in 1766, Walsh decided to rebuild 
rather than begin again. In his writings to others, we see that Walsh often 
represented Warfield as a place of comfort to which he could invite and 
entertain others. His niece Margaret greatly benefitted from his generos-
ity and lived there for most of her childhood and teenage years. During 
this time she also constructed a ready attachment to the house, which, 
when she lived in India in her early adult years, she referred to as her 
reference point. It was her uncle’s country house rather than his town 
house that she invested with notions of home and belonging. In her 
later life Margaret continued her connection to Warfield, investing in it 
anew. While in the early period Warfield had been marked by the distant  
longings of other family members, as the second Walsh generation 
came to take possession of the house, they distinctly marked it through  
material practices which extended its reach and significance.

Rebuilding Warfield together

As John Walsh had no legitimate children of his own, the inheritance of 
his estates, including Warfield was entirely at his own behest. Although 
Walsh had earlier considered bequeathing his estates to his good friend 
Sir Henry Strachey (1736– 1810), it seems that an argument between the 
men meant that Warfield did not pass to him.28 Walsh also overlooked 
his nephew Francis (Margaret’s older brother). A relationship with the 
actress Mary Lowe (c.1769– 1847) from 1788 onwards, with whom he 
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had 15 children but who he did not marry until 1813, appears to have 
stopped Walsh from bequeathing the estate to him.29 Rather, Warfield 
was left in trust to his nephew- in- law, Margaret’s husband, John Benn 
(1759– 1825) when Walsh died in 1795, with the hope that it would even-
tually pass to their first son (John Benn Walsh, 1st Baron Ormathwaite 
b. 1798).

John Benn was, like Walsh, an East India Company man. Like 
his uncle- in- law he had started working for the Company as a writer, 
but quickly rose up the ranks. In 1781, just four years after his ini-
tial appointment to the Company service, he became Assistant to the 
Resident at Benares.30 Margaret’s brother Francis Fowke had acted as 
Resident at Benares for eighteen months beginning in 1775 and was 
briefly reinstated in this position in 1780 and then again in 1783.31 
During his time in Benares, John Benn must have become acquainted 
with Francis and possibly with his sister, who moved there in 1782. In 
that year Benn became Factor, before being promoted again in 1785 to 
Junior Merchant.32 Crucially for the Benn- Walsh alliance, John Benn 
returned to England in 1786 on the Dublin with Margaret and soon 
after disembarking, they married in 1787. The wedding would have 
taken place at Lady Margaret Clive’s abode Englefield House, if it had 
not been for Margaret petitioning her uncle for a much smaller and 
more intimate affair at her brother’s house in London.33 Nevertheless, 
as the chapter on Englefield House in this volume shows, while on their 
wedding journey, the newly married couple visited Englefield House 
and Lady Clive.34

John Benn had made a reputed £80,000 trading in diamonds and 
opium while Assistant Resident at Benares. When John Walsh died Benn 
significantly enlarged his fortune by inheriting Warfield (including all 
the household goods, linen, furniture, china and glass ware, books and 
paintings contained within it) as well as his other property and land in 
Berkshire, Radnorshire, Cork and Kerry.35 Under the terms of the inher-
itance Benn assumed the Walsh name. As their son described it, ‘On the 
death of Mr Walsh, & their succeeding to his property, in March 1795, 
their pretty cheerful Villa at Leatherhead was given up, & they estab-
lished themselves at Warfield.’36 He went on to detail how the move to 
Warfield was ‘a source of great pleasure & happiness to both of them’. For 
his mother, Warfield had been a place of happiness in her childhood, but 
she also possessed ‘a strong taste for the country & the establishment of 
a country place’.37 At the same time, for his father, ‘it furnished a pursuit, 
and occupation, which became the principal business, and amusement 
of the rest of his life. The improvement of this place, & the management 
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of his farm, objects which he pursued with his characteristic … frugal-
ity, & economy, engrossed his whole time & thoughts.’38 The dominant  
stereotype of the returned Company man was the nabob, a man addicted 
to luxury and metropolitan pursuits.39 Benn Walsh’s son countered this 
negative image, depicting his father  –  notwithstanding his vast Indian 
fortune –  as a man of modest tastes and a love of rural pursuits, character 
traits epitomized by his country house life at Warfield.

Warfield undoubtedly enjoyed the benefits of Margaret and John’s 
efforts to improve and manage the estate. They invested both time and 
money in the house over a sustained period. Sixteen years after her hus-
band inherited the property, Margaret noted in her memorandum book 
how in March 1811 she had been ‘much engaged in opening a road thro’ 
the shrubbery in the North- East, which is to be the approach to the new 
entrance in the house’.40 Her husband had relinquished ‘this amusing 
employment’ to Margaret because he was ‘so much engaged in building’.41 
The division of labour, which this comment suggests, with Margaret 
improving the garden and John working on the house, however, is not 
consistently reflected in other sources. According to the memoir written 
by her son, Margaret was involved with the building work, allowing as it 
did a practical outlet for her mathematical interests. As her son described 
it, if he wished to ‘ascertain the quantities of roofing, & Brickwork in the 
erection of a range of Buildings, she was prepared to furnish me with 
them’.42 Nevertheless when describing the changes in full in the memoir, 
Margaret and John’s son gave full credit to his father.43 It seems likely, 
however, that the extent of the building works which Margaret and 
John embarked on, from around 1809 onwards, necessitated the active 
involvement of both.44 On inheriting Warfield they took on a house, 
which had primarily housed a bachelor and his visitors rather than a 
more extensive family. The rooms were deemed too small and low for the 
newly incumbent Benn Walsh family. In the memoir, John Benn Walsh Jr 
described how he remembered the house ‘perfectly’ and thought that his 
‘fathers additions made it more commodious within’.45

John Benn Walsh, 1st Baron Ormathwaite presents his father as 
leading the changes that took place at Warfield in the early decades of the 
nineteenth century. Benn Walsh fancied himself as an architect and set to, 
creating detailed plans and drawings to guide the work. As his son noted, 
‘Such a task was more feasible perhaps then, as the prevailing fashion 
required so little ornament.’46 A man known as Lewis ‘a remarkably intel-
ligent practical Builder, Joiner & working Carpenter’, significantly aided 
Benn Walsh in his work.47 Assisted by his two sons, Lewis based himself 
on site in the old offices at Warfield for several years while the changes 
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gradually took shape. Benn Walsh decided to affix a new house onto the 
old one. Lewis was primarily responsible for carrying out the joinery, 
carpentry and finish on the new part of the house and although Lewis’s 
joinery work may have provided a frame for the house it is not clear who 
completed the other aspects of the building work.48 Bricklaying must have 
taken place, however, as John Benn Walsh had spent the majority of 1808 
preparing for the changes at Warfield by ordering bricks. Sustained brick 
working, joinery and carpentry resulted in substantial changes, such as 
raising a new floor on the North Front, and expanding Warfield’s layout. 
By the end of 1811 it was possible to dine in the dining room, although 
the rest of the house took at least another year to complete.49

The exact nature of what Margaret and John sought to create at 
Warfield remains unknown, however, they clearly used the house as a 
social space allowing them to extend their reach with the Company. Their 
son describes how it was ‘often filled by a succession of old friends & rela-
tions for weeks together’.50 The Benn Walsh’s social circle was made up 
of East India Company connections –  the Hollands, Stracheys, Plowdens, 
Metcalfes, Casamajors, Dallas’s and Cummings.51 After they moved to 
Warfield they slowly expanded their social circle by including families 
in the local area, some of which also had Indian connections such as the 
Russells, who purchased the nearby Swallowfield Park in the 1820s.52 
The focus placed on the dining room, as the first complete room and 
the extent of the changes, suggests Margaret and John invested in the  
fabric of Warfield in order to create a house that could accommodate 
and entertain an increasingly wide circle of family and friends. The time  
and money they spent on the house and its use as a site for entertaining 
and hospitality suggest that Margaret and John wanted Warfield to remain 
and be recognized in both the family and their ever- extending network as 
a significant place, their principle country seat. Warfield was no longer 
simply a sanctuary then; it had ambitions of its own. Rebuilding Warfield 
also acted as a shared project in the family, something to improve and 
work on, and in investing time, care and money Margaret and John made 
the house their possession and more meaningful to them and their family. 
Such investments played dividends, as the house remained an important 
focus point and the central site of familial belonging.

A new generation

After a period of sustained investment by Margaret and John in the 
early 1800s, in 1819 the house was inherited by the next generation.  
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Once Warfield had passed to the third generation, the question of how 
it could continue to act as a central point of focus for the extended fam-
ily emerged again. Although now living at a distance from Warfield, 
Margaret continued to contribute to its importance in different ways. As 
had been the case when she lived in India, Margaret expressed her long-
ing for Warfield and thereby consolidated the value of the house. Her 
efforts to place herself in closer proximity to the house explicitly demon-
strate its continued importance within the family. Moreover, Margaret’s 
continued emotional investment in the house further shows how the 
house had emerged as an intergenerational project of familial belonging.

In 1819, when John and Margaret Benn Walsh’s son John Benn Walsh 
came of age, John Walsh’s original will ensured that he inherited all the 
properties that John and Margaret had inherited in 1795. Nevertheless, 
Margaret and John continued to live at Warfield until 1825. In that year 
Margaret’s husband John Benn Walsh died after suffering a series of 
strokes. Six months later Margaret’s son John married and she began to 
look for a new country house. In his memoir John Benn Walsh, 1st Baron 
Ormathwaite described how it was his wish that his mother should con-
tinue to live at Warfield as ‘its Mistress’ and that he and his wife should live 
at the London house on Upper Harley Street. His mother, however, ‘would 
not hear of such an arrangement’ and resolved to find another house. 
Significantly, Margaret sought a house within the vicinity of Warfield.53

Finding a suitable country house near Warfield, however, was not 
easy and Margaret increasingly found herself travelling at speed across 
the country in order to secure first refusal on a particular house. In a let-
ter written in August 1826, Margaret recounted how she had spent her 
summer poring over newspapers for house advertisements. At length 
she was surprised to see an advertisement for Cooper’s Hill  –  ‘ready 
furnished in capital letters!’54 Although situated out of the immediate 
range of Warfield, Margaret decided that Cooper’s Hill was an ideal 
house and so she ‘instantly determined to set off & endeavour to obtain 
it’. Accompanied by her maid, she took the post from Malvern, slept at 
Tewkesbury and finally arrived in Upper Harley Street. Before ten the 
next morning she presented herself at the house agent for Cooper’s 
Hill and found that three applications had already been made for the 
property.55 Seeing that she had no time to lose, she travelled directly 
to Cooper’s Hill, again with her maid in tow. The house was offered for 
£600 per year and could only be rented until February 1828. After seeing 
the property, Margaret considered its advantages and disadvantages at 
length. As she did not require the house for six months and because the 
price of the lease was so high she was reluctant to agree. Nevertheless, 
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she felt that by living at Cooper’s Hill she would be well placed to find 
another property in the area without ‘scampering 150 miles to catch 
a place’.56 At the same time although the rooms were ‘low’, she liked 
the location of Cooper’s Hill, describing it as ‘high’, ‘dry’, ‘healthy’ and 
‘shady’. For Margaret it was ‘a most pleasing residence’.57 In the end, 
however, her negotiations for Cooper’s Hill fell through and she resorted 
again to poring over advertisements, which she then neatly noted down 
in the back of her diary.58 Eventually Margaret secured the residence of 
Hurst Lodge from a Mr Elliott. She planned to lease Hurst Lodge for a 
short time until the tenants of Binfield died, at which point she would 
lease Binfield from Elliott.59

Around six miles from Warfield, a certain Robert Palmer had pur-
chased Hurst Lodge in 1742. By 1796 the Palmer family’s main residence 
became Holme Park in Sonning and it seems likely that the house was 
then rented out, possibly to the Elliott family. Margaret recorded some of 
her responses to the experience of renting Hurst Lodge in her diary. These 
brief notes suggest some of the anxieties endured by widows on removal 
from the main family home. She described how in early October 1827 
her servants had worked hard to clean and tidy Hurst Lodge, removing  
‘the immense confusion occasioned by Mr Elliott’s long continuance’ 
there.60 By Friday 11 October when Margaret finally took up residence 
in the house, ‘everything was put in its place’. Nevertheless, despite the 
servants’ hard work, despite everything being ‘put in its place’, when 
Margaret ventured into the new home she could not ‘conquer the mel-
ancholy that seized’ her on ‘taking possession of a new home!’61 She 
experienced grief for all that she had lost. For Margaret that past was 
‘still so vivid’ in her remembrance ‘it seemed like reality’.62 The next day 
Margaret continued to feel downcast by her new surroundings. Although 
she conceded that ‘the pleasure ground is pretty & the house comfort-
able’ it gave her ‘very little pleasure’. She described how she ‘regretted 
that [she] had taken it, & yet condemned [her]self for any discontent’.63 
Margaret’s wealth protected her from the trials of dependence that many 
women experienced.64 Nevertheless, the independence that her wealth 
bought her also guaranteed her removal from a home that contained 
multiple meanings and pleasures.

Margaret continued to live at Hurst Lodge until the summer 1831 
when she finally took up the lease of Binfield. It seems likely that she 
rented Binfield Park from a descendant of the original builder of the 
property –  Onesiphorus Elliot –  who constructed the house in 1775. Her 
move to Binfield was a happy one. Her son John believed that his mother 
was much happier at Binfield because her happiness was so dependent 
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on her proximity to him. After his father’s death in 1825, John felt that, 
‘the interest, the consolation, the enjoyment’ of his mother’s remaining 
years, ‘were all centred’ on him.65 Nevertheless, in the memoir he also 
writes at length about the interiors of Binfield and the time and money 
that Margaret invested in improving them. His lengthy descriptions of 
her improvement projects suggest that while Margaret may well have 
sought primarily to find comfort in living near to her son, she also worked 
hard to secure her own material comfort at Binfield and that of her fellow 
inhabitants.

Her daughter Elizabeth, grandchildren, their governess and the 
servants all lived in Binfield with Margaret. John described how ‘Binfield 
Park was a large, Handsome, commodious, well built mansion’ with 
‘ample accommodation’.66 The rooms were large and several showrooms 
were included in the layout. The drawing room and dining parlour were 
both ‘handsome moderate sized rooms, about thirty feet long’. On the first 
floor of the house, Margaret created a suite of rooms for herself, which 
included a spacious sitting room. As with the country house libraries built 
by elite gentlemen, Margaret’s sitting room lined with bookcases, existed 
as both a representation of her erudition and as a space in which her 
learning could be extended.67 Here she benefitted from having her ‘Books, 
papers and all her little personal belongings’ surrounding her, providing 
a space in which she could read and further her mathematical studies.68

Before Margaret began to inhabit the house with her family she 
had the whole property repainted and papered. Like Warfield before it, 
Binfield benefitted from the skills of a particular carpenter  –  this time 
a certain ‘Morris’ who worked closely with Margaret to enact the vari-
ous repairs and improvements she wanted to take place.69 In the memoir 
John, as ever, uses his description of the project to emphasize his moth-
er’s superiority and skill. In this case he describes her success by stressing 
how she implemented change at relatively little expense through tight 
management of the process. He describes how she ‘managed all this with 
so much calculation, & economy’. Here Margaret embodies the female 
ideal of genteel prudence and neatness explored by Amanda Vickery.70 
Yet the economy employed by Margaret and commended by her son also 
suggests at Margaret’s vulnerable financial position and her awareness 
of it. Moved out of her home  –  the home  –  Margaret remained mobile 
until she was able to rent a house on the periphery of the grounds. John’s 
claim that improving Binfield was ‘a great amusement & occupation to 
her’ needs to be treated sceptically. His assertion that ‘Warfield was to her 
another home always in reach’ is perhaps more telling.71
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Conclusion

Finally, it might be assumed that John Benn Walsh, 1st Baron 
Ormathwaite’s intimate relationship with his mother (‘The word 
reserve was unknown between us’) assured that he would also assume 
a deep attachment to Warfield.72 Throughout the memoir Benn Walsh 
reaffirms the importance his mother placed on Warfield –  ‘[Margaret] 
loved Warfield, she had known it all her life, it had been the home in 
such measure, of her childhood’.73 Yet before Margaret’s death on 29 
September 1836, John expressed very little attachment to the house. 
Rather it was after her death that he established a much stronger rela-
tionship to the house and all that it represented about his mother. On 
her death John wanted to be at Warfield. In his own diary he described 
how ‘During my whole life I never was more disposed to remain quietly 
at Warfield.’ While there he began to enter into activities which he had 
previously enjoyed with his mother. He set to pruning and thinning the 
trees in the grounds and tried to complete little improvements that he 
felt his mother ‘would have liked, or such as she had planned’.74 These 
activities related to his earlier experiences, such as when he returned 
from school one Easter vacation and helped his mother to thin the trees 
in the shrubbery. He describes how he ‘was then about eleven or twelve, 
tall & strong enough to wield my Hatchet with very … desirable effect’.75 
On Margaret’s death her son John imbued the house with new mean-
ing. Rather than his childhood home, Warfield became important for 
its connection to his mother and the sense of belonging he associated 
with her. Unlike for earlier generations who were displaced from the 
house and thus linked it to broader narratives of home and belonging, 
for John the house was established in the family, meaning that it could 
be appropriated for much more particular and personal associations.

As different generations took possession of Warfield Park, they each 
invested money, time and effort on the house and gardens. Whether away 
from Warfield and expressing feelings and longings for it, or resident at 
the house and planning changes and expansions, different members of 
the family and kinship network contributed to the project of making 
Warfield an important and meaningful place. By engaging in an intergen-
erational project focused on one site, the Walsh and Benn Walsh family 
simultaneously worked to instantiate the importance of their own family 
and its position within broader Company networks. Giving a geograph-
ical and material location to their sense of belonging strengthened and 
clarified their familial identity.
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While the purchase, building and rebuilding of country houses 
by East India Company families was clearly linked to the establish-
ment of their status within elite groups in Britain, it must also be rec-
ognized that embarking on such projects allowed families to fashion 
other needs. Often globally mobile due to imperial service, EIC fami-
lies were often adept at maintaining the necessary familial belonging 
over space. Once returned, locating themselves and their families at 
a particular country house and investing time, money and effort in 
its maintenance and expansion allowed families to create a sense of 
belonging over time. If they were to benefit from the wealth raised 
by Company service (a particular feature of the second half of the 
eighteenth century) embarking on an intergenerational project would 
prove significant. Moreover, if other family members were to benefit 
from imperial contacts formed by the first generation, retaining a sense 
of familial identity and coherence was also important. Nevertheless, 
in conclusion it is necessary to note that while Margaret prospered at 
and from Warfield, her brother Francis did not –  the house was hers, 
not his. Building a coherent identity thus relied as much on exclusion 
as inclusion.76 It was through building, longing, editing and erasing 
that the Benn Walsh family managed to create and recreate Warfield 
and in turn maintain their family as a recognizable and significant 
unit over multiple generations.
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9
Englefield House, Berkshire

Processes, practices and the making 
of a Company house

Kate Smith

When W.  Fletcher and Edmund J.  Niemann toured Reading in the 
1830s they noticed a ‘splendid mansion’, ‘seated on the declivity of a 
hill’, which remained sheltered from the north- east winds ‘by the ver-
dant summit’.1 Englefield House was the ‘splendid mansion’ in question. 
Fletcher and Niemann depicted Englefield as a solid, constant entity 
‘bounded by swelling hills, adorned with elegant seats, woods, and cul-
tivated grounds’.2 In referring to Englefield’s surrounding land, Fletcher 
and Niemann stressed the importance of Englefield as a landed estate 
and thus a receptacle and symbol of power and wealth. In case readers 
were in any doubt of the historical longevity of the house, Fletcher and 
Niemann set out further to reassure them. The house, they claimed, cor-
responded ‘in its style with those erected about the time of Elizabeth, 
with handsome bay windows, battlements, and towers’. Englefield’s 
appearance was ‘noble’, possessing as it did ‘all that uniformity of design 
characteristic of fine architecture’. A  present day image of Englefield 
(see Figure 9.1) confirms and reiterates Fletcher and Niemann’s earlier 
depiction. Although perhaps ‘superficially mid- Victorian’, its Elizabethan 
architecture continues to remain imposingly solid today.3

Surviving as it has for so many centuries, the architecture of the house 
represents continuity and longevity. As a result, in looking to the house’s 
material form, certain elements of its history are obscured. On first sight, 
for example, its eighteenth-  and early nineteenth- century history and its 
connections with the East India Company (EIC) in this period, are largely 
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hidden. Unlike country houses such as Sezincote in Gloucestershire, there 
is no sign at Englefield of the East India Company and its Indian ventures 
marked on the exterior of the building. Nevertheless objects, people and 
money all linked Englefield House to the EIC in the eighteenth and early 
nineteenth century and these links shaped Englefield in its turn. In that 
certain elements of its history do not appear to be represented by its mate-
rial form and aesthetic motifs, Englefield might be likened to houses such 
as Bolsover Castle, Brodsworth Hall, Marble Hill, Northington Grange, 
Kenwood House and Osborne House, which can be linked to the slave 
trade but upon which few material reminders can be found.4 To contrib-
ute to the broader project of uncovering the often hidden histories of 
empire in Britain’s country houses, this chapter moves past Englefield’s 
architecture to instead focus on the flows of people and possessions into 
and out of the house. In doing so it reveals Englefield’s imperial history 
and demonstrates how constant change rather than continuity shaped the 
house in the eighteenth and early nineteenth century.

Rather than treating Englefield as an inert object then, this chapter 
understands this country house by examining its dynamic use. Marriage, 
inheritance, purchase and renting ensured that successive waves of 
inhabitants entered and occupied Englefield in the eighteenth and early 
nineteenth century.5 The EIC encouraged individuals connected with 

Figure 9.1 Englefield House, Berkshire. Image courtesy of 
Georgina Green.
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the Company to form and constantly renew their social networks. Often 
established on the subcontinent in unfamiliar circumstances in the eigh-
teenth century, connections flourished as officials helped each other to 
transport personal goods and family members to and from India, pass on 
news of kin, facilitate the movement of wealth or private trade and cir-
culate letters and gifts. EIC officials also relied on their networks to pro-
vide opportunities for advancement.6 Once home, individuals continued 
to cultivate their connections in order to hear news of the Company and 
fellow officials, as well as connected families. It was these links that often 
provided opportunities after return to Britain and, if necessary, allowed 
family members to return to empire. While patronage, wealth, gifts and 
letters could pass through EIC networks, this chapter argues that, so too 
could houses. In Berkshire particularly, the proximity of certain estates 
and homes to each other meant that once an EIC family possessed a 
country house in a specific location, that area often became attractive 
to other EIC men and women. Richard Benyon, Lady Margaret Clive and 
Elizabeth Sykes were all connected to the East India Company and came 
to reside at Englefield House at different points and for different reasons 
during the eighteenth century. Richard Benyon (1698– 1774) worked 
for the Company, ending his service as Governor of Fort St George, 
Madras between 1735 and 1744; Lady Margaret Clive (1735– 1817) was 
effectively married to the Company, once she had become bethrothed 
to Robert Clive (1725– 74) in 1753, and continued to be involved 
in Company politics after his death; and Elizabeth Sykes (d.1814) 
was daughter to Company official, Sir Francis Sykes (1732– 1804)  
of Basildon Park. By focusing on the house, rather than a particular 
family, by including Company women, as well as Company men and by 
privileging moments of change, loss and discontinuity a fuller picture of 
country house living and the East India Company emerges –  one that is 
significantly closer to a narrative of change and disruption than continu-
ity and consistency. In sum, this chapter explores how, during the eigh-
teenth and early nineteenth century, the movement of people into and 
out of Englefield ensured that this ‘English’ house became a node within 
the Company’s Asian empire. In this period, Berkshire became known as 
the ‘English Hindoostan’, and Englefield was at its centre.

The East India Company arrives

Englefield’s imposing structure stands within rolling grounds near the 
village of Englefield in Berkshire, on the site of an earlier house, which 
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belonged to the Englefield family. The Englefields surrendered most 
of the estate in 1585 and the house then remained in varying degrees 
of splendour until Anne Wrighte (née Paulet) inherited it from her 
brother Lord Francis Paulet in 1712. At the time, Anne was married to 
Reverend Nathaniel Wrighte. During their marriage the Wrightes had 
three sons, the eldest of whom (Powlett Wrighte) inherited Englefield 
in 1729. Powlett Wrighte (d.1741) augmented his inheritance by mar-
rying well. He tied his own estate to that of the Beauvoirs by marrying 
the heiress to the Beauvoirs’ fortune –  Mary Tyssen (d.1776), daugh-
ter of Francis Tyssen (d.1712) and Rachel Beauvoir from Hackney in 
Surrey.7 Powlett Wrighte and Mary Tyssen had one son, Powlett Wrighte 
the Younger. Following Wrighte’s death in 1741, Mary remained at 
Englefield with their son. John Wilder and Daniel May held the estates 
and lands in trust for Mary and her son Powlett, until he came of age 
in his twenty- first year.8 In 1745 Mary remarried, to Richard Benyon 
and it is at this point that Englefield’s history became intertwined with 
that of the EIC.

Richard Benyon was born in 1698, and in 1712 he began his 
career with the East India Company.9 Little is known of Benyon’s 
early life or family connections. In Swallowfield and its Owners 
(1925), Lady Constance Russell suggests that the Mr Benyon who 
witnessed Thomas Pitt’s (1653– 1726) acquisition of his famous dia-
mond in 1702 was Daniel Benyon (1664– c.1709), who she asserted 
to be Richard Benyon’s father (a claim supported by Bernard Burke’s 
A Genealogical and Heraldic Dictionary of the Landed Gentry of Great 
Britain and Ireland).10 In contrast, in The Nabobs of Berkshire, Clive 
Williams argues that the Benyon who witnessed Pitt’s purchase 
might have been Bernard Benyon (d.1715) who was then a member 
of the Madras council.11 Henry Dawson Love, writing his Vestiges of 
Old Madras (1913), noted that Bernard Benyon might be Richard 
Benyon’s brother.12 Bernard Benyon of the Madras council had a 
daughter (Grace) with his wife Grace in 1713, but then died and was 
buried in Madras on 7 February 1715.13 It is likely therefore that he 
would have been established in Madras in 1712 when Richard Benyon 
arrived there, suggesting that he was older than Richard and was pos-
sibly his uncle. Whether brother or uncle to Richard, Bernard Benyon 
was certainly well connected elsewhere:  when Thomas Pitt (of dia-
mond fame, Governor of Madras from 1698 to 1709 and later the 
first ‘Indian’ owner of Swallowfield Park) found out that Benyon was 
dead he described how he had experienced ‘a great loss, which delays 
my leaving town till Monday’.14 With such connections, Bernard and 
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Daniel Benyon were well placed to ensure their family’s rise through 
the Company and indeed Richard Benyon rose swiftly within its ser-
vice. In 1718, just six years after his appointment to the civil service, 
he had become a member of the Madras Council, and he later went on 
to become the Governor of Madras in 1735.

On 17 October 1724, at the age of 26, Richard Benyon married 
Mary Fleetwood.15 Mary was the granddaughter of Robert Fleetwood, 
who had arrived in Madras in 1662 and became the Chief at the 
Company’s Factory at Madpollam in Golcanda (Hyderabad). Robert 
Fleetwood survived for 14  years in India before dying in 1676 in 
Madras.16 Mary Fleetwood was possibly the daughter of the supercargo 
Edward Fleetwood.17 Clive Williams infers that Mary Fleetwood was 
related to Elizabeth Fleetwood (b.1700) who married Richard Shelley 
in 1726. This couple later became grandparents to Anne Barbara 
Whitworth (d.1814), who married Henry Russell Sr (1751– 1836) in 
1782, who purchased Swallowfield Park in 1820.18 These relationships 
remind us that the Company’s increasing grip on the Indian subconti-
nent was sustained by a cohesive elite, which maintained its identity 
(notwithstanding the many challenges of trans- imperial domestic life) 
through intermarriage and domestic life in a nexus of connected domes-
tic sites. An eighteenth- century conversation piece further confirms the 
link between the Benyons and the Shelleys. The information listed for 
the painting in the catalogue to the 1906 Whitechapel Gallery exhibition 
‘The Georgians’, attributed the piece to William Hogarth and noted that 
it featured Lady Shelley, Mr and Mrs Richard Shelley, Misses Fanny and 
Martha Rose Shelley, Capt The Hon. W.  Fitzwilliam, Mr. Benyon, and 
Miss Beard.19 As the provenance of the painting is uncertain, it is difficult 
to tell to which Benyon the painting refers. Nevertheless, it shows that 
Richard Benyon may well have had multiple links to Berkshire and to 
Swallowfield Park from an early stage: first through Thomas Pitt’s con-
nection to Bernard and Daniel Benyon and second through his first wife 
Mary, who was possibly great- aunt to Anne Barbara Whitworth. Like 
many other East India Company officials Richard Benyon soon became 
connected to multiple Company persons and sites.

After only one year of marriage the Benyons returned home to 
England, in 1725. At this juncture, Benyon made full use of his newfound 
wealth and bought the Manor of Coptfold Hall in Margaretting, Essex, 
in 1728.20 Despite the purchase of his new home, he soon returned to 
India. In 1732 he was reappointed to Fort St George, Madras as Second-   
in- Council; he arrived in Madras in 1733. On 20 January 1735 the 
Company appointed Benyon Governor of Madras. While in this role, 
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Benyon (now a widower) married for the second time, on 14 October 
1738 to Frances Davis.21 Just over two years later, on 24 January 1741, 
Frances gave birth to their daughter (also Frances), who died shortly 
thereafter, leaving the couple to bury her the next day.22 A  year later, 
Benyon’s wife Frances died in childbirth, on 21 October 1742.23 Shortly 
after this, in January 1744, Benyon boarded the Duke and returned to 
England for the final time. In 1745 he bought Gidea Hall near Romford 
(now a boys’ school), which had recently been rebuilt as a mansion. In 
the same year, Benyon acquired another property through marriage. In 
1745 he married the widow Mary Wrighte of Englefield House.

Richard and Mary Benyon lived together in Englefield for 29 years 
before Richard died in 1774. Despite the affective value that they placed 
on objects, little is known of the changes the couple made to the interior 
of Englefield House.24 Alongside Englefield and Gidea Hall, the Benyons 
also owned Great Newbury in Ilford, which they had purchased from 
Thomas Webster in 1747, after Benyon had moved to Englefield. In 
1758 they purchased yet another property, North Ockendon in Essex 
from Hugh Meynell.25 Like other returned Company men, Benyon’s 
conspicuous consumption of multiple properties contributed to ensur-
ing that the figure of the ‘nabob’ became a powerful image in the sec-
ond half of the eighteenth century. The proximity of these properties 
to each other in particular locales consolidated an understanding of 
such purchases as conspicuous. Gidea Hall, Great Newbury and North 
Ockenden, for example, all lay along a 15- mile route, which stretched 
around present day Romford and finished in Ilford. North Ockenden, 
like Gidea Hall, descended through the Benyon side of the family with 
Newbury until 1891. The Victoria County History records that ‘North 
Ockenden Hall lay within a moated enclosure immediately south of the 
churchyard. The redbrick house was of sixteenth- century origin with 
additions of the early eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries. It was 
damaged by bombing in 1944 and later demolished.’26 Unlike North 
Ockenden, Gidea Hall and Newbury, Englefield descended through 
the Powlett Wrighte side of the family, and when Mary Benyon died in 
1776, Englefield passed to Powlett Wrighte the Younger (d.1779), her 
son by her first marriage.

The Wrightes return

During the 1770s Powlett Wrighte the Younger made many changes to 
Englefield. He added a neoclassical frieze featuring a repeating lotus 
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and anthemion pattern (which originated in Ancient Egypt and pro-
foundly influenced the arts of Eurasia) to the drawing room. At the 
same time, Wrighte also picked out a matching white marble chimney-
piece and Corinthian pilasters for the dining room.27 Such opulence 
was matched in other areas of the house. Powlett Wrighte’s executor 
accounts list payments of over £1,400 to the upholsterers Ince and 
Mayhew for two sets of chairs and settees.28 At the same time, it also 
seems that Powlett Wrighte made substantial changes to the fabric of 
the house. A  few clues remain as to whom he might have employed 
as an architect. In January 1781, Powlett Wrighte’s executors paid 10 
guineas to a certain ‘Mr Woods Surveyor’. Jackson- Stops argues that Mr 
Woods was ‘most certainly’ the landscape gardener Richard Woods, who 
came from Essex and who laid out the park at Gidea for Wrighte’s half- 
brother Richard Benyon the Younger (1746– 97).29 Another surveyor, 
Clement Read, was paid £60 in November 1781. Yet, in employing sur-
veyors, possibly making changes to the exterior, and definitely altering 
the interior, Powlett Wrighte accumulated many debts upon the estate. 
As John Habakkuk has argued, such house building often arose from 
motives of comfort, aesthetics, prestige or taste and was generally paid 
for not by capital or an enlarged income but by a landowner’s current 
income. In paying for house building using this method many families 
accumulated debt as costs became uncontrollable.30 The debts incurred 
on the estate by Powlett Wrighte the Younger ultimately became a prob-
lem that the next owner of Englefield would have to solve.31 Although 
Powlett Wrighte the Younger married in 1777, he died childless in 1779 
and left Englefield to his uncle Nathaniel Wrighte, in accordance with 
his father’s will.32

At this point, according to Nathaniel Wrighte an ‘Inventory and 
Appraisements of the Household goods & Furniture of Englefield 
House’ was carried out by Higgs, while a ‘Catalogue of & Valuation of 
the Books in the Library’ was completed by Fletcher.33 As a result of the 
appraisement the ‘Goods’ were valued at £160 and the books at £144. 
After having the books ‘clean’d and properly arranged’, Wrighte offered 
to send them to Richard Benyon the Younger, ‘if you would chuse to 
have them sent to you, please to let me know where and I  will send 
them immediately’.34 Just one year later, in 1780, Nathaniel Wrighte 
wrote to Benyon expressing his concerns about the amount of debt 
carried by the Englefield estate.35 By the summer of 1781, Nathaniel 
Wrighte had begun to take action  –  he was keen to let Englefield. 
Although renting- out remains understudied in country house litera-
ture, it was an important strategy for retaining country houses within 
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families. As this chapter shows, however, renting simultaneously stabi-
lized and destabilized the country house. Although in the long term it 
allowed Englefield to remain within the wider structure of the Wrighte 
and Benyon families, in the short term, leasing resulted in a change 
of character for the house as a new occupier inhabited it. Nathaniel 
Wrighte and Richard Benyon the Younger were alert to the possibility 
of destabilization, which renting prompted, and worked hard to find a 
‘suitable’ tenant.

Initially Wrighte courteously offered Richard Benyon the Younger 
first refusal on the estate, but Benyon turned this offer down, despite 
his hopes that the estate would remain in the family. In a letter to 
Wrighte, Benyon described how he felt ‘much obliged to you for your 
attention in giving me the first offer, which numberless reasons tender 
it absolutely impossible for me to accept. I hope however that your res-
olution is not unalterably fixed & that you will still pass many happy 
years there.’36 Wrighte was determined, however, and after careful 
consideration felt that ‘I am to find myself obliged to make a temporary 
resignation of it, but so it must be, for after having been now all most 
two years in possession of this Estate, I  am fully convinced, that the 
unavoidable outgoings and deductions are greater than any Income 
can support’.37 Almost three weeks later, Wrighte wrote to Benyon 
again. He valued Englefield highly and estimated that the rent should 
be 400 guineas per annum, ‘for the use of nearly two thousand Pounds 
worth of furniture & Books, a hundred acres of exceeding rich lands, a 
Park well stocked with Deer a Pond or rather Lake abounding with the 
most excellent Fish, the sporting Liberties of three good Manors, can-
not be thought one farthing too much’.38 Wrighte hoped that Benyon 
would be able to recommend some potential tenants, ‘such a one as 
you yourself may approve of’.39

It is difficult to know whom Richard Benyon would have recom-
mended to Wrighte –  perhaps one of his mother’s family or one of his 
father’s East India Company connections. Wrighte though clearly felt 
that Benyon was well connected enough (particularly perhaps to EIC 
connections with ready money) to recommend someone suitable. 
From Benyon’s correspondence it seems that he was keen for a cer-
tain Mr D’Oyly to take Englefield.40 But after making enquiries through 
Mr Southouse, he found that D’Oyly had already taken Ware Park in 
Hertfordshire.41 By December 1781, Mr Wrighte had found a tenant and 
negotiated a rent of 300 rather than 400 guineas.42 The new tenant of 
Englefield House was the widow of Lord Robert Clive –  Lady Margaret 
Clive (1735– 1817).
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Lady Margaret Clive at Englefield House

It seems that Richard Benyon did not recommend Lady Clive (see Figure 9.2), 
but rather that she came under recommendation from others. Nathaniel 
Wrighte described to Benyon how he had been ‘informed by many who 
had the honour of being acquainted with Lady Clive, that her Ladyship 
was possessed of many excellent Qualities, and that there was no room for 
doubt but that she would take all possible care of the Books, Furniture etc 
left in the house and of the Premises in general’, therefore he ‘prevailed … to  

Figure 9.2 Portrait of Margaret Maskelyne, Lady Clive by Nathaniel 
Dance. Powis Castle, Powys, Wales. © National Trust Images.
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give her Ladyship the preferences to all others who had before made or were 
then making applications for that most delightful place’.43 Wrighte chose 
Lady Clive to be tenant at Englefield in part because he believed that she 
would give due attention to the material objects and interiors belonging to 
the house. He clearly valued Englefield’s interiors and objects highly and was 
prepared to accept a lower rent in order to secure a tenant whom he believed 
would do the same. At the same time, he must have recognized the impor-
tance of a link with a ‘nabobina’ such as Lady Clive who was wealthy and 
well connected.44

Lady Clive was a significant and well- known figure within the 
Company’s networks, and her tenancy of Englefield saw the house’s 
links with the EIC progressively enlarge. As a figure connected to 
wider public conceptions of the Company, Lady Clive’s presence 
consolidated Englefield’s place within the ‘English Hindoostan’. At 
the same time, she welcomed other Company visitors to the house, 
marking this home still further with Company connections. In 1787, 
for instance, Margaret Fowke, niece of the East India Company offi-
cial John Walsh who lived at nearby Warfield Park, planned to marry 
John Benn of Ormathwaite, Cumbria (who had been in the Company’s 
civil service in Calcutta from 1778 to 1786)  at Englefield House. 
Lady Clive was cousin to John Walsh and retained close connections 
with the family and Margaret in particular. Although Margaret ulti-
mately decided to have the ceremony at her brother Francis’s house 
in London and the reception at Richmond on Saturday 30 June 1787, 
she visited Englefield with her new husband in July. Writing to John 
Walsh in 1787, Margaret explained that ‘I should be happy to follow 
your advice in having the ceremony performed at Englefield & should 
receive a most [?]  pleasure from the presence of Lady Clive. The only 
reason why I prefer London & my brother’s house is that it is infinitely 
more private –  a circumstance to my feeling of the utmost moment in 
a marriage.’45 Country houses could be used to host marriage cere-
monies, but they also acted as important sites from which East India 
Company families could launch young daughters onto the marriage 
market.

Lady Clive moved to Englefield in the 1780s in order to place her 
youngest daughter in a suitable location for entry into society. Outside 
of London, but close enough to visit out of season and near to other East 
India Company connections in the area, Englefield was an ideal loca-
tion at this moment in Lady Clive’s life cycle. When that moment ended 
in the late 1780s, she moved to another location. As demonstrated in 
the chapter on Swallowfield Park in this volume, women connected to 
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the East India Company often returned from India with young children 
and led peripatetic lives, moving from country house to country house. 
Similarly, as the chapter on Warfield Park in this volume demonstrates, 
as widows Company women were also often required to become mobile 
in order to fulfill the needs of their families. Lady Clive’s experience fur-
ther illustrates how peripatetic living continued into later life for wid-
ows. Just before her youngest daughter married a certain Mr Walpole, as 
her maternal duties ended, others in the Englefield household assumed 
that Lady Clive would leave for a smaller residence.46 In 1788 as she 
began to look for another house and considered renting Dunston Park, 
located around nine miles away from Englefield House in Thatcham, 
Berkshire, but decided against it. She also looked at some houses in 
Essex. Her efforts to change residence could not have come too soon. In 
1789 Nathaniel Wrighte died and Richard Benyon the Younger inherited 
Englefield.

The Benyon legacy (1789– 1854)

Richard Benyon the Younger’s possession of Englefield was short- 
lived. He died in 1796, leaving his son Richard Benyon (1770– 1854) to 
inherit. On 27 September 1797, a year after his father’s death and his 
own inheritance of Englefield, Richard Benyon married Elizabeth Sykes, 
only daughter of Sir Francis Sykes of Basildon Park. Upon this marriage 
Englefield’s connection with the East India Company grew stronger still. 
At the same time, Benyon’s connections to Berkshire and the English 
establishment likewise increased.

In An Open Elite?, Lawrence and Jeanne C. Fawtier Stone argued 
that between 1540 and 1880 the English elite was not as open as has 
previously been assumed by historians. They asserted that ‘Only a 
very small handful of very rich merchants succeeded in buying their 
way into the elite, and by the second generation they were fully 
assimilated’.47 In contrast, this chapter reminds us that ‘rich mer-
chants’ could both buy and marry into the elite. However, it took 
a third generation for this family to become assimilated, and even 
then assimilation was not necessarily ‘full’. Richard Benyon joined 
the elite by focusing on parliament, local civic responsibilities and 
house building. In 1802, he became MP for Pontefract, remaining in 
this seat until 1806.48 In the same year, Benyon sold Gidea Hall to 
Alexander Black and Englefield became the principal family seat.49 In 
the following two parliaments, from 1806 to 1812, Benyon acted as 
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MP for Wallingford. He continued to focus his attentions on Berkshire 
by becoming Justice of the Peace, Deputy Lieutenant of Berkshire and 
High Sheriff of Berkshire. Benyon’s marriage revealed the coexistence 
of these local connections with wider Company networks: he and his 
‘English’ country house simultaneously figured in local, national and 
global worlds.

From 1806 onwards, Benyon began improving Englefield and 
employed the celebrated architect Sir John Soane (1753– 1837) to  
complete the designs.50 As part of his alterations, Benyon added an ele-
vation to the east front. Gervase Jackson- Stops argues that this change 
suggests that they intended to remove the eighteenth- century Venetian 
windows on the south side and the cupolas to the towers and insert 
a new door and windows.51 He also suggests that the construction of 
the elevation might have been connected with the removal of ‘Paulet 
Wrighte’s offices’ on the east front. In 1814 Benyon was in the fortu-
nate position of acquiring an extensive inheritance through his con-
nections to the Powlett Wrighte family and rapidly adopted the Powlett 
Wrighte name. Eight years later, Richard Benyon Powlett Wrighte’s wife 
Elizabeth died. In that same year 1822, he gained another fortune, from 
his de Beauvoir cousin who owned land in Hackney and became Richard 
Benyon de Beauvoir. With his identity (as signified by his surname) in 
a state of constant flux, Benyon turned to bricks and mortar to fix his 
family in Berkshire and the traditions signified by the English country 
house. He used his newfound wealth to begin another improvement 
campaign at Englefield.52

Initially Benyon de Beauvoir approached architect Thomas 
Hopper, who had previously worked on Penrhyn Castle and Leigh 
Court and restyled Purley Hall between 1818 and 1820. In the 
earliest surviving letter to Hopper, Benyon de Beauvoir included 
a pencil sketch of the south- east corner of the house, outlining 
the addition of two bay windows, which would light the room 
and rooms above it.53 In response to his client’s desire for more 
light, Hopper added windows to the dining room side that repli-
cated the proportions and decorations of the central porch bay. He 
also changed the silhouette of the house by adding a series of tall, 
square turrets, many of which disguised chimneystacks and made 
some internal alterations, for instance the ceilings of the library and  
dining room even though the latter incorporated earlier plasterwork. 
These alterations continued for a decade, and Benyon de Beauvoir 
finally made his last payment to Hopper in 1829.54
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In an 1832 watercolour, John Constable portrayed the changes 
Benyon de Beauvoir had made to Englefield. Constable described 
Englefield as a house still marked by its original construction in the 
Elizabethan period, and it is interesting to conjecture whether Benyon 
himself sought to use this image to project a suppositious Elizabethan 
family history with this home. For Constable’s vision for Englefield as 
an Elizabethan house was reflected not only in the exterior character of 
the house but also in its interior decoration. Very few of the furnishings 
bought by Richard Benyon de Beauvoir survive, but when Jackson- Stops 
researched the house in 1981 he found a battlemented state bed supplied 
in 1833 by the upholsterers Allaway and Davis. It was originally hung 
with blue and silver brocade, the tester ‘trimmed with 52 Blue silk Gothic 
shape ornaments.’55 By using the ‘Gothic shape’, Benyon de Beauvoir 
showed both his engagement with the fashionable Gothic revival move-
ment, which looked to the architecture and arts of the twelfth to sixteenth 
centuries, but also the house’s original Elizabethan history. In this man-
ner, Benyon de Beauvoir aesthetically closed the space between its origi-
nal building and the contemporary moment of his residence at Englefield.

Conclusion

In 1849 Richard Benyon de Beauvoir purchased South Ockenden Hall 
in Essex. The property remained in the family until 1937 when it was 
sold along with the family’s other Essex properties to pay for death 
duties.56 Englefield, however, remained in the Benyon family and 
does so today. Within the Benyon family, therefore, Englefield contin-
ued to be relied upon as a marker of history, lineage and thus power. 
Nevertheless, as this chapter has shown, rather than an apparently 
‘timeless’ continuity of ownership, in the eighteenth century it was 
colonial sources of wealth that allowed the Benyon family to slowly take 
possession of Englefield. Moreover, Company money was important in 
allowing the family to maintain and reconfigure the house in ways that 
asserted its Elizabethan roots, roots that predated the family’s wealth 
and association with the house. Rather than ‘timeless’ continuity, pro-
cesses such as inheritance, marriage and renting constantly brought 
new occupiers to Englefield’s door in the eighteenth century. Amongst 
those new occupiers Richard Benyon, Lady Clive and Elizabeth Sykes 
brought their East India Company connections and wealth and politi-
cal power with them. Hence, Englefield took its due part in the ‘English 
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Hindoostan’ not necessarily because its exterior or interior changed 
but rather because the people connected to it changed its character. 
Englefield continued to act as a ‘power house’ from the sixteenth  
century onwards, but as with many other ‘English’ powerhouses, did so 
as a result of Indian wealth.
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10
Swallowfield Park, Berkshire

From royalist bastion to empire home

Margot Finn

In Swallowfield and Its Owners, published in 1901, Lady Constance 
Russell (wife of the 4th baronet) presented her marital family home 
to readers as a quintessentially ‘English’ country house. Tracing 
Swallowfield’s history seamlessly from the Norman Conquest to the 
Victorian era, her volume embedded this Berkshire country house into a 
continuous narrative of English state formation by underlining its con-
nection to a succession of medieval and Renaissance kings, queens and 
statesmen. Granted as dowry to Elizabeth of York by Henry VII, Lady 
Russell noted, Swallowfield was held in succession by five of Henry VIII’s 
six wives. The present- day house, built by the Tory earl Clarendon in 
the seventeenth century, was later improved by the king’s own architect, 
and served as a royalist bastion into the eighteenth century, a persistent 
association with the English monarchy which Lady Russell repeatedly 
underlined. Like her chapter on ‘Swallowfield and the Dowry of Tudor 
Queens’, her concluding chapter on ‘Some Old Customs and Antiquities 
of Swallowfield’ suggested that the home’s biography exemplified the 
history of merry England.1 This insular, ‘island’ history of Swallowfield 
persists to the present day. Marketing materials for the luxury flats 
carved out of the estate in the twentieth century continue to advertise 
Swallowfield as a ‘classic’, ‘historic’ and ‘traditional’ oasis of English 
country life.2 Described by managing agents Sunley Heritage (itself an 
evocative name) as ‘A Home with a History’, Swallowfield in the twenty- 
first century presents a simulacrum of establishment England, a house 
whose emphatically national heritage is constituted by ‘Politics and 
Nobility’ (see Figure 10.1).3
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This imagined island history, shorn of both European and imperial 
referents, effaces global connections that have shaped this stately home 
for generations. For, as Lady Russell was well aware, Swallowfield’s 
English history had been closely intertwined with British imperial expan-
sion since the early eighteenth century. In 1719, Thomas ‘Diamond’ Pitt 
(1653– 1726) purchased the estate. He had secured a vast private for-
tune by illegal trade in India, and sought to launder this Indian wealth 
through judicious investment in English landed estates.4 Pitt’s acquisition 
set an imperial precedent at Swallowfield that persisted into the nine-
teenth century. The estate passed from East Indian to West Indian hands 
in 1788, when Timothy Hare Earle (1737– 1816) acquired Swallowfield 
for his family. In her 1901 history, Lady Russell passed discretely over 
the source of Earle’s wealth, noting only that he had inherited property 
on St Kitts and that his son later sold Swallowfield ‘in consequence of 
the depreciation of West India property’.5 We know, however, from the 
UCL Legacies of British Slave-ownership project database that Earle was 
a substantial slave- owner:  when emancipation was enacted in 1834, 
he received over £3,600 from Parliament  –  or, just under £3  million 
in current money –  as compensation for his loss of his property in 187 
enslaved persons.6 The ‘depreciation of West India property’ to which 
Lady Russell so delicately alluded followed directly on from Parliament’s 
abolition of the British slave trade in 1807. The excision of slavery from 

Figure 10.1 Swallowfield Park. © Brian Steptoe, FRPS. 
Source: Historic England Archive.
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Swallowfield’s history in her text reflects much wider patterns of selec-
tive amnesia that have shaped British history writing, and British his-
torical consciousness more broadly, since the abolition of Caribbean 
slavery in the 1830s.7

The Russell family’s purchase of Swallowfield from Earle in 1820 
ensured that this ‘English’ home would remain tightly bound to empire 
throughout the Victorian era. Men and women whose two- fold investment 
in English and global domestic life spanned three generations, the Russells 
of Swallowfield illustrate many of the key themes and questions that shape 
this volume. Henry (later Sir Henry) Russell (1751– 1836) was the son of a 
middling Kentish merchant. He rose –  through imperial service in India –  
to great wealth and status, shedding his mercantile origins to secure (for 
himself and his sons) positions within both the British state apparatus and 
English country- house society. Russell’s appointment to the Supreme Court 
of Calcutta in 1797 allowed him to amass a prodigious private fortune, 
and to establish three of his sons in the lucrative service of the East India 
Company (EIC). Sir Henry Russell’s eldest son, also named Henry (1783– 
1852), served in the civil and political service of the Company from 1797 
until 1820, assisted at Hyderabad for many years by his brother Charles 
(1786– 1856). A younger brother Frank Russell (1790– 1852) joined his 
siblings in the Company’s employment in 1806 as a Bengal civil servant, 
and died at Chittagong; his son and namesake Francis Whitworth Russell  
(1829– 72) died at Jubbulpore, a Major in the Bengal army. The 1st bar-
onet’s wife, Lady Russell (1764– 1814), also participated actively in the 
family’s imperial project, bearing the last two of Sir Henry’s ten children 
in Calcutta, before returning to England to begin the couple’s search for 
an appropriate home, a country house in which the family intended their 
new private fortune (and the power it conferred) to be made publically 
manifest.8

In all this, Swallowfield Park is an archetypal English country 
estate. Now converted from a single- family residence into luxury flats, 
Swallowfield Park’s stately home illustrates a longstanding country 
house tradition that has adapted in successive centuries to major changes 
in Britain’s economic, social, cultural and political landscape. Its archi-
tecture and history are caught up in the events that saw England emerge 
from the seventeenth century as a parliamentary democracy. Yet the 
evolving biography of this family seat was also fundamentally shaped by 
its entanglement with a wider British colonial world in which –  contem-
porary Britons alleged –  ‘Oriental’ exoticism and despotism held sway. In 
what follows, I situate Swallowfield within this broad imperial context by 
tracing the estate’s acquisition and transformation in the late Georgian 
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and early Victorian periods. Purchased by Sir Henry Russell, 1st baronet, 
in 1820, Swallowfield was remodelled, redecorated and recreated in the 
following decades by its new proprietor’s eldest son, Henry (later the 2nd 
baronet). The Russells’ purchase of Swallowfield attests to the crucial role 
played by Britain’s empire in underpinning country house society, cul-
ture and politics in late Georgian England.9 The strategic refurbishment 
of Swallowfield by the 2nd baronet in the 1830s and 1840s highlights 
the role of men in fashioning the imperial domestic interior and reminds 
us of the salience of European art and design in the construction of 
‘English’ interiors.10 The aesthetic and social histories of the house attest 
to the use of Indian capital, material culture and built environments by 
Company men and women to entrench their status and privilege as white 
Europeans within the imperial order. They also forcefully illustrate the 
stratagems deployed by Company families to conceal selected aspects 
of their Indian histories, and to police the racialized boundaries of the 
family circle. Viewed alongside our new understanding of the entwined 
histories of Caribbean slavery and the country house,11 a global and colo-
nial analysis of Swallowfield allows this stately home’s ‘Englishness’ to 
be seen both as a material manifestation of imperial wealth and as the 
product of an ongoing process marked by the sublimation and erasure of 
imperial power.12

Swallowfield before the Russells

The royal associations so lovingly detailed by Lady Russell in the first 
chapters of Swallowfield and Its Owners persisted beyond the Tudor 
era, growing entangled in the eighteenth century with the biographies 
of statesmen whose wealth and power extended beyond England and 
Europe to imperial theatres of war and empire. Present- day Swallowfield 
house was built in 1689– 91 by Henry Hyde, the second earl of Clarendon 
(1638– 1709), replacing the Tudor mansion of the alchemist and antiquary 
William Backhouse (1593– 1662). In these early decades, the home’s 
history lay largely within the confines of an English narrative of English 
history. Clarendon had taken as his second wife William Backhouse’s 
daughter, the heiress Flower Backhouse (1641– 1700). Owing debts of 
over £19,000, the second earl sold lands (eventually including the Hyde 
family seat, Cornbury) to stave off his creditors, and retreated to his wife’s 
estate at Swallowfield to reduce his expenditure. Through its connection 
with Clarendon, seventeenth- century Swallowfield was associated with 
both the Court party and the Stuart cause. As an infant, Henry Hyde had 
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been taken into continental exile by his parents after the royalist defeat 
in the Civil War. His subsequent political career, with only a few short- 
lived departures, was staunchly royalist. Having declined to accept the 
new regime imposed by the Glorious Revolution of 1689, Clarendon was 
imprisoned in the Tower by William III in 1690 and 1691.13

Denied a place in parliamentary politics by his continued allegiance 
to the Stuart cause, Clarendon turned to the consolations of domestic 
architecture. In replacing the existing Tudor mansion at Swallowfield 
with a new country house, he chose William Talman (c.1650– 1719) as 
his architect. Talman, who as comptroller of the king’s works under-
took Hampton Court Palace’s interior decoration, has been described 
as ‘the leading country house architect of the late seventeenth century, 
responsible for some of the most innovative and influential designs of 
the period’. He is now known for producing ‘a group of relatively plain 
Renaissance- style houses’ that includes Swallowfield. Talman was also 
the architect of Holywell House, St Albans (which he built for John and 
Sarah Churchill in c.1686), of Richard Lumley’s Stanstead Park, Sussex 
(built from 1686 to 1690) and of Uppark, also in Sussex (built for Ford 
Grey in c.1690). A small vestibule at Swallowfield is now the only sur-
viving Talman interior. Other country houses that bear the impress 
of Talman’s hand include Burghley House, Northamptonshire and 
Chatsworth House, Derbyshire.14

If its association with the Hyde family connected Swallowfield to 
England’s tumultuous transition from Stuart absolutism to constitutional 
monarchy, the eighteenth century initiated its protracted association 
with British rule in India. In 1719 Swallowfield passed from Tory into 
emphatically Whig hands with its purchase by the politician and nouveau 
riche Indian merchant Thomas Pitt (1653– 1726).15 Born in Dorset, Pitt 
gained notoriety for his opposition to the EIC’s trade monopoly in Asia. He 
first set sail for India in 1673, and rapidly became a successful interloper 
in the Company’s developing commercial empire –  much to the chagrin 
of the Court of Directors. Having returned to England in the 1680s, Pitt 
was elected MP for Old Sarum, and lambasted the Company’s monopoly 
over Indian trade from the safety of his seat in the House of Commons. 
He journeyed back to India as an interloping merchant in 1693, forcing 
the Company’s directors to reconcile themselves to his commercial pres-
ence on the subcontinent. Although Pitt remained estranged from many 
senior EIC figures, he secured appointment by the Company in the late 
1690s as Governor of Fort St George at Madras (present- day Chennai).16

From his base in Madras, Pitt accumulated a vast fortune, a process 
of enrichment perhaps best exemplified by his purchase from an Indian 
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merchant in 1702 of a 410- carat diamond.17 Acquired for £20,400 and 
shipped to England to be cut and sold for profit, this gem initially proved 
a vexing investment. Warfare had disrupted the European diamond 
market, and Pitt (who sailed from India for Europe in 1709) succeeded 
in selling his Indian jewel only in 1717. The Pitt diamond, purchased 
for £125,000 by the Regent of France, came to adorn the French crown, 
was worn by Marie Antoinette and later decorated Napoleon I’s sword. 
In the meantime, profits from his lucrative Indian commercial deal-
ings and the sale of his diamond had allowed Pitt, the son of a Dorset 
rector, to purchase extensive estates that stretched from Cornwall to 
Westminster. Shortly after the sale of his Indian gemstone, Thomas 
‘Diamond’ Pitt established himself as a Berkshire country gentleman 
at Swallowfield. He died there in 1726, leaving this new country seat 
to his son Robert (c.1680– 1727), who like his father had traded as a 
free merchant in Madras before settling in the Berkshire countryside. 
Intrepid trader and Whig politician, Pitt in India had laid the founda-
tions of a political dynasty that was to include two Georgian prime min-
isters: his grandson William Pitt, first earl Chatham (1708– 78) and his 
great- grandson William Pitt the Younger (1759– 1806).18 This was a 
lineage –  at once domestic and imperial, and marked by the Pitt fami-
ly’s successful transition from mercantile interlopers to revered states-
men  –  which Lady Russell in 1901 was happy to own for her home. 
Her history of Swallowfield devotes four chapters to Governor Pitt and 
his progeny  –  including one chapter dedicated to the Pitt Diamond  –   
notwithstanding Lady Russell acknowledged that Pitt’s business  
dealings for the Company lacked a scrupulous regard for honour.19

The Russells in India: Anglo- Indian tastes

Swallowfield changed hands several times in the Georgian era, and its 
link to Britain’s expanding Indian empire was temporarily broken. The 
Pitt family sold the estate in 1737, reportedly for £20,770; in 1783, 
Sylvanus Bevan purchased Swallowfield from Colonel John Dodd. It 
was Bevan who sold the estate in 1788, to the Caribbean plantation 
owner Timothy Hare Earle, reconnecting Swallowfield to Britain’s 
imperial networks. His son, Timothy Hare Altabon Earle (1779– 1836), 
inherited Swallowfield in 1816. Earle’s fortune declined as West Indian 
wealth depreciated in the early nineteenth- century. Swallowfield’s 
lands were enclosed in 1817, an agrarian strategy calculated to drive 
up its landlord’s profits.20 But in 1820 –  when Earle, a staunch royalist, 
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served as sheriff of Berkshire –  the combination of a declining fortune 
and an extravagant lifestyle forced Swallowfield’s sale. Earle retired to 
a dower- house near Wokingham, where he died in 1836, shortly after 
Parliament awarded him compensation of over £3,600 for loss of his 
property in 187 enslaved persons on St Kitts.21

With its sale by Timothy Hare Altabon Earle to the Russell family, 
Swallowfield’s imperial associations reverted from the West to the East 
Indies, a development that exemplifies the broader ‘swing to the East’ 
within the British empire in the aftermath of the loss of the American 
colonies.22 Sir Henry Russell, 1st baronet (1751– 1836) had been 
born in Dover, the son of a merchant. Educated at Charterhouse and 
Cambridge, Russell trained in the law at Lincoln’s Inn. His legal ability 
and a strategic marriage combined to raise his social aspirations and 
economic prospects. In 1782, as a widower, Russell took as his second 
wife Anne Barbara Whitworth (d. 1814), the youngest daughter of Sir 
Charles Whitworth (c.1721– 78) and sister to Charles, Earl Whitworth  
(1752– 1825). In 1797 Russell was knighted and appointed a judge of the 
Bengal Supreme Court, launching his family into an imperial sphere they 
would continue to occupy for generations.23

India was the making of the Russell family. The judge reached 
Bengal in 1798, where his eldest son Henry (1783– 1852) took up an 
appointment in the Company’s civil service. The younger Russell children  
remained in England, but Lady Russell (having given birth to her eighth 
child in December 1797)  set sail for Bengal with her nieces Mary Lloyd 
and Rose Aylmer (1779– 1800) in tow  –  both joining the so- called  
‘fishing fleet’ of nubile British daughters who tried their fortunes on the  
colonial marriage market.24 The reunited Russells now settled in Calcutta 
(present- day Kolkata), where the street on which they lived continues 
to bear their name.25 The couple’s two youngest children were born in 
India. Rose Aylmer (1800– 89) was named to commemorate her cousin, 
who had died of a tropical fever before she could secure a husband, and 
George Lake (b. 1802)  was named for the first Viscount Lake of Delhi 
(1744– 1808), commander- in- chief of the army in India and a distant rela-
tion.26 Two further sons later joined their father in Bengal. Charles Russell  
(1786– 1856) had arrived at his parents’ Calcutta home by 1802, a cadet in 
the Company’s Bengal army. Their third son, the feckless Francis Whitworth 
Russell (1790– 1852), was appointed to the Bengal civil service in 1808, 
and remained in India, with only short sojourns home, until his death.27

The processes by which the Russells’ Indian careers shaped 
their engagement with English country house culture are complex 
and multi- layered. By the time they returned to Britain, Sir Henry 
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and his eldest sons were so- called ‘nabobs’, officials whose access to 
Asian wealth allowed them to construct new identities through the 
acquisition and use of new built environments and a global array of 
material goods.28 High salaries, gifts from ‘Oriental’ potentates and 
opportunities for commercial profit swelled the family’s coffers in 
India, laying the financial foundations upon which Swallowfield’s 
purchase and refurbishment would later rest. From 1798 until his 
departure for England in 1813, Sir Henry presided over his often- 
distant family from his home in Chowringhee, Calcutta. His eldest 
son, Henry, was appointed assistant to the Resident of Hyderabad 
in 1800. (The Resident was the Company’s political agent to the 
Hyderabad court, whose ruler was the Nizam of Hyderabad). Henry’s 
career later took him to Madras (Chennai), where he married his 
first wife, Jane Casamaijor (1789– 1808) and furnished his first mar-
ital home in 1808.29 After a brief interval in Poona (Pune), he was 
appointed Resident at Hyderabad, where his brother Charles served 
as his assistant until 1819. Their mother’s return to England with the 
two youngest Russell children in 1804 connected Henry and Charles 
closely to London’s metropolitan consumer markets during their 
prolonged residence in India, as did the in- laws acquired through 
Henry’s first marriage. At home in England, Lady Russell travelled 
between a succession of rented English country homes, spa towns 
and London dwellings with her younger children while awaiting Sir 
Henry’s return. This peripatetic life allowed the family to sample a 
wide array of rural retreats and town houses prior to the purchase of 
Swallowfield in 1820, notwithstanding the Russell men’s residence 
in India.

Colonial Calcutta was a vast emporium of luxury goods in this 
period. Ships’ captains purchased fashionable items in London for resale 
to Europeans in Calcutta, while skilled Indian craftsmen manufactured 
not only ‘native’ textiles and furnishings but also imitations of European 
luxuries and products in which European and ‘Oriental’ components 
were melded.30 Auction houses plied a lively trade in both new items 
of fashion and second- hand goods  –  left behind by Company servants 
returning home, or released for sale by less fortunate men and women, 
who succumbed each year to the tropical climate.31 In this burgeoning 
consumer culture, the Russells developed sophisticated and demanding 
consumer tastes, which they would later elaborate at Swallowfield. The 
family’s domestic life in India centred around three urban hubs: Calcutta, 
Hyderabad and Madras. Employment in Madras, Poona and Hyderabad 
exposed the brothers to south Indian craftsmanship and familiarized 
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them with the consumer markets of Bombay (Mumbai). The return of 
first Sir Henry and then his two eldest sons to England between 1814 
and 1820, moreover, was swiftly followed by their departure for Europe 
on shopping expeditions to Paris, Rome, Venice, Florence and other 
European centres of fine art, trade and industry. Recorded in exceptional 
detail in the letters that passed between the far- flung family members, 
Swallowfield’s formation as the Russells’ English family seat was a global, 
not a national, collective family enterprise.

Sir Henry’s house in Calcutta functioned as a clearinghouse for 
goods sent to and from his sons in south India. It was through this chan-
nel that Henry and Charles received fashionable goods from their kin-
folk in England, and through this conduit too that the brothers sent gifts 
of Asian luxuries to their political patrons at home. When Charles first 
arrived in Calcutta in 1802, Henry promptly wrote from Hyderabad to 
discover whether his sibling had brought him any fashionable European 
goods, and to enquire whether their aunt, Lady Aylmer, had received 
his gift of Oriental fans.32 Equipping his sons with appropriate domestic 
goods as they established their imperial careers was a task that Sir Henry 
took seriously. When Charles was appointed to a junior post in Hyderabad 
in 1804, his father sent him household items by sea from Calcutta. The 
list of these goods underlines the Russells’ ambitions to genteel status: it 
included a writing table, a chest of drawers, a stand for a chillumchee 
(basin for washing hands), a looking glass, book shelves and language 
and history books. Alive to the tendency of young Company men to  
succumb to the allure of the Indian marketplace and fall into debt, Sir 
Henry admonished Charles that from this time he must financially ‘be on 
your own bottom’.33

Henry Russell’s brief interval of employment in Madras saw fur-
niture and matrimony come to the forefront of his sensibilities.34 By the 
early nineteenth century, colonial Madras had both a flourishing mar-
riage market and a thriving consumer culture inspired by conceptions 
of fashionable gentility.35 Charles suspected his brother of harbouring 
matrimonial intentions when Henry wrote requesting him to send ‘the 
large Bed, with the Bedding, [and] the net Counterpane’ which he had 
left behind in Hyderabad. Henry acknowledged that ‘The Precision 
of my Orders about the Bedding and Irish Net was certainly very sus-
picious’, but hastened to deny that these instructions were a token of 
his intentions toward ‘the charming Jane’ Casamaijor, the daughter 
of a senior Company civil servant.36 In the event, in October Jane and 
Henry indeed married, and settled into a home that Henry had fur-
nished with lavish abandon. Jane’s agonizing death a few weeks later 
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led to Henry’s dispersal of these marital goods, which reminded him too 
painfully of her. In January 1809 he wrote to Charles announcing the 
imminent sale of his furniture and plate. Subsequent letters detailed his 
sale of items that were the height of Madras fashion at the time, blend-
ing European motifs with the current craze for all things Egyptian. The 
list of goods Henry disposed of underscores the importance of colonial 
consumption in shaping Company men’s domestic tastes. Items sold by 
Henry included 12 black varnished chairs with a red Etruscan border, a  
12- foot long ottoman covered in chintz, a bookcase with Egyptian 
bronze figures, two couches in the Egyptian style and ‘a pair of the new-
est fashioned Sofa Tables on Pillar Legs inlaid with Brass and fitted up 
with Brass Ornaments’.37 These items, combining goods crafted from 
Indian and African materials with new fashions current in Europe, illus-
trate the cosmopolitan markets in which Company men’s concepts of the 
domestic interior were formed, far from their English homes, and yet 
enmeshed in intimate, familial households which boasted close ties to 
European markets.38

Hyderabad, where Charles and Henry resided together for nearly 
a decade after Henry’s appointment as Resident in 1810, afforded the 
brothers a rich canvas for interior design. A princely state renowned for 
its wealth, exceptionally rich material culture, craftsmanship and politi-
cal intrigue, Hyderabad state was a key cog in the Company’s subsidiary 
alliance system, its autonomy increasingly under the Company’s sway in 
Russell’s day.39 It was here that the brothers developed a dynamic and 
enduring partnership, carefully calculated to deploy material culture 
to establish their family’s social status and political power. Although 
Hyderabad’s fortunes were on the wane, the city and its surrounding 
state remained a vital centre of wealth, luxury and Company diplomacy. 
Its opulence fed in part by the diamond trade, Hyderabad was known 
for its rich bazaars and elegant pleasure gardens. The British Residency 
was located opposite the old city, across the river Musi. Both Henry and 
Charles had first served at Hyderabad during the Residency of James 
Achilles Kirkpatrick (1764– 1805; Resident 1797– 1805). At the outset 
of Kirkpatrick’s tenure, the Residency complex was a disorderly assem-
blage of buildings. Poorly constructed and rapidly deteriorating, the 
Resident’s two- storey house was surrounded by the many bungalows of 
his staff, each including a zenana wing to house the men’s Indian wives, 
concubines, children, servants and slaves. Kirkpatrick himself, scandal-
ously, had not only settled with but married a Hyderabadi Muslim noble-
woman, Begum Khair un- Nissa (1786– 1813), with whom he had two 
children.40
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In 1800, Kirkpatrick conceived an ambitious building campaign 
which, within a few years, transformed the Residency into a Palladian 
palace notable for its combination of European and Indian stylistic  
elements. Gardens laid out along conventional Mughal lines surrounded 
a capacious zenana; a veranda surrounded the Resident’s new house, 
which boasted a durbar hall for which Kirkpatrick ordered a carpet mea-
suring 60 by 30 feet. But the Residency’s new structures, ornamentation 
and furnishings also emphatically pronounced the Britishness of the 
Company’s waxing power in Hyderabad. Its classical Palladian exterior 
commanded a deer park overlooked by a pediment carved with the East 
India Company’s arms. The house itself boasted a grand salon, a gallery 
with a painted ceiling and an elaborate chandelier reputedly sold to the 
Company by the Prince of Wales.41

Delayed by business at Poona, Henry Russell took up resi-
dence at Hyderabad only in 1811. In the intervening months Charles 
assumed oversight of the Residency’s refurbishment. The question of 
whether to amplify or repress the Residency’s Mughal stylistic motifs 
occupied them both in these months. Kirkpatrick’s immediate suc-
cessor as Resident had sought to reduce the Residency’s close links 
with Hyderabadi culture  –  earlier enhanced by Kirkpatrick’s liaison 
with Khair un- Nissa –  in keeping with Company pressure to expunge 
visible evidence of this scandalous alliance.42 Henry Russell was awk-
wardly placed in this context. After Kirkpatrick’s death and prior to 
his own first marriage, he had begun an intimate relationship with 
Khair himself. He remained in contact with her and her female rel-
atives for years thereafter, but  –  intent to conceal this relationship 
from his superiors in the Company service –  used Charles as his inter-
mediary.43 At Hyderabad, Henry (like Kirkpatrick before him) insisted 
on adherence to strict Indian caste rules in the Residency kitchens.44 
But Russell, newly rich and immensely ambitious, was keen to stamp 
the Residency with an elite European impress. He wrote to Charles 
that he was willing to pay his predecessor a thousand pounds for 
his library, and was also happy to purchase his sporting prints. He 
also ordered vast quantities of new furnishings from Calcutta’s select 
emporia. On 29 August 1810, Henry informed Charles that as the 
Residency’s alterations reached completion he had resolved to pur-
chase ‘an entirely new Set of Furniture adapted to it from Calcutta’ 
and wished to have Charles’s advice on its selection. The acquisition 
of fashionable European goods threw Henry upon the mercy of his 
Casamaijor in- laws. He remitted £3,500 to Elizabeth Casamaijor (his 
late wife’s mother, herself enmeshed in the Company’s metropolitan 
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patronage networks) in London, and reported happily in 1812 that 
she had despatched busts, glassware and china to him on the William 
Beasley and City of London. The goods were shipped to Madras, to 
be forwarded to Henry in Hyderabad by his deceased wife’s father, 
yet another example of the key roles played by family and in- laws in 
mediating colonial consumer and patronage relations.45

The furnishings selected by Henry were not uniformly European. 
His prints of fox- hunting, for example, were complemented in the 
Residency by pictures depicting scenes from the Arabian Nights. But 
European styles and motifs increasingly supplanted Kirkpatrick’s more 
cosmopolitan furnishings. Notwithstanding his privileged access through 
his Company connections to the luxury products of Jingdezhen, Henry 
commissioned his mother- in- law to send him British chinaware, a shift 
from Chinese to domestic porcelain that reflected new trends in English 
taste.46 Henry’s new Hyderabad furniture included gilt chairs, ‘splendid 
beyond anything I could conceive’, as he wrote to Charles, while ‘Wilton’s 
Vases are very elegant, and exquisitely worked’. The Residency’s library 
projected with particular force Henry’s determination to be numbered 
among the empire’s gentlemanly elite. Forty feet long, it included busts 
of the ‘Ancients’ on one side and the ‘Moderns’ on another. Here the 
knowledge systems that underpinned colonial power were encapsulated 
not in the Islamic and Hindu texts revered by earlier Company men such 
as William ‘Oriental’ Jones (1746– 94), but instead in sculptures that 
depicted Aristotle, Homer, Cicero, Shakespeare, Milton, Newton, Locke, 
Burke, Fox and Pitt.47

Family portraits were an integral part of the furnishing of Georgian 
country houses, items of material culture that allowed men and women 
of new wealth to inscribe the walls of their homes with venerable family 
lineages, of varying degrees of fiction or veracity.48 Portraits specifically 
commissioned by Henry for the Residency both enhanced its European 
emphasis and reminded visitors that the Russells were now a powerful 
and well- connected imperial clan. In 1812 Henry commissioned George 
Chinnery (1774– 1852), the premier society artist of colonial Calcutta in 
this period, to paint a portrait of Sir Henry for the Residency –  an image 
that remains at Swallowfield today. He supplemented memorial por-
traits of Jane Casamaijor with images of her surviving female kinfolk, 
commissioned together with portraits of Henry’s mother and sisters.49

By the time that Henry (in considerable disgrace) left Hyderabad 
for England in 1820, the Residency had gained international renown for 
its magnificence. Its splendour was celebrated in many engravings, litho-
graphs and watercolours in the following years, a reputation that Henry 
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was keen to burnish.50 Life in Calcutta and at the Hyderabad Residency 
set a high bar for the Russell family in England: Sir Henry’s letters to his 
wife during his visit to his sons in Hyderabad, immediately prior to his 
return to England in 1813, exulted in the opulence, status and power 
exemplified in their Residency life. His reception at Hyderabad had 
reduced him to tears. Mounted on an elephant, Sir Henry was greeted 
solemnly at the Residency gate by a band playing ‘God Save the King’. 
Describing the Residency as ‘a most magnificent palace’, he observed 
rhetorically: ‘Who could have believed that I, who started from such an 
humble origin, should ever witness such a scene; that I should ever be 
of Rank enough to be received with such Honors, [sic] & that my own 
Son should pay them.’51 Establishing an English country seat that could 
match their lavish Indian homes would tax the Russell men’s financial 
and cultural capital heavily in the next quarter of a century.

Testing the English market

Until recently, historians have paid little attention to women’s role in 
shaping country house culture in England, but it was Lady Russell who 
led the first stage of the family’s protracted migration from their elite 
residences on the subcontinent to the stately home.52 She sailed from 
India in the Preston in 1804, taking with her the two youngest children 
and two female Indian servants (known in the family as ‘Black Mary’ 
and Anne Ayah, albeit the latter was re- named Mrs Williams when she 
began to serve as a lady’s maid in England).53 In the decade before Sir 
Henry joined her, Lady Russell established a succession of transient 
households for her five daughters and three youngest sons in London, 
Bath, Tunbridge Wells, Dover, Walmer (a convenient spot for smuggling 
goods from India ashore) and the countryside. By spring 1806, assisted 
by her brother Whitworth, she had taken an extended lease on a house 
at Hookwood, Surrey, surrounded by several acres of garden.54 A  few 
months later, she and her family were residing in town, occupying a 
small rented house in Park Lane opposite the Grosvenor Gate and adja-
cent to the residence of a Whitworth aunt. The Park Lane house had 
been taken to allow the Russells’ eldest daughter, Anne (d. 1808) to be 
presented at Court, an essential step in the family’s campaign to secure 
their status within the upper classes. Her younger sons’ fortunes were 
cultivated by ensuring that they enjoyed privileged access to her brother 
Whitworth, by being placed in schools near his stately home in Kent, 
Knole.55
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Complaints from Sir Henry in India about the excessive cost of Lady 
Russell’s peripatetic lifestyle in England were a leitmotif in the couple’s 
correspondence. She wrote to Charles in 1809 about her chronic worry 
regarding ‘money concerns: they so much vex and hurt me that at times 
I  feel entirely wretched’.56 A month later, she took her children to visit 
their uncle Whitworth at Buckhurst Park, his East Sussex estate. Here her 
younger sons enjoyed their uncle’s largesse, prompting their mother to 
write to India to petition her second eldest son for Indian shawls, luxury 
items that figured prominently in the family’s patronage networks.57 In 
1811, she took a house near Knole at Riverhead, Kent, but this proved 
only a temporary settlement. By 1813 Lady Russell was based in London 
at Baker Street, but informed Sir Henry that she had taken a lease on a 
house and stables at Clifton for £350 per annum. It was from the Clifton 
residence that she reported to her husband how much her London friends 
had admired the family portraits she had sent to Henry in Hyderabad. 
Clifton too, however, proved only a temporary way- station. Caroline 
Russell wrote to her brother Charles in 1814, shortly before their moth-
er’s death, that she had taken a three- year lease on Cannon Hill, a large 
villa with a park five miles from Windsor Castle.58 This was the family’s 
first step into the ‘English Hindoostan’ of Berkshire, home to so many 
returned Company nabobs.59

Sir Henry sailed for England in the Metcalfe, which departed 
Calcutta on 13 December 1813. His reunion with his wife, who died on 
1 August 1814, was only brief. For the next several years he headed a 
household at 62, Wimpole Street, London that –  until their marriages –  
included his four surviving daughters, Caroline (1792– 1869), Kate 
(1795– 1845), Henrietta (b. 1797) and Rose (1800– 89). His two young-
est sons, the clergyman William Whitworth Russell (1795– 1847) and the 
lawyer George Lake Russell (b. 1802), visited at Wimpole Street when 
not absent at school or university. Sir Henry, who had critiqued his wife’s 
apparent extravagance in England from his base in Calcutta, was shocked 
to learn at firsthand about the cost of genteel English life. In January 
1816, he wrote to Charles that ‘the expense of living in England is not to 
be conceived: the furnishing my House, which I have done elegantly; & 
the portioning [that is, the allocation of a marriage settlement to] Kate, 
which I must do liberally, have reduced my Finances very much: but by 
keeping as much of my property as can be prudently kept, at Hyderabad, 
at 12 [%]  … Interest, I hope in a short time to be recruited’.60 His descrip-
tions of the furnishing of the house at Wimpole Street help to explain 
Sir Henry’s perceptions of the high cost of living in London. Returned to 
England after years of service on the subcontinent, Sir Henry promptly 
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took his daughters to the continent to shop.61 The house at Wimpole 
Street, he wrote to Charles, ‘is magnificently furnished; the clocks, can-
delabras, & vases, which we brought from Paris, added to the Ebony 
Chairs, crimson & gold curtains … large Mirrors, & several beautiful cab-
inets, make it really very superb & the taste of Caroline has preserved apt-
ness & uniformity in the colouring’.62 Eschewing Asiatic commodities for 
French furnishings was a sensible strategy for Sir Henry’s re- immersion 
in Georgian culture and society. Caricatures of the tastelessness and 
effeminacy of ‘Oriental’ excess were widely pervasive in English litera-
ture and culture.63 Significantly however, it was his Indian investments –  
Hyderabad’s 12 per cent interest rate far outpaced returns of 3– 4 per cent 
on the London markets –  that funded Russell’s European expenditure.

Although Sir Henry settled in London, neither he nor his eldest 
sons had abandoned their collective intention to translate their Indian 
fortunes into English landed estates. To the contrary, Sir Henry’s  
elevation to a Baronetcy and appointment to the Privy Council expanded 
their ambitions to join the governing elite. In 1813 he had written to his 
wife that he intended to combine his wealth with that of his sons: Sir 
Henry proposed to pay £100,000, his son Henry £60,000 and Charles 
£40,000, with the rents divided proportionately.64 Henry Russell was 
reluctant to return to England from Hyderabad until he could ensure an 
annual income of £3,000, which he estimated would require an invest-
ment in land of £80,000. Desire for wealth vied with social ambition 
in Henry’s investment calculations. The yield on government bonds 
was greater than that on land, but gentility held sway over mere prof-
its as he contemplated his return to England: ‘I had rather have 3,000 
a Year in Landed Property, than 5,000 in the Funds’, he wrote to Sir  
Henry in 1815.65

Henry Russell’s second marriage, to a Catholic woman from the 
French royalist enclave of colonial Pondicherry, significantly compli-
cated these plans. Solemnized in Hyderabad in 1816, this was the second 
marriage Henry had undertaken precipitously and without his father’s 
consent. As a union with a French Catholic, it presented obstacles to his 
establishment as an English gentleman of the governing elite at home, 
where the campaigns for the inclusion of Catholics within the political 
nation were to generate internecine political conflict in the 1820s and 
1830s. Henry broke the news of his second marriage to his father with 
a characteristic combination of bravado and emotional blackmail. ‘My 
Marriage will hardly affect the Amount of my Fortune, or require me, on 
that Account, to stay longer in India than I otherwise should have done’, 
he wrote to Sir Henry in October 1816. ‘But when I  find that you are 
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estranged, and that your Door will be shut against me, I shall have lost 
one of the strongest inducements I had to return to England, and shall 
probably therefore remain more years at Hyderabad, and amass a greater 
Fortune, than I have hitherto intended.’66

Clotilde Mottet (c.1795– 1872) bore Henry four children in rapid 
succession in India, of whom two (Henry and Anne) survived to sail with 
the couple for England in 1820. Notwithstanding his initial shock at 
this union, Sir Henry was readily reconciled to his new daughter- in- law 
(not least because she bore him several grandsons), and the purchase 
of country seats again moved to the forefront of the Russells’ ambitions. 
Sir Henry had contemplated the acquisition of Summer Hill estate (near 
Tunbridge Wells, one of his wife’s many resting- places on her transit 
through town and countryside upon returning to England) for £125,000 
in 1815, but ultimately decided against the purchase.67 He also sought 
to negotiate the purchase of Gosfield Hall in Essex for £120,000, but the 
Duke of Buckingham had insisted on 150,000 guineas, and this sale too 
was unsuccessful.68

While his father debated the merits of properties such as these, 
Henry Russell and his wife plunged into fashionable European consumer 
markets (see Figure 10.2). Throughout the revolutionary and Napoleonic 
wars, aristocratic collectors had continued to acquire French furniture 
for their country houses, with bronze statuary and boulle veneer mar-
quetry –  often embellished with ‘Oriental’ motifs –  especially prominent 
among their purchases.69 January 1822 saw Henry write to Charles from 
Paris, where he and Clotilde had already begun to purchase furnishings 
for their prospective home. Here Henry acquired bronze horses for 1,500 
francs and a chest of drawers for 500 francs, holding back from other 
purchases only because he lacked a house in which to put them. As in 
Hyderabad, he relied on Charles for aesthetic advice. ‘I wait for your 
Opinion before I decide whether to buy some pieces of very fine Bowle 
[sic: boulle] Furniture which are for sale here’, he wrote to Charles, con-
cluding with instructions for a vase, adorned with an elephant’s head, 
that he had commissioned to be made in London.70

Back in England, Henry and Clotilde joined the landed gentry, if 
only vicariously, when they took a lease on Sutton Park, Bedfordshire in 
1822. The family seat of the Burgoyne family, Sutton Park was connected 
to both the North American and the Indian empire through its propri-
etors’ military service. The 7th baronet, Sir John Burgoyne (1739– 85), 
had been a cavalry officer in India in the 1780s, marrying and dying in 
the Madras Presidency.71 Sutton Park’s material culture provided Henry 
with an object lesson in the successful assimilation of imperial wealth 
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into a genteel English landed lineage. ‘The place that we have taken 
belongs to the family of the Burgoynes, and has … for generations’, he 
wrote to a friend in Hyderabad. ‘They are one of the oldest Families in 
England: the Hall is lined with the Pictures of their Ancestors.’ Costing 
Henry only £300 per annum, the house was also ideally placed to pre-
serve his links with the families that had provided him with powerful 
political patronage in India. Its location near the Great Northern Road 
made Sutton Park a convenient staging post for the family of the late 
Gilbert Elliot, first Earl Minto (1751– 1814) –  who as Governor General 
had promoted Henry to the Hyderabad Residency, and whose son John 
Elliott had married Jane Casamaijor’s sister, Amelia –  as they travelled 
between London and their family seat in the Scottish Borders, Minto. 
‘The Dowager Lady Minto, when she was coming here, actually drove 
past the Park, not thinking it possible such a place to be had for so low a 
rent as she knew I paid’, Henry observed. ‘The habits of Country life too 
are much more like those of India, and I do not like them a bit the less on 
that Account’, he concluded with satisfaction.72

Figure 10.2 Sir Henry Russell, 2nd Baronet, by Sir Francis Leggatt 
Chantry. © National Portrait Gallery, London.
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Swallowfield and its reformation

If Sutton Park served to whet Henry Russell’s appetite for settled life as an 
English country gentleman, the purchase of Swallowfield in 1820 finally 
brought this aspiration to fruition.73 He moved his family to Reading 
and then to Brighton while extensive renovations were undertaken at 
Swallowfield.74 Yet again, Charles stepped in to supervise renovations 
and furnishing in Henry’s absence. In October 1826 he wrote to Henry to 
describe designs for Swallowfield’s mantelpieces and statuary prepared 
by the London tradesman Atkinson, and debated the relative merits of 
Sienna and black and gold marble for the dining room.75 Soft furnishings 
for Swallowfield preoccupied Charles a month later. Cotton fabrics that a 
century before had been exotic luxury handicrafts imported from India to 
England were now available at short notice from domestic British manu-
factories. Charles wrote that their supplier had sent Henry ‘a parcel of pat-
terns of chintz for bed furniture. If you like them, but would prefer them in 
other colours, they can be printed in any colour you please, in the course of 
three weeks’, he marvelled.76

Although new British manufactures were often appealing, his 
increasingly cosmopolitan knowledge of the luxury market often caused 
Charles concern. As the family increasingly familiarized itself with 
French fashions –  a development assisted by visits to Clotilde’s Parisian 
relations  –  a preference for continental material culture increasingly 
challenged the brothers’ British and colonial tastes.77 Upon returning 
from a French excursion in 1827, Charles fretted about the quality of the 
new wallpaper at Swallowfield. ‘Where the pattern of the paper is pretty 
& full, the rooms look handsome, but in two or three of them the paper 
looks rather common; perhaps more so from my having just seen such 
rich papers in France’, he observed.78 Their London supplier had shown 
Charles patterns for Swallowfield’s silk furnishings, but again Charles was 
concerned that silks from Lyons that he and Henry had seen in France 
were superior.79 March 1828 saw Charles recommend Belgian carpets –  
available in London at a shop at 145 Leadenhall Street or directly from 
the Belgian warehouses  –  to Henry both for Swallowfield and to send 
to his Mottet in- laws in Hyderabad. In May, the brothers travelled to 
Tournai to visit the factory itself, and selected a carpet with a pink ground 
for Swallowfield’s dining room.80 By November 1828, the brothers had 
spent a small fortune of their father’s money on Swallowfield’s embel-
lishment. ‘My Father last night got Atkinsons [sic] account of outstand-
ing bills amounting in London & Swallowfield to £5276’, Charles wrote 
on 26 November. ‘He takes it astonishingly well.’81 Expenditure on this 
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scale, decades after the classic age of eighteenth- century nabob excess, 
provides a telling reminder both of Company men’s keen participation in 
the design of stately home interiors but also of the extent to which new 
imperial wealth was recast in new European material possessions.

Although Sir Henry Russell invested substantial sums in Swall-
owfield’s refurbishment, received rents from the estate and was an occa-
sional house guest there, it was Henry and Clotilde Russell  –  together 
with their six surviving children  –  who made this house their home. 
Charles, who served as a Tory MP for Reading from 1830– 37 and  
1841– 47 and was Chairman of the Great Western Railway from  
1839– 55,82 was a constant visitor, and continued to work in harness 
with Henry both at Swallowfield and from London to make Swallowfield 
a venerable English family seat. Family portraits, which had featured 
prominently in Henry’s refashioning of the Hyderabad Residency, were 
likewise central to the brothers’ plans for Swallowfield. Retired from the 
Company service, Henry now enjoyed the wealth, leisure and connec-
tions to raise his collection to new heights. Both brothers entered eagerly 
into genealogical research from the later 1820s onward, intent to famil-
iarize themselves with the biographies as well as the portraits of a family 
they had left behind as adolescents to seek their fortunes in India.83

Commissioning new family portraits, and retouching existing ones, 
occupied the brothers throughout the 1830s, connecting them with the 
flourishing English art market.84 In 1831, Henry Russell paid David 
Wilkie (1785– 1841) to complete a portrait of his uncle, Earl Whitworth, a  
picture begun by Sir Thomas Lawrence (1769– 1830).85 His mother’s  
family was far more socially exalted than his father’s, but Henry was 
also careful to ensure that his paternal line was well- represented on 
Swallowfield’s walls. He was also eager to continue to use portraits to 
maintain links with his in- laws. The fashionable society artist George 
Richmond (1809– 96) was a frequent visitor at Swallowfield in the 
1830s, welcome as a houseguest, an artist and an art consultant. 
Portraits of Henry and Clotilde, completed by Richmond in 1834, 
were sent to Clotilde’s sister and brother- in- law, now resettled from 
Hyderabad to Exeter; another sister, still in India, received a drawing of 
Clotilde by Richmond in 1836.86 In 1840, Henry debated with Charles 
the best way to display his growing collection of family portraits. By 
October he had decided that the breakfast room would contain his por-
traits of Mrs Casamaijor (his first wife’s mother, a Scot by birth), their 
paternal uncle, Henshaw Russell of Kent, together with Italian prints, 
pictures on classical themes and a Madonna. The paintings in the hall, 
he had decided, would include pictures of St Anne and the child Jesus as 
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well as Chinnery’s Indian portrait of Sir Henry. In December, he added 
to this display a series of images  –  still extant at Swallowfield  –  that 
depicted key figures in England’s royal history: Charles II, the Duke of 
Marlborough, Lord Portland and Queen Anne.87

As the inclusion of Italian prints among these family portraits indi-
cates, the death of the 1st baronet in 1836 appears to have given his eldest 
son new licence to develop his European tastes. Henry and his family spent 
much of the next few years travelling on the continent, where he discov-
ered a passion for Renaissance Italian art that was to contribute signifi-
cantly to Swallowfield’s interiors. As a young man, Henry had laboured in 
the Company’s civil service to accumulate capital, an occupation that had 
precluded the cultural education enjoyed by scions of the landed classes 
on the Grand Tour.88 The wealth he had accumulated in India now allowed 
him to remedy the deficiencies of his education. He wrote to Charles from 
Venice in 1837 to report his enjoyment of paintings by Titian, Veronese 
and Tintoretto, as well as ‘a host of first rate masters whose names even 
I never heard of before’. He purchased copies of a painting by Titian of 
the Assumption, and one by Veronese of supper at the house of Levi. The 
two boxes of purchases he was sending back to Swallowfield, he reported, 
were filled with a cornucopia of artefacts:  books, rolls of prints, old 
bronze knockers, an ebony writing box, a bust, a sleeping cupid, a marble 
basin, carved wooden heads, female figures and his Renaissance repro-
ductions.89 Writing from Naples in 1838, before the family moved on to 
Rome, Henry told Charles to expect a further eight cases of continental 
goods –  maps, prints, a marble table- top, bronze and Etruscan ware. From 
Rome, he sent a further 10 cases of goods home to Swallowfield.90

It was by refreshing the 1st baronet’s Wimpole Street furnishings 
with continental materials that the 2nd baronet now prepared to inte-
grate these inherited goods from London into his home at Swallowfield. 
From Paris, Henry wrote to Charles in 1838 asking for the dimensions 
of their father’s ebony couches. ‘Clotilde has the dimensions of the seats 
of the small & circular chairs, and she thinks some of the yellow flow-
ered silk she bought at Genoa, will do to cover them, but we shall want 
something rich to cover the couch with’, he commented. ‘If it be not 
too expensive, Beauvais tapestry would agree admirably with the car-
pet and curtains, and would be much stronger and more durable than 
silk.’91 To bind these new European acquisitions more securely with 
English traditions, Henry upon his return to Swallowfield immersed 
himself again in genealogy. ‘Now for genealogy’, he wrote to Charles in 
1839. ‘I am making out such an account as I can of our family for the 
Baronetage, and am, at the same time, preparing notes to be affixed  
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to the backs of the old Dover pictures.’92 His place in the landed elite now 
secured by the family’s inclusion in Burke’s Peerage and Baronetage, by 
Swallowfield’s establishment as the Russell family seat and by his abil-
ity to identify the paternal lineage from which he had sprung, Henry 
Russell  –  nabob and nouveau riche though he had been  –  had now 
arrived at home.

Hidden in plain view: Indian legacies

Although English and European material culture dominated 
Swallowfield’s interiors, overt references to the Asian origins of the 
Russells’ wealth remained clearly visible in their home during the 2nd 
baronet’s residence there. A selection of significant Indian subjects and 
objects was displayed prominently in the house, as the placement of 
Chinnery’s portrait of the 1st baronet, painted in Calcutta, in the main 
hall attests. When he wrote to Charles with instructions for the painting 
and framing of family portraits in 1836, Henry also mentioned two pic-
tures of ‘Indian subjects’ in Wilkie’s care.93 He did not identify these paint-
ings, but we know from William Dalrymple’s painstaking research that 
Henry prominently displayed above the stairs the large portrait painted 
by Chinnery in 1805 of the two children of James Achilles Kirkpatrick 
and Khair un- Nissa  –  the Hyderabadi noblewoman whose lover Henry 
had become after Kirkpatrick’s death. As infants, the children had been 
raised at Hyderabad within their mother’s culture: the first child, a son 
born in 1801, was named Sahib Allum (Lord of the World) and his sister, 
born in 1803, was named Sahib Begum. In 1805, to their mother and 
maternal grandmother’s intense distress, their father sent the children 
to Madras, to embark from there for a new life in England. Chinnery 
painted them before their departure. They stand together in his large oil 
portrait in luxurious Indian court dress, adorned with gold and pearls. 
Christened by Kirkpatrick’s relations in England, the children became 
William George (d. 1828) and Katherine Aurora Kirkpatrick (d. 1889). 
It was Katherine (Kitty) who in 1841 visited Swallowfield with a friend 
who was the Russells’ neighbour and, immediately recognizing this por-
trait on the wall, burst into tears.94

Russell’s acquisition of the portrait speaks to the unequal power 
relations  –  sexual, cultural and political  –  that marked Company rule 
in India. Unwillingly separated from her children, Khair un- Nissa had 
struggled unsuccessfully to retain this emotive object within her posses-
sion. After Kirkpatrick’s death, she brought the portrait from Hyderabad 
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to Calcutta, where Chinnery –  keen to use it to advertise his skill as an 
artist –  borrowed it and retained the painting in his possession. First as 
Khair’s lover and later as a married man and widower who corresponded 
with her only through his brother Charles, Henry Russell made episodic, 
half- hearted efforts to return the painting to her. It arrived belatedly in 
Hyderabad –  where Henry now presided as Resident –  in autumn 1813, 
several weeks after Khair’s premature death.95 We do not know whether 
Henry purchased or simply appropriated the portrait of his ex- lover’s 
children (the latter action, based on his family letters, would not have 
been out of character). Its public display at Swallowfield in the 1840s 
reflects the confidence with which Henry as a retired Company man now 
inhabited his home, his place in landed society and his Englishness.

We can see this cultural and political confidence displayed at 
Swallowfield in other material objects which embodied the violence of 
empire even as they allowed Henry Russell and his Company contem-
poraries to celebrate the perceived virtues of British rule in India. The 
history of a silver- gilt presentation vase, which was commissioned and 
purchased by Henry Russell for £1,100 in 1822, illustrates the simul-
taneous ability of material culture to display and to erase the imperial 
histories of both country house interiors and the Company families who 
so carefully constructed them. When Henry left his post at Hyderabad to 
return to England in 1820, the Company men who had served under him 
at the Residency subscribed funds for the purchase of ‘a few Articles of 
household Plate, which [they hoped] by being in daily use in his family 
may sometimes remind him of those officers … who … are grateful for the 
good he has done to the Service’.96 Executed by Philip Rundell in London 
from designs to which at least three distinguished Royal Academicians 
contributed, the 1822 vase was purchased with these subscribed funds. 
It depicted European officers and soldiers as well as Indian sepoys, and 
(through devices such as bifurcated snake handles, elephant heads and 
a tiger) emphatically asserted its Asian imperial origins. Lest these allu-
sions were lost on viewers, a presentation plaque informed them that 
the vase was ‘A TRIBUTE OF GRATEFUL REMEMBRANCE FROM THE 
OFFICERS OF THE HYDERABAD DIVISION OF H.H. THE NIZAM’S 
REGULAR TROOPS TO HENRY RUSSELL ESQUIRE’.97 Unsurprisingly, 
this presentation vase featured in Lady Constance Russell’s Swallowfield 
and Its Owners as an emblem both of Henry Russell’s ‘distinguished 
career’ in India and his tasteful furnishing in retirement of his English 
country home.98 Read through this lens, its imperial provenance 
adds value to the vase as a material object beyond its precious metals 
and craftsmanship:  Lady Russell’s description of the vase’s complex 
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commissioning and its place within Swallowfield’s interior was cited 
at length in the 2010 auction catalogue, and the vase  –  estimated at 
£20,000– 30,000 –  sold for £95,000.99

An alternative history of Henry’s presentation vase, however, 
emerges from his private letters and from the Company’s archives. 
Directly precipitated by Henry’s departure from Hyderabad, the gift of 
funds for its acquisition appears in these documents to bear witness to 
the inherent violence of empire, to Henry’s active participation in that 
violence and to the willingness of other Company men in India to close 
ranks when the right of Englishmen to wield imperial force was chal-
lenged.100 For Henry Russell had left the Company service and returned 
to England prematurely in 1820, his hasty departure calculated to pre- 
empt his official removal from the Residency in disgrace by the Court of 
Directors. In August 1818, a gang of robbers had attacked the bazaar at 
the Hyderabad Residency, killing several persons. Two of the men were 
seized by the Residency’s soldiers, and were convinced by Henry to inform 
on their comrades in return for being spared from capital punishment 
at the Nizam’s hands. The agreement clearly overstepped Henry’s civil 
authority at Hyderabad, and became untenable when the men proved to 
have perjured themselves. Honouring his promise not to turn them over 
to the Nizam, Henry ordered each instead a flogging of 1,000 lashes –  
punishment overseen by his brother- in- law, Lieutenant Holroyd.101 Both 
of the robbers had been wounded when captured by the Residency’s sol-
diers; the first (Govinda) died on the morning after the flogging, and the 
second (Babareea) died shortly thereafter.102

A savage and public display of colonial discipline, the floggings 
and ensuing deaths swiftly mobilized the Company men at Hyderabad 
in combined support of the surgeon who had monitored the proceed-
ings, Holroyd and Henry Russell. A medical officer who had observed the 
floggings reported that the men had not fainted during the ordeal and 
that their backs were so little lacerated ‘that I could not help observing 
to Lieutenant Holroyd how thick their skins were and what little impres-
sion the cuts made’.103 Ten officers stationed at the Residency wrote a 
memorial to the attending surgeon expressing their concern that the 
event ‘must have deeply afflicted you’, observing that the deaths ‘could 
not have been occasioned by either want of humanity in inflicting more 
lashes than the delinquents could well bear, or want in skill in their after 
treatment’.104 To the astonishment and fury of the Directors in London, 
when they condemned Henry’s role in this incident the Governor General 
in Calcutta accepted his request to leave his post for England rather than 
dismissing him from the service, as the Directors had demanded. More 
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than this, the Governor General commended Henry for ‘the eminent 
zeal, ability, judgment and address by which your conduct has been dis-
tinguished during a long career of public service, and especially in the 
management of the important interests confided to your charge at the 
Court of Hyderabad’.105 For years after their return from India, the time, 
effort and money Henry and Charles lavished on the refurbishment of 
Swallowfield as a genteel family seat were matched by their frenetic 
efforts to protect Henry’s reputation by ensuring that this brutal epi-
sode remained hidden from public view. The private letters of the 1820s 
which record the brothers ordering silks and commissioning silver also 
document their schemes to buy clandestine proof copies of the East India 
Company’s investigative reports into Henry’s now notorious tenure at 
the Hyderabad Residency.106 Meanwhile, at home at Swallowfield, the 
display of Henry’s presentation vase worked to ensure that this textual 
record of imperial violence was silenced, and the narrative of its role in 
Residency politics at Hyderabad was re- inscribed in a conspicuous luxury 
object of great aesthetic and material value.

Conclusions

Since its development in the 1760s, the image of the nabob has figured in 
British caricature as a quintessentially possessive individual. Consumed 
by his individual needs, addicted to Indian tastes and incapable of casting 
off his commercial origins to acquire gentility, the returned Anglo- Indian 
was a byword in Georgian England for the failure of social, cultural and 
national integration. The history of the Russell family suggests many of 
the ways in which this stereotype falls short of social practice. Whereas 
the archetypal nabob was a single- minded individualist, the Russell cor-
respondence reveals Sir Henry, his wife and their progeny to have been 
key collaborators in a collective family enterprise. The flow of material 
goods –  between Calcutta and Hyderabad, between London and Madras, 
between Paris, Venice, Rome and Berkshire –  was an essential agent and 
marker of this shared endeavour, which was designed to translate a new 
fortune acquired in India into secure, genteel landed wealth and power in 
England. Male consumers –  too often written out of histories of Georgian 
consumer culture  –  were essential players in this familial campaign.107 
Family networks were also vital to the Russells’ success in fashioning their 
place in Georgian society. In- laws as well as blood- kin played key roles in 
this process of family formation. In India, Henry Russell relied on the 
family of his first wife, the Casamaijors, not only for emotional support, 
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but also for fine furnishings from the metropolis that would embellish the 
interiors of the Hyderabad Residency, and for family portraits that would 
help to underpin his status as Resident. In England, the French in- laws 
acquired through his second wife later became material assets, connect-
ing him to Parisian fashion and to a wider continental tradition of art and 
culture that was to transform Swallowfield’s interiors.

English and European influences appear increasingly to have  
displaced Indian motifs in Swallowfield’s decor over time, but Company 
men and women remained central to sociability at Swallowfield through 
the lifetimes of the first two baronets.108 Clotilde’s French origins and her 
Catholicism may have been bars to Swallowfield’s use as a domestic focal 
point of parliamentary politics:  Charles’s electioneering activities were 
largely confined to nearby Reading, his constituency. But Swallowfield 
nonetheless emerged as a key gathering place of Company families, 
and thus as a site of Company politics. The men and women recorded 
as visitors in the family correspondence include names that recur in the 
Company’s lists of officers over successive generations. The Casamaijors, 
the Clives, the Elliots of Minto and the Duke of Wellington  –  who had 
first risen to military fame in the Madras Presidency and had known the 
first Sir Henry in India –  were all repeated visitors at Swallowfield. The 
seat’s location near Windsor Park helped to solidify these social connec-
tions: the region was awash with returned Anglo- Indians who had pur-
chased estates in the surrounding countryside.

If Swallowfield exemplifies a long and English country house tra-
dition, its history as the Russell family seat can only be understood if its 
Englishness is situated within wider global networks in which both India 
and continental Europe were conspicuously present. The brothers Henry 
and Charles laboured for decades to trace their family line backwards 
through successive English generations, but in constructing the family 
seat, they drew upon a more cosmopolitan genealogy. Swallowfield’s 
acquisition rested firmly on Indian wealth and was shaped by colonial 
India’s vibrant patterns of consumption; over time, without ever entirely 
effacing these Asian financial foundations, its material culture increas-
ingly reflected a broadly European style of furnishing that combined 
English and continental tastes and products. Significantly, this editing of 
their Indian past was bolstered by the Russells’ use of spatial segregation 
to police the racial borders of their family. Thus Henry’s mixed- race ille-
gitimate daughter  –  born (like the Kirkpatrick children) at Hyderabad 
but sent ‘home’ to India by her father –  was explicitly excluded from the 
family seat at Swallowfield. Henry named this daughter Mary Wilson 
to disguise her paternity, appointed one of his Company friends from 
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Hyderabad to serve as her guardian and boarded Mary at a school 
in Croydon, where she was trained up as a governess. He resolutely 
refused to meet with her in England, to tell her of her parentage or to 
allow her into his stately home. ‘In the first place, I could not tell her who 
she is, without at the same time receiving her at least occasionally into 
my house, and I find, what is perhaps not only natural but proper, that 
Lady R. would object to this, at all counts while her own daughters are  
unmarried’, he wrote to her guardian in 1839.109

British country houses, the Russell correspondence repeatedly 
demonstrates, represent the culmination of ongoing material processes 
that occur across both time and space, rather than a fixed fabric rooted 
in a single style, period or locale. The fashioning of Swallowfield reflects 
a highly mobile confluence of interlocking family histories. Family mem-
bers’ familiarity with Calcutta’s exotic emporia, the many mansions 
through which Lady Russell and her younger children made their peripa-
tetic way while waiting for Sir Henry’s return, the two- fold Palladian and 
Oriental opulence of the Hyderabad Residency during Henry and Charles’s 
residence there and the brothers’ discovery (mediated by the French  
connections of Henry’s second wife) of continental European design and 
fine art all combined in the making of this English home. So too did Henry’s 
exclusion of his daughter Mary Wilson from his family seat, an exclusion 
that contrasts sharply with his decision to display Chinnery’s celebrated 
portrait of the infant Kirkpatricks prominently on Swallowfield’s walls. To 
understand the Georgian country house as an imperial phenomenon, it is  
essential to move beyond the individualizing and stereotypical perspective 
of the nabob, to jettison the notion of English heritage as purely English, 
and to situate Company homes such as Swallowfield in a dense and dynamic 
global web of interlinked persons, objects and built environments.
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11
Valentines, the Raymonds 
and Company material culture
Georgina Green

This chapter explores the history of a house (Valentines Mansion, Ilford, 
see Figure 11.1), a ship (the Valentine, in its successive reincarnations) and 
a network of Georgian maritime investors associated with the East India 
Company (EIC). More broadly, the chapter examines how wealth from 
commerce conducted at great risk in Asian outposts and Indian Ocean 
waters, came to be reinvested in Britain, refurbishing homes and gardens 
and reshaping the neighbourhoods in which they were located. Grounded 
in the eighteenth century, this material history extends to the present day. 
‘Valentines, the Raymonds and Company material culture’ illuminates 
global commerce in the Georgian era, but it also reveals the ways in which 
the Company’s legacy has shaped the built environment of greater London 
in the twenty- first century.

Figure 11.1 Valentines Mansion and Gardens, Ilford. Image courtesy 
of Georgina Green.
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Although the house was originally built in 1696– 7, it was in the 
Georgian period that Valentines saw its greatest luxury, during its 
ownership by successive men associated with the East India Company. 
Most prominent among these Company men was Sir Charles Raymond 
(1713– 88) who became wealthy through the EIC’s lucrative trade in 
India and China. Thanks to family connections, Raymond rose rapidly 
through the ranks and served as captain on four of the six voyages he 
made, all to India. He was able to accumulate a small fortune through 
his legitimate private trade. When he retired from the sea at the age of 
34, he turned to managing voyages for the EIC. Raymond was never 
involved as a Director of the EIC but was a Manager of the Sun Fire 
Office 1756– 73, and in 1766 he was elected a Director of the South 
Sea Company. His charity work included being a Governor of Bridewell 
and Bethlem Hospitals. He dabbled in politics and became a greatly 
respected banker before being created a baronet in 1774.1

This chapter explores the intertwined histories of the Raymond 
family and Valentines Mansion and is broad- ranging and interdisciplin-
ary in its methodology. Painstaking research in the Company’s archive 
at the British Library and the text- based practices of family and local 
history underpin this study. But so too does scuba- diving for ship-
wrecked Company treasure. The illustrations that accompany the chap-
ter’s text seek to capture the highly diverse methods and sources upon 
which it is based. Like the broader narrative presented here, the illus-
trations date from the eighteenth to the twenty- first century, ranging 
from Georgian prints to a contemporary art installation. Together these 
sources and illustrations reveal the local and global histories lived by 
East India Company men and women.

Valentines Mansion’s EIC owners 
and their material objects

During the eighteenth century three owners of Valentines were involved 
with the East India Company:  Robert Surman (c.1693– 1759), Sir 
Charles Raymond and Donald Cameron (c.1740– 97). Robert Surman, 
Deputy Cashier of the South Sea Company in 1720, spent a short time 
in prison when the South Sea ‘Bubble’ burst but survived with £5,000 
and purchased Valentines in 1724. He does not appear to have been 
unduly tainted by the Bubble and returned to banking, becoming a part-
ner in Martin’s Bank and later founding his own bank, Surman, Dineley 
and Cliffe. He invested in the East India Company, managing the ship 
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Sandwich. In 1754 he sold the house to Charles Raymond, a retired EIC 
captain who managed many voyages for the EIC and became a respected 
figure in the City.2

Raymond was a successful captain whose profitable voyages in 
the Company’s service played a key role in his emergence as a man of 
wealth and fortune. Much of the profit gained by men associated with 
the Company derived from the private trade goods brought home by the 
captains and officers of East Indiamen. On his second voyage as captain 
of the Wager 1737/ 8 (i.e. the ship left England in the winter of 1737/ 8),  
for example, Charles Raymond earned £3,100 in this way. However, 
while his ship was being prepared for the return journey he was free 
to work with local agents and he deposited rupees with the East India 
Company’s accountant in Bengal for which he was later paid £3,000 in 
London. Raymond’s earnings in trading privately thus earned him at 
least 30 times the salary paid to him as the captain (approx. £200).3

Sir Charles Raymond was Valentines’ most important link with 
the EIC and the material goods from Asia, which so decisively shaped 
Georgian domestic interiors. Valentines is not a grand house, but it 
was nonetheless a family home, which boasted many exotic, luxurious 
objects. It is important as a lonely survivor in East London of the type 
of home described by Sylas Neville in 1785 as ‘the small but neat box of 
the retired East India captain’.4 The Sun Fire Office insurance documents 
illustrate the increase in value of the contents of Valentine House during 
Raymond’s occupancy (1754– 78). The value of insured goods rose from 
£500 in 1755 with the household goods insurance tripling to £1,500 in 
1769, with an additional £500 for china and glass.5

Domestic luxury goods produced in Britain figured among Sir 
Charles Raymond’s purchases for Valentines:  during Raymond’s ten-
ure, the original of William Hogarth’s Southwark Fair was at Valentines, 
probably one of several works of art in which Raymond invested his 
fortune. But goods from Asia were especially conspicuous among the 
material objects recorded as belonging to Valentines during Raymond’s 
day. An extant porcelain plate bearing his arms (see Figure  11.2), 
demonstrates that, like many other East India Company captains and 
officials, Raymond commissioned an armorial porcelain dinner service 
from China.6 Similarly, Valentines also contained a book presented 
to Raymond by Captain Josiah Hindman, who served as first mate  
when Raymond was captain of the Wager and went on to captain the 
ship when Raymond retired and became the principal managing owner 
(PMO).7 The book, which is large and bound in leather, was hand 
painted in China.8 It contains a series of 814 watercolour illustrations 
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of plants and insects found in China, with Chinese and English captions 
detailing their medical use. While porcelain and books from Asia may have 
been regarded as commonplace, especially by the second half of the eigh-
teenth century, other objects received greater attention as particular curi-
osities. In 1771, for example, the author of a history of Essex claimed that 
Valentines ‘may, with great propriety, be called a Cabinet of Curiosities’.9 
Although it is difficult to know the extent of Raymond’s collection, we do 
know he gave a neighbour a piece of sculpture of a hard, dark marble, 
which had been brought home from the Island of Elephanta.10

As Raymond sought to fill Valentines with Asian objects and curios-
ities, he also set to work extending the structure of the house. In 1769, he 
made significant changes to Valentine House, adding a bay and raising 
the roof. In 1771 the building was described as ‘one of the neatest, and 
best adapted of its size, of any modern one in the county; its ornaments 
are well chosen, and the grounds belonging to it laid out with great 
judgement and taste.’11 The external appearance of Valentines today is 
much as it was at that time. Raymond enhanced the gardens, which had 
been created by Robert Surman. In 1758, he planted a black Hamburg 
vine, which became very prolific, and a cutting was taken to Hampton 
Court Palace. The cutting has achieved greater fame than the parent 
plant which died late in the nineteenth century. 12

Figure 11.2 Porcelain plate decorated with the arms of Charles 
Raymond and his wife, Sarah Webster. China, c.1760. Private collection. 
Image courtesy of Georgina Green and Heirloom & Howard Ltd.
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Imports from the East adorned not only Valentines’ interiors but 
also its gardens. Both Robert Surman and Charles Raymond came to 
live at Valentines when they had small daughters, and it is not hard to 
imagine the girls growing up, playing games and walking in the gar-
dens as they grew older. In Raymond’s time there was a conservatory 
or orangery beside the house, which would have given them an elegant 
and sheltered place on colder days (see Figure 11.3). The orangery could 
well have housed plants brought home from Asia. Like the Oriental lux-
uries with which wealthy Georgians furnished their domestic interiors, 
gifts of exotic flora and fauna were integral components of the material 
exchanges that oiled the wheels of the Company’s patronage and which 
helped maintain close ties among members of the Company’s far- flung 
family networks.13 The orangery and gardens might also have held 
the ‘curious birds and other animals, from the East Indies’ that George 
Edwards, FRS, mentioned seeing in August 1770. Edwards described a 
new species of bird, which he called a ‘snake- eater’, known today as a sec-
retary bird. His letter says that a pair of birds was brought home but one 
died soon after it was landed. From the description given by Raymond’s 
servant, it was thought to be a male of the species. The birds must have 
been caught when an East Indiaman (possibly the Granby) called in at 
the Cape (South Africa) on the way home.14

Figure 11.3 A New and Complete History of Essex by a Gentleman  
vol. 4 (1771), 276– 79. This image shows the orangery, situated to the 
left of the house.
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With Asian imports adorning the house both inside and out, its 
interior and exterior features stood as testament to Raymond’s travels, 
trades and networks. When Charles Raymond died in 1788, the future 
of the house and the objects that filled it was decided upon by a lengthy, 
legalistic will. It ensured his eldest grandson would be provided for, and 
he left a small amount to his sister- in- law Elizabeth Webber, but other-
wise his property was to be divided between his two surviving daugh-
ters, Sophia Burrell and Juliana Boulton.15 By this means, two women 
who had themselves never voyaged to the Company’s territories became 
custodians of Raymond’s Indian collection. Raymond’s eldest daughter, 
Lady Sophia Burrell, became a writer and poetess. She married William 
Burrell, grandson of Charles Raymond’s uncle, Hugh Raymond, who had 
served as EIC captain and later PMO early in the eighteenth century. It 
was Hugh Raymond who ensured Charles had a good introduction to 
the sea and acquired the new ship Wager for him in 1734. In default of 
male issue, William Burrell was named to inherit the baronetcy granted 
to Charles Raymond on 4 May 1774.16 Sophia’s two younger sisters Anna 
Maria Newte (who died in 1781)  and Juliana Boulton, also married 
men closely connected with their father through the EIC. The young-
est, Anna Maria, married Thomas Newte who was also a second cousin 
but through Charles Raymond’s mother. He had come up through the 
ranks of the EIC to become captain and later PMO, working in close asso-
ciation with the Raymond family. Sadly Anna Maria died in 1781, two 
years after they were married.17 Juliana, the middle daughter, married 
Henry (Crabb) Boulton, the son of Richard Crabb who had sailed along-
side Charles Raymond as a fellow captain and who also became a PMO. 
Richard’s brother Henry Crabb had served as a senior clerk with the EIC 
and later became a director. Both brothers took the name Boulton from 
their cousin Richard Boulton who was connected to the EIC for 40 years, 
and left property to Henry, which later passed to his brother Richard.18

After Raymond’s death, Sophia and Juliana sold Valentines and 
many of its contents to the third of its Georgian owners with EIC connec-
tions, Donald Cameron. He came from an ancient Scottish family and in 
1763 had married Mary Guy, a step- sister of Charles Raymond’s wife. By 
1778 he was working at the banking house of Sir Charles Raymond and 
Co. where he later became a partner. He took over the management of sev-
eral East Indiamen in association with Charles Raymond. Cameron had 
been living at a property owned by Raymond, immediately to the south 
of the Valentines estate, later known as Ilford Lodge. In 1791 Cameron 
served as Sheriff of Essex but by the time he died in 1797 the bank had 
suffered serious losses due to the French revolution and Valentines and 
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its contents were sold with the other property he owned in Ilford to meet 
the debts.19 An advertisement for the auction, featured in the St James’s 
Chronicle, lists some of the ‘Valuable Effects’ that Valentines contained in 
1797 and demonstrates its rich interiors.20 The details of the sale include 
paintings by eminent masters, prints and drawings, oriental articles and 
fine ornamental china, a library of books and a considerable quantity 
of fine wines. As the advertisement attests, by the later eighteenth cen-
tury, Asian luxuries were fully integrated with English objects d’art in the 
homes of Company families in Ilford.

The East India Company in Ilford

The East India Company relied on dense networks of kinship, patronage 
and sociability to maintain its monopolistic control over Asian trade. 
Charles Raymond had married Sarah Webster in 1743. Her father had 
died when she was small, leaving her mother, Judith, with Sarah and 
three little boys. A sister, Elizabeth, was born in 1725, after his death. 
Soon thereafter Judith married William Guy and had more children. 
It appears that Ann (born 1734) and Mary (born 1737) were the only 
daughters of Guy to survive their mother. All three girls married men 
connected with their older sister’s husband.

Unsurprisingly, Company men and women often chose to reside in 
close proximity to each other. Sir Charles Raymond and his circle were 
no exception. In 1754 Raymond purchased Valentine House at Ilford, 
and before long several other retired EIC captains who followed a similar 
path became neighbours in this area, they included:

William Webber (1713– 79) started his EIC career as third mate 
on the Wager when Raymond was the captain. He went on to serve as 
captain, became a PMO and later a Director of the East India Company. In 
1755 he married Elizabeth Webster, a sister of Charles Raymond’s wife. 
They lived at Highlands, a house owned by Raymond on land close to 
Valentines, to the west.

John Williams (c.1723– 74) of Aldborough Hatch in Ilford cap-
tained Hector on four voyages and then became PMO for EIC. He part- 
owned a ropeworks at Blackwall in which Raymond had shares. In 1754 
he married Ann Guy, a step- sister of Charles Raymond’s wife.

Pinson Bonham (1724– 91) moved into the house at Aldborough 
Hatch when Williams’ family vacated it. Bonham had served as a cap-
tain on ships managed by Charles Raymond after two eventful voy-
ages. As second mate on the Princess Mary (1), the French captured 
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Bonham as he helped defend Madras on 10 September 1746. On his 
next voyage, while second mate on the Duke of Cumberland (2), he was 
shipwrecked off Cape Verde (Senegal) on 16 January 1750. Once he 
retired from the sea he became PMO for the EIC, working closely with 
Charles Raymond.

Andrew Moffat (c.1730– 80) had not been to sea although two 
brothers were retired captains, closely involved as PMO or Directors of 
the EIC. Moffat lived at Cranbrook House in Ilford, opposite Valentines 
and next to Highlands, and was a ship insurer who often worked in  
partnership with Raymond as PMO.

Henry Fletcher (c.1727– 1807) had worked his way through the 
ranks to captain ships managed by Charles Raymond and then became 
PMO of the EIC and later a Director. In the late 1770s a Henry Fletcher 
was paying rates on a property just south of Valentines, although it has 
not been possible to confirm that this was the same man. He was created 
a baronet in 1782.

Donald Cameron (c.1740– 97) was the next occupant of Fletcher’s 
house and he later purchased Valentines when Sir Charles Raymond 
died. As previously stated, he married Mary Guy, a step- sister of Charles 
Raymond’s wife. He had not been to sea and his involvement as PMO was 
as a result of becoming a business associate of Raymond. In 1771 Charles 
Raymond, John Williams and Henry Fletcher became founder mem-
bers of a bank known as Raymond, Williams, Vere, Lowe and Fletcher, 
with each partner investing £5,000. This eventually became Williams 
Deacon’s Bank and is now part of the Royal Bank of Scotland. William 
Webber and Donald Cameron became partners in later banks established 
by Sir Charles Raymond.21

Richard Benyon (1698– 1774), retired Governor of Fort St George 
(Madras), also purchased property in the area in the 1740s and 1750s. 
On his return to England he married a wealthy widow and lived at her 
home, Englefield House, in Berkshire. He acquired the Great Newbury 
estate (which at that time adjoined Valentines to the east), Gidea Hall at 
Romford and land at Ockendon in Essex, as investments for his descen-
dants. They were still living in the area a hundred years later.

Several other close EIC business associates lived nearby at Woodford 
including Richard Warner (1713– 75), Charles Foulis (c.1714– 83), 
Robert Preston (1740– 1834) and Pitt Collett (c.1727– 80). Identifying 
these residential nodes  –  and their connections with other concentra-
tions of Company homes in town and country –  adds a new dimension 
to our understanding of the EIC as a networked monopoly that operated 
simultaneously at local and global levels.
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Significantly, when the Company civil servants who had lived in 
Asia retired they usually chose to come back to a quiet life in luxurious 
surroundings (as did Richard Benyon), but the retired captains could not 
settle in the same way. Having spent years risking their lives and making 
split second decisions, they chose to continue risking their wealth in the 
City. The camaraderie built up over the years at sea stood them in good 
stead in their City work. They knew their colleagues could be relied upon 
and trusted and were glad to include them in new opportunities as they, 
in turn, retired from the sea. It is not surprising that Moffat, Foulis and 
Preston became insurance brokers while Raymond, Williams, Fletcher, 
Webber and Cameron were banking partners.

The Valentine: the EIC’s ships at trade and war

Navigating, investing in and managing the vessels that carried the EIC’s 
goods from India to Britain, was a risky business in the eighteenth cen-
tury. European maritime skills and technologies were severely challenged 
by the vast distances entailed by trade with China, India and Japan. 
European death rates in India were horrific: the majority of the Company 
merchants who traded in eighteenth- century India failed to survive to 
return home to Britain. Conflict with indigenous military formations 
(notably the Mughal empire and its successor states on the Indian sub-
continent) and competition with the rival East India Companies estab-
lished by the Dutch and the French raised the costs of trade, and could 
rapidly annihilate individual traders’ profits. War between the British 
and the French, endemic in the eighteenth century, continually spilled 
over from European military theatres into the two powers’ emerging 
empires in the Atlantic and Indian Ocean worlds. The maritime trade 
that allowed Company men such as Sir Charles Raymond to purchase and 
refurbish homes such as Valentines was fraught with danger, as the his-
tory of Raymond’s East Indiaman Valentine makes emphatically clear.22

East Indiamen were designed for carrying cargo, the container 
ships of their day, and at that time they were built on the banks of the 
Thames at Blackwall. Each ship was usually owned by a group of inves-
tors, with one of them managing the voyage and signing the paperwork 
on behalf of the group when the ship was chartered for a voyage by the 
EIC. As East Indiamen were not built for speed they were vulnerable 
when laden, so were armed and ready to defend themselves. Figure 11.4 
shows three ships Suffolk, Godolphin and Houghton, which fought off two 
French men- of- war in March 1757.
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One of the East Indiamen which Charles Raymond built was named 
the Valentine after his home in Ilford. The first ship of this name was built 
by Perry and had three decks, with 3- inch bottom, registered as 655 tons, 
and was launched in 1758. Its first voyage was to India and China and on 
the way home in January 1761 the crew witnessed the sinking of Captain 
Thomas Dethick’s Griffin, with whom they were in convoy, when it struck 
a reef off the ‘island of Zelo’ to the east of the northern tip of Borneo.23 
Valentine’s second voyage was to Benkulen and China. The ship was then 
rebuilt as was customary after deterioration due to weather and the 
effect of sailing in the warm seas.

Perry also built Valentine (2), including three decks and a 3- inch 
bottom. The length of the ship was 135 ft 11  inches, keel 110 ft 11½ 
inches, breadth 34 ft 4 inches, hold 14 ft 3 inches, wing transom 20ft 10¾ 
inches and between decks 5 ft 9¾ inches. It was registered at 690 tons 
and was launched in 1767. Again the PMO was Charles Raymond. He 
would have put up a substantial part of the capital for rebuilding the ship, 
along with several others who relied on Raymond to manage the results of 

Figure 11.4 Illustration from the journal of the East Indiaman Suffolk 
1755/ 6 (L/ MAR/ B/ 397D) British Library. © The British Library Board, 
1755/ 6 (IOR/L/MAR/B/397D).
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their investment. Others in the consortium may have included his cousin 
John Raymond and Richard Crabb Boulton who had sailed as a captain 
at the same time as Raymond (his son Henry married Charles Raymond’s 
daughter Juliana on 3 November 1774)  as well as some of the friends 
and relations previously listed. Valentine (2) made four voyages. The first 
two were under the command of Captain Charles Purvis: the first voyage 
1767/ 8 was to Bengal, and the second 1769/ 70 to Madras and China. 
The third and fourth voyages were under Captain James Ogilvie: 1772/ 
3 to China and 1776/ 7 to Madras, Bengal and Bombay. The last voyage 
ended in disaster when the ship was wrecked off the island of Sark in the 
Channel Isles.24

James Ogilvie first appears in the EIC records as fourth mate on 
the Duke of Richmond 1763/ 4. Charles Raymond managed the ship and 
knew the captain well. Raymond probably selected this voyage as a good 
introduction to the sea for Ogilvie. Ogilvie then served as second mate on 
the Neptune (3) 1768/ 9, also managed by Raymond. He was approved by 
the EIC Directors to be a Captain on 18 August 1772, aged 29, when he 
took command of the Valentine (2). It seems likely his father was known to 
Raymond or a close associate to have had such a rapid career progression. 
Maybe Ogilvie was Scottish and was connected to Andrew Moffatt who 
was on very friendly terms with the Scottish Earls of Mansfield and Elgin.

Valentine (3) was built by Randall and launched in 1780, but this 
time the PMO was Donald Cameron who became a partner in the bank 
of Raymond, Harley, Webber & Co. He purchased Valentine House from 
Raymond’s daughters after Raymond died in 1788. These relationships 
again illustrate the dense webs of family, residence and business that 
bound the men and women of the EIC.25

Like very many record books of the East India Company, the 
Captain’s journal of the last voyage of Valentine (2) can be seen at the 
British Library. The ship left Portsmouth on 1 January 1777 and arrived 
at Madras on 25 June. It then visited other ports en route to Calcutta, 
but from then on had a very unusual voyage. In December, when loaded 
for the return home, the ship ran aground near Madras due to an error 
in navigation. It suffered damage to the hull and it was necessary to cut 
away the masts in an attempt to get the ship afloat. Soon another East 
Indiaman came to help lighten Valentine by off- loading the cargo. Once 
re- floated, temporary repairs were made at sea so that the ship could 
make it to the shipyard at Bombay where it spent 10 weeks being repaired 
and refitted.26

However, at this time war was endemic with the French and in 
August the Valentine’s Captain, James Ogilvie, was summoned to the 
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Select Committee of the East India Company in Madras. After being 
sworn to secrecy Ogilvie was informed of the Company’s orders to 
besiege Pondicherry (on the coast, south of Madras), and that Sir 
Edward Vernon was to attack the French Squadron with HM navy ships 
and had requested the assistance of the Valentine along with another East 
Indiaman, Seahorse. On 10 August 1778 the five French and four English 
ships drew together in two lines, and exchanged fire as they sailed past 
each other, before the English ships turned to cut through the enemy 
line and further engage them. Eventually the French withdrew back to 
Pondicherry, giving an indecisive end to the encounter.27

The Valentine fought bravely, taking a leading role in the battle. 
With two dead and 15 injured, it limped back to Madras for repairs. The 
ship was on its fourth voyage and had been repaired in Bombay earlier 
in the year. Consequently when it arrived in the English Channel it was 
struggling to keep up with its companions. At this time a convoy with 
naval protection was essential due to enemy vessels lurking in the vicin-
ity. But a fierce storm blew up and the convoy was scattered. Evidently 
Captain Ogilvie must have decided to try and make for shelter at St Peter 
Port in Guernsey. Sadly Valentine was unable to reach this safe haven. 
As darkness fell on 16 November 1779, with a gale blowing through the 
remains of the tattered sails, the ship struck the rocks off the little island 
of Brecqhou, close by Sark. The crew and passengers were able to get 
ashore safely so thankfully there was no loss of life.28

For several weeks the ship was broken up by the waves and its 
cargo was looted. 4,000 bags of saltpeter had been loaded, along with 
several hundred bales of raw silk, and 18 boatloads of redwood for the 
‘Honourable Company’ as well as the private trade goods of the officers. 
Local tradition says the ladies of Sark enjoyed the luxury of silk dresses 
the following summer! The East India Company were naturally concerned 
by the loss of the ship but their enquiry exonerated Captain Ogilvie. They 
reported that ‘his behaviour was very commendable, and that he exerted 
himself to the utmost for the Preservation of the Ship and Cargo, and the 
Officers on board acquitted themselves properly on the Occasion’.29

Shipwrecked East Indiamen provided conspicuous (and common)  
illustrations of the very high levels of human and financial risk in which 
the Company’s fortunes were grounded in the Georgian era. After 
Raymond’s time the Abergavenny East Indiaman was wrecked just outside 
Weymouth Bay on a dark winter night (5 February 1805), having struck 
the Shambles sandbank at about 5.00 p.m. As the ship began to sink, per-
haps 180 men climbed up the rigging as the main and mizzen masts still 
remained above water to below their yards. But it slowly settled deeper 
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into the sandy seabed and the men gradually lost their hold in the icy 
spray and frosty wind. In the morning the topmasts and shrouds could 
still be seen, while the keel was 10 fathoms below the waves (60 feet or 
18 metres) about 1½ miles from shore.30

The Captain of the Abergavenny, John Wordsworth, was very expe-
rienced, but just unable to save his ship. He was the younger brother 
of the poet William Wordsworth who wrote a poem about his brother, 
including the lines:

All vanished in a single word,
A breath, a sound, and scarcely heard:
Sea –  Ship –  drowned –  Shipwreck –  so it came,
The meek, the brave, the good was gone;
He who had been our living John
Was nothing but a name. 31

The poet captured the human tragedy in a way that statistics can only 
hint at. An estimated 6 per cent of Company ships were lost and on those 
ships which did return home, approximately 12– 15 per cent of the crew 
had either died or jumped ship.32 Life was cheap, but every loss was a 
tragedy to those left at home.

Shipwrecks and the EIC’s ‘immaterial’ material culture

As the fate of both the Valentine and the Abergavenny attests, shipwreck 
was an ever- present threat in maritime trade of the Georgian era. Of 
the 980 EIC voyages between 1747– 88, and discounting those ships 
which were to remain abroad, 94 per cent returned home:  39 were 
wrecked or ‘lost’, seven were burnt and 12 were captured. By far the 
worst year was 1779/ 80 when, out of the 26 that sailed, six ships were 
captured and two were lost.33 To bear the possibility and burden of loss, 
ships were owned by a number of investors, and it seems Raymond had 
a group of associates who worked together in partnership. Cargos from 
shipwrecked vessels provide historians with a ghostly counterfoil to 
pristine collections of Oriental luxuries assembled in many surviving 
stately homes in Britain, offering a unique, ‘immaterial’ perspective on 
the Company’s domestic material culture. When divers investigated 
the wreck of the Griffin East Indiaman, which sank in 1761 on her 
way home from China, they estimated she carried 125,800 pieces of 
chinaware.34
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Fragments such as the Griffin’s porcelain shards have rarely fea-
tured in analyses of the Company’s material legacies, but they offer 
historians a wealth of material for understanding the EIC’s contri-
bution to consumer culture. As they remind us, the Asian items dis-
played in stately homes and country houses today are only a fraction 
of what arrived in England in the eighteenth century. Indeed, much of 
the cargo brought home from India and China was of short- term value 
and use. Tea, spices, fabrics –  all were for immediate consumption and 
almost all are lost to us now. As an example, the cargo carried home 
from India in 1739 by Captain Charles Raymond on his second voyage 
of the Wager included cotton materials (calico, seersuckers, chints, 
ginghams, etc.) valued at approximately £85,030; raw silk at £9,780; 
redwood at £112 (this was dunnage: it was packed between cargo to 
prevent movement and keep it dry); saltpeter at £1,770; turmerick at 
£125; and cowries at £1,875. The total value of the cargo was nearly 
£100,000, which in present day terms would be around £10 million.35 
Unlike Raymond’s porcelain plate, books and artwork, these imports 
have left no traces in domestic interiors. Recovering their histories 
requires us to step outside the home, and outside the archive, diving 
instead (quite literally) into the waters in which East Indiamen sailed 
to trade with the Orient.

Figure 11.5 Diver Richard Keen preparing to dive near Guernsey. 
Image courtesy of Georgina Green.
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Nearly 200 years after the Valentine was wrecked, a young Guernsey 
diver, Richard Keen, decided to try and find the wreck (see Figure 11.5). Keen 
has discovered over 30 wrecks on the rocks and reefs in Guernsey waters, 
some by accident and others while un- snagging crab pots and trawl nets. He 
started to research these wrecks, and others, which had been recorded in 
old newspapers and diaries but had never been located. His most important 
archaeological find was that of a Roman wreck, known as ‘Asterix’,36 which 
he discovered in the harbour mouth at St Peter Port in 1982.

Some years before this Keen came across a map in the Priaulx Library at 
St Peter Port which houses some of the island’s archives.37 The map was dated 
1816 and showed a rock off the island of Brecqhou (close to Sark) with the 
words ‘Le Neste upon which the Valentine Indiaman was wrecked in 1779’.38 
He became fascinated by the idea of finding the wreck but the very high rise 
and fall of the tide and the strong currents, with many rocks in the area, 
made the location outlined a hazardous place in which to dive. However, 
Keen dived and successfully located the site in 1974 (see Figure 11.6). Others 
attempted to dive on the wreck the following year but their attempt was 
aborted. Eventually Keen retrieved some pieces of lead, red dyewood, agate 
and pottery and they were declared to the Receiver of Wrecks. Two years later 
the ‘Valentines Excavation Group 1976’ was established to undertake a coor-
dinated survey of the wreck site, near the rock called ‘Le Neste’ off the western 
tip of Brecqhou. Dives were made on 10 days, starting on 10 April with the 
last on 12 December. The seabed in the area comprised a mass of rocky gullies 
with gravel in the bottom, and with kelp growing on the rocks. Work on the 
site was only possible during neap tides and then only close to slack water, 
due to the strong currents. However the depth of the remains at diving time 
was between 10 to 18 metres, so the divers did not have any problems with 
decompression.

SARK

BRECQHOU

Wreck

GUERNSEY

St Peter Port

HERM

Figure 11.6 Map of wreck location. Image courtesy of Georgina 
Green.
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The main cargo of the vessel was saltpeter, which was much in 
demand in eighteenth- century Britain for the manufacture of gun pow-
der. Another significant part of the cargo was red dyewood, which was 
used for dunnage, as well as being of value for dyeing. As an extremely 
hard wood, the dyewood (unlike the saltpeter) survived and large logs 
were retrieved. The timbers of the ship decomposed long ago although 
some canons remain to mark the site where the Valentine foundered. 
One interesting find was a broken anchor (which had been mentioned 
in the captain’s journal) with a cannon strapped to it. This illustrates 
the desperate attempts made by the crew to save their ship in 1779.

Since 1976 other dives have been held and a number of local people 
have retrieved items from the wreck site. Shards of blue and white Chinese 
porcelain are often found. Manufactured in China, loaded in Canton and 
either brought directly to England or taken to India by one of the many 
EIC ‘country ships’ used by the Company to transport their cargo in Asian 
waters, porcelain was often packed in boxes with loose tea or pepper for 
padding. The Valentine had only visited India on her last voyage, but her 
cargo consisted of a range of Chinese porcelain from best quality items for 
the aristocratic tea party to thicker items for general use. The finer shards 
illustrated are from a better quality bowl decorated inside (see Figure 11.7). 
The blue and white china was a popular design in England.

Figure 11.7 Porcelain shards from the Valentine. Image courtesy of 
Georgina Green.
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Many small pieces of agate were also discovered, mostly orange or 
rust in colour (see Figure 11.8). Cut and roughly shaped square or rect-
angular in India, agate was transported to England to be made into signet 
rings and broaches. Agate is an extremely hard stone and it is remark-
able that these pieces were smoothed and bevelled by India craftsmen 
without modern technology. Their loading was not noted in the captain’s 
journal so it is likely they were private trade.

Other items retrieved illustrate life on board ship:  metal han-
dles from furniture or travelling luggage, and ground glass stoppers 
for decanters or medical jars (see Figure  11.9). They may have been 
for items used on the voyage –  although there was a significant quan-
tity found, which may suggest they were also part of the private trade. 
Broken bottles were also found. They may have been loaded in Madeira 
and would have contained fortified or non- fortified wine. Madeira wine 
was collected on the outward journey and some of it was required for 
EIC staff in India.39 The warmth and movement of the voyage improved 
the quality, if it was not drunk by officers and passengers before they 
got back to England!40

As already stated, quantities of redwood were also salvaged from 
the wreck. Even after being in the sea for 200  years the red colour 
remains vibrant when the wood is cut, and it can still be used to dye  

Figure 11.8 Agate pieces from the Valentine. Image courtesy of 
Georgina Green.
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fabric. Georgina Green’s research on Valentines and her subsequent lec-
tures and displays contributed to encouraging two local artists, Margaret 
Duston and Kathy Taylor, to create an installation about the wreck of 
the Valentine. Their artwork interwove different imperial commodi-
ties –  cotton, tea, indigo, dye from red dyewood –  to gesture towards 
the complex material history of the East India Company. Displayed in 
the old restored dovecote in the Valentines Gardens in May 2010 and 
creating considerable interest, the piece embodied the Company’s 
history and mirrored that of the house itself (see Figure 11.10). Long  
connected to the East India Company through people, objects and 
wealth it remains in Essex, as a site that is open to the public and a tes-
timony to the ways in which Britain’s imperial projects benefitted and 
shaped British culture.

Conclusion

Only recently brought to light through an innovative combination of 
historical research and marine exploration, Valentines Mansion’s many 

Figure 11.9 Metal handles and bottle stoppers from the Valentine. 
Image courtesy of Georgina Green.
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connections to the East India Company in the eighteenth century illus-
trate many of the characteristic features of Company commerce in the 
Georgian era.41 The Raymond family’s operation as a collective unit  –  
joined by marriage, patronage, investments, gifts, material objects and 
residence –  testifies to the Company’s corporate culture, a culture well 
calculated to moderate the impact of the enormous risks entailed by 
trade with China and India in this era. The contrast between the luxury 

Figure 11.10 Stain by Kathy Taylor. Indian cotton, stained with tea, 
indigo and dye extracted from red dyewood/ red sander’s dust from 
the Valentine cargo. The flag design is based on the British East India 
Company Flag of 1707– 1801. Image courtesy of Kathy Taylor.
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objects with which Valentines Mansion was furnished in Sir Charles 
Raymond’s day, on the one hand, and the fragmentary shards of Chinese 
porcelain recovered in recent times from the Valentine’s wreckage, on 
the other, nicely captures the threats that challenged Company servants’ 
efforts to extract fortune and status through Asian commerce. By recov-
ering the Company com ponents of Valentines’ history, this chapter forci-
bly reminds us of the global dimensions of eighteenth- century Essex.
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12
Growing up in a Company town

The East India Company presence in South 
Hertfordshire

Chris Jeppesen

Situated just north of the M25 in south Hertfordshire, Brookmans Park 
is an affluent but otherwise unremarkable commuter village of around 
3,500 inhabitants. Perhaps best known today for its assortment of minor 
celebrities and acclaimed in glossy property magazines for its desirable 
village living and good transport links, it has always proved attractive 
to those looking to move beyond, but remain within easy reach of, 
London’s boundaries.1 The village is centred upon a railway station and 
small green surrounded by shops and restaurants, its residential streets 
spreading across the eastern part of the parish of North Mymms.2 Even 
as redevelopment proceeds apace, the dominant mix of mock- Tudor 
detached residences alongside more modest semi- detached housing 
and bungalows betrays its mid- twentieth- century origins as a middle- 
class commuter village. Taking advantage of the post First World War 
building boom, developers began to construct ‘a country village with all 
modern conveniences’ on land that formed part of the large Brookmans 
estate.3 Over the next four decades the village grew steadily, and by the 
mid- 1960s boasted just over 2,500 residents, served by a golf course, a 
primary school and secondary school, and large areas of protected park-
land.4 It is here that I grew up in the 1980s and 90s.

In 1800 the area looked very different. Largely agricultural, it was 
dominated by four grand houses and their estates: Brookmans, Gobions 
(sometimes spelt Gubbins), Potterells and the smaller Moffats House.5 
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Today only the latter survives intact, albeit in partitioned form, the  
others having been destroyed by fire or demolished at various points from 
the 1840s to the 1980s. Much of the local history I learnt whilst attending 
both village schools recounted an insular past shaped by the rise and fall 
of these country estates and the coming of the railway. It was a narrative 
populated with an eclectic cast of characters ranging from Sir Thomas 
More (1478– 1535), whose family owned Gobions in the sixteenth cen-
tury, to Little Miss Muffet of nursery rhyme fame, purportedly written by 
an inhabitant of Moffats House.6 This history has been carefully woven 
into the village’s civic identity: the primary school’s crest combines a hart 
(the area formerly being a royal hunting ground) and a spider’s web in 
testament to the nursery rhyme, whilst the senior school, Chancellors, 
owes its name and crest (a chancellor’s wig) to the connection to Henry 
VIII’s unfortunate counsellor. Growing up, this local history sparked little 
interest in me, always seeming so mundane compared to the excitement 
of learning about wider horizons at school: while my village provided a 
happy place to enjoy childhood, as a teenager it never seemed anything 
other than parochial.

It thus came as a surprise when research for the East India Company 
at Home project revealed that between 1700 and 1850 all four of these 
estates were owned, at one time or another, by families with intricate 
connections to the wider imperial world. Throughout these decades, 
wealth derived in India and the Caribbean was channelled into the pur-
chasing and redevelopment of the area. Owners and residents included 
two East India Company (EIC) Directors, three EIC officials, an elite 
Huguenot family operating at the intersection of trade to Asia and the 
Caribbean, several West India merchants (including one whose family 
network spread across three continents), and the son of an early Deputy 
Chairman of the EIC, whose own fortune came through investments in 
the South Sea Company. Collectively these families formed a community 
that exchanged land and property, intermarried, socialized together and, 
in so doing, remade the landscape upon which my village now stands.

This chapter examines the local world these men and women helped 
create but also situates this within the entangled web of trade, kinship and 
patronage that spread from rural Hertfordshire, to the City of London, 
across Britain and outwards to encompass an expanding global empire. 
In so doing, it poses questions about how these wider perspectives force 
us to reconsider entrenched narratives that so often serve to partition the 
histories of Britain and its empire.7 Even though wealth from overseas 
fundamentally changed the area in which I grew up, the empire remained 
utterly inconsequential to the local history I  absorbed. This historical 
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amnesia is partly explained by the fact that these houses no longer remain. 
Nevertheless, as recent research highlights, the prevailing image of the 
country house as the most quintessential of English settings frequently 
belies the legacies of empire embedded in the fabric of buildings and con-
tents.8 Recovering the forgotten histories of the country estates that now 
form such a focal point for the heritage and tourism sectors, often within 
rural settings adamantly resistant to changing cultural realities, forces us 
to reconsider the dominant narratives associated with these sites and the 
often exclusionary vision of Englishness they help sustain.9

Over the last decade, the process of remembering the empire in 
Britain has become ever more contested.10 New voices, often born after 
formal decolonization into an increasingly multi- cultural society, have 
disrupted entrenched, self- congratulatory narratives that posit a benign 
British colonialism as a source of pride and worked to identify a less insu-
lar and more diverse national history than ‘our island story’ permits. At 
times this battle over memory has erupted around overtly imperial sites, 
such as the recent Rhodes Must Fall campaign in Oxford, or through for-
mer colonized peoples’ efforts to gain restorative justice for past crimes.11 
Yet, as the multitude of local history projects undertaken in 2007 to mark 
the bicentenary of the abolition of the slave trade and the findings of 
the East India Company at Home and Legacies of British Slave- ownership 
projects have laid bare, the impact of slavery, and empire more broadly, 
permeated the daily lives of groups and individuals across Britain in less 
obvious but nonetheless profound ways.12 In challenging the assump-
tion that empire was something that happened elsewhere this work has 
underscored the contribution made by the new imperial histories over 
the last thirty years in disrupting the false dichotomy of ‘here and over 
there’ that has for so long stood at the heart of many assessments of the 
empire’s impact on British society.13 It is not, as Catherine Hall has shown, 
happenchance that a celebratory narrative shaped around abolition and 
the bringing of modernity to colonial peoples has come to dominate how 
empire is remembered in Britain. Rather, over the last 200 years this has 
depended upon a carefully coordinated process of selective remembering 
and calculated omission.14

Recovering this past necessitates a clearer understanding of the 
relationship between the local and global. As Katie Donington reminds 
us ‘[L] ocal areas do not operate in isolation, they were and are places 
that reach out and connect to different geographic locations. People, 
capital, goods and ideas constantly circulate, leaving traces of them-
selves behind.’15 Empire inflected the daily lives of individuals across 
Britain in diverse and unpredictable ways. Wealth generated through 
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global trade funded the remaking of local landscapes through the con-
struction of large houses and lavish gardens; exotic items and com-
modities percolated throughout British society, reconfiguring domestic 
spaces and individual consumption habits; diverse individuals with 
experience of life in colonial settings settled across Britain, challenging 
established social hierarchies and sometimes transgressing entrenched 
norms of gender and race.16 By shifting focus from the institutional 
foundations of imperial authority onto the family as a central structure 
in the operation of the pre- Victorian empire, scholars have recently 
opened rich new perspectives on the circuits that enmeshed local and 
global contexts.17 In exploring these entanglements within a specific 
parish, it becomes possible to expose the significance of empire in even 
the most unlikely of settings and thus escape the illusion that these 
were insulated bastions of an autochthonous Englishness.18

If wealth from overseas and overt connections to empire remained 
most concentrated amongst the landed elite that dominated local struc-
tures of power, country estates also stood at the heart of parish life 
across rural Britain for much of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 
Despite the impression of permanence and order they might conjure 
today, these country estates were never static spaces but rather sites of 
contestation in which the politics of class, gender, race and empire were 
negotiated by the families who owned the properties and those who 
lived and worked on them. These dynamics reveal intimate insights into 
the economies of labour and community that underpinned the struc-
ture of eighteenth- century British society and which helped support an 
expanding global empire.19 Tillman Nechtman’s recent assessment of 
the ‘Nabob controversy’ neatly illuminates how returning wealth and 
cultural practices from India, personified in the figure of the EIC official- 
cum- oriental despot, provoked fierce debate around the perceived cor-
rupting effects of empire on core qualities of Englishness. For Nechtman, 
it exposed the fraught entangling of competing concepts of nation and 
empire within a febrile late- eighteenth century public sphere. Focusing 
on this episode as public spectacle, he has less to say about how these 
individuals reintegrated at a local level or about what happened to 
their wealth over time, however.20 This longer narrative of adaptation,  
integration and transformation starts to emerge with greater clarity 
when rooted in specific contexts. Examining how parish life intersected 
with, and was reshaped by global forces, allows us to begin to appreciate 
more clearly the multifarious ways in which empire entered the daily 
rhythms of very different people, living in very different places across 
Britain and, in so doing, integrate them into a conception of British 
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history that situates the enduring connections between empire and 
metropole at the heart of any national narrative.21

The East India Company in Hertfordshire

Within south Hertfordshire’s dense belt of country estates, described by 
Robert Morden in 1704 as running almost as a continual street of beauti-
ful houses from Totteridge in the west to Ware in the east, North Mymms’ 
East India connections were no anomaly.22 Recent research by Stephanie 
Barczewski fortifies Lawrence Stone’s earlier findings that Hertfordshire 
was especially popular amongst those looking to reinvest wealth accumu-
lated not just in India but across the empire in English country estates.23 
My own findings indicate that the number of former EIC officials, mer-
chants and directors who lived in the county between 1700 and the 1850s 
was at least 32 more than previous estimates suggest. As the Legacies of  

Figure 12.1 John Cary, Map of Hertfordshire, in Cary’s new and correct 
atlas: being a new set of county maps from actual surveys (London, 1787),  
not paginated https:// commons.wikimedia.org/ wiki/ File:Hertfordshire-   
Maps- Cary- 1787- 49.jpg
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British Slave- ownership project has uncovered, Caribbean derived wealth 
flowed into the county throughout the eighteenth and early nineteenth 
centuries, with 26 residents claiming over £624,000 in slavery com-
pensation money in the 1830s (and an additional £100,000 claimed 
by trustees and unsuccessful claimants).24 The geographical spread 
of these associations is also revealing. While those claiming slavery  
compensation money were distributed across the county, the estates of 
EIC officials and directors congregated in the south, often proximate to 
the major roads running north from London.

Unlike the flat, arable landscape of north Herts, the southern half 
of the county offered picturesque rolling hills, river valleys and wood-
land, as well as good land for grazing and hunting, which drew especial 
admiration from mid- eighteenth century writers and landscapers (see  
Figure 12.1).25 On a more practical level, south Hertfordshire’s proxim-
ity to the capital has always ensured its attractiveness to those looking 
to supplement commercial wealth with country property. Compared to 
other parts of England, as Stone has shown, the makeup of county soci-
ety remained in many ways exceptional until the late nineteenth century. 
From before the English Civil War, Hertfordshire had a higher turnover of 
property, higher marriage rates outwith the limits of county society and a 
higher density of estates than almost any other county.26 Its relatively small 
size and high land costs meant that, unlike their counterparts in counties 
with less developed links to London, many Hertfordshire landowners did 
not derive their incomes from land alone, with most estates not exceeding 
1,000 acres.27 Instead, owners tended to retain close commercial links to 
the city, whilst developing their country estates in an ostentatious display 
of wealth and status.28 For these reasons the county proved especially per-
meable to new streams of wealth and thus particularly attractive to EIC 
officials and merchants desirous of remaining close to London in order to 
participate in Company politics, global trade or to sit as MPs.29

East India Company families first appeared in Hertfordshire in the 
early 1700s and proliferated as British control in India expanded. A cen-
tury later, Haileybury was selected as the site for the new EIC training 
college in 1806, both reflecting and further cementing the close asso-
ciations between Company and county.30 Before 1759 the Company 
presence centred on an axis running north along the Hertford road. 
Notable owners included Edward Harrison (1674– 1732) of Balls Park, 
John Deane (d.1751) and Alexander Hume (1693– 1765), succes-
sive owners of Wormleybury, Thomas Rolt (c.1631– 1710) of Sacombe 
Park and Joseph Collett (1673– 1725) of Hertford Castle, all of whom 
accumulated wealth and status in  –  or, in the case of Hume, sailing 
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to  –  India and remained active in Company politics upon their return. 
In the aftermath of the Battle of Plassey in 1757 opportunities for per-
sonal enrichment proliferated. As Company control solidified in the 
presidencies of Bengal, Madras and Bombay, its identity transformed 
from trader to conqueror and occupier. Amongst the generation of 
‘nabobs’ who returned to Britain during the period styled ‘the shak-
ing of the pagoda tree’ (c.1757– 80s), many brought vast fortunes with 
them, which they reinvested in land, property, luxury commodities and 
political capital to facilitate entry to the highest echelons of the British 
elite.31 Unsurprisingly, it is during the period 1760– 90 that the highest 
number of individuals (10) with a direct personal connection to India 
purchased estates in Herts.32 These included such notorious figures as 
Laurence Sulivan (1713– 86) of Ponsbourne Park, Thomas Rumbold 
(1736– 91) of Woodhall and Governor Charles Bourchier (1726– 1810) 
of Colney House. Many spent lavishly on rebuilding older manors, con-
structing new houses and landscaping gardens. Rumbold, for instance, 
expended £85,000 of his £200,000 plus fortune purchasing Woodhall 
and then built a new Palladian mansion designed by Thomas Leverton 
(c.1743– 1824), which he filled with items brought back from Madras.33 
Bourchier outlaid almost £60,000 purchasing and renovating Colney 
House, bankrupting himself in the process.34 A further six London- based  
merchants grown wealthy from the East and West India trades, and often 
connected to the EIC Court of Directors, also purchased estates during 
this 30- year period.

In the wake of Warren Hastings’s impeachment trial (1788– 95) 
measures were taken to better regulate the Company’s activities, thereby 
making it more difficult to replicate the fortunes of the nabob genera-
tion. Nonetheless, the period between 1790 and 1820 still saw notable 
numbers return from India to purchase Hertfordshire land and property. 
Amongst them was the controversial Paul Benfield (1741– 1810), who 
not only bought Woodhall from Thomas Rumbold’s executors but also 
became heavily involved in the Hertfordshire property market and West 
India trade before going bankrupt in 1799.35 Others included George 
Sullivan Marten (1763– 1826) of Sandridge Lodge, John Fann Timins 
(1767– 1843) of Hilfield Castle, George Shee (1758– 1825) of Lockleys 
and Patrick Haddow (1770– 1861) of Colney House. By 1800 the typical 
profile of purchasers was starting to shift, however. A growing number 
came from a mercantile and banking background in the City of London, 
where they were embedded in the East India, China and West India 
trades and the provision of capital in the expanding banking sector.36 For 
instance, in 1799 West India merchant, EIC Director, MP and city banker, 
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George Woodford Thellusson (1764– 1811) purchased Wall Hall (later 
renamed Aldenham Abbey) for £24,000. Likewise, EIC Director and MP, 
Robert Williams (1735– 1814) used his fortune accumulated through 
East India shipping to purchase Moor Park in 1801 from the executors of 
former owner and fellow director, Thomas Bates Rous.

After 1820, ever fewer returning EIC officials could afford to  
purchase new estates, although several, such as William Raikes Timins 
(1808– 66) of Hilfield (1843) and Thomas Powney Marten (1807– 89) 
of Sandridge (1876), inherited estates originally purchased with wealth 
accrued in India by their fathers. Others who retired from India without 
great personal wealth used family networks to transition into careers in 
the city or banking. Powney Marten offers one such example. He joined 
his brother as partner in the bank founded by their father, Marten, Call &  
Arnold, while Augustus Henry Bosanquet (1792– 1877)  –  nephew of 
EIC Director Jacob Bosanquet (1756– 1828)  –  retired in 1821 after  
11 years in Bengal to join the family West India merchant firm. Bosanquet 
acquired considerable wealth during the mid- Victorian period, purchas-
ing Osidge House near Barnet, and leaving an estate valued at £70,000 
in 1877. Although this later period saw fewer new arrivals in the county, 
many established families remained involved with imperial trade, whilst 
a growing number of sons from the emerging professional middle classes 
left the county to take up careers across empire.

It is highly unlikely that the arrival of so many EIC officials in 
Hertfordshire was a coincidence. The constellations they formed once 
settled frequently reflected commercial associations, strategic alliances 
and friendships made in India. For instance, Laurence Sulivan pur-
chased Ponsborne near his friend and business associate Stephen Law  
(1699– 1788), who owned neighbouring Broxbourne House, and with 
whom he shared an adjoining pew in St Etheldreda’s church, Hatfield.37 
Owners competed for county positions, with the post of County High 
Sheriff being held 19 times between 1730 and 1830 by individuals with 
an EIC connection. A  Hertfordshire estate could also support wider 
political aspirations. Nineteen became MPs (albeit rarely in local con-
stituencies), a position often used to protect ongoing interests in India. 
The injection of capital from overseas, combined with rising rents and 
agricultural production during the late eighteenth century initiated a 
flurry of building and landscaping activity.38 The extravagance of scale 
and style that characterized many renovation projects suggests that  
these were undertaken with a keen eye on what else was occurring around 
the county. In hiring leading architects and landscapers, owners showed 
themselves attuned to the dominant fashions of the day. While nabobs  
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have commonly been associated with the Orientalism most conspic-
uously displayed at the house of Charles Cockerell (1755– 1837), 
Sezincote, those in Herts tended towards more conventional, neoclas-
sical tastes. This did not mean that the influence of India was rendered 
invisible in either interior decoration or garden display. Rather, it was 
carefully integrated amidst European styles.39

Nabobs, merchants and planters: networks 
of empire and North Mymms

In 1801 North Mymms was the largest parish in Hertfordshire (see  
Figure 12.2). Covering just under 5,000 acres and totalling nearly 16 
miles in circumference, it sat astride the southern belt of estates. The 
parliamentary census of that year recorded a population of 838, living in 
150 houses; 170 employed in agriculture, 70 in manufacturing or trade 
and 598 in other occupations.40 From the early 1700s this community 
started to be transformed by wealth from overseas. Confounding the car-
icature of the nabob, those who purchased land in North Mymms did not 
conform to an easy stereotype. Their careers were varied and patterns 
changed over time but all shared and benefitted from an investment in 
the expanding empire and networks of global trade.41

Figure 12.2 Close- up of North Mimms [sic], in Cary’s new and 
correct atlas: being a new set of county maps from actual surveys 
(London, 1787), not paginated https:// commons.wikimedia.org/ wiki/ 
File:Hertfordshire- Maps- Cary-1787- 49.jpg.
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Substantial wealth from overseas first arrived in the parish when 
Jeremy Sambrooke (d.1754) purchased Gobions in 1707. Although 
lacking a direct career in India himself, Sambrooke came from a family 
permeated by EIC connections, with his grandfather, father and brother 
all having been in the Company’s service.42 He inherited a large fortune 
from his father and capitalized on investments in the South Sea Company 
shortly before that bubble burst, which allowed him to undertake exten-
sive renovations at Gobions where he resided until his death in 1754. He 
passed the estate to his sister for life, before settling it on his nephew, 
John Freeman (c.1722– 94), in 1765.43 Freeman’s family had their own 
extensive empire connections predating the marriage of his father John 
Cooke Freeman (c.1689– 1752) to Susanna Sambrooke (c.1685– 1770). 
John Cooke Freeman had been a merchant in Madras in the early 1700s 
before inheriting Fawley Court, Buckinghamshire, from his mother’s 
uncle, the Jamaica planter William Freeman (c.1610– 1707).44 John 
Freeman Jr did not stay long in North Mymms, however. Having built 
another house in Hampshire, he sold Gobions in 1777 to John Hunter, an 
exceptionally wealthy nabob who had accumulated a fortune in excess of 
£100,000 as a free merchant in Bombay (see Figure 12.3).

Little is known of Hunter’s life before his arrival in India, beyond 
that he was born in the mid- 1720s and reputedly sailed for Bombay in 
the late- 1750s with no more than £100 to his name; however, over the 
next 20 years he established himself as a prominent merchant in the city 
with close links to leading Company officials.45 Hunter became partner 
in the firm Hunter, Fell & Ramsay (subsequently Hunter, Fell & Iveson), 
which was heavily involved in shipping and insurance, and it is likely 
he had commercial links to Laurence Sulivan. He returned to Britain 
in the 1770s and was elected to the Directorship in 1781. Despite The 
Monthly Magazine’s suggestion that upon purchasing Gobions Hunter 
settled into the life of a country squire ‘fattening oxen’ for sale, he by no 
means retreated into bucolic seclusion.46 An EIC Director until his death 
in 1802, Hunter used his position to safeguard his extensive investments 
in Bombay. Writing from Gobions in the 1790s, he asked his friend John 
Tasker, then Master Attendant for marine operations at Bombay, to 
manage his investments in India, look out for new openings and begin 
to remit his money back to Britain. For all returning officials, this was a 
complex and risky process that necessitated careful management, and 
Hunter went to great lengths to instruct Tasker on the best way to pro-
ceed. He directed him to invest his cash with Indian agents in Bombay at 
9 per cent interest, who would travel to Canton where they would draw 
bonds of remittance in the name of the Directors at the Company bank, 
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which in turn would be sent to Hunter to deposit them in London.47 Such 
networks of information, patronage and trust were utterly crucial to the 
circulation of goods between Britain and Asia, as well as making possible 
the remittance of EIC officials and merchants’ fortunes.48

As well as extending the Gobions estate, Hunter deployed his wealth 
to support his extended family network. He purchased a farm in the 
neighbouring parish of South Mimms for Margaret Carpenter, his niece 
(or illegitimate daughter –  it is not clear which) and her husband Daniel, 
an officer in the EIC Army. Upon his return from India, Daniel Carpenter 

Figure 12.3 Portrait of John Hunter of Gobions, by Sir Thomas Lawrence 
(1789/ 90). Reproduced by kind permission of Musée des Beaux- Arts, ville 
de Bordeaux. Image courtesy of L. Gauthier, F. Deval.
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looked to the Caribbean for investment, purchasing Providence Pen, a 
Jamaican sugar estate in 1793, which he owned until his death in 1821.49 
Even as his financial interests diversified, Carpenter remained tightly con-
nected to East India networks of patronage and association. During the 
1790s and early 1800s, he opened his house to the five sons of his friend 
and fellow East India Company army officer, General John Bellasis. As 
Bellasis planned his sons’ future careers in India from Bombay, Carpenter 
was charged with their care in England, a task in which he failed to 
impress. Once the boys arrived back in India, they complained to their 
father of mistreatment at Carpenter’s hands, which led to a rift between 
the friends over Carpenter’s ‘duplicity and mismanagement’.50 Hunter 
acquired another property in South Mimms, Oakmere House, which in 
the 1820s became the home of Carpenter’s brother William Leonard, 
also an EIC army officer, following his marriage to Amelia Chauncy.51 She 
was the daughter of the West India planter and Herts resident, Charles 
Snell of Snell Hall, Grenada, and Theobalds Park, whilst her brothers 
Nathaniel and Charles Snell Chauncy (owners of neighbouring estates in 
Little Munden, Herts) claimed a staggering £62,329 in compensation for 
3,468 enslaved people in the 1830s.

Hunter’s wealth increased rapidly after his arrival in Bombay. 
In 1763 he married Ann Dick (c.1719– 86),  a widow whose husband 
had served in the Bombay Marine. In addition to the 100,000 rupees  
settled on her by Hunter at the time of their marriage, she inherited 
property in Bombay from her first husband making her a wealthy woman 
in her own right.52 At her death in 1786 at Gobions, her estate totalled 
£28,000.53 Her daughter, Ann Atkins (1740– 77), married Governor 
William Hornby (c.1723– 1803) thereby sealing a close alliance between 
the families. Hunter became a keen defender of Hornby during the nabob  
controversy, and Hornby’s children were the principal beneficiaries 
in Hunter’s will.54 Three younger daughters inherited £20,000 each; 
Hornby’s son John (1764– 1832), also an EIC writer, was appointed 
joint- executor and received £25,000; whilst the eldest daughter Hannah 
Holmes (1757– 1845) received £20,000 and her husband, Thomas Holmes 
(c.1751– 1827), became executor and the new owner of Gobions on  
condition that he take the name Hunter.55

Holmes- Hunter became the fourth successive owner of Gobions to 
have made his wealth through empire. The son of Worcestershire gen-
try, he joined the EIC as a Writer in Bombay in 1767, and during his 
time in India remained a close confidant of his father- in- law and patron 
Governor Hornby.56 Nonetheless, Holmes’s career ended in disap-
pointment after he was beaten to the position of Governor by Jonathan  
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Duncan (c.1756– 1811) in 1795.57 His time at Gobions was similarly 
dispiriting and mired in controversy. In 1801 his 15- year- old daugh-
ter eloped and married an Irish soldier about to embark for India. 
Four years later she left him for another man, which led to Holmes- 
Hunter being sued for damages.58 These problems were compounded 
by family squabbles over John and Ann Hunter’s wills, leading to sev-
eral Chancery cases against Holmes- Hunter as the Hornbys struggled 
to gain access to legacies they claimed were being withheld.59 It is not 
clear why he chose to sell Gobions in 1815, but money troubles cer-
tainly seem to have been pressing. By the time of his death in 1827 his 
effects were sworn at under £450, and his wife and younger daughter 
do not appear in his will.60 With Holmes- Hunter’s sale of Gobions to 
a local brewing family its EIC connection disappeared; however, two 
years later wealth from the Caribbean was flowing back into the estate 
after it was purchased by West India merchant, Thomas Kemble (1759– 
1821). In turn, it passed to his son Thomas Nash Kemble (1791– 1833), 
who received over £10,000 in slavery compensation money and left 
an estate of £120,000 in 1833.61 Upon his death, the estate was pur-
chased by the owner of Brookmans, Robert William Gaussen, who tore 
the house down in the early 1840s and amalgamated the grounds into 
his own.

John Hunter’s nearest neighbour was another EIC Director, and 
coincidentally the uncle of Holmes’ victorious rival for the Governorship. 
Like Hunter, John Michie (1720– 88) made his wealth working closely 
with the Company but not in its direct employ. He initially leased Moffats 
House in the early 1770s, before purchasing it at the end of the decade. 
It is not clear how much he initially paid but in 1779 it was insured with 
the Sun Insurance Company for £7,900.62 A native of Glenesk, Michie 
moved south in the early- 1750s, taking advantage of the complex trans- 
imperial networks of Highland Scots to establish himself as a victualler 
in London.63 Initial success proved elusive, however, and by 1755 he 
was imprisoned in the Fleet for debt.64 After his release from prison, he 
became a purchasing agent for the Royal Navy in Indian waters, where 
he acted as secretary to Sir George Pocock (1706– 92) and was awarded 
a share of the prize money for the capture of several enemy ships in 
1760.65 He gained further opportunity in the Caribbean in 1762, where 
Pocock held a command during the capture of Havana, and subsequently 
secured the commission to distribute the campaign’s prize money, from 
which he is likely to have derived considerable personal benefit.66 On 
returning to Britain, Michie used his wealth and contacts to establish 
himself within the ‘Shipping interest’, which provisioned the East India  
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Company fleet and offered access to powerful patronage networks at 
the Court of Directors.67 Based in St Martin- in- the Fields, he did not 
limit his activities to supply, also entering into partnership with his 
brother Jonathan as a wine merchant  –  a role that appears to have 
combined business and pleasure, with one friend leaving Michie 
a cask of 40- year- old rum ‘because he loves a tiff of punch after  
supper’.68 Possessing £2,000 of EIC stock, Michie was first elected to 
the Directorship in 1770 (the same year he arrived at Moffats) as a  
nominee on the ‘House list’, and he remained there until his death in 
1788, including serving as Chairman in 1786. He left Moffats to his 
brother Jonathan Michie (d.1802) and property in St Martin- in- the 
Fields to be shared between two nieces and his illegitimate daughter.

Tracing individual careers or the ownership trajectory of a single 
estate provides a sense of how wealth from overseas percolated into 
Hertfordshire, but to situate North Mymms properly within a wider 
imperial world it is necessary to map the webs of marriage, wealth and 
patronage that sustained these families. For the Gaussens of Brookmans 
and Casamajors of Potterells these liens spread across Britain, India and 
the Caribbean, incorporating overlapping networks that made viable 
a variety of commercial and political interests. Prominent Huguenot 
merchant and governor of the Bank of England, Peter Gaussen  
(1723– 88) purchased Brookmans manor for £16,000 in 1787 as a gift 
for his son Samuel Robert (1759– 1812).69 The Gaussens first arrived 
in London from Geneva following the revocation of the Edict of Nantes 
and quickly established themselves within the influential Huguenot 
cousinhood.70 Peter Gaussen’s success in the City facilitated his election 
to the directorship of the Bank of England in 1761 and he became the 
bank’s first foreign- born Governor in 1777, as well as owning £4,500 
in EIC stock. Family connections smoothed his rise. In 1755 he had 
married Anna Maria (1728– 1804), daughter of Samuel Bosanquet  
(1700– 65), another prominent Huguenot merchant in the Levant trade 
and with extensive property in the Caribbean. The marriage agreement 
underlines both families’ prosperity, as well as their confidence that 
this would continue to flourish. Anna Maria’s portion stood at a size-
able £6,000, with Peter promising a further £12,000 for her and their 
younger children upon his death  –  a promise far surpassed when he 
left an estate worth £57,340.71 Unusually, the marriage ended a decade 
later in formal separation but, even then, Peter was careful not to sever 
the relationship with his in- laws who remained close commercial  
partners, particularly his brother- in- law and fellow Bank of England 
director Samuel Bosanquet Jr (1744– 1806).72
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The marriages of Peter and Anna’s children served to reinforce 
the connection to the Bosanquets, as well as to other local elites. 
In 1783, their eldest son and owner of Brookmans, Samuel Robert 
Gaussen Sr, married into another branch of the Bosanquet family, one 
involved more in India than the Caribbean. His wife Elizabeth was 
the daughter of Jacob Bosanquet Sr (1713– 67, brother of Samuel Sr),  
Turkey and East India merchant, and sister of Jacob Bosanquet Jr, East 
India Company director and leading figure in the London silk trade. 
This match brought both families considerable financial and com-
mercial benefit.73 Although it is unclear whether Jacob Jr’s decision 
to purchase the nearby estate of Broxbournebury in 1789, two years 
after Samuel and Elizabeth settled at Brookmans, was based upon 
a desire to be close to his sister, his presence nonetheless ensured 
a strong family network in south Herts, which was augmented fur-
ther by a third branch of the Bosanquets in the Hadley/ Barnet area. 
Like many of his contemporaries in the City elite, Samuel Robert 
Gaussen Sr’s enthusiasm for commercial life was undiminished by 
ownership of a country estate. Over the next twenty years he estab-
lished himself at the centre of overlapping networks that supported 
the expanding fiscal- military state and empire.74 He became direc-
tor of the South Sea Company, an MP and a major EIC shareholder 
in the 1790s, although he divested himself of his Company shares 
in the decade before his death. Instead, he bequeathed £10,327 in 
South Sea Stock and over £100,000 in government securities, leaving 
each son £30,000 and each daughter £20,000 invested in 3 per cent 
consuls.75 Upon his death in 1812, his estate totalled over £175,000, 
making him the eleventh richest man in the country to die that year.76 
He appointed his Bosanquet cousins as executors, thereby reiterating 
how important tight- knit family networks were to the transmission 
of wealth.

Compared to many other merchant and nabob estate owners in 
Herts, the Gaussens and the Bosanquets at Broxbournebury were unusual 
in that they kept their estates within the family for more than three gen-
erations.77 As each generation became more established within the local 
landowning elite, so they shifted how they presented the basis of family 
wealth. Upon Samuel Robert Sr’s death, the estate passed to his eldest 
surviving son Samuel Robert Jr (1788– 1818) who married his cousin 
Cecilia Franks (1789– 1868). His early death in 1818 meant that the 
estate descended to his infant son, Robert William Gaussen (1814– 80). 
Educated at Eton and Cambridge, Robert served briefly with the British 
legation at Stockholm, before returning to assume the life of a country 
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gentleman in 1838. He expanded the estate significantly to over 2,000 
acres by purchasing both Gobions and Moffats, and despite maintaining 
a broad stock portfolio and sitting on the board of the Globe Insurance 
Company displayed none of his grandfather’s enthusiasm for commercial 
life.78 Instead, he increasingly styled himself a landed gentleman with an 
interest in stocks, rather than a merchant prince with a country estate 
to match.

Even as Robert William’s horizons narrowed, his marriage 
to Elizabeth Christian Casamajor (1821– 64) of Potterells created 
yet another filament in an already complicated web. Potterells 
came into the possession of Elizabeth’s cousin Justinian Casamajor 
(1746– 1820) when he inherited it from his friend Charles Delaet in 
1792.79 Before moving to Potterells Justinian lived nearby at High 
Canons, Shenley and owned land in Northaw. Originally from Spain, 
the Casamajors settled in Bristol in the 1690s, where they were 
involved in the Iberian wine trade. By the time Justinian inherited 
Potterells, the family had spread across Britain’s expanding empire 
as Company officials in India and plantation owners and merchants 
in the Caribbean.80 It was to the latter that Justinian owed his wealth, 
first as a London West India merchant and subsequently through his 
marriage to Mary, the daughter of Antigua planter Duncan Grant 
(d.1770), which brought Casamajor property in the Caribbean. 
Having spent heavily on redeveloping the estate he fell into finan-
cial difficulty when profits from his Antiguan investments declined. 
This left him able to leave only small legacies in his will (although 
he did stress that his daughters had been amply provided for by his 
wife’s brother). He placed his Caribbean property in trust to be sold. 
Nonetheless, the terms of Delaet’s will ensured Potterells remained 
in the family, decreeing it should pass to his godson, Justinian’s third 
son, William Charles Casamajor (1779– 1847).81

Where Justinian Casamajor’s activities focused on the Caribbean, 
the wider family network spread east. His uncle, Noah Casamajor (1700– 
46), established himself as a merchant at Madras in the mid- 1700s, and 
his son, James Henry Casamajor (1745– 1815), joined the EIC as a writer 
in Madras, rising to the council in 1791. Although his son James Archibald 
(1787– 1864) joined the EIC in turn, it was the marriages of his daughters 
that really catapulted the Casamajors into the highest echelons of the EIC 
elite; Jane Amelia (1789– 1808) to Henry Russell (1783– 1852) son of Sir 
Henry Russell (1751– 1836), Chief Justice of Bengal; Amelia (1791– 1872) 
to the third son of the Governor General Lord Minto (1751– 1813); Louisa 
(c.1801– 78) to Charles Farquharson RN (1795– 1862), son of William  
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Farquharson (1758– 1813), EIC Bengal; and Elizabeth Rebecca  
(1788– 1866) married John Studholme Brownrigg (1786– 1853), MP 
and partner in the East India merchant firm of Charles Cockerell & 
Co.82 This network of patronage and contact helped smooth entry 
for Justinian’s two youngest sons to Company service as writers 
in Madras, as well as leading to the arrival at Potterells of James 
Archibald and his daughters following his retirement from the EIC in 
Madras in 1837. He had also married the daughter of an Antiguan 
planter, who probably had business links to Justinian, but in the after-
math of emancipation this brought little financial benefit. Unlike the 
previous generation of officials, James Archibald did not return from 
India possessed of great wealth and spent a peripatetic retirement 
moving around the homes of relatives and friends. At his death, his 
effects were valued as being under £600. Nonetheless, his arrival in 
North Mymms precipitated the marriage of his daughter Elizabeth to 
Robert Gaussen in 1841, thus joining two families of global reach in 
the heart of the home counties.

Like their EIC counterparts across Hertfordshire, those living in 
North Mymms enthusiastically embraced the opportunity to thrust them-
selves into parish, county and parliamentary politics. Hunter (1780), 
Michie (1782), Samuel Robert Gaussen (1790), Justinian Casamajor 
(1800), Thomas Nash Kemble (1825) and Robert William Gaussen 
(1841) all won election to county high sheriff, a role the Stones identified 
as being crucial to the integration of new arrivals into county society and 
one often assiduously avoided by established families who loathed the 
inconvenience and expense.83 Several used their wealth to gain election 
to Parliament. John Hunter reputedly paid up to £3,000 to gain the seat 
for Leominster in 1784 but did little once elected.84 As MP for Warwick 
(1796– 1802), Samuel Robert Gaussen proved similarly inactive in the 
Commons, although he did work to further the interests of the City for 
which his brother- in- law Jacob Bosanquet was principal spokesman.85 
Prominence in public life extended to serving on the boards of various 
philanthropic and charitable institutions. John Michie, for instance, was 
a steward for the New Lying- in Hospital off Tottenham Court Road and 
Peter Gaussen a governor of the Foundling Hospital. All assumed similar 
prominence in parish life. As the surviving memorials in St Mary’s church 
testify, most were closely involved with the parish church where succes-
sive generations worshipped, married, baptized their children and were 
buried (see Figure 12.4). Both Samuel Robert Gaussen and Justinian 
Casamajor served as church warden at St Mary’s, a role that gave them 
responsibility for allocating pews and handing out charity to the poor. 
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Gaussen was also a trustee for the Great North Road turnpike, which ran 
near his estate, and colonel in the county militia.

Although women were barred from holding public office, they 
were more visible in the parish, revealing their central role in embed-
ding circuits of empire in communities across Britain.86 A small part of 
Ann Hunter’s wealth from Bombay was left to feed the poor of the parish, 

Figure 12.4 Memorial to John and Ann Hunter, and her daughter Ann 
Hornby, St Mary’s Church, North Mymms. Photograph courtesy of Chris 
Jeppesen.
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whilst her granddaughter, Hannah Holmes- Hunter bequeathed £100 to 
the church for the benefit of the poor. Justinian Casamajor’s daughter 
Caroline Lydia (1788– 1853), at the time of her death leasing Moffats 
from Robert Gaussen, left £3,000 to endow a school for the children of 
the parish.87

The arrival of wealth from empire initiated profound aesthetic and 
economic changes to the local landscape as owners redeveloped houses 
and grounds. Most notable were the changes made by Jeremy Sambrooke 
to Gobions, where he employed Charles Bridgeman (1690– 1738) and 
James Gibbs (1682– 1754). Bridgeman had already worked on several 
East India Company gardens in Hertfordshire, but it was his efforts at 
Gobions that elicited a visit from Queen Caroline and her daughters in 
1732, as well as drawing rich acclaim from Daniel Defoe a decade later 
and Horace Walpole in his 1770 essay On Modern Gardening. Ornamental 
gardens, a canal and lake, bowling green and tree lined avenues trans-
formed the park to provide a fitting panorama for the redesigned neo-
classical house. To this he added a large mock- Tudor entrance arch, 
classical statues and hothouse.88 John Hunter proved less preoccupied 
with Gobions house, concentrating instead on purchasing local farms 
and enclosing common land under an act of Parliament in 1778.89 In 
1802 he was awarded a gold medal by the Society of Arts, Manufactures 
and Commerce in recognition of the 40,000 oaks he had planted.90 
Like Sambrooke, Justinian Casamajor renovated the existing house at 
Potterells, turning the sixteenth century half H- plan into a neoclassical 
manor with colonnaded portico. Even so, the house is described by histo-
rian John Brushe as resembling ‘a beautiful stage set’: Casamajor substi-
tuted marble and stone for plaster and wood in several places, including 
in the painted wooden columns sat atop stone bases at the entrance.91 He 
also developed the estate, constructing a model farm and experimenting 
with modern agricultural methods.

In the physical absence of the three houses little detail remains 
on the objects they contained. Beyond a general impression that these 
houses were filled with the trappings of genteel life, it remains ambig-
uous how far empire permeated their interior spaces. For instance, 
Gobions’ advertisement of sale in 1814 gave few particularities other than 
describing a grand house with spacious cellars, marble chimney pieces 
and mahogany doors.92 Nonetheless, hints linger that habits and tastes 
picked up in India entered quotidian routines. John Hunter wrote to his 
friend John Tasker asking him to procure him a regular supply of coffee, 
while in another letter Tasker informed him that he was trying to arrange 
shipment of the mango tree he had requested.93 More intriguingly, the 
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wills of John and Ann Hunter reveal that it was not only commodities 
that returned from India but sometimes people as well. Both left small 
annuities to Mary Ann Baker ‘a black woman’ who acted as Ann Hunter’s 
lady’s servant and Henry Dick, described by Ann Hunter as ‘a gentleman 
now residing at Gubbins [sic]’ and, fifteen years later, by her husband as 
‘a black man labouring under an imbecility of mind and under the care 
and custody of Mrs Holmes of Islington’.94 It is unlikely to be a coinci-
dence that Henry Dick shared his surname with Ann Hunter’s first hus-
band. Hunter’s obituary in The Monthly Magazine asserted that he had 
remarried to a ‘mulatto lady’, although no further evidence exists, as well 
as observing his mindfulness in providing for Baker and Dick who oth-
erwise would have been left destitute. Frustratingly, the archival trace 
left by these individuals quickly vanishes, giving little sense as to how 
they experienced life in rural Hertfordshire or interacted with those born 
locally and working on the estate. Nevertheless, their very presence in 
the domestic space of Gobions and parish more broadly is important both 
in terms of how empire was made visible at a local level and also how this 
shaped the ways nabobs were presented in print.95

Conclusion

From the early eighteenth century onwards, wealth from empire 
flowed into Hertfordshire as returning EIC officials, Caribbean planters 
and London based merchants purchased land and property across the 
county. North Mymms illustrates in microcosm how global processes of 
conquest, trade, enrichment and exploitation that energized Britain’s 
expanding empire became infused with local significance. Growing 
up, I had no awareness that this layered history lurked within an ever- 
so familiar horizon. And yet, material markers of the estates endured, 
incorporated into the fabric of village life that formed the backdrop to 
my youth:  Brookmans’ stable block has become the golf course club 
house; Gobions’ ornamental lake and garden forms part of the park in 
which I walked my dog; Folly Arch, the estate’s once imposing entrance 
gate, now stands forlornly askew on the road entering the village; the 
gatehouse at Potterells re- appropriated as the village doctors’ surgery; 
Moffats House divided into residential homes that I passed on my way 
home from school.

In a recent collection of essays, Antoinette Burton and Dane 
Kennedy asked various historians of empire to reflect upon ‘how 
empire had shaped them’. For Burton and Kennedy, the accounts that 
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emerge offer clues as to how the global and imperial intersect with the 
national and local in ways that ‘reveal the imprint of local space and 
place on the making of historical sensibilities’.96 While I cannot claim 
to have been particularly aware as a child that Britain once had an 
empire, let alone that it impinged on the world around me, discovering 
now the significance of empire in the history of Brookmans Park has 
encouraged me to consider the place I  grew up in new ways. David 
Lowenthal has argued that our sense of proximity to the past is rooted 
in the familiar surrounds of the present. But in seeking to orient this 
relationship through surviving material markers, we risk sacrificing 
complexity in favour of nostalgic, reaffirming narratives.97 In acknowl-
edging that our local histories may be less rooted than we instinctively 
assume or that the empire perhaps came closer to home than we ordi-
narily apprehend, we can start to destabilize narratives that have for 
so long sustained an insular version of British history. Behind those 
familiar vestiges that permeate our local landscapes may stand histo-
ries of wider entanglements. Rediscovering these not only enrichens 
our understanding of the past but should also challenge how we think 
about ourselves in the present.
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Section 4
On the borders 

Region, nation, globe

Clusters of East India Company persons, objects and wealth appeared not 
only in the Home Counties during the eighteenth and early nineteenth 
century, but also at other locations across Britain and on the European 
continent. Distant from the Company’s offices and warehouses in the City 
of London and from the urban residences of its most powerful men and 
women, these clusters were nonetheless connected  –  through fashion, 
objects, wealth, employment and personnel –  both with the metropolis 
and with the Company’s scattered Asian domains. Attending to distant 
regions that lay outside London and the Home Counties works to connect 
Britain’s peripheries to the metropole, even as it encourages us to look 
beyond the familiar Company histories focused on the British bridgehead 
of Bengal.1

In this section, Diane James’s chapter explores how engineer 
and artist Colonel Robert Smith (1787– 1873) honed skills of drawing 
and draughtsmanship while working for the Company’s Bengal Army 
in the early nineteenth century. When he returned to Europe in the 
1830s Smith continued to consolidate his material knowledge, and 
when wealth allowed in the 1840s he used his skills to re- design and 
re- build Villa Mills on the Palatine hill in Rome. Later construction proj-
ects in France and then in Devon further exploited his (by now con-
siderable) skills. Rather than passively purchasing elite homes, Smith 
deployed in Europe material expertise honed on the subcontinent in 
often- unforgiving terrains. Together with his wife’s wealth, his material 
knowledge gained in imperial service allowed him to produce substan-
tial yet intricate buildings, expressing his cosmopolitan identity in new 
ways. Smith worked in tandem with the material world, rather than 
employing it in a ‘finished’ state. He continually overcame material dif-
ficulties or compensated for them through redesign. Far from inert, the 
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material world and its built environments challenged and animated 
Smith’s evolving expressions of identity.

Rachael Barnwell’s chapter focuses on regional interiors fashioned 
in response to Company commerce. She identifies a series of ‘Chinese’ 
style staircases that appeared far from Georgian London’s metropol-
itan consumer markets, in north-west Wales. Tan- yr- Allt in Bangor 
(Caernarvonshire), Bishopsgate House in Beaumaris, Anglesey and 
Trfeilir in Trefdraeth, Anglesey all acquired ‘Chinese’ style staircases 
in the middle decades of the century. No surviving evidence suggests 
that these staircases were built because the families which inhabited 
these homes boasted links to Asian trade or the East India Company 
(EIC). As Barnwell’s analysis highlights, however, the period in which 
they were constructed (c.1755– 60) marked the height of British inter-
est in Chinese objects and aesthetics. The middle decades of the eigh-
teenth century witnessed numerous attempts to translate or appropriate 
‘Chinese’ motifs into ‘British’ design schemes, through publications such 
as Thomas Chippendale’s The Gentleman and Cabinet Maker’s Director 
(1754). In north- west Wales we thus see the indirect influence of the 
Company on British material cultures through its trade in Asian luxury 
objects. As Barnwell concludes, the ‘Chinese’ style staircases found in 
north- west Wales offer evidence of regional and rural desire for ‘Chinese’ 
style decoration. They demonstrate how Asian influences came to be 
embedded into local contexts and tastes, enriching ‘British’ material cul-
ture in turn.

Maintaining clusters of Company sociability often proved more 
challenging than participating in shared aesthetic tastes inspired by 
Britain’s Asian trade. Distance, evasion, omission and failure marked the 
experiences of many Company families, with some Company men and 
women choosing or relegated to life in peripheral sites. Alistair Mutch’s 
chapter on General Patrick Duff (1742– 1803) examines a military man 
whose career, wealth and domestic life were distinguished by the nego-
tiation of vast distances. Much of the Duff family wealth was accrued 
through connections with empire and the intermediary sites between 
metropole and empire. Patrick Duff’s uncles and brothers were deeply 
involved in the Madeira wine trade and used Duff’s Company connec-
tions in Bengal to expand and enrich their commerce. Duff’s involvement 
in the wine trade exemplifies the importance of intermediary sites such 
as Madeira between Bengal and Britain. These sites made (and make) 
distinctions between metropole and colony difficult, if not impossible, 
to sustain. Duff used the wealth gained from Company service and the 
Madeira trade to purchase a country estate not in the Home Counties, 
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but rather at Carnousie, near Turriff, in the county of Banffshire in north- 
east Scotland. Here he realised long- held ambitions of domestic hus-
bandry and agricultural improvement. Rather than metropolitan status 
and national power, Duff longed to cultivate land at a distance from the 
traditional centres of politics and society.

Alongside intermediary sites used en route to empire, such as 
Tenerife and Madeira, the Company also maintained several other out-
posts distant from its Indian seats of power. Often held only briefly or 
incompletely, these remote spots included Ambon Island, Aden and 
Sumatra. Ellen Filor’s chapter explores how the outpost of Sumatra 
shaped the Company life of Alexander Hall (c.1731/ 2– 1764). Although 
other European civil servants based in Sumatra managed to accrue 
impressive fortunes, Hall conspicuously did not. Indeed, life in Sumatra 
proved a constant struggle for Hall, distant as he was from the luxury 
and domestic comfort others experienced –  if only in his imagination –  
in privileged regions such as Bengal. In this beleaguered context, Hall 
turned to the solace of material things, negotiating the anomie of dis-
tance through the objects and letters sent by his family in Scotland. His 
acquisition and exchange of material goods from afar challenged percep-
tions of Sumatra’s peripheral location, allowing Hall modest comforts 
from his British home –  itself a peripheral site. As Filor demonstrates, the 
comforts that circulated as ‘things’ in Hall’s world included enslaved per-
sons, underlining both the importance of forced labour to the Company’s 
tenuous grip on Sumatra and the labile boundaries of identity that 
marked the Company’s material world. The presence of enslaved women 
also provided opportunities for Hall to pursue sexual intimacy, encoun-
ters which resulted in the birth of a mixed- race child, Peggy. After Hall’s 
death, his sister Isabella asked his executor Robert Hay to send the child 
to Scotland. Peggy’s story and her journey to Britain with her nurse Betty 
demonstrate the broader legacies of British lives spent in empire. Like 
General Duff’s negotiation of the Company’s distant outposts, Peggy and 
Betty’s journey from Sumatra to the metropole underlines the multiple 
directions of imperial flows of persons and things, complicating our 
understanding of empire’s impacts.
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13
A fairy palace in Devon 

Redcliffe Towers, built by Colonel Robert Smith 
(1787– 1873), Bengal Engineers

Diane James

The eccentric building Redcliffe Towers (see Figure 13.1), built on the 
edge of a cliff in Devon, is now a well- known landmark in the town of 
Paignton. Colonel Robert Smith constructed the Towers in 1852– 64, 
after his retirement from the East India Company (EIC) and a sojourn 

Figure 13.1 The Hotel Redcliffe (Redcliffe Towers), Paignton, Devon, 
early twentieth-century. © The Redcliffe Hotel.
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in Italy where he married a French heiress. Smith, an engineer and art-
ist, was not a member of the landed gentry, however, he used his tal-
ents to rise through the ranks of the Bengal Army in India, from Cadet 
to Colonel. Smith left the Company with just an army pension, and it 
is likely he would have been unable to build Redcliffe Towers without 
gaining a considerable inheritance upon the death of his wife. This 
case study records Robert Smith’s journey to India, to Europe and his 
final days spent in Devon, where he constructed his fairytale fortress, 
Redcliffe Towers. In doing so it contributes to the East India Company at 
Home volume by demonstrating the ways in which EIC officials’ engage-
ments with the subcontinent through practices such as drafting, build-
ing, painting and drawing, distinctly shaped the British homes they built 
on their return.

Background and training

Robert Smith’s early family life not only shaped the direction of his 
later career, but also the locations and houses in which he settled once 
retired. Although primarily based in the busy, cosmopolitan port of 
Bideford, Devon, Robert Smith’s family frequently journeyed out to 
Europe and India.1 In consequence, while two of his brothers were 
born in India, Smith (see Figure  13.2)  –  the third son of James and 
Mary Smith –  came to be baptized in Nancy, France, on 13 September 
1787.2 The family enjoyed early connections to the EIC:  trained as a 
lawyer, Smith’s father also worked at one time as private secretary to 
the Marquis of Hastings.3 Understandably therefore, when the Smith 
family later moved to an artists’ district (Newman Street, off Oxford 
Street) in London, and financial pressures meant that the sons had 
to seek employment, the expanding EIC seemed the perfect choice.4 
Robert Smith, aged 16 years, enlisted as a Cadet in 1803, following his 
older brothers, James and John, to India, while his younger brother, 
Edward, joined the Company in 1815.5 Robert Smith became an Ensign 
in April 1805, soon transferring from the Infantry to the Engineers, 
which proved a pivotal decision as he was rarely posted to the front- line 
of hostilities.6 Tragically, of the four sons who went out to India, join-
ing as Ensigns and rising to at least the rank of Lieutenant- Colonel, all, 
except Robert died there.7

Smith began his military training at the EIC’s Great Marlow 
Academy.8 As the Company expanded into new territories in India, sur-
veying and accurate mapping skills were imperative to assist revenue 
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collection, administrative function, and later military campaigns.9 The 
drawing masters at Great Marlow, including William De La Motte 
(1775– 1863) and William Alexander (1767– 1816), ensured their pupils 
became proficient in drafting accurate maps, fortifications, sketching  
in the field, and painting topographical watercolours and panora-
mas.10 Although influenced by the Picturesque paintings of William 
(1769– 1837) and Thomas Daniell (1749– 1840) and William Hodges  
(1744– 97), Smith developed his own style and was one of many sol-
diers in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, who took up drawing 
as part of their leisure activities and showed evidence of accomplished 
draughtsmanship.11 Throughout his time in India, Smith was a pro-
digious artist, both for work and leisure, depicting India’s scenery, 
architecture and culture. As an engineer Smith worked on a variety of 
projects, but he was also called upon at times to be both an artist and a 
fighting soldier. These differing strands of his career influenced his later 
architectural endeavours.

Figure 13.2 Jivan Ram, Raja (Raja Jirvan Raja), Portrait of Robert 
Smith, Bengal Engineers, c.1830, oil painting. © British Library Board, 
Foster 870.
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Experiences in India

Having arrived in Calcutta in 1805 and joined the Bengal Engineers, 
Smith was first employed building infrastructure:  bridges and roads, 
and later a lighthouse at Kijri, Diamond Harbour, near Calcutta.12 
Although promoted to Lieutenant and seeing action with the Bengal 
force capturing Mauritius from the French in 1810–11, his flair for 
surveying did not go unnoticed.13 A  report by the Surveyor General  
suggested Smith was ‘by far the best draughtsman I  am acquainted 
with. His masterly rapid pencil particularly qualifies him for survey of 
the Frontier, as he will be able to delineate the passes and surround-
ing country with the greatest correctness.’14 Between 1812 and 1813 
Smith joined the camp of the Commander- in- Chief, Sir George Nugent  
(1757– 1849), for his tour of Upper India. At this time, Smith’s sketches 
were commented on by Lady Nugent (1771– 1834), who noted in her 
diary that ‘Just as day dawned, we crossed the Jumna … I took the engi-
neer officer, Mr. Smith, with me, and we projected a drawing of the line 
of march, which will be a treasure to me, if he executes it according to 
my plan, and I have little doubt of its being quite perfect, by what I have 
seen of his drawings’ (see Figure 13.3).15

Figure 13.3 Robert Smith (1787– 1873), Sketches of the Line of March 
with Elephants, Camels, Hackeries [bullock drawn carriages], horsemen 
and coolies, 1814, pencil on paper. © British Library Board, WD 312 f.25v.
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In action again during the Nepal War, 1815– 16, Smith gained 
the India medal. After these arduous tours of duty, however, illness 
took its toll.16 He was appointed Superintending Engineer to Prince of 
Wales Island (Penang) in 1816, a convalescent facility for the person-
nel of Madras and Bengal, and vital for Smith’s recuperation.17 Smith 
completed many watercolours of the main places of interest, before 
leaving on furlough to England from July 1819 until October 1822. 
While in London he visited William Daniell who agreed to engrave 
his paintings, making 10 aquatints, which were privately published 
in 1821 as Views of Prince of Wales Island, the only public display of 
Smith’s art.18

On his return to India in 1822, Smith continued to paint and 
sketch the military life around him, for instance the soldiers at the 
flagstaff and the mansion at Barrackpore (see Figure  13.4). He 
was appointed Garrison Engineer and Executive Officer at Delhi in 
December 1822 (and at a later date Major), in order that he might 
complete work on many of the ancient Mughal monuments (including 
the Red Fort –  see Figure 13.5, Jama Masjid, and Qutub Minar), walls 
and canals, in need of renovation.19 Working with red sandstone and 
Indian topography proved to be defining for Smith’s career and inspi-
rational for his painting and later architectural designs in continental 
Europe and Britain.

Figure 13.4 Robert Smith, Barrackpore House, 1815– 19, Oil on  
canvas, 13 x 20.5 cm (estimated). © British Library Board, F864.
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Building in India

Smith’s expertise in the planning and refurbishment of Mughal build-
ings for the EIC was put to good use when he moved to more permanent 
lodgings within Delhi’s ancient city walls. His previous work on the res-
toration of local historic structures most likely informed his choice for an 
architectural fusion of styles when he constructed additional living space 
and Smith later employed a similar combination of motifs in the creation 
of his Italian and English mansions and grounds. Smith’s restoration 
work in India was not unusual; old houses or ruins were often adapted 
for habitation, as many were constructed with tykhanas (underground 
rooms), which gave respite from the searing summer heat when tem-
peratures typically rose to 40°C. Sir Thomas Metcalfe (1795– 1853), the 
British Resident in Delhi during the 1840s noted that in his Presidential 
House in Delhi the ‘Principal Teh- Khanah or under Ground Apartment 
[was] occupied during the Hottest Months of the Year’.20 Smith was put 
in charge of renovating a house on the city wall between the Kashmir and 
Calcutta Gates overlooking the River Jumna. The house had been built 
by 1805 for William Fraser (1784– 1835), Assistant British Resident to 
Delhi, on a site once occupied by the Mughal Palace of Ali Mardan Khan 

Figure 13.5 The Red Fort, Delhi, India. Photograph by Diane James 
© 2014.
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(d.1657), a noble at the Emperor Shah Jahan’s court, said to have laid 
out the gardens of the Taj Mahal and built the Qutub Minar.21 Fraser, sug-
gested to have ‘gone native’, gave up eating pork and beef, grew a Rajput 
beard, and kept a harem of six or seven wives.22 By 1819 the bungalow- 
style house was vacant, and during the 1820s Robert Smith took occupa-
tion of it. The extant building is an amalgam of British and Indian style 
architecture; a low central block, with a later domed roof and octagonal 
corner towers (see Figure 13.6).

Visiting on 2 February 1828, Major Archer observed that ‘the view 
from Major Smith’s terrace looking towards the palace and the Selim 
Gurh, is very beautiful’.23 Archer was extremely interested in the tykhana 
of the house:

We went to see the Ty- Kounahs, or underground houses, forming 
part of Major Smith’s residence  …  they are formed in the walls of 
the ramparts, which being of great solidity completely exclude all 
heat … The one now under mention doubtless belonged at some 
time in the past to a man of great station or wealth; the descent 
to the apartment was about thirty feet, and the surprise and plea-
sure were equal, to find such beautiful rooms and so elegantly 

Figure 13.6 Robert Smith’s bungalow (known as William Fraser  
bungalow), Delhi, India. Photograph by Diane James © 2014.
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arranged and furnished. Coloured to resemble marble, the eye is 
first deceived by the likeness; the deception is countenanced by the 
coolness, so different from that oppressive sensation always felt 
above. Long corridors lead to different apartments, embellished 
with coloured walls, and other decorations, all by the owner’s own 
hands; and it should not be omitted, that many exquisite drawings 
of places of celebrity in Delhi and its neighbourhood, add to the 
appearance of this truly fairy palace.24

As Sylvia Shorto has noted the extant interior of the tykhana is made up 
of six rectangular rooms, and another square- shaped room slightly lower 
beneath, in addition to various other tunnels and rooms now bricked 
up. One room includes ‘a coved bangla ceiling and a deep iwan (seating 
niche)’, with stucco and paint traces.25 Shorto suggests Smith painted the 
walls following the Northern Indian tradition of painting interiors, and 
that he continued this practice in his other houses.26 It is known from later 
British sales catalogues that, obsessed by sketching and painting, Smith 
used wall space to hang his copious paintings of India, and it is possible 
that these also covered the walls of the tykhana. It is probable that Smith 
added the two end towers to the bungalow; a central section flanked by 
octagonal towers with an arcaded gothic loggia (in this case filled in), was 
emerging as his architectural signature. This design echoed elements of 
Mughal architecture, the octagonal form often used in towers or bastions 
on gates or tombs. In the Fraser Bungalow, the upper section of the tow-
ers below the balustrading is reminiscent of a cupola Smith designed for 
the Qutub Minar, exhibiting an experimental mix of styles, which would 
later become a trademark feature of Smith’s building projects.27

In March 1823 Smith was selected to survey an ancient Mughal 
canal, known as the Doab (Jumna) Canal.28 It had been built in the sev-
enteenth century by Ali Mardan Khan, but due to difficulties with the ter-
rain the canal did not operate fully and had remained unused for many 
years.29 In 1825, a new Assistant Lieutenant Proby Cautley (1802– 71) 
joined Smith and became not only his colleague, but also his friend for 
life.30 Both officers were withdrawn from their duties, to take part in the 
siege and capture of Bharatpore, near Agra, 26 December 1825; Smith 
was wounded, and later mentioned in despatches.31 In September 1827, 
elevated to Major for his services at Bharatpore, he returned to take 
charge of the restoration of the Jama Masjid (see Figure 13.7), the great 
mosque built in Delhi by the Emperor Shah Jahan (1592– 1666).32 Major 
Archer, visiting in 1828, observed that ‘Major Smith … is particularly 
well qualified for the charge of restoring such magnificent relics of art, 
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as much as by his exquisite judgement and taste in the style of the works, 
as his acknowledged professional talents, which place him among the  
foremost of his compeers’.33

Smith was promoted to Lieutenant- Colonel in June 1830, but by 
this time, his health was poor. He left Delhi for Calcutta on his way to 
Europe, spending his leisure time during February and March 1830 
sailing down the river Ganges sketching and painting watercolours, in 
the Picturesque style, of the scenes around him.34 Proby Cautley finally  
completed the Doab Canal project in 1830, just after Smith had left 
India.35 On furlough at the Cape for eight months from 26 November 
1830, Smith officially retired from the Bengal Army in July 1832, was cre-
ated a Companion of the Bath on 26 September 1831, and later given the 
rank of Honorary Colonel in November 1854 in recognition of his pioneer-
ing engineering work.36 His retirement pension was £1 per day and, unlike 
the military adventurers or earlier nabobs, no fortune awaited him.37 Due 
to the ban on private trading, and the acceptance of gifts, it would have 
been unusual if he had left the East India Company a wealthy man.

Although his lack of income perhaps at first impeded his ambitions, 
Smith’s love of sketching and painting gained during his surveying and 
drafting work for the EIC, combined with his acquired knowledge of the 

Figure 13.7 The Eastern Gate of the Jama Masjid, Delhi, India. 
Photograph by Diane James © 2014.
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construction of Mughal monuments, was instrumental in the choices he 
made for the next phase of his life. He began to work towards the total 
design and planning of new mansions, which would enhance his family 
life and give vast spaces to display larger, more expansive paintings.

Building projects in Europe

Unlike his life in India, the years after Smith left the service of the Company 
are rather obscure. In the 1830s and 1840s he spent time in Italy and mar-
ried a French heiress, Julia Adelaide Vitton. Their son, Robert Claude, was 
born in Venice in 1843.38 Despite a lack of detail, however, these import-
ant events were to have significant consequences for Smith and his archi-
tectural projects, which began to take shape quickly after the birth of his 
child. Soon after 1846, Smith purchased the Villa Mills on the Palatine hill 
(see Figure  13.8) in Rome.39 In the sixteenth century the area had con-
sisted of vineyards and gardens, part of the famous Farnese gardens devel-
oped by Cardinal Alessandro Farnese.40 A house was first built on the site 
by the Stati family, on top of the ruined Domus Augustus, and was later 
bought in 1818 by Charles Mills (d. 1846), a Scotsman, and the English 
archaeologist William Gell (1777– 1836).41 In 1824 they restored the villa’s 
small Renaissance open loggia, which featured ceiling frescoes painted by 

Figure 13.8 Postcard: Villa Mills on the Palatino, Rome. © akpool 
GmbH –  www.akpool.de.
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Peruzzi, representing the signs of the zodiac, the muses, and other classi-
cal subjects.42 At a later date medallions containing a rose, a thistle and a 
shamrock were placed on the spandrels of the first floor painted arches, 
and the entrance gate piers were emblazoned with thistles.43

H. V. Morton suggests that Mills added gothic extensions to the villa, 
using the services of a ‘fashionable English architect’ to create ‘pinnacles, 
battlements, casements and cloisters’, and two Chinese pagodas, painted 
in crimson, over the Augustine baths.44 However, after Charles Mills’s 
death in October 1846, Robert Smith purchased the property and given 
the lack of evidence concerning Mills’s ‘alterations’, it is possible to make 
a convincing case that it was Smith rather than Mills, who added these 
features to the Villa.45 All articles written on the Villa suggest Charles 
Mills built it and point out the thistled villa gateposts as a significant link 
to his Scottish heritage.46 However, Smith had more claim to Scottish 
ancestry as his son was later granted a coat- of- arms relating to the arms 
of Smith of Braco in Scotland.47 Furthermore, the building has much of 
Smith’s architectural fusion style, with Gothic and Italian elements con-
joined with Indian, in a central rotunda flanked by two octagonal towers 
with an arched loggia beneath. With archaeological remains below of an 
ancient civilization, and a view from the top of a cliff, the Villa’s design 
clearly echoes the Delhi bungalow. It is also odd that visitors to the Villa 
while Charles Mills was in residence did not mention the eccentric look 
of the mansion. For instance Harriet Countess Granville, who was keen 
to rent the house from Charles Mills, wrote in her journal: ‘Drive with us 
on a glorious summer’s day down the Corso, by the ruins of the Temple 
of Peace, the Coliseum, Arch etc., to Mr Mill’s garden, all full of roses, 
Cape jessamines and heliotropes’.48 The garden appears to have been the 
main appeal of the house and not its architecture, so it seems likely that 
the design of the new additions to the Villa Mills was by Smith, not Mills.

The training Smith had received at the EIC’s Great Marlow 
Academy, and his work for the Bengal army in topographical survey-
ing would have proved extremely helpful with the re- design of the Villa 
Mills development. However, his drawing and skills were stretched even 
further with the planning of earth- movements and tunnelling in his 
next ambitious enterprise when he later created another ‘fairy palace’ 
in Europe, on an isolated headland in Nice, on the Cote D’Azur, at first 
called the Chateau Smith and later Le Château de l’Anglais. A descrip-
tion of the construction of this property gives an impression of the lav-
ish amount of time and money that Smith gave to his building projects. 
His other house and garden at Redcliffe Towers, Paignton, was devel-
oped during this same time scale, and is covered later in this chapter. 
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Le Château de l’Anglais was constructed near a property belonging to 
Smith’s close friend Proby Cautley, which was left to Smith after Cautley 
died in 1871.49 Smith may have found the climate of Nice more agree-
able to his health, or conceivably he may have wished for a major proj-
ect to sharpen his mind and extend his drawing and building skills. He 
acquired a plot of 20,000 square metres of rocky uncultivated land on 
Mont Boron, unpatronized by the English gentry, who preferred fashion-
able Cannes where Lord Brougham (1778– 1868) built the first British 
villa, ‘Eléonore Louise’, on the Riviera in 1835.50 With plans drawn up in 
1856, Smith was in Nice in 1857, hiring workers for his huge undertak-
ing, which included clearing the rocky terrain, building retaining walls, 
walkways and tunnels.51 With his expertise in engineering Smith knew 
how to gain maximum effect from the slope of the land; Élisée Reclus 
writing in 1864 observed: ‘below the villa, hanging gardens, carved at 
great expense in the rock, descending terraces by terraces to the sea’.52

The exact stone colour used for the Château is unknown, how-
ever many painters were inspired to depict the building: Jules Defer’s Le 
Château de l’Anglais et la grève du Lazaret, gives the château a rosy glow, 
while in Vincent Fossat’s aquatint, Nice Le Château de l’Anglais Smith, the 
building appears made of buff stone, with red coloured rock in the sur-
rounding countryside; both very different from the pink paint which has 
covered the building since the 1950s (see Figure 13.9). Perhaps the best 
judge of the hue is an account in a magazine from the nineteenth century 
which describes it as ‘a red building developed before the road was made   
to Villefranche.’53 This unusual colour links with Smith’s early work on 
the Mughal monuments in Delhi.

Returning to Nice in May 1858 Smith stayed at the Hotel Royal, 
on the Boulevard de l’Impératrice Eugénie; from its elevated site he 
could oversee the work on the Château from the hotel windows.54 The 
next year he returned again to further oversee the work and sketch and 
paint.55 By 1862, the main structure of the Château was most likely com-
pleted. Described as having a ‘perfect spirit of symmetry’, the mansion 
featured Smith’s signature, a large central tower with two turrets at each 
end.56 A ground- floor arcade (or loggia) along the length of the building 
was topped by rooms which opened out onto a large terrace, while a 
long gallery housed one of Smith’s huge paintings, a 30- metre mural of 
Indian life.57 Above this an outdoor staircase was joined to the central 
rotunda which was decorated with petal- shaped battlements and onion 
domes; his architectural style although still displaying echoes of Indian 
monuments and gates, was becoming more curvilinear and eccen-
tric. Smith built serpentine paths, ornamental lakes, and many other 
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buildings throughout his property:  below the house he constructed a 
circular gallery to display his paintings; in the south he built a tower or 
lighthouse; and near the sea a small domed pavilion possibly associated 
with bathing.58

The building drew criticism from local commentators who deemed 
it unsightly and bizarre, like the décor of an opera, or a wedding cake, 
yet Robert Smith remained unfazed by the harsh remarks.59 He lived 
in the Château, compulsively painting, attending very few local social 
occasions, receiving only close friends visiting the Riviera and his mil-
itary colleagues from India. In fact, the building projects in Rome and 
Nice indicate that Smith had lost little of his artistic skill and well- honed 
architectural talent that had gained approval and promotion while he 
was in India. His larger properties allowed experimentation with signa-
ture designs, to enlarge the themes and develop them into structures nec-
essary for enjoyment in his solitary life, for instance his picture gallery, 
exotic plant conservatory, and bathing platform. Scaled down earlier 
versions of these designs were employed to fit a more domestic style of 
living at Paignton, whilst continuing to reference his previous military 
work in India.

Figure 13.9 Le Château de l’Anglais, Mont Boron, Nice. Photograph by 
Diane James © 2013.
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Building project in Devon

Smith’s wife Julia died some time before 1850 leaving Smith her con-
siderable wealth. While simultaneously building in Nice, Smith also 
returned to his sister Mary’s house, in the fashionable resort of Torquay, 
selling the family house at Bideford and purchasing five acres of remote 
headland in nearby Paignton.60 There, Smith proceeded to build another 
unusual house, known as Redcliffe Towers. Perhaps Devon with its palm 
trees and lush vegetation reminded Smith of his time in India –  William 
Daniell visited Devon in 1806 with the architect C. R. Cockerell (1788– 
1863) who wrote in his notebook: ‘At Ilfracombe, Mr.D [aniell] says the 
foliage approached nearest to India of any he ever saw’.61 A date of 1852 is 
suggested by Head for the commencement of building work on Redcliffe 
Towers, Smith bringing all his experience, and knowledge into the evo-
lution of this extraordinary building.62 J. R. K. Tozer, the proprietor of a 
major building company in Paignton, built the mansion in several stages, 
using drawings by Smith. The size of the building after each stage can be 
appraised by its rateable value: the first stage progressed in 1855, rated 
£9 15s 0d; by 1858 it was a considerable building rated £44 16s 8d; the 
final stage was completed by 1864 and rated £87 10s 0d.63

The house was constructed around an earlier look- out tower (see 
Figure  13.10), possibly with blocks from the red local sandstone, link-
ing English architectural practice with Smith’s previous projects when 
he restored the Red Fort, Jama Masjid and Qutub Minar in Delhi.64 It 
was a design which fused Indian, Italian and Gothic motifs together and 
included the familiar signature of central rotunda and two wings (see 
Figure 13.11). It is now grey, covered in roughcast with stuccoed detail, 
which diminishes its impact on the landscape, and conceals all traces of 
the previous building.

According to an undated plan (see Figure  13.12), Redcliffe was 
approached by a serpentine carriage drive past a domed hexagonal 
lodge, which led to the formal garden to the front of the house, where 
a fountain and arching flower borders enclosed island beds in a floral 
shape, perhaps the symbolic sacred lotus.65 Behind was the elliptical bil-
liard room, and Smith’s long conservatory housing his collection of rare 
hothouse plants, leading to the main central rotunda with its master’s 
room, smoking room, and dining room. The two wings were topped 
by minarets and domes; the West wing accommodated Smith’s studio 
and picture gallery, while the East wing featured service rooms and the 
kitchen. An octagon with a copper- tented roof and a ball finial topped the 
rotunda, and its four bay windows faced east towards the sea.
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Figure 13.10 The old lookout tower on the edge of the cliff. After J. W. 
Tucker, Paignton. Coloured steel vignette, published by H. Besley, Exeter 
12.5 x 17 cm. By permission of www.rareoldprints.com.

Figure 13.11 Early drawing of Redcliffe Towers, n.d. © Redcliffe 
Hotel, Paignton.
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Smith’s architectural features included ogee- shaped windows with 
stars at the apex, petal- shaped merlons, and a circular picture gallery.66 
The emblems on the rotunda are reminiscent of the Renaissance frescoes 
in the loggia on the Palatine, and thistles and apples, roses and shamrocks 
are used as decorative motifs, alongside Maltese crosses and sea- horses, 
in wrought- iron and plaster, and on the roundels embellishing the tower.

There were 23 bedrooms and dressing rooms, servants’ accommoda-
tion, outbuildings and stables.67 Steps on the eastern side were known as the 
Mecca steps and the building for a long time was believed to be orientated 
towards Mecca, undoubtedly myths, which nevertheless added to the mys-
tique of the building. Smith loved to experiment with modern features: gas 
was piped throughout the house brought from the newly opened Preston 
Gas Works, and on the first floor the main room was divided into three, but 
could be made into one room by sliding doors; suggested by Head to be ‘a 
novel feature which allowed a perfect panorama of Torbay to be seen from 
Redcliffe’s clifftop site.’68 Smith also filled the house with luxurious materials 
imported from Europe and Asia. Sale catalogues show that the interior of 
the house included ornate window cornices, and blue silk brocade damask 
drapes, walnut and mahogany furniture with an expanding Spanish mahog-
any table in the dining room, Italian marble fireplaces, Florentine marble- 
topped tables, cut- glass chandeliers and gilded mirror frames, Brussels 
carpets, antique bronzes, fine Japanese, Dresden, and Wedgwood china, 
and 300 of Smith’s paintings and watercolours mainly of India.69

Figure 13.12 Plan of Mansion and Grounds, Redcliffe Towers, n.d.  
© Redcliffe Hotel, Paignton.
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Like many others returning from India, Smith built a bathing 
complex within his estate. He designed a tunnel (see Figure 13.12 and 
Figure 13.13) to link his house on the seaward side with an octagonal 
hydropathic plunge bath, which filled with seawater at high tide.70 E. M. 
Collingham suggests that retired Anglo- Indians, on their return from 
the subcontinent, brought the ‘pleasures of personal cleanliness’ back 
to Britain, and that many had adopted the Indian regimes of cold bath-
ing and hair washing to help stave off the onset of tropical disease.71 
Jane Austen in her unfinished novel Sanditon (1817) promoted the 
health values of sea bathing. She remarked that ‘The sea air and sea 
bathing together were nearly infallible, one or the other of them being 
a match for every disorder of the stomach, the lungs or the blood’.72 
Smith retired from the East India Company on health grounds, so the 
pool possibly helped with his ailments and war wounds, especially as 
it was large enough for swimming. Although the pool disappeared in a 
storm in 1867, the passageway is still in use today as a quick way down 
to the beach.

Smith also developed the five acres of pleasure gardens at Redcliffe 
using the space economically, surrounding it with ilex and holm oak  

Figure 13.13 The Central Rotunda, Redcliffe Towers, Paignton, 
Devon, with the door of the plunge- pool tunnel opening above the 
beach. Photograph by Diane James © 2013.
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(see Figure 13.14), with terrace walks and fountains, a kitchen garden, 
a hot house, a vinery, and a large conservatory containing Indian rare 
plants.73 He introduced a military flavour into the garden design with 
flagstaff towers and bastions overlooking the sea (see Figure 13.15).

Flowerbeds surrounded the property, and the grounds also  
contained a large collection of valuable antique vases Smith had brought 
back from Italy.74 Local reports suggest Robert Smith led a reclusive life 
at Redcliffe with few visitors apart from his sister and friends return-
ing from India. Considering that as an engineer he would have left the 
East India Company with only his pension, and as he had built two,  

Figure 13.14 Fountain in the hotel car park, framed by holm oak trees, 
remnants of the Redcliffe garden. Photograph by Diane James © 2013.
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possibly three large mansions in a synthesis of Indian and western archi-
tecture, it is extremely surprising that, after his death on 16 September 
1873, the Probate Calendar states he left a sum of £90,000.75 Whether 
any investments he had made were exceptionally successful, or his late 
wife’s fortune was immense remains undetermined. Of his 300 oil paint-
ings dispersed in sales after his death, only a tenth have been identified.76

Conclusion

Redcliffe Towers is an extremely important building in the story of the 
Indian influence on British architecture and gardens 1740– 1850. It 
demonstrates such influences can be found not only in the large estates 
of the aristocracy and landed gentry, but in smaller properties owned by 
East India Company employees, in Smith’s case the eccentric homes of a 
surveyor and artist.

An amalgam of styles, Indian, British and Italian, was employed in 
the construction of buildings and gardens using architectural forms far 
removed from their original functions. Design elements from tombs, 

Figure 13.15 The remains of one of the flagstaff towers. Once a prom-
inent feature it stands half- buried in the undergrowth. Photograph by 
Diane James © 2013.
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temples, towers, gates, walls and villas, were incorporated to develop 
a new architectural style, a hybrid, part of the British Picturesque. 
However, the costs of such a building indicate that a retirement pen-
sion would not have been enough to build and furnish it. For Robert 
Smith it took many years after leaving India and the receipt of an 
inheritance, before it was possible to return to Britain to build a man-
sion and garden, and also to continue building in Europe on an even 
more lavish scale.

Smith was highly qualified by both training and experience to 
design and project- manage his own mansions which all incorporated 
Indian design alongside classical and gothic features. He was a suc-
cessful surveyor, with an eye for detail, having survived the wilds of 
India for many years recording local topography, an important pri-
mary aid for the East India Company’s expansion. Later restoring the 
major monuments of Delhi, and developing his experimental fusion 
style in architecture, he also sketched and painted many hundreds 
of British troop movements and Company life alongside views of 
Indian temples, monuments and landscapes, before retiring to Devon. 
Smith had a unique pioneering spirit, building his mansions on iso-
lated headlands on the periphery of small towns, away from fash-
ionable society. Redcliffe was built in stages over a number of years, 
and this was repeated at the Château de L’Anglais in Nice; it is not 
known whether this was due to cash flow problems or the vast quan-
tity of detailed work, which took his builders an inordinate amount 
of time to complete. The most Indian of Smith’s mansions, Redcliffe 
is testimony to his skills and ingenuity. The Devon site incorporated 
a domestic garden with military flourishes with a lavish mansion, 
which provided room for the many artefacts Smith had collected on 
his world travels, wall space for his hundreds of paintings, and a con-
servatory for his hothouse plants. Sadly, Redcliffe Towers, which in 
its heyday stood proud on its red rocky cliff (shocking the local inhab-
itants with its outlandish style of architecture), has now been sub-
sumed into the town of Paignton, diminishing its scale and obscuring 
its Indian features (see Figure  13.16). Nevertheless, Robert Smith’s 
Redcliffe Towers illustrates how skills learned in the service of the EIC 
entered the domestic sphere, and were adapted to cultural changes. 
Further adjustments in modes of living occurred with the construc-
tion of the railways, and the naming of Queen Victoria as Empress of 
India in 1877, after which Indian design gained fashionable promi-
nence in many sea- side towns. Pleasure piers, band- stands and kiosks 
echoed the styles and motifs employed by EIC engineers during their 
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surveying and drafting experiences in India. The unique, Indian- styled 
Redcliffe Towers, which was originally positioned by Robert Smith on 
an isolated headland, gradually, over time, became an accepted and 
well- loved feature of the municipal landscape of Paignton.

Figure 13.16 No longer isolated on a headland Redcliffe Towers is now 
surrounded by the town of Paignton. Photograph by Diane James © 2013.
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14
Partly after the Chinese manner

‘Chinese’ staircases in north- west Wales

Rachael Barnwell

The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Wales (RCAHMW) holds among its extensive collections photographic 
records of domestic interiors of houses across Wales. In the records of the 
historic counties of Anglesey and Caernarvonshire in north- west Wales 
are a series of photographs showing some remarkable staircases.1 This 
chapter explores these staircases by working to understand their designs, 
origins and influences in north- west Wales.

Like many staircases found in homes throughout Wales between the 
early seventeenth and late eighteenth centuries, the staircases under dis-
cussion here feature pierced balusters:  flat, thin pieces of wood known 
as ‘splats’ that were cut so as to form particular patterns which, when 
repeated, formed the full balustrade.2 Splat balusters frequently mimicked 
popular contemporary designs for more expensive turned balusters that 
were produced from solid blocks of wood using a lathe. Both splat and 
turned balusters were typically vasiform, with the woodwork mimicking 
the curvilinear shape and form of ceramic vessels, particularly vases. By 
contrast, the unusual staircases in the photographs showed balustrades 
that sported bold, distinctive geometric designs, formed by repeated 
sequences of alternating and contrasting latticework patterns (see 
Figure 14.1). The clean lines and strong angles of these staircases were 
both surprising and intriguing in their appearance. The notes accompany-
ing the photographs describe them as ‘Chinese’ or ‘Chinese Chippendale’ 
staircases and dated all of them to 1755– c.1760.3 Unfortunately, the notes 
gave no indication of the origins of the staircase design.
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To date, and with the exception of the continuing work of Huw 
Bowen and Lowri Ann Rees, there has been a limited assessment of 
the impact of the East India Company (EIC) on and in Wales, par-
ticularly with regards to the domestic environment.4 This chapter 
draws primarily on records from the National Monuments Record of 
Wales (NMRW) held by the Royal Commission, and contributes to the  
ongoing project of exploring the influences of global trade generally, 
and EIC trade specifically, on Welsh homes. It will examine each of the 
staircases photographed as a unique piece of furniture and as a part of 
each house –  as both fixture and fitting. It locates these ‘Chinese’ stair-
cases within both the wider, global context of ‘Asian- inspired’ material 
culture design in the eighteenth century, and within more local, con-
temporary networks of design exchange. Its aim is to assess if, and to 
what degree, the EIC’s trade network impacted on the interior design 
in the homes of the propertied classes in north- west Wales in the eigh-
teenth century.

‘Chinese’ staircases on record in north- west Wales

This chapter focuses on three ‘Chinese’ staircases in north- west Wales: 
Tan- yr- Allt in Bangor, Caernarvonshire; Bishopsgate House in Beaumaris, 
Anglesey; and Trefeilir in Trefdraeth, Anglesey. Tan- yr- Allt and Trefeilir 
were both originally country houses built or occupied during the 
 eighteenth century, while Bishopsgate House is a townhouse owned and   
used by the Bulkeley family based at Baron Hill, also in Anglesey. 
The  houses are all within a 17- mile radius of one another, and have 
‘Chinese’  staircases that survive to the present day, though in variable 
conditions.

First, Tan- yr- Allt (in English ‘below the hill’) is a two storey,  
Grade II* house in Bangor, Caernarvonshire, built in 1755 for John Ellis, 
the Archdeacon of Merionedd. It was built in the Palladian style popular-
ized at the time of its construction by Inigo Jones and his contemporar-
ies, and is believed to have been planned by one Master builder, though 
there is little remaining evidence to support this supposition.5 Originally, 
the house was situated outside Bangor, set within extensive formal gar-
dens sloping downhill to the River Adda, with pathways connecting the 
property to Bangor Cathedral and Bishop’s Palace. However, the house 
and grounds were purchased by Bangor University in 1928 as part of its 
post- First World War expansion, along with adjacent land that the uni-
versity required for its planned development. The house’s plot has since 
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been encroached on by university buildings and more recently by the 
‘PONTIO Arts and Innovation in Bangor’ development, obscuring its orig-
inal rurality.

Royal Commission investigators visited Tan- yr- Allt in the early 
1950s while preparing the ‘Caernarvonshire Inventories’, which were 
published in three volumes between 1956 and 1964. By that time the 
building was in use as Bangor University Student’s Union. Records at the 
Commission indicate that at the time of its initial survey the interior fea-
tures of the building had survived well. They dated the main staircase, 
windows, fireplaces, cornicing and ground floor panelling to the build-
ing’s original construction in 1755. Particular attention is given to the 
main staircase, which the final inventory notes is ‘a good example of the 
local Chinese Chippendale style’.6

Figure 14.1 The main staircase from the entrance hall at Tan- yr- Allt, 
showing the ascent to the first floor and hinting at fluted window  
reveals. DI2013_ 0674, NPRN 16895. © Crown copyright: Royal 
Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Wales.
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It ascends from the main entrance of the property to the first floor, 
with a railing on the landing and fluted reveals to the window at the head 
of the stairs. It features a latticework design, with two contrasting patterns 
repeating in sequence to form the balustrade. The stair rail on the landing 
uses two different but equally contrasting patterns across the span of the 
landing. In addition, the tread end of each step is carved with a stylized 
wave design. Although the staircase is now painted white, the photographs 
from the initial 1950s investigation show the original staircase as being 
dark wood, though it is not possible to ascertain from the images whether 
it is made from mahogany or similar, or whether the look of dark wood is 
the result of wood staining. This staircase is the earliest of all the surviving 
staircases examined in this chapter, and at the time of writing, the earliest 
confirmed occurrence of a ‘Chinese’ staircase in north- west Wales.

Second, Bishopsgate House in Beaumaris, Anglesey:  built by the 
Bulkeley family in the early eighteenth century, it was originally used as a 
dower house (see Figure 14.2).7 The family’s main residence on Anglesey 
was at Baron Hill, about a mile from Beaumaris. Commission investiga-
tors noted that the house is substantially eighteenth- century in its fabric 
but with later alterations to the front room and façade of the property, 

Figure 14.2 The ‘Chinese’ staircase at Bishopsgate House, showing 
the first floor landing. The stylized wave design carved into the tread 
ends is just visible in the bottom centre of this image. DI2011_ 1011, 
NPRN 15946. © Crown copyright: Royal Commission on the Ancient 
and Historical Monuments of Wales.
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probably dating to the nineteenth century. Unlike at Tan- yr- Allt, the 
‘Chinese’ staircase in the house is not contemporary with the original 
construction of the building.

Following a visit to the property in the 1930s, investigators sug-
gested that the staircase was installed in the house in c.1760. It was 
noted that the panelling in the ground floor rooms and the back stairs 
of the property are likely contemporary with the installation of the stair-
case suggesting a broader programme of interior change at the house in 
the 1760s. This home improvement work occurred following the death 
of its owner James, 6th Viscount Bulkeley (1717– 52) in 1752, and 
possibly in the same year that the Dowager Lady Bulkeley, née Emma 
Rowlands (d. 1770) married her second husband, Lt. Col. Hugh Williams 
(d. 1794) of Nant, Caernarvon and Caerau, Anglesey. The 6th Viscount 
Bulkeley was succeeded by his son Thomas James Bulkeley (1752– 1822) 
who was born eight months after his father’s death, and who there-
fore had little influence on the interior design of the properties in his 
 ownership at that time.

Just as at Tan- yr- Allt the staircase is the main stairway in the build-
ing, and ascends from the ground floor to the first floor in two flights. 
Again, the Royal Commission records make particular reference to the 
‘Chinese’ staircase at the property.8 The staircase rail is the same design 
as at Tan- yr- Allt, and the repeating pattern of alternating and contrast-
ing latticework designs is almost identical with only slight adjustments 
needed to better fit the space allocated to them, and to accommodate 
the slightly steeper pitch of the staircase. The pattern for the first flight 
of stairs is the same as at Tan- yr- Allt, while the second flight and land-
ing also use the same patterns that appear on the landing at Tan-  yr- 
Allt. In addition, the tread ends are decorated with the same carved 
stylized wave design. The staircase is again constructed from dark 
wood, though it too has been painted white since the Commission’s 
investigations.

Third, Trefeilir is an eighteenth- century house near Trefdraeth, 
Anglesey. The majority of the extant structure of the building was con-
structed in 1735, incorporating the remains of a sixteenth- century house, 
representing all that remains of an earlier building, into one wing of the 
property. In a photographic survey of the house, possibly conducted in 
the 1930s in preparation for the Commission’s ‘Anglesey Inventories’ 
(published in 1937), the exterior was photographed extensively. Inside, 
key architectural features were photographed:  two sixteenth- century 
fireplaces and the main staircase (see Figure 14.3).
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In the notes that accompany the survey the field investigator again 
describes this as a ‘Chinese’ staircase, and suggests it was added to the 
house in c.1760, broadly the same date as the staircase at Bishopsgate 
House about 17 miles away. It is possible that the new staircase was 
added to the house in preparation for the marriage of owner Charles 
Evans (1726– 1802) to Elizabeth Lewis (1740– 1805) in 1761.

As at both Tan- yr- Allt and Bishopsgate House, the staircase appears 
to be made from dark wood, and has a reasonably plain handrail, newel 

Figure 14.3 The ‘Chinese’ staircase at Trefeilir, probably photographed 
in the 1930s, showing the main balustrade of the staircase with its 
latticework. DI2011_ 1010, NPRN 15898. © Crown copyright: Royal 
Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Wales.
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and newel cap. The tread ends are also carved with a stylized wave 
design, though this is slightly more ornate than at the other two prop-
erties. The staircase ascends from the central hall to the first floor in two 
flights, with different sequences of patterns used for each flight and the 
landing. However, while the latticework patterns utilized at Tan- yr- Allt 
and Bishopsgate House and their sequence of use are very similar to each 
other, the designs used at Trefeilir are only broadly similar. Elements of 
the designs on individual panels are visible though they are configured 
differently. The designs appear less complex, with the interlocking loz-
enge shapes of the patterns at Tan- yr- Allt and Bishopsgate House being 
largely omitted.

A local style

If we accept the observations and conclusions of the Royal Commission’s 
experienced and highly qualified field investigators then all three of 
these staircases were installed in the properties discussed in the years 
between 1755 and c.1760. In each example, the staircase is either part 
of the original interior design of the building or appears to coincide 
with a change in the marital status of its owner. From the Commission’s 
photographs, the staircases appear to be constructed from materials 
and feature designs that are extremely similar to one another, as at Tan-   
yr- Allt and Bishopsgate House, or that share basic, characteristic motifs 
and patterns that have been arranged differently, as at Trefeilir. All prop-
erties share the stylized wave motif carved into their tread ends, though 
at Trefeilir this is more ornate than at the other properties. It should also 
be noted that the quality of the craftsmanship exhibited in the construc-
tion of each staircase is high. When examined in close detail, the pho-
tographs reveal a fine finish to the woodwork, with close, precise joints 
between component parts. The similarities in both design and materi-
als support the Commission’s interpretation of the staircases as part of 
a ‘local’ trend. However, despite searches of county archives and a num-
ber of documents held at Bangor University and the National Library of 
Wales, it has not been possible at this time to uncover the identity of the 
craftsmen that physically installed these staircases.

The geographical and chronological proximity of these staircases 
relative to one another, as well as their similarities of design and con-
struction, suggests that their appearance in these houses in north- west 
Wales in the mid- 1750s to c.1760 may also be related. Furthermore, the 
Royal Commission’s Caernarvonshire Inventory notes that the staircase 
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at Tan- yr- Allt ‘is a good example of the local Chinese Chippendale style’ 
(emphasis added).9 How, then, might a ‘Chinese’ style become ‘local’ to 
north- west Wales in the eighteenth century, and how did the contem-
porary trade of the EIC affect the appearance of this style of staircase in 
this area? This chapter seeks to answer these questions by considering 
the local connections and contexts of the families involved, the broader 
taste for ‘Chinese- style’ goods in Britain in the mid eighteenth century, 
and finally, the particularity of Welsh engagement with the Chinese style.

Possible influence of Plas Newydd

The Commission’s An Inventory of the Ancient Monuments in Anglesey 
includes a summary of key or notable architectural features for build-
ings in the county. The Inventory states that ‘[t] he “Chinese” staircases of 
c.1760, at Trefeilir (Trefdraeth) and at Bishopsgate House (Beaumaris), 
are also noteworthy, and an example at Plas Newydd (Llanedwen) has 
been attributed to James Wyatt’.10 The note implies that at the time the 
Inventory was being compiled there was a ‘Chinese’ staircase at Plas 
Newydd in Llanedwen, Anglesey. Plas Newydd, overlooking the Menai 
Straits, is one of Anglesey’s most iconic buildings, and was home to one 
of the most influential families in north Wales from the eighteenth cen-
tury until 1976 when the property passed into the care of the National 
Trust. The current Plas Newydd was built in the late eighteenth century, 
incorporating elements of older buildings thought to date back as early 
as the fourteenth century.11 However, apart from the reference in the 
Commission’s Inventory, no evidence can be found of a ‘Chinese’ staircase 
at the property, let alone one that could be attributed to James Wyatt. 
Without further information about the original source for this informa-
tion it is difficult to pursue this line of enquiry further. However, it is 
known that in the early 1750s, Sir Nicholas Bayly (1708– 82) undertook 
a refurbishment of the interior at Plas Newydd, for which he acted as his 
own architect.12 Although no known plans relating to this work survive, 
records of later work at the property show that at the time of Nicholas 
Bayly’s refurbishment, the main staircase of the house was located in 
what is now the south end of the house. Between 1782 and 1786, Henry 
Paget (neé Bayly13, 1744– 1812), 1st Earl of Uxbridge, called in local 
architect and stone mason John Cooper (dates unknown) of Beaumaris 
to make improvements to the property, which was in use as the fami-
ly’s summer residence. Then, between 1793 and 1799, Lord Uxbridge 
engaged James Wyatt to undertake further changes, including installing 
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a classical staircase. In 1771, Wyatt had undertaken a refurbishment of 
the main Bayly residence, Beaudesert in Staffordshire. Wyatt directed 
the second phase of refurbishment at Plas Newydd, in association with 
Joseph Potter (1756– 1842), a joiner from Lichfield. At this time, the 
staircase in the south wing of the house was relocated to its current posi-
tion at the modern main entrance possibly so that the layout of the house 
would better fit the centrally planned floor plan favoured by the mas-
ter builders and architects at this time. Wyatt’s elegantly ascending cast 
iron staircase with its stylized anthemion (honeysuckle) motif was more 
in keeping with the new schema designed for the rest of the house and 
made good use of cast iron, which had only recently become fashionable 
in interior design.

Given that by the 1780s and 1790s, ‘Chinese’ staircase designs 
were outmoded in Britain, and given the Palladian style of Wyatt’s 
1790s renovation, it seems unlikely that Wyatt would have chosen to 
install a ‘Chinese’ staircase at Plas Newydd as part of his refurbishment.14 
However, it is possible that the staircase installed by Nicholas Bayly in 
the early 1750s was of ‘Chinese’ design. If so, it was possibly in situ in 
the south end of the building for only a few decades between c.1750 and 
c.1790, when it could have been removed by Cooper, Wyatt or Potter in 
the course of their work on the house. If so, then Plas Newydd would be 
the first house in north- west Wales to have a ‘Chinese’ staircase installed. 
The political and social power and influence of the Bayly family at Plas 
Newydd would certainly have had an impact on the local elite, who may 
have mimicked the Baylys’ interior design choices. Sadly, there is no sur-
viving evidence that proves there was a ‘Chinese’ staircase at the property 
beyond one unique reference in the Commission’s Inventory. It should 
also be noted that the wording of the Inventory is ambiguous at best: the 
paragraph which describes ‘Chinese’ staircases could also be referring to 
significant eighteenth- century staircases in Anglesey more widely, reduc-
ing the likelihood of a ‘Chinese’ staircase having ever been installed at 
Plas Newydd.

Local connections with the East India Company

Despite the ambiguity of the Inventory’s reference to Plas Newydd, it is 
nonetheless tempting to attribute the development of a ‘local’ trend in 
‘Chinese’ staircases to the influential Nicholas Bayly and his possible 
work on the interior of Plas Newydd in the early 1750s. He certainly 
had the means to finance a broad programme of renovation work at the 
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house, having married the wealthy heiress Caroline Paget (d. 1766) in 
1737. The Pagets also had strong connections to the EIC:  Caroline’s 
four times great- grandfather William, 5th Baron Paget (1572– 1629) 
was an investor in the EIC, as well as the Amazon River Company, 
the Bermudas Company and the Virginia Company, of which he was 
also a Councillor. The family retained its interest in the EIC for several 
generations:  the 5th Baron’s grandson, the Honourable Henry Paget 
(1663– 1743), held numerous political offices throughout his lifetime, 
and used his influence in Parliament to champion the cause of the Old 
East India Company. Records show that on the 24 February 1699 he 
was involved in, and may have championed on the Old Company’s 
behalf, a petition against paying a 5 per cent duty on trade to the New 
Company.15 Furthermore by 1800, the copper mines on the Bayly fami-
ly’s lands –  most notably Paris Mountain –  had agreements with the EIC 
for the trade of copper trinkets. At the same time, the Bayly and Paget 
families also had a strong tradition of Naval service, with many of the 
men taking up posts which allowed them to travel extensively around 
the world, and would have brought them into contact with the EIC’s 
ships and merchants.

In contrast to Plas Newydd, there are no readily discernible con-
nections between the families or houses at Tan- yr- Allt, Bishopsgate 
House and Trefeilir, and the EIC. The Archdeacon of Merionedd 
John Ellis (1720– 85), had no appreciable connection to the EIC or to 
broader contemporary travel and trade to Asia. Prior to his ordina-
tion into the Church of England, Ellis is known to have been a chemist 
and an engineer. However, at the time of writing, little information is 
available about this period in his life, and nothing to link him specif-
ically to the EIC either as a clergyman or in his engineering or chem-
istry background. There also is no obvious or direct connection to be 
found between the families at Bishopsgate House and at Trefeilir and 
the EIC. Nevertheless, although no direct connections could be found 
between the properties in this study and the EIC, they all share one 
characteristic:  all three houses were owned or occupied by wealthy 
and socio- politically influential families. John Ellis, as Archdeacon 
of Merionedd, was in a position of power both locally and nationally 
through the Church of England. The Bulkeleys of Baron Hill owned a 
significant amount of land in north- west Wales and had lived at Baron 
Hill since its construction in the early seventeenth century. Charles 
Evans (1726– 1802) of Trefeilir was High Sheriff of Anglesey in 1751, 
then of Caernarvon in 1752. All three families were invested in local 
politics: the Bulkeley family were even involved in a prolonged political 
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rivalry with none other than the Baylys of Plas Newydd, in which both 
parties competed to represent Anglesey in Parliament.16 Likewise, all 
three families were well- connected in society, both within and beyond 
Wales, holding numerous political positions and posts. They were  
well- travelled and possessed property in London; they were well 
embedded in fashionable, metropolitan culture. It is therefore likely 
that the decision to install ‘Chinese’ staircases at the three houses  
considered in this study was mostly affected by much broader con-
sumer trends for interior design and furnishings across Britain in the 
mid eighteenth century.

The ‘China craze’

From the start of this chapter the staircases under consideration have 
been identified as having a ‘Chinese’ or ‘Chinese Chippendale’ design, 
primarily because they are identified in the record as such, but also to 
distinguish between authentic Chinese material culture and design  
concepts, and a constructed idea of Chinese style known as ‘chi-
noiserie’, a mixture of Eastern and Western stylistic elements embed-
ded in European- manufactured objects. To best understand the genesis 
of the staircases in this chapter, therefore, it is necessary to understand 
both Chinese and ‘Chinese’ material culture and design in its historical 
context.

The eighteenth- century fashion for ‘Chinese’ material culture in 
Britain peaked between 1750 and 1760. The staircases at the three prop-
erties in this study were built at the height of the trend between 1755 
and c.1760, when Britain was consumed by a craze for all things Chinese. 
The Empire of China had long been an object of curiosity to Europeans. 
Travel accounts published in the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries, 
highlighted China’s architecture, landscapes, material culture and cus-
toms to European audiences.17 Many of these accounts arose from travel 
undertaken through business, much of which was on behalf of the EIC. 
In 1673 an English- language translation of Johan Nieuhof’s (1618– 72) 
An Embassy from the East India Company of the United Provinces was pub-
lished (see Figure 14.4). It recounted an account of Nieuhof’s travels 
from Canton (present day Guangzhou) to Peking (present day Beijing) 
between 1655 and 1657 when he was steward for a 1500- mile mission to 
China by the Dutch East India Company. His book, dedicated to the con-
temporary administrators of both the East and West India Companies, 
featured 150 illustrations and was disseminated widely.
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By the 1730s other influential works on China were also circulat-
ing. The most famous of these is Jean- Baptiste Du Halde’s The General 
History of China published in four volumes in France in 1735, with an 
English translation available from 1741. The extensive and detailed 
text accompanied by hundreds of illustrations of contemporary Chinese  
civilization, ignited a deeper curiosity about the country and its culture 
across European society, and kindled a craze for China in architecture 
and design.

However, there was more to the trend for Chinese goods and 
ideas than colourful travel writings and striking drawings. By the mid 
eighteenth century, the EIC was regularly importing goods from China 
into Britain. The English East India Company had established a trad-
ing post in Taiwan in 1672 and had immediately engaged in frequent, 
direct trade with the Chinese, making regular voyages to Amoy, Chusan 
and Canton. By 1700, the Company had transferred its trading base 
from Taiwan to its ‘factory’ (trading post) in Canton, and was granted 
a monopoly on trade with China, which lasted until 1833. While tea 
fast became the largest trade item in Britain’s trading account, the 
Company also imported Chinese porcelain and silk. Some of the prod-
ucts of this global trade are still on show at Plas Newydd in Anglesey, 
and illustrate how the EIC’s trade with China had a direct effect on 

Figure 14.4 Illustration from Nieuhof’s Embassy, showing a Chinese 
pagoda. French, German and Latin translations were made available, 
each of which were published in at least two editions.
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the material culture of British homes. The State Bed in Lord Anglesey’s 
bedroom has a flying tester covered with Chinese silk, painted with 
flowers that match Chinese wallpaper that was at the family’s ances-
tral residence at Beaudesert where the tester was originally displayed 
until the 1920s. At this time, the 6th Marquess of Anglesey, struggling 
financially, abandoned his Staffordshire residence and transferred 
much of its contents to Plas Newydd. Both the tester and the wallpaper 
are dated to c.1720.

The influx of Chinese material goods, such as the silk tester, and 
the popularity of illustrated books about the country from the likes of 
Nieuhof and Du Halde, together provided inspiration for eighteenth- 
century artisans and architects, who were constantly seeking new 
aesthetics and designs to tempt the increasingly affluent citizens of 
a fledgling consumer economy to part with their money.18 It has also 
been argued that the growing inventiveness of British interior design 
was partly a rebellion against the constraints imposed by the strict 
classical vocabulary utilized on building exteriors; the ‘Chinese’ style, 
undisciplined by the five orders that so meticulously structured classical 
architecture, offered an eclecticism and freedom of form that more con-
ventional designs lacked.19

However, such artistic innovation was not always welcome. The 
‘bluestocking’ Elizabeth Montagu, wrote to the Reverend Mr Friend in 
1749 in despair of the new Chinese trend: ‘thus it has happened in fur-
niture; sick of Grecian elegance and symmetry, or Gothic grandeur and  
magnificence, we must all seek the barbarous gaudy goût of the Chinese; 
and fat- headed Pagods, and shaking Mandarins, bear the prize from the 
finest works of antiquity; and Apollo and Venus must give way to a fat 
idol with a sconce on his head’.20 Despite Montagu’s disparagement of 
the style, a report from The World in 1753 states that the Chinese was 
‘the prevailing whim […] everything … is Chinese, or in the Chinese 
taste, or as it is more modestly expressed, “partly after the Chinese 
manner” […] chairs, tables, chimney pieces are all reduced to this new- 
fangled standard’.21

Though widely disparaged by contemporary critics as inferior 
to classical styles, by the 1750s  –  when the first ‘Chinese’ staircase 
appeared in north- west Wales at Tan- yr- Allt, in Bangor –  interior dec-
oration “partly after the Chinese manner” was clearly popular with 
wealthy home owners. Just one year after Elizabeth Montagu wrote 
her letter, an entrepreneurial designer and cabinet- maker based in 
London capitalized on the enthusiasm for home decoration by pub-
lishing a book of furniture designs, including a set of patterns in the 
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Chinese taste likely inspired by the publications and goods dissemi-
nating among craftsmen and designers, and the vogue for Chinese 
style. The book was Thomas Chippendale’s The Gentleman and Cabinet 
Maker’s Director (1754), and it is the most renowned of a series of pub-
lications that are likely to have influenced the installation of ‘Chinese’ 
staircases in north- west Wales (see Figure 14.5).

‘In the Chinese taste’

The Gentleman and Cabinet Maker’s Director was published in 1754, 
and revised in 1755 and 1762. The Director was both a pattern book 
and a concise set of ‘how to’ instructions or ‘Orders’ intended for use 
by cabinet makers, and featured designs in the Gothic, Chinese and 
contemporary ‘modern’ taste. Chippendale included designs for dress-
ers, cabinets, chairs, fire screens and railings in the ‘Chinese’ taste, and 
though staircases do not feature explicitly, geometric shapes and lat-
ticework patterns proliferate throughout his drawings, sharing strong 
similarities with the staircases at Tan- yr- Allt, Bishopsgate House and 
Trefeilir.

Indeed, the Commission’s own inventories attribute the ‘Chinese’ 
staircases at each property to Chippendale, referring to them as 

Figure 14.5 Railing designs as depicted in Thomas Chippendale’s  
The Gentleman and Cabinet Maker’s Director, 206.
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‘Chinese Chippendale’ or ‘Chippendale’ staircases in both the site files 
and the official Inventory descriptions. Given that the Director was the 
first popular catalogue of its kind with a widespread circulation across 
Britain, this suggested provenance is perhaps persuasive. However, 
it is not clear what evidence led investigators to this specific conclu-
sion. It is possible that the Director’s publication in 1754, which pre-
dates the erection of Tan- yr- Allt, and the book’s 1755 revision, which 
is contemporary with Tan- yr- Allt’s construction, suggested that the 
Director was the most likely source for the ‘Chinese’ staircase designs. 
In addition, the ‘Caernarvonshire Inventories’ record a number of 
other items of ‘Chippendale’ furniture broadly contemporary with the 
installation of the three staircases in this study. At the Parish Church 
of St. Mary in Trefriw, near Llanrwst, records show that there was an 
upholstered Chippendale chair in the chancel.22 There is also a record 
of four matching Chippendale chairs in the ‘country’ style in Bangor 
Cathedral, which was connected to Tan- yr- Allt by a series of tree- lined 
pathways: we can only hypothesize that the Commission’s investigators 
envisaged a connection in design between the two properties as well.23 
The appearance of this furniture alongside the ‘Chinese’ staircases may 
have hinted further at Chippendale’s suspected influence in homeown-
ers’ style choices.

The variance between Chippendale’s designs and the actual stair-
cases may be accounted for by Chippendale himself: he did not intend 
the designs in the Director to be used rigidly (see Figure 14.6). In his 
conclusion to the preface he explicitly encourages innovation among 
his fellow cabinet makers, stating that the publication is ‘calculated to 
assist the one in the choice, the other in the execution of the designs; 
which are so contrived, that if no one drawing should singly answer the 
Gentleman’s taste, there will yet be found a variety of hints sufficient to 
construct a new one’.24 Chippendale was not ‘a lone craftsman, turning 
out fine furniture in a workshop, but a successful entrepreneur’, part of 
a thriving furniture industry which, by 1750, could supply an amazing 
diversity of types to consumers across Britain who were ravenous for 
innovation and choice in interior design.25 Moreover, although the list of 
subscribers in the Director lists no persons or businesses in Wales, there 
were many located in London or in wealthy English households that 
Welsh property owners would have been able to access.

While the Director was clearly important and influential, it was not 
the only publication available in 1755 to feature ‘Chinese’ designs: between 
1750 and 1752, William Halfpenny published Rural Architecture in the 
Chinese Taste in four volumes (see Figures 14.7 and 14.8). The book 
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featured 60 copperplates of designs ‘for the Decoration of Gardens, Parks, 
Forrests, Insides of Houses & C.’, and included crucially –  a design for a 
‘Chinese’ staircase. Halfpenny’s work is not as renowned today as the work 
of Thomas Chippendale or his contemporary Sir William Chambers, but 
arguably his designs had a greater impact on the installation of ‘Chinese’ 
staircases in north- west Wales, providing a pattern for staircase designs 
that bears much greater similarity to all three staircases in this study than 
anything in the Director.

The designs are less complex, with fewer pattern variations and 
wider frets, and feature the lozenge motif that occurs in all three exam-
ples of the staircases in north- west Wales. Importantly, Halfpenny’s 
design also features a stylized wave motif on the risers of each step, 
which appears on all three staircases in this study. Halfpenny’s 
wave motif features more classical design elements than the ones at   
Tan- yr- Allt, Bishopsgate House and Trefeilir but is significant none-
theless, as the motif does not appear in any of Chippendale’s designs. 
Halfpenny’s inspiration was very likely drawn from the same material as 
Chippendale: the products of travel and trade enabled through the enter-
prise of the EIC.

Other works after 1755 only furthered the fashion for Chinese 
designs among the elite. In 1757, Sir William Chambers published 
Designs for Chinese Buildings, furniture, dress etc. Chambers had served as 

Figure 14.6 Railing designs as depicted in Thomas Chippendale’s  
The Gentleman and Cabinet Maker’s Director, 208.
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Figure 14.8 ‘Chinese’ staircase design from William Halfpenny’s Rural 
Architecture in the Chinese Taste.

Figure 14.7 Railing design from William Halfpenny’s Rural 
Architecture in the Chinese Taste, showing similarities with staircase 
designs at Tan- yr- Allt, Bishopsgate House and Trefeilir.
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a merchant in the Swedish East India Company, twice travelling to Canton 
in 1743 and 1748 as a ‘supercargo’ on the ship Hoppet. A supercargo was 
a merchant employed on a vessel by the owner of the cargo it carried, and 
was responsible for managing the cargo owner’s trade throughout a voy-
age. Four years later in 1761, Chambers started to build the Great Pagoda 
at Kew for the Princess Augusta. The pagoda was completed in 1762 and 
has been viewed as the most structurally ambitious chinoiserie building 
in eighteenth- century Europe. As such, it quickly achieved far- reaching 
fame. As Aldous Bertram argues, ‘[t] hat England’s most celebrated royal 
garden should have been a Chinese building serves to remind us that chi-
noiserie was a fashion of great power and durability’.26 The erection of 
the Great Pagoda coincides broadly with the approximate dates of the 
installation of ‘Chinese’ staircases at Bishopsgate House and Trefeilir as 
the trend for Chinese interior decoration was coming to an end, and per-
haps lends further credence to Bertram’s claim, and weight to the sugges-
tion that wealthy households in Wales were following English trends in 
fashion at this time.

‘Along English lines’

While the current dearth of detailed scholarship on eighteenth- century 
Welsh interiors may at first suggest that Wales was untouched by these 
developments, it may be argued that in the 1700s the Welsh elite were 
modelling their homes along English lines, and following fashions for 
architecture and interior decoration that were popular with the upper 
class across Britain rather than being influenced by, or limited to, geo-
graphical location and trends. Lord Uxbridge’s decision to task well- 
known architect James Wyatt with the renovation of both his ancestral 
home in Staffordshire and the family’s summer residence in Anglesey 
may support this interpretation. In addition, at all three properties in 
this study the installation of a ‘Chinese’ staircase was part of a scheme 
to create fashionable houses that could compete with the houses of 
wealthy contemporaries and peers: Tan- yr- Allt was constructed in the 
popular Palladian style and was likely designed by a Master Builder, 
while renovation work was undertaken in the mid- eighteenth century 
at both Trefeilir and Bishopsgate House to modernize the interiors, 
including the installation of staircases in the ‘Chinese’ taste, that were 
likely influenced by books published in London, and distributed widely 
across England.
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Conclusion: The East India Company 
and ‘Chinese’ staircases

Each of the unique staircases examined in this chapter appears in 
wealthy households in north- west Wales between 1755 and c.1760, 
when the vogue for interior design “partly after the Chinese manner” 
was at its peak. Despite the tease of a connection to the Pagets at Plas 
Newydd, who were early investors in, and continuing supporters of, the 
EIC, there is no material evidence to connect the appearance of ‘Chinese’ 
staircases at Tan- yr- Allt, Bishopsgate House or Trefeilir directly with 
the EIC either through individuals, families or trade. However, in the 
mid- eighteenth century all three households were in the possession of 
wealthy local landowners, who had good connections with the elite of 
Britain through marriage, politics and social station or occupation. The 
fashionable and affluent families in Britain at that time were spending 
money on renovating and refurbishing their homes, fitting out ancestral 
houses and summer residences alike with the newest and most fashion-
able goods available in a market that was growing not just in size, but 
in the types and variety of goods available. Consumer appetites for the 
novel and unique were inevitably influenced by the influx of goods from 
around the world, and in this instance, by aesthetics and material goods 
being imported from China by the EIC.

Sketches of buildings, people and objects by those who had trav-
elled to China on EIC business, alongside painted porcelain, Chinese silk 
and Chinese art all made their way into Britain and into the conscious-
ness of the British public, through the EIC. Designers such as William 
Halfpenny, alongside the more celebrated Thomas Chippendale and 
Sir William Chambers, took these things as inspiration and produced 
some of the earliest catalogues of furniture, featuring many items ‘in 
the Chinese taste’. Although the ‘barbarous gaudy goût of the Chinese’ 
was not received warmly by contemporary cultural critics, it was none-
theless an incredibly popular style that led to many wealthy homeown-
ers purchasing ‘Chinese’ goods for their homes.27 In north- west Wales, 
the British craze for China manifested in particular in the form of the 
‘Chinese’ staircase. As with many local trends, it is likely that the trend 
started at one house with other local homeowners then mimicking the 
style in their own houses. While the earliest known surviving occurrence 
of a ‘Chinese’ staircase in the region is at Tan- yr- Allt in Bangor, it is not 
possible to conclude that this was indeed the first to be built:  it may 
simply be the earliest extant example of which we are currently aware. 
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It is equally possible that a local craftsman sparked the trend for ‘Chinese’ 
staircases by adding the design to his repertoire, probably though expo-
sure to works by Halfpenny, Chippendale and Chambers. However, at the 
time of writing it is not possible to determine who the manufacturer of 
each of the staircases was, or if the business was a local one.

It must also be noted that the EIC’s influence on ‘Chinese’ stair-
cases across Britain does not end when the trend becomes outmoded, 
and nor does it end at the British border:  ‘Chinese’ staircases are an 
interior design phenomenon found across the former British Empire, 
appearing in wealthy homes in the wider United Kingdom, for exam-
ple at Wolverton Manor on the Isle of Wight, as well as further afield 
in places like Bohemia Farm and Sotterley Plantation in Maryland, 
USA and St. Nicholas Abbey in Barbados.28 The staircases at these far- 
flung properties were mostly installed in the late eighteenth or early 
nineteenth century, and it has been suggested that they were removed 
from their original settings in British homes when they became unfash-
ionable and transported overseas alongside other items of outmoded 
furniture. In this way, the EIC’s influence on the material culture of the 
home, and ‘Chinese’ staircases in particular, reached farther than might 
be expected and extended beyond the brief decade when the fashion for 
all things China was at its peak.
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15
The intimate trade of Alexander Hall 

Salmon and slaves in Scotland and 
Sumatra, c.1745– 1765

Ellen Filor1

‘I shall follow your Advice in not making haste to get Rich which to 
my Sorrow is out of my Power’, the East India Company (EIC) writer 
Alexander Hall wrote from Sumatra in 1755 to his sister in Scotland. 
Hall blamed his misfortune on ‘my Losses at Sea, the Heavy Duties laid 
on by our Masters at Madrass and withall a Dull Trade [which] are very 
bad circumstances for me and make my Hopes of Reaching an over-
grown fortune or even a moderate Competency at a great distance’.2 
Hall’s struggle to gain a ‘competency’ and get ‘rich’ in a far- flung col-
ony is a useful starting point from which to explore the ‘dull trade’ East 
India Company servants took part in during the eighteenth century. 
Hall’s life story, recreated through the letters he sent to and received 
from his family, details resistance by the indigenous population, war-
fare between European imperial powers and climatic problems that 
dogged his attempt to make a ‘competency’ and return to Scotland rich. 
His career trajectory from rural Scotland to insecure Sumatra offers fur-
ther support to the now well- worn narrative of how Scots dominated 
the East India Company.3 Hall, however, not only benefitted from these 
networks of Scottish patronage but also sought to construct a sense of 
‘Scottishness’ in Sumatra through the goods he had sent from home. 
These goods, ranging from newspapers and salmon to slaves and gold, 
point to a complex interplay of nostalgic and economic concerns that 
informed Hall’s trading practices. Looking at these practices and Hall’s 
shipping of goods between colony and metropole gives access not only to 
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the economic benefits (or not) of an Indian career but also the emotional 
baggage of such trade.

The East India Company had outposts (sometimes held only 
briefly) in places as far apart as the Ambon Island in the east, St Helena 
in the south and Aden in the west. Among these remote but important 
outposts of the Company we can count Sumatra. The island was of inter-
est to the English from the very foundation of the EIC. The first voyage of 
the English East India Company, undertaken by James Lancaster in 1601, 
stopped at the Sumatran port of Aceh.4 The island was of strategic impor-
tance as a bridge between the Bay of Bengal and the China Sea.5 In terms 
of trade, Sumatra was significant primarily for pepper, providing 42 per 
cent of the 103,908,000 pounds of pepper consumed in Britain between 
1711 and 1760.6 However, as Anne Lindsey Reber has stated, ‘From a 
commercial viewpoint, the Benkulen settlement was never a success.’7 
Nor did this profitability improve in the second half of the eighteenth 
century, when pepper sales rarely exceeded the massive Company outlay 
on civil servants, soldiers and slaves.8 Instead, the British maintained a 
colony in Sumatra to prevent a Dutch monopoly over the pepper trade, 
fearing that the profits would allow the Dutch to maintain a Navy that 
could threaten the power of the British. These concerns of war and trade 
play out in Hall’s letters, demonstrating the domestic impact of global 
structures on an individual civil servant and the objects he circulated.

The second half of the eighteenth century has long been seen 
as a period when EIC servants made vast fortunes through private 
trade. Historians such as P. J. Marshall, George McGilvary and Tillman 
Nechtman have detailed the hundreds of thousands of pounds that 
Company men remitted to Britain.9 Such claims have also been made 
for Europeans stationed at Sumatra. K.  N. Chaudhuri has argued that 
Bencoolen was ‘the inefficient, unprofitable, and corrupt settlement par 
excellence’.10 Through his reading, it was the individual European civil 
servants who benefitted from colonial trade in Sumatra. However, if 
there were fortunes to be made in Sumatra, Hall did not benefit from 
them. By looking to a distant and (relatively) unprosperous British col-
ony, this chapter will illuminate new ways of looking at Company service 
and the compromises it required to gain a competency.

Hall’s biography and attempts at trade offer insight into how mate-
rial goods structured imperial service economically and emotionally. 
Indeed, British life in mainland India has long been seen as shaped by a 
multitude of servants and luxury objects.11 However, focusing on main-
land India, especially Bengal, threatens to project an unrepresentative 
picture of luxury and prosperity of the lives led by civil servants in the 
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colonies. In Sumatra, domestic life was far rougher for Company men. 
Early British buildings in Bencoolen, as A. G. Harfield has demonstrated, 
were not only highly fortified but with great frequency were attacked by 
foreign powers and razed by earthquakes.12 York Fort, for example, was 
finished in 1685 and abandoned some 35 years after it was established. 
Fort Marlborough, built between 1709 and 1716, was even shorter lived, 
burnt to the ground by the indigenous population in 1724, forcing the 
British to flee. When the British returned a year later, they rebuilt the Fort 
again. These vicissitudes of climate and revolt meant that Hall’s domestic 
life was defined by the military and lived within military buildings. In the 
face of this militarized domestic space, Hall sought other means of comfort 
for his rabid homesickness. Objects were central to the ways he overcame 
this exile from his homeland. His family sent him objects from Scotland, 
from necessities like towels and sheets to more indulgent items like wine 
and salmon. By tracing these more intimate objects between metropole 
and colony, a more textured picture of Company everyday life and trade 
can emerge.

The ‘things’ that the Hall family circulated between Scotland and 
Sumatra included enslaved people. Sumatra could not have functioned 
without slave labour. Introduced from Madagascar and St Helena, these 
slaves were used to harvest pepper, build forts, tend ill Europeans and 
act as guards. As Frenise A.  Logan has detailed, slaves were perceived 
as a necessity because of the high death rate of the English soldiers 
who had been previously sent to work on the island.13 As early as 1687 
the Board of Directors refused to commit any more Englishmen to the 
island: ‘For wee cannot be so unkind to our countrymen as to send many 
more to a place which wee know has prov’d a Grave to so many of them 
already’.14 As well as importing African slaves in 1687, convicted thieves 
were also sent to Sumatra and were to remain there as ‘slaves’ for the rest 
of their lives.15 Indeed, this practice of transporting convicts to Sumatra 
and making them slaves continued beyond the end of the slave trade in 
1807. In 1825, a correspondent to the Bengal Hukara wrote to condemn 
the practice introduced by Stamford Raffles in the 1810s of what was 
essentially a continence of the slave trade by calling Africans ‘debtors’ 
and making them indentured labourers.16 It is against this long history 
of trade in people and forced labour in Sumatra that British attempts to  
colonize such an inhospitable and dangerous island must be read.

Alexander Hall’s familiar letters give us access to these intimate his-
tories of slavery and trade. As Kate Teltscher has argued, family letters 
should be used alongside the official sources in the India Office Records 
at the British Library.17 Hall’s life and letters offer a more personal, inti-
mate account of life in Sumatra than previous overarching histories of 
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East India Company involvement with the island afford.18 Reading Hall’s 
career through his letters explicitly for the ‘things’ he traded between 
Scotland and Sumatra gives us access to the primary way Hall sought to 
maintain intimacy with his family in Europe. From his first letters from 
London in the 1740s, describing borrowing his brother’s coat, to his ship-
ping of Scottish salmon to Sumatra towards the end of his life, material 
things impacted Hall’s life in multifarious and complex ways. Following 
these letters along the shipping routes Hall used (from his trip out via 
St Helena to his escape as a prisoner of war via Madras) gives us access 
to multiple colonies belonging to multiple European nations. Through 
examining Hall’s trading practices, this chapter opens up a discussion 
about how the (infra)structure of the East India Company was co- opted 
by its servants for economic gain and emotional sustenance.

Entering the Company service

Alexander Hall (c.1731/ 2– 1764) was the youngest son of James Hall, 
2nd Baronet of Dunglass (d.1742) and Margaret Pringle (d.1756), 
daughter of Sir John Pringle of Stichill (1662– 1721). Little is known of 
Alexander’s early life. His father was a substantial landowner and noted 
‘improver’ in the Scottish Lothians.19 He had four elder brothers whose 
careers ran the gamut of employments open to Scottish elite men. James  
(1724– 1745) was studying to be a minister when he died, Robert (d.1763)  
was an officer in the 37th Regiment of Foot, William (d.1800) an officer 
in the Engineers before inheriting his uncle’s lands, and John (d.1776) 
was trained in the law before inheriting the family estates. Alexander 
Hall’s position in the East India Company was secured through his eldest 
brother John. With the Jacobite uprising of 1745, large numbers of the 
Scottish gentry raised an army in support of Charles Edward Stuart’s 
claim to the British throne. In comparison to the rebellious Highlands, 
however, the Lowlands remained relatively loyal to the British state.20 
Here, the Halls were no exception. In the aftermath of the Jacobite upris-
ing of 1745, Alexander’s brother John was one of the Grand Jury for the 
trial in 1748 of the Jacobite rebels at Edinburgh. Alexander wrote to him, 
‘I went to Hume- Campbell to whom I propos’d my going to the East Indies 
he was pretty sure he cou’d find Interest to get me into the Company’s’.21 
Hugh Hume- Campbell, third Earl of Marchmont (1708– 94), was a great 
landowner in the Halls’ native Berwickshire and a staunch supporter of 
the Union, helping defend Berwick in 1745 and supporting the actions 
of the Duke of Cumberland in suppressing the rebellion. Throughout 
his time in the Company, Hall relied on these local and anti- Jacobite 
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men for patronage: Lord Elibank (1703– 78) and Sir Lawrence Dundas 
(c.1710– 81), for example, were applied to for an exchange to Bengal in 
the 1760s.22

While empire, especially Jamaica and India, had long been seen as 
a place to reform Jacobites and integrate them into the British state,23 the 
fact that positions in the East India Company were given out to reward 
loyal Scots is less widely known. Indeed, while Jacobites often ended 
up in the Company army, Hall was rewarded with a civil post, offering a 
lower likelihood of death and greater pay. The superior nature of his post 
was one way Hall convinced his mother to let him go to India, arguing ‘if 
I don’t go there I will inevitably end up in the Army’.24 In the year before 
Hall departed for the subcontinent he bought various items of clothing 
and began to ‘learn to speak not only French but English’.25 This learning 
of ‘English’ was a means for Hall to erase his Scottish accent and integrate 
himself into the ‘English’ East India Company, especially pertinent in the 
aftermath of the Jacobite rebellion.

In November 1750, Hall received word that he had been appointed 
a factor at Sumatra, which he informed his mother was ‘as much as 
I could expect’.26 During the eighteenth century, Sumatra appears to have 
gained a reputation for being a dead- end destination for the ambitious 
Company servant. In 1770, James Swinton wrote of his relative: ‘Tommy 
Swinton is gone out a writer to Bencoolen, & sailed about a Month ago 
in the Harcort, being all my Brothers Interest exerted to the utmost cou’d 
procure for him’.27 The period between Hall’s appointment to Sumatra 
and his departure to the territory from Kent was only three weeks. Hall’s 
letters during this brief juncture worry about his outfitting for India and 
pester his brothers for money to invest in the East. In the midst of this 
tumult, Hall wrote to his eldest brother John that ‘I never was in such a 
hurry in my Life. I was last night at Court in one of Willie’s Coat’s [sic]. 
Direct my Sheets & c., to Mr Gilbert Eliot’s care Searcher at Gravesend & 
mind some Table napkins. Tell the Captn who carries it to have the par-
cell [sic] at hand when he passes Gravesend if it be John Fergusson I am 
sure he’ll oblige me much’.28 This extract suggests how preparations for 
India were dependent on family and friendship networks: Hall wore his 
brother William’s coat for his interview by the Court of Directors while 
responsibility for the shipping of his sheets from Scotland to Kent was 
given to Fergusson, a family friend. This was due to financial necessity 
as London was too expensive for Hall, and he asked his sister for cheaper 
towels and sheets to be sent from Scotland.29 Hall’s eldest brother John 
covered the £170 cost of kitting him out. Nor were all of Hall’s goods for 
himself. The bill Alexander presented to John read, ‘Passage £40, Wine 
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£35, “Wearing Apparel &c. and a 1000 Small things some to sell, some 
for my own use” ’.30 In exchange for covering his costs, Alexander prom-
ised to try to provide John with ‘Gay Pyots pink Nutmegs’, and black and 
white pepper from Batavia.31 This kind of reciprocal trade suggests the 
role of family and friendship networks in gaining, funding, and kitting 
out Hall for an Indian career.

Life in Sumatra

Hall set sail for the subcontinent in December 1750, eventually reaching 
Sumatra over six months after he departed from Kent. His first impres-
sions were favourable. As he wrote to his uncle: ‘I was much Surprised on 
coming ashore here, to see so fine a Country after being told so many bad 
Accounts of it by the Jack Tars who generaly [sic] do not say any thing Good 
of any other Country except of Old England’.32 This positive response was 
informed by the pleasant weather. He wrote to reassure his mother: ‘The 
Climate here you’ll no doubt think, is unspeakably hot, & unhealthy, but 
I do assure you, it is not warmer, than I wou’d desire, except in the middle 
of the day, & for Healthiness, it is allowed by all here, to be as good as any 
place in India’.33 Despite Hall’s reassurances to his mother and the reliance 
on slaves for manual labour, there was a high death rate of civil servants 
in Sumatra, mainly due to disease and war. From the beginning of 1760 to 
April 1762, over a third of the civil servants, military men, surgeons and 
artificers at the Fort died.34 One of Hall’s contemporaries Robert Hay com-
mented from Fort Marlborough in 1775: ‘I shall be glad to quitt [sic] India 
It becoming Irksome to me being like one who has outlived all his friends 
and matters begin to wear but a bad aspect’.35

Balancing health against his prospects of wealth was one of Hall’s 
primary struggles in Sumatra. As well as being more positive than most 
observers about Sumatra’s climate,36 Hall’s early descriptions of the 
island itself were similarly favourable:  ‘It is hereabouts almost quite 
clear of Woods & fine Champaign Country for about 8 or 10 Miles from 
the Shore & a perpetual verdure’.37 However, this enthusiastic response 
was short lived. By January 1753, he was asking his mother to exert her 
power to get him removed to Bengal.38 Hall fluctuated between loathing 
and love of Sumatra. When he was sent to Natal later in 1753, his mood 
brightened due to the possibilities available for trading natural resources:

There us [sic] a great Trade & it is the fountain Head of Gold, 
Benjamen & Camphire all very fine. The Gold is taken about a days 
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Journey up the Country, by navigation & most of it 22 or 23 Carats 
fine The Benjamen, (I supppose I need not tell you) ouses [sic] out, 
of a large Tree, the best of it is full of Lumps & Veins as White as 
Ivory.39

While in Hall’s description fortune oozes out of the ground, this appar-
ent wealth of natural resources was somewhat illusionary. Madras civil 
servant Claud Russell (1733– 1820) wrote to Hall, ‘The Wastage in melt-
ing of Gold dust, (particularly the coarse sort from Padang which loses 
sometimes 9 pr Cent) is so great, that unless the Touch can be very cor-
rectly ascertained, it is a precarious Article to deal in’.40 Such ephem-
eral economic reward led Hall to renew his call to be sent to Bengal. 
He wrote to his brother:  ‘I think on the decayed State of this Coast, 
where I assure you there are now small Hopes of a Gentleman’s picking 
up a Competency. I must therefore beg of you if its possible, to get me 
Removed to Bengal & leave you & the rest of my friends to apply for me 
in the best method they judge proper’.41

If Hall’s financial fortunes fluctuated, his dislike of the indigenous 
population was a constant theme in his letters home. He wrote soon after 
his arrival to his mother:  ‘the only objection I have to it, is the want of 
Trade which is owing to the Natives of the Country who although they 
have all the advantages with regard to Sail &c. yet they are so very indo-
lent as to neglect their own Sustenance in a manner’.42 This construction 
of Sumatrans as lazy is a common form of asserting the racial superior-
ity of Europeans in the Georgian period.43 It also allowed Hall to present 
himself as an industrious trader in contrast. Even while Hall was positive 
about the climate and scenery of Sumatra, he cast the indigenous pop-
ulation as lazy and savage, a construction that allowed him to position 
himself as industrious and civilized.

Hall’s thwarted desire to make a ‘competency’ along with the omni-
present risk of death were made worse by the near constant threat of 
attack from Dutch, Malay or French forces. In 1755 he joked to his sis-
ter: ‘So that you have once prophesied true that our penknives are turned 
to Swords & our Pepper Corns into cannon Balls but however now as we 
have got the advantage I  hope every thing will return to its primitive 
state’.44 Any peace was short lived. In 1760, two French ships under the 
command of Count D’Estaing took Alexander Hall prisoner at Natal before 
going on to attack Fort Marlborough. Hall and many of his fellow factors 
were sent to the Dutch settlement at Padang, some 300 miles south- west 
of Bencoolen, and remained there ‘without any means of Subsistence’ for 
five months.45 While there, the British men tried to get on a Dutch boat to 
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reach the Coromandel Coast but were informed that the Dutch East India 
Company did not give passage to foreigners.46 Instead, Hall and William 
Wyatt, the two most senior civil servants, petitioned the Governors of 
Padang for 2,800 Spanish Dollars to purchase a boat.47 They left Padang 
by this boat on 25 August 1760 and reached Masulipatam on 30 October. 
They stayed there until the end of the monsoon season before embarking 
on the short journey to Madras. Before they reached Madras, however, 
the vessel was wrecked near Nellore, ‘where everything was lost but 
Cloaths [sic] and a Chest of Treasure’. After this misfortune, the nearby 
Nabob Nasum Boolee Chan gave them palanquins, camels and coolies to 
carry them to Madras.48

Despite his repeated petitioning of George Pigot, the Governor 
at Madras, Hall could not get exchanged at Madras and freed from the 
terms of his parole. Instead, finding he could not work, Hall decided to 
return to Europe. As Linda Colley has suggested in Captives, the wide-
spread imperial warfare during this period often saw British individu-
als ‘captured’ literally and figuratively in much bigger historical events. 
Her insight that these British failures represented humiliating stumbling 
blocks in the wider imperial project allows us to better understand how 
Hall sought to overcome the indignity of having been captured.49 For Hall, 
being captured was yet another failure to be placed alongside his inabil-
ity to generate a fortune or carve out a successful imperial career. While 
this incident further interrupted Hall’s desire to make a ‘competency’ it 
did, however, help reverse his increasing estrangement from his family 
after an absence of twelve years from Britain. Hall was conflicted about 
the wisdom of returning to Britain, writing from London: ‘Already I have 
drawn this comfort from my Voyage, that, were it not for the Pleasure 
of being with you & the rest of my friends in Scotland, I would imme-
diately transport my self again to India, for I am heartily tired of— even 
London.’50 This dislike of London was increased by Hall’s engagement 
with the serpentine windings of the Company’s bureaucracy. In March 
1762, he submitted a minute to the Directors, requesting that they pay 
off the 2,800 Spanish Dollars he had borrowed from the Dutch at Padang. 
Eventually, the Directors appear to have grudgingly agreed, even while 
they refused to pay for Hall’s return passage to India.51 Hall was released 
from the conditions of his parole in June 1762, but he decided to wait 
until the following year before returning to India, ‘to spare my self the 
Trouble & Risk of my Health in resettling the West Coast & to be with my 
friends once more in my Life’.52

Before he left London in 1762, Hall petitioned Lord Shelburne 
(1737– 1805), an MP well- connected to the Company, to be transferred 
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to the Bengal Presidency.53 He was refused on the grounds that his 
knowledge of Sumatra was too valuable for the Company.54 Hall did not 
give up this attempt for an exchange to Bengal and wrote to his brother 
John from India:

On account of the great loss of Companies Servants at Bengal 
lately, I have renewed my request to go there as I daresay they will 
be send[in]g Gentlemen in pretty high Rank.  I have wrote it to 
(dont be angry) Ld M[archmon]t & Mr Crompton who assisted me 
before  ... I  also begg of you to see what you can do, to get me 
removed from our Cursed Coast. Its true there’s Trouble’s [sic] at 
Bengal, but its good fishing in Muddy Water.55

His brother replied, stating he would attempt to get him an exchange 
but expressed his misgivings about Bengal, which he believed ‘more 
unhealthy’ and ‘more dangerous than any station in all India’.56

Before Hall’s return, the Company did instigate some changes in the 
face of the French attack on Sumatra. The council at Madras had written 
to London in 1761 that ‘the Papers delivered in by Govr Carter have been 
examined, tis thought they put too great a Confidence in the Mallays’, 
continuing ‘Slaves will be much wanted at West Coast when the place is 
resettled’.57 Duncan Clerk assured Hall from Scotland in 1764: ‘I find the 
Company are resolved to take better care of you, if another war should 
break out; There will soon be a considerable military force in India’.58 
Hall never succeeded in getting a transfer to Bengal and instead returned 
to Fort Marlborough in September 1764. Nor did he benefit from the 
Company’s ‘reforms’ when he returned to Sumatra, dying there just over 
two months after his arrival.

Tinned salmon and the Caledonian Mercury: importing 
Scotland to Sumatra

While an outline of Hall’s career grants insight into the trade (however 
unsuccessful) and tribulations of a civil servant in Sumatra, this official 
biography can tell us only part of Hall’s imperial life. Throughout Hall’s 
time in Sumatra his fondness for Scotland and his homeland remained. In 
part, this enduring affiliation reflected the sheer number of Scots enter-
ing the Company during this period. Of the journey to India in 1763, 
he wrote to his brother John that ‘we had no less than 28 Messmates, 
mostly Scots’.59 In Sumatra, Hall’s letters back to his relatives in Scotland 
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were littered with references to other Scottish Company men. In 1755, 
he listed four other Scots who were in Sumatra in a letter to his sister.60 
These Scottish networks simultaneously maintained Hall’s connection to 
Scotland as well as supporting him in various ways: Charles Stuart offered 
him accommodation in Calcutta, the Hay brothers from Drumelzier, 
Peeblesshire executed his will, and Captain Mackleish shipped him claret 
wine.61

Beyond his fellow East India Company servants, the love of his home-
land was kept alive by the letters exchanged with his family and friends. 
He assured his brother at the very beginning of his career: ‘You know I cant 
write you any news, these I shall expect from You, even to the minutest 
[sic] Article, for you may Sure I shall gape for them.’62 While epistolary cor-
respondence was the primary means for Hall to maintain connections to 
his family, it could take six months for a letter to reach Sumatra, meaning 
the contents often felt out of date. Hall wrote in response to a letter from 
his mother in 1754: ‘You write me a long letter of news, which you may be 
sure gives me vast pleasure, I can only say I rejoiced at some & sorry for 
others; Reflections are lost at such a distance of Time & place’.63 Letters 
could also get lost. Hall wrote despondently in 1757: ‘I should now be more 
particular was I not almost certain this Bitt [sic] of Paper will be buffetted 
[sic] about the World and God knows when, come to your Hands’.64 The 
weakening of emotional ties over the time he was in Sumatra and the death 
of his mother in 1756 also led to Hall corresponding with fewer people. In 
1764, shortly before his own death, Hall described a dream to his brother 
John: ‘I dreamed of the Two Youngsters last night & don’t write to any body 
now, but you’.65 The spiritual link of Hall’s dreams and more physical one 
of epistolary correspondence suggest how family networks and intimacy 
were maintained in empire. These dreams offered an instant connection 
that could otherwise take over a year to bridge with letters.

Newspapers sent by his relatives from Scotland likewise maintained 
this link. Hall wrote from Natal four years after his arrival in Sumatra to 
his brother John: ‘My dissappointment [sic] in not having the Caledonian 
Mercury (by which we call the Scots Magazines) was very great and 
I believe had I kept a Collections in this Part of the World, my Customers 
would not all have left me’.66 Here, his fellow Scots were both his custom-
ers and his community. This use of national newspapers attached Hall to 
an imagined reading (commoditized) community, akin to the nationalist 
imaginary outlined by Benedict Anderson in Imagined Communities. As 
Anderson argued: ‘The date at the top of the newspaper, the single most 
important emblem on it, provides the essential— the steady onward clock-
ing of homogeneous, empty time’.67 According to Anderson’s analysis,  
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this simultaneous reading of national newspapers created an ‘imagined 
community’. However, for Hall, receiving the newspapers some six months 
after they had been published, this reading was near- simultaneous only 
with his fellow Scottish EIC men. Hall’s reading of the Scottish newspa-
pers cannot be conceived as ‘homogeneous’ time, rendering him part of ‘a 
solid community moving steadily through history’.68 Instead, his position 
in a precarious British territory, connected to Scotland by a haphazard 
postal system, meant Hall was outside of this national time. This tempo-
ral dissonance demonstrates his insecure connection to Scotland and the 
instability of the tactics he employed to maintain these swiftly disintegrat-
ing relationships.

Food appears to have been another way for Hall to maintain his 
connection to Britain and sometimes specifically to Scotland. In a letter 
to his brother William, he indulged in the fantasy of teleportation: ‘Had 
I such a Magicians Rod as you mentiond I would make better use of it 
than you. You speak of making only one visit here. I would be in England 
three times a day viz Breakfast dinner & Supper, to eat bread of which 
we have none on this Coast’.69 He went on to list the exorbitant price 
of flour and beer, over three times more expensive in Sumatra than in 
England.70 It was perhaps this expense and captive market that encour-
aged Hall to pioneer his own form of tinning and preserving food. 
After he was forced to return to London to be exchanged as a prisoner 
of war, he asked his brother to send eggs, salmon and portable soup 
from Scotland.71 The success of these endeavours to package and send 
Scottish food abroad varied. While portable soup, a powdery substance 
akin to modern- day stock cubes, was a relatively conventional foodstuff 
to ship abroad, salmon and eggs were less so. Hall reported from India:

My Salmon from Cockburn of Berwick, turns out well tho’ it had 
not very fair play, for I told him to put it in Double Cases, its true 
he did so, but he did not fill up the interstice with a Salt Pickle as 
I desired him, besides there were some of the Cases which would 
not hold in some Salt Beef Pickle I poured in, aboard ship during 
the Voyage. I dare say he may sell many Hundreds Kitts if its done 
properly. Pray send me out Four 1/ 2 Kitts every year. Let them also 
be sent to George Fairholme. The Torwoodlee Eggs would not keep 
cross the Line, they did not stick much, but they were very much 
evaporated & of a stinking Straw Taste.72

Hall attached a very precise sense of place to his description of the 
food  –  both spoilt and unspoilt. Even while economics and monetary 
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returns remain at the forefront of his mind –  Cockburn ‘may sell many 
Hundreds Kitts if its done properly’ (presumably to Scots in India) –  the 
eggs are ‘Torwoodlee’ and the salmon ‘Berwick’. The sense of place Hall 
attached to food becomes a means of situating himself in the geography 
of home: salmon tinned and transported, sometimes unspoilt, relocated 
his local geography of Scotland to Sumatra.73 Even so, Hall’s importing 
of Scottish food was scarcely more successful than his previous attempts 
to export gold or camphire. That his Torwoodlee eggs were ‘stinking’ and 
his salmon tasted of beef shows how tenuous a connection these perish-
able objects could grant him to his homeland. The manner in which eco-
nomics and sentiment overlapped in Hall’s letters and schemes suggests 
the difficulty of separating out the two. The potential trade in salmon 
becomes a form of sustenance –  literally, figuratively and economically –  
connecting Hall to the landscape of his birth, even if it was a connection 
that ‘evaporated’ all too easily.

Sex and slaves in Sumatra and Scotland

Hall did not only seek intimacy in words, dreams and food while in 
Sumatra. He also, like many Europeans during this period, had sex with 
at least one Indian woman.74 This relationship was detailed in his will, 
and it was only by reading the document after Alexander’s death that his 
sister found out about his illegitimate, mixed- race daughter. She asked 
Alexander’s executor Robert Hay to send the child to Scotland if thought 
appropriate.75 Isabella’s brother John harboured more doubts and wrote 
to Hay inquiring whether Alexander’s daughter ‘is Tawney Colourd or 
not’. This concern about skin colour informed whether she should be sent 
to Scotland. If ‘Tawney’ she should be kept in India ‘where her colour is 
no detainment’, but if ‘she is of the ordinary Complexion of this country 
I  dare say my sister would be glad to have her here to exert herself in 
the care of her Education but if she be of a colour different from our’s 
it would be making her miserable to bring to a place where she would 
always be particular’.76 Robert Hay responded, without making ref-
erence to skin colour:  ‘The known regard your Brother had for it put it 
out of all doubt with me the sending of it’.77 Hay and Isabella Hall kept 
up a steady correspondence over the next decade until Hay’s return to 
Peeblesshire in 1777. These letters display real concern for Peggy on both 
sides while revealing the manifold tensions that sending her to Scotland 
engendered. Tracing Peggy and her maid’s journey from Sumatra to the 
Borders demonstrates the ‘black presence’ in rural Scotland during the 
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mid- eighteenth century, suggesting the role that the East India Company 
had in instigating ‘counter- flows to colonialism’.78

Peggy was also one of the few material ‘things’ that Alexander Hall 
left behind –  he made little money in Sumatra. She was born at Madras 
in November 1761, conceived during Hall’s period under parole when 
he was unable to work, and was christened at Fort Marlborough in 
1762.79 Sending her to Scotland was one of the first difficulties that Hay 
and Isabella had to negotiate. They sent her in a ship under the care of a 
man named Braham who was returning to England.80 By 1770, Isabella 
could claim Peggy was ‘much grown since she came to this Country’ 
and a year later further on that ‘she continues to thrive and grow vastly, 
and is much improved in her colour tho she still speaks like a Foreigner 
which Im [sic] surprised at as she came here so young’.81 Here, Scotland 
is perceived as a country where Peggy can ‘thrive and grow vastly’ in 
contrast to her stunted height in Sumatra. Even so, Dunglass could not 
cure all ills: Peggy continued to speak ‘like a Foreigner’. By 1773, Isabella 
reported that Peggy had outgrown the teaching at the local school and 
was to be sent to a boarding school in Edinburgh.82 Isabella perceived 
education as one means of mitigating Peggy’s ‘foreignness’ in accent, 
displaying how Peggy’s mixed- raceness could be overcome by Scottish 
climate and education.

If Peggy Hall was an enigma to her Scottish family, then the nurse 
‘Betty’ caused more practical problems. Henry Idell, who brought Peggy 
from London to Dunglass, listed the following objects ‘belonging’ to 
the child:

One Trunk contg wearing Apparell
One Pair of Gold Earrings
One Pair of Gold Sleeve Buttons
One Gold Ring
One Slave Woman named Betty
One chest of Wearing Apparell belg to Betty83

The casual listing of ‘Betty’ as ‘belonging’ to the young Hall casts the 
woman as an ‘object’, even as it acknowledges her ability in turn to own 
property such as wearing apparel. It suggests that the enslaved could be 
perceived of as an exotic and valuable object just as a ‘gold ring’ or cloth-
ing from Surat. This translated into Betty being unable to dictate when she 
could return to Sumatra; Idell wrote ‘The Nurse is a Slave & must return 
to India’.84 As Margot Finn and Emma Rothschild have demonstrated, 
slaves and emancipated slaves were a part of Scottish society during 
the eighteenth century. Both have suggested the dislocations that slaves 
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caused in terms of how slave- ownership conflicted and overlapped with 
Enlightenment thought, the Scottish legal systems and family life.85 While 
the Halls apparently had few qualms about the moral or legal dilemmas 
surrounding slavery, Betty nonetheless caused problems of a more mun-
dane sort. Namely, the Halls worried about how to ship Betty back to her 
master in Sumatra. While Idell was supposed to organize Betty’s return to 
Sumatra, by September 1768 the Halls had heard nothing more. Instead, 
Sir John organized a man called Neilson to carry her by boat to London 
and then petitioned Braham to get her passage on a ship to India: ‘you will 
have the Satisfaction of doing a charitable action to the Poor Woman who 
is pining to be home –  I believe she belongs to Mr Robert Hay and I sup-
pose he will be glad to have his servant again’.86

However, Braham failed to find Betty a passage back to Sumatra, 
and Isabella wrote that ‘I’m affraid [sic] we shall be obliged to bring her 
back from London again which I shou’d be sorry for, as the poor Woman, 
wishd much to be home, was of no use here, and probably woud be missed 
in your service’.87 Henry Idell resurfaced in the Spring of the next year 
and finally arranged Betty’s passage. She reached Sumatra safely, and in 
January 1771 Isabella Hall wrote to Robert Hay that ‘we were all vastly 
glade [sic] to Betty the black Maids safe arrival in India and that her being 
so long away was no unconvenience [sic]’.88 Some five years later, shortly 
before Hay was due to leave Sumatra, Isabella stated ‘I would wish to 
make a little present to Betty the black maid that here & beg you will take 
the trouble to give her two or three Guineas or what you think proper and 
place it to my account’.89 Throughout these exchanges, ‘Betty’ is granted 
no voice. Indeed, her construction as near object to be shipped to Scotland 
and back to India is evidence of her relative powerlessness in both col-
ony and metropole. After Hay left Sumatra, Betty disappears from the his-
torical record. Peggy, however, cast a longer shadow over the Hall family 
papers. As Sally Wilson has detailed, Peggy was mentioned as a regular 
visitor to Dunglass as late as the 1790s.90 She died in 1800 and was buried 
in Greyfriars Churchyard in Edinburgh, leaving property worth £1,400.91

Conclusion

The Halls’ connection to India did not end with Peggy. When Sir James 
Hall, 4th Baronet remodelled Dunglass House in 1807, he decorated 
the drawing room with Chinese wallpaper and lacquered cabinets.92 
Such decorating fits within Nechtman’s analysis of objects shipped 
home by nabobs from India:  ‘These objects marginalized the comfort-
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able, domestic, and British world, replacing it with luxury objects from  
imperial India.’93 Against these ‘luxury objects’ this chapter has placed 
the everyday objects and enslaved people who circulated between col-
ony and metropole, a trade which, while not luxurious, was nonetheless 
equally disruptive to Scottish domestic life. By tracing the official and 
unofficial life of Alexander Hall in Sumatra, new insights into the diffi-
culty of trade in Sumatra and making it pay (especially in comparison to 
a far more lucrative position in Bengal) emerge. Alexander Hall offers 
on one level a compelling example of Scots’ dominance of the EIC in 
the second half of the eighteenth century. Aided by patronage of local 
Scottish politicians and landowners as well as his family’s loyalty to the 
British state during the Jacobite revolt, he was able to secure a position 
in the Company civil service. On another level, the warfare that saw Hall 
made prisoner and the climate that claimed his life demonstrate the 
high stakes risk these men took, often for meagre reward. The disloca-
tion Hall felt from Scotland while in Sumatra was eased by the exchange 
of letters, food and newspapers from Europe. In these objects we find 
Hall’s attempt to recreate Scotland in a foreign land, detailing the nos-
talgic and quotidian trade of goods that sustained Scottish men in the 
Company on a domestic level. If Europeans faced hardship, however, 
this was lessened because of their reliance on slave labour. In the case of 
Hall, this forced labour was most visible in his domestic life, especially 
in the case of Betty’s care of Hall’s mixed- race daughter. The history of 
Hall, Peggy and Betty should suggest the darker histories and forced 
labour that lurks behind the beautiful, exotic objects that would come to 
decorate Dunglass in the nineteenth century.
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16
Connecting Britain and India 

General Patrick Duff and Madeira

Alistair Mutch

General Patrick Duff (1742– 1803) gained his ‘competency’ through mil-
itary service in Bengal, aided and supplemented by the wealth garnered 
in the Madeira wine trade by his uncles and brothers (see Figure 16.1). 
The continuing legacy of his success is the outstanding court of farm 
buildings built on his estate of Carnousie, near Turriff, in the historic 

Figure 16.1 Colonel Patrick Duff of the Honourable East India 
Company’s Artillery, by Romney, 1790. Image courtesy of Alistair Mutch.
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county of Banffshire in north- east Scotland. His investment in archi-
tectural quality, rather than ostentation, and in agricultural buildings, 
rather than a stately home or urban residence, qualifies the view of 
‘nabobs’ derived from caricatures and fashionable metropolitan society. 
This chapter examines the agricultural thread which ran through Duff’s 
childhood as the son of a (none too successful) farmer, his deployment 
of skills in stock management in India, and his participation in the ide-
ology of agricultural improvement back home in Scotland. As well as 
bringing out this neglected theme of British imperialism in India, Duff’s 
life also illuminates some other aspects of eighteenth- century imperial 
service. It adds a further example to what we already know about the 
children born from relationships with Indian women and brought back 
to Britain. A  rather lesser appreciated aspect is the role of the island 
of Madeira both as an important node in the networks connecting the 
imperial centre with its outposts and as a source of the wine which was 
so important in helping the British cope with their Indian sojourns. The 
chapter starts, however, with a closer look at the farm buildings of Mains 
of Carnousie.1

At the heart of the Mains, or home farm, of Carnousie is a mag-
nificent gatehouse (see Figure  16.2). This structure is dated to 1797, 
so being firmly in the time of Patrick Duff, who held the estate from 
1790 to 1803.2 What is striking about this building is the quality of the 
masonry work, its deeply undercut and precisely jointed stones contrast-
ing sharply with the rubble construction of most of the rest of the court-
yard of farm buildings. While these were obviously designed to meet 
agricultural needs, there are aspects of the design which compromise 
the fulfillment of those needs. For example, it would have been more 
functional to have placed the openings to the cart sheds which sheltered 
the implements on the outside of the buildings, as in other examples 
of courtyard steadings in the region. (‘Steadings’ was the local term for 
a range of buildings:  good examples of external cart openings are at 
Manar near Inverurie and, still closer, at Forglen Home Farm two miles 
away from Carnousie).3 At Carnousie, however, they are on the inside of 
the courtyard and are distinguished by the same high quality masonry 
work that features on the gatehouse (see Figure  16.3). Choices have 
been made, that is, that prioritize aesthetic and symbolic concerns over 
purely functional ones.

However, it is noticeable that Duff avoided the temptations open 
to new money, those of ostentation or eccentricity. His building is ele-
gant and restrained, deriving its impact from the quality of the work and 
the balance of the composition. It shows no influence of the East, with 
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Duff resisting the temptation, indulged in by other nabobs, to incorpo-
rate Indian architectural motifs.4 This was somebody anxious to display 
his wealth, but not to shout about it. Indeed, his conservatism can be 
seen if we place his gatehouse in the local context. Gatehouses with an 
arched opening and a windowed first floor seem to have been a feature 
of the entrance to the ‘barmkins’ or courtyards of service buildings that 

Figure 16.2 Gatehouse, Mains of Carnousie, 1797. Image courtesy of 
Alistair Mutch.
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surrounded local tower houses. This is certainly the impression one gets 
from the rare survival of such an entrance at Harthill Castle, near Oyne, 
Aberdeenshire (see Figure 16.4).5

We see here what architectural historians regard as a character-
istic Scottish focus on height, something mirrored in the tower house, 
which was at the centre of Duff’s new estate (see Figure  16.5).6 The 
tower house’s height was coupled with the incorporation of a feature  
common in the churches of the region, the bellcote. Although having 
the functional purpose of marking the beginning and end of work peri-
ods, this device also connected farm buildings to another dominant 
local building type.

As agricultural improvement gathered pace in the region in the second 
half of the eighteenth century, so a model emerged for home farm build-
ings, one which consisted of a court of buildings entered by a central two- 
storey gatehouse. The conservatism of Duff’s work at Carnousie can be seen 
if we contrast it with the gatehouse of Delgaty Home Farm (see Figure 16.6), 
eight miles away and dated by architectural historians at 1768.7 The remark-
able similarities suggest that this was the model for Carnousie, the extra 
refinement of the latter being given by the wealth available to Duff. How he 
acquired and repatriated this wealth is detailed in what follows.

Figure 16.3 Cart arches, Mains of Carnousie. Image courtesy of 
Alistair Mutch.
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Figure 16.4 Gatehouse, Harthil Castle, Oyne, Aberdeenshire. Image 
courtesy of Alistair Mutch.
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Patrick Duff was born in 1742, son of a tenant farmer on unprom-
ising land on the banks of the river Spey in Banffshire.8 His maternal 
uncles, James (?1712– 90) and Alexander Gordon (1715– 97), were  
successful Madeira wine merchants. James, who was unmarried and 
childless, provided for the education of his nephews. Two were to enter 
the service of his Madeira wine business; the remaining three were 

Figure 16.5 Old House of Carnousie. Image courtesy of Alistair 
Mutch.
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Figure 16.6 Delgaty Home Farm entrance, Turriff, Aberdeenshire. 
Image courtesy of Alistair Mutch.

destined for military service in India. The eldest was Patrick, who, after 
initial service in the British Army, transferred to the artillery of the East 
India Company in 1763. Despite participation in the mutiny of European 
officers in 1766, Patrick was evidently a competent officer, for he rose 
through the ranks. His fortune appears to have been made by his com-
mand of the Nawab of Oudh’s artillery.9 From the 1780s he was looking 
to repatriate some of his Indian wealth and invest in a country estate 
in his native north- east Scotland. He eventually bought the 3,000- acre 
Carnousie estate near Turriff in 1788. Duff proceeded to invest in works 
of agricultural improvement, having a magnificent square courtyard 
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steading constructed in 1797. He was involved in local politics, standing 
unsuccessfully for Parliament in 1795.10 He had town houses in Banff 
and Edinburgh and repaired the existing house at Carnousie. Whether 
Duff would have commissioned a new house (as subsequent owners of 
the estate did) to be filled with artefacts from India will never be known, 
as he died in Edinburgh in 1803, aged 61 years.

Rather than concentrating on his military and political exploits, 
which are recounted elsewhere, this chapter draws on his own letters 
and other estate papers to focus on Duff’s home life in both India and 
Scotland. His letters were mainly to his brother James and his uncle, also 
James, and contained a mixture of topics. Material is often duplicated 
to cover the uncertainty of ships reaching their destinations and was 
often composed with dates of sailing in mind.11 Some letters extend to 
16 pages, being added to as dates of sailing were put back. ‘You are not to 
expect method or regularity in this letter,’ he noted in a letter of 1785, ‘I 
write just what comes uppermost without minding what went before’.12 
While much of their contents are concerned with Duff’s prospects of mili-
tary preferment, they often slip into a more ‘domestic’ mode, from which 
we can glean some hints about his memories of home and the material 
artefacts that he collected.13 Over time they also give more insight into 
his important connections with his uncles in Madeira. Although David 
Hancock has explored in considerable detail the trade of the island espe-
cially in the context of colonial America, its key role as a node in the 
trade and military networks that constituted the relationship between 
Britain and India has been relatively understated.14 Duff’s letters help 
bring these networks to life and reveal his links to the wealth generated 
by trade through the island.

At home in India

Although Patrick made the arduous voyage between India and Britain 
five times, most of his adult life was spent in India.15 While on one return 
visit to Britain in 1774, he married his cousin, Ann Duff (1748– 76). 
She soon died at Madras, however, as he reported to his uncle James 
Gordon in 1776:

My last from Madras was giving you the Melancholy account of 
the death of my wife, I still greatly feel her loss, and I believe no 
man had ever more reason to regret the death of a wife; for she 
was possessed of the greatest sweetness of disposition without one 
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single fault which I was able to discover in near two years we liv’d 
together, most of which time she enjoy’d but an indifferent state of 
health; as my loss is now irretrievable I shall for the future drop the 
subject.16

He was to marry again, in 1794, when as a landed gentleman he 
married Dorothea, the sister of Andrew Hay, from whom he had pur-
chased his estate. But in between these marriages he lived the life of a 
bachelor. In July 1785 he wrote concerning rumours of an attachment 
between himself and a Miss Donaldson that he ‘had no more inten-
tion of marrying than I have of blowing my brains out’.17 But he was 
not without female company, for he had at least three children with 
Indian women during his stay. Such relationships were common and, 
as Durba Ghosh points out, we often know little about these women.18 
However, the letters do indicate some concern for these ‘bibis’ and 
Duff’s bonds of both affection and duty with his children. His chil-
dren were sent to Britain to acquire an education under the care of 
his brother John in London.19 Sending John Kenneth on a Danish ship 
to join his brother Davie in London, Duff in 1785 wrote, ‘I told you 
before, & I repeat it again that it is my intention should I live, to give 
them the best education England can afford and to set them out in a 
proper manner into the world, for tho’ they have the misfortune to 
be illegitimate and of a half cast they are not to blame; the fault is all 
my own and for that reason I  think myself doubly bound to provide 
for them, and I am as fond of them as if they were of a good cast & 
had been born according to the rules of Law and Gospel’.20 Two years 
later, the eldest boy had been sent to Scotland to visit relatives, much 
to the initial concern of his father, who ‘did not know how he might 
be treated’. As he continued, ‘I know such as he did not meet with 
much encouragement there sometime ago’. Fortunately, in the event 
he was well received, leading Patrick to conclude that ‘the people in 
that part are certainly more enlarged in their ideas than they were in 
my younger day’.21 In the same letter he confessed that:

I believe I have got another of the same sort, tho’ not so fair as either 
of the others, I have given him the name of William, you won’t see 
him until I come myself; he is a fine stout good humoured fellow of 
only eleven months old. I did not intend to have any more of these, 
but what is to be done, a man more than a woman is not at all times 
master of his passions don’t you show this part of the Letter to Mrs 
Duff.22
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Although the last part of the letter conveys a sense of some embar-
rassment, there is nothing of the deliberate concealment of his Indian 
children from his extended family that Deborah Cohen has observed 
from others in the same situation.23 Indeed, the evidence from the let-
ters and subsequent wills is that Patrick’s siblings were fond of these 
children and sought to provide for them. However, as both Cohen and 
E. M. Collingham observe, this concern to provide only went so far. As 
Collingham points out ‘a patriarchal concern that Indian families should 
not undermine the British family unit meant that any children from a 
legitimate British marriage remained the heirs to their father’s estate’.24 
That was true of Patrick, as his estate passed to his legitimate son by his 
second Scottish wife, Dorothea. While in India, his children did not live 
with him, but rather at the house of his friend Colonel Deare, where an 
Indian housekeeper cared for them. Patrick got his brother’s wife to com-
mission paintings of his two eldest boys, which were given to this woman 
‘who took care of them after their Mother’s death, and who used them in 
the kindest manner, and who tho’ black possesses a heart that would do 
no discredit to a white lady’.25 Duff’s letters point to the complexities and 
contradictions of British racial attitudes in the later eighteenth century, 
and to the significance of the East India Company’s role in bringing these 
issues ‘home’ to Scotland and to Britain more broadly.

Patrick himself occupied a country house four miles south of 
Calcutta and ‘a Bungolo or Straw and Matt house at the Practice ground 
near Dum Dum’.26 Here he had a piece of ground, and he solicited his 
brother to send him out seed. He was particularly in search of tomato 
seed which he had ‘from the Sevt at Batchlors Hall Madeira, they throve 
here remarkably well but I  think are now degenerating, they were the 
first of the sort ever seen in this Country, and I wish to have some more’.27 
He was also in search of hop seed ‘or indeed any thing else in that way 
which could be procured without much trouble; I have now given over 
hunting, I  cant take so much exercise in any way as I  was once accus-
tomed to, for that reason I divert myself with my Garden; I succeed very 
well with vegetables &c for the table’.28 Already in his period of military 
service in Bengal, Patrick Duff’s practice of domestic life displayed an 
agrarian bent.

When Patrick started to think about his return to Scotland, gardening 
and farming formed an important part of his thoughts. ‘My farm shall be 
no larger than will produce Grain and Hay for the horses & a few Cows’, he 
wrote to his brother James, ‘with Corn &C sufficient for my Family, which 
shall not be very large; with this Farm I shall find (at least I think so) full 
Amusement for my leisure hours, and at the same time not be obliged to 
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attend to it but when I am inclined to do so for pleasure’. We can link this 
line of agrarian thought through from his childhood on a Speyside farm 
to his Indian service. In the estimate of a fellow Scot who had returned 
after Indian military service, Sir Hector Munro of Novar, ‘a better practical 
Mind never was in India’ than Duff’s.29 That practical mind was particularly 
exercised in the management of stock. Patrick’s father, John, had farmed 
the unimproved farm of Pitchaish on the Ballindalloch estate on Speyside 
before moving in the 1770s to the newly enclosed farm of Newtown of 
Auchintoul on the outskirts of the planned village of Aberchirder, just five 
miles away from Carnousie. A feature of farming in the northeast was the 
widespread use of oxen for draught purposes such as ploughing.30 That 
experience would have been invaluable in managing a vital part of artillery 
operations in India, the use of bullocks to pull the guns. Horses proved to 
be inadequate to the conditions of eighteenth- century India, with the lack 
of adequate roads and forage. Obtaining a sufficient supply of bullocks was 
vital, and these were needed in large numbers. On his arrival from Bengal 
to come to the aid of the army of Eyre Coote (1726– 83) in 1780, Colonel 
Pearse of the Bengal artillery reported that he had sourced 8,000 bullocks.31 
These animals were for two purposes: draught and carriage. Draught bull-
ocks were trained for pulling gun carriages, while ammunition and other 
stores were carried on the back of carriage bullocks. In the campaign 
against Tipu Sultan (1750– 99) in 1792 which culminated in the siege of 
Seringapatam, the regular army officer George Hart noted the arrival of 
‘Colonel (known by the name of Tiger) Duff, who was appointed to the 
command of that Fort for the purpose chiefly of getting our artillery and 
Stores in proper order, and prepared for the arduous siege of the Enemy’s 
Capital: upon the capture of which, perhaps, all must ultimately depend’.32 
Arrangements were put in place to have sufficient provisions available, 
aided by the decision of the Mahrattas to join in the campaign against Tipu. 
Patrick was able to put together a siege train of 20 heavy guns. Whereas the 
heavy guns in the first campaign, reported Major Alexander Dirom –  son of 
Patrick’s new neighbour at Muiresk outside Turriff –  had slowed down the 
march, thanks to Patrick’s innovations ‘this unwieldy department moved 
with nearly as much ease as any other part of the army’.33 This success was 
put down to his yoking bullocks four rather than two abreast and attaching 
the chain they pulled to the heaviest part of the gun. Buckle records of 
these preparations:

During the operations above detailed, convoys of stores and ord-
nance had been arriving, and every care taken to put the materiel 
of the army on the best possible footing; everything was collected 
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in Bangalore, and the train under Colonel Duff arrived there on the 
12th January, 1792, in high order; “the draught cattle were in such 
high order” (to quote from a letter of that period), “that they liter-
ally came in with the heavy guns on a gallop.”34

This is a reminder of the importance of the logistics that lay behind the 
more visible aspects of military campaigning in India. British success 
here has been attributed in part to the quality of their officer corps, to the 
discipline they instilled and the capacity of the British to pay their troops. 
It also owed much to skills in the mundane matters of sourcing the right 
animals, securing their feed and managing them in the best manner.

It was perhaps his early life on a Speyside farm which helped Patrick 
to develop the understanding and knowledge that were later drawn upon 
in his correspondence with Sir John Sinclair (1754– 1835). Best known as 
the instigator of the Statistical Accounts, the remarkable series of reports 
from every parish in Scotland that mobilized the ministers of the Church 
of Scotland to provide a pioneering account of the country at the end 
of the eighteenth century, Sinclair was also an indefatigable investigator 
of the progress of agricultural improvement. It was in this connection 
that he sought Patrick’s opinion on the feeding of cattle. Patrick was able 
to respond with not only his experience in India, but also observations 
from his stopping off at the Cape of Good Hope, suggesting he was always 
keen to learn about such practicalities. He always, he said ‘preferred well 
made Oxen for the Guns in preference to heavy ones tho’ much stronger, 
but generally slow and surly, & who can hardly be made to exert them-
selves upon any occasion’. He was able to tell Sinclair that:

I know by experience that if Oxen are hard driven when their 
Bellys are full, it is very apt to hurt them, and I never permitted the 
Drivers to feed their Oxen much before a March, or to give them 
Water while marching in very hot weather; I  have known many 
hundreds of Oxen who were ill fed and hardworked, die in one cold 
wet night succeeding a Hot Sultry day; they generally lay down 
and were unable to get on their legs again. This happened on Lord 
Cornwallis first march against Seringapatam when we had nothing 
to give our Cattle but roots of Grass and met with exceeding cold 
rainy weather.35

In Patrick Duff’s correspondence, we already have a picture of Indian 
service that is quite different from that of the more spectacular exam-
ples of nabobs such as Robert Clive (1725– 74). It is one that centred on 
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practical expertise, which maintained a focus on agricultural experience 
that carried through to the return to Scotland. However, there is another 
dimension to Patrick’s story, one that was central to his ability to use his 
Indian wealth and experience to return to Scotland. This was the position 
of his uncles and brothers in Madeira. Just as Patrick’s story has helped 
us to bring to the fore a rather neglected aspect of service in India, so too 
his connections with Madeira illuminate another important node in the 
construction of empire.

Madeira

Lying off the coast of Africa and under the rule of Portugal (a longstand-
ing ally of Britain), Madeira was in an ideal position for ships heading 
either to the Americas or to Asia. It offered opportunities for taking on 
fresh water and produce. It also lay at the centre of networks of com-
modity trading, the island’s wine being exported to British possessions in 
both North America and the Caribbean.36 By the same token, local mer-
chants, many of Scottish origin, drew in timber, cereals and dried fish 
from the Baltic. One of these merchants was James Gordon, Patrick’s 
uncle. Beginning with a partnership in 1730, James built up a thriving 
trade in Madeira wine, trading principally with Scottish contacts in the 
Caribbean.37 His success may have owed something to his commitment 
to Roman Catholicism, a handicap in Scotland but a possible source of 
advantage on the island. His brother, Alexander, fought at Culloden and 
was forced into exile after defeat there. From France, Alexander made 
his way to Madeira and learned the trade of a wine merchant. Over time, 
James returned to Britain to run the London office while first Alexander 
and then their nephew, James (Patrick’s brother) looked after the house’s 
interests in Madeira.

A key part of such operations was providing hospitality to European 
visitors. In return, they hoped for custom for their wine business. In 
1776 James Duff wrote from Madeira to the factor for the Duke of 
Gordon (1743– 1827), reporting on the recent visit of John Duncan from 
Findlater to the island. He had been intending to continue on to India 
where he would source porcelain china for the Duke, but he had decided 
to alter his course and head instead for Jamaica. James was keen to offer 
the services of Patrick, relatively recently departed for India, to order chi-
naware from Canton into Bengal and forward it to the Duke from there. 
The correspondence does not indicate whether this offer was taken up, 
although the Duke became a customer for the Gordon brothers’ wine.38
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This expansion of the customer base came at a good time, for exist-
ing business was badly disrupted by the American War of Independence. 
Not only did this war close American markets, but it laid the rest of the 
house’s Atlantic trade open to the depredations of American privateers. 
Patrick’s presence in Bengal was of immense value in this context, for he 
was able to use his contacts to open up a new trade in Madeira to India. The 
house had long desired to enter this trade, for the seemingly inexhaust-
ible demand from the subcontinent promised good profits. Hard drinking 
was a feature of the culture of Europeans serving in India.39 When one 
of Patrick’s friends, the surgeon Kenneth Murchison, fought a duel with 
Charles Croftes in Lucknow, both had been so drunk on the evening before 
that they could not remember the cause of their disagreement. Their sec-
onds were in no position to help, for they had been in the same condition.40 
Madeira was one of the drinks of choice of Company men. In 1769 the 
Council requested that London did not ‘send out any more Vidonia Wine 
as it is not of so wholesome a quality as Madeira & no Body’.41 Complaints 
continued about the lack of availability of Madeira wine, laments which 
are almost comic in their desperation. Thus, in 1785, the Council in Bengal 
represented to the Court ‘the distress to which this settlement has been 
reduced by being obliged to use very bad wine’ occasioned by London 
refusing to permit any ships from calling at Madeira in the previous sea-
son.42 The merchant Charles Chambers dominated the trade in the early 
eighteenth century: his business accounted for 34 per cent of the island’s 
wine exports in 1727.43 His ownership of East India Company stock and 
the constraints placed by the Company on others carrying wine to India 
meant that it was hard for the Gordons to win access to the Indian mar-
ket. It was here that Patrick was invaluable in winning contracts with the 
Scottish merchant Alexander Colvin to handle the house’s wine, as well as 
providing quality control services by inspecting the newly arrived casks.

Together with the spoils of war and profits made from contracting 
to the East India Company army, this trade in Madeira enhanced Patrick’s 
fortune and led him to think of investing in a Scottish estate for his even-
tual return.44 The challenges posed here were both those of finding a suit-
able property and of remitting the required funds. As his brother James 
warned him, ‘you should not engage in so capital a purchase without a 
moral certainty that your remittances will answer, as a failure in them 
might straiten you very much, as has been the case with some Gentlemen 
returned from India’.45 One example of the fate which might befall those 
who lacked trustworthy allies in India was seen in the case of another 
of Patrick’s Indian friends, Allan Macpherson, who returned from India 
in 1787 with the money he had made as Quartermaster- General in 
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Bengal –  or rather, the money he thought he had entrusted to the care of 
his notorious cousin James ‘Ossian’ Macpherson (1736– 96). Best known 
for the poems which he passed off as the surviving examples of Gaelic 
epics, Macpherson was a thoroughly unreliable character who managed 
to reduce his cousin’s remittances in such a way as to place him in par-
lous financial straits on his return to his Blairgowrie estate.46 Patrick was 
far more fortunate in his uncles and brothers, who dealt faithfully with 
the money he remitted. This initially helped his father out of the finan-
cial scrapes into which he had fallen, then paid off the debts incurred by 
his uncles in setting him and his brothers up for military service. Patrick 
then remitted enough money to purchase his new estate and to carry out 
the necessary work. How much this was is not clear, but the purchase of 
Carnousie can be estimated at £22,000. An estimate of some £50,000 in 
total for Patrick’s Indian remittances would seem not so far adrift.

At home in Scotland

By March 1784, Patrick was ‘thinking…about buying Land, and if a Man can 
get a snug spot, with about four per cent for his money, I think it is by much the 
safest & best way he can lay out his money’.47 With the help of his brother and 
uncles, plus other family connections in northeast Scotland, he considered 
several estates before settling on Carnousie. Patrick’s letters generally adopt 
a down- to- earth tone; there is none of the playing with genre that marks the 
letters of George Bogle, another Scot in Company service in Calcutta in the 
1770s.48 However, he relaxes a little when writing to his brother, and in one of 
his letters he enters into a reverie about his potential return:

I would like above all things to have a place of my own where I could 
retire to and amuse myself in the fields; I know little of farming tho’ 
fond of that amusement, but above all things I would like to have a 
good Garden with fruit trees &c and if possible not far from a stream 
where I could divert myself in fine weather with fishing; to have a hill 
near where one might go a shooting would make it still more agree-
able to my taste and I would like it near the sea if possible. You’ll 
say I want too much and that all these things cannot be had; indeed 
I don’t expect it, but as I was on the topick I mentioned them. I abhor 
a place entirely without wood and water, and would not like to live 
where I could not see both. To be in the fields in fine weather, to fish, 
shoot & hunt; with some Books, and now and then the Company of 
any friends, are the only pleasures which I can hope to enjoy.49
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These thoughts prompted him to map out what he hoped to do when 
he got home, and they are far from the ambitions of a ‘nabob’. There 
were considerable debates at the time about the corrupting influence of 
Indian wealth on British politics and society.50 Showy and ostentatious, 
those who returned with a fortune from India used their wealth, it was 
alleged, together with the corrupting influences of the ‘Orient’, to subvert 
British life. This was far from Patrick’s ambitions at that time, as his letter 
continues:

I never mean to have any hand in Politicks, nor to gain anything 
by farming, for after all the Bustle I  have lived in all my life, if 
I get only home, I mean to enjoy myself as much as possible; so 
I have no idea of being so happy as when in the Country, in the 
way I mention, with, at same time, having it in my power to go 
into town in the Winter, or even as far as Edinburgh or London 
for four months in the Year, without finding it incommode me 
in the money way, I must also (if I mean to be as I would wish) 
have a Carriage with four good horses and a couple of saddle 
horses for myself, & two others for my Servants; all the horses 
but those I ride shall work in the Cart, plow & harrow. My farm 
shall be no larger than will produce Grain and Hay for the horses 
& a few Cows, with Corn &C sufficient for my Family, which shall 
not be very large; with this Farm I shall find (at least I think so) 
full Amusement for my leisure hours, and at the same time not be 
obliged to attend to it but when I am inclined to do so for plea-
sure. I must have a neat warm house with a few rooms to lodge 
my friends when they come to see me.51

These criteria were eventually to be met by the estate of Carnousie in 
Banffshire. It was not close to the sea but in the words of the Earl of Fife 
(whose brother- in- law, George Hay, was seeking to sell the land) ‘there is 
a great deal of good ground and great deal to improve’.52 Fife confessed 
that he had little influence over George Hay, leading Patrick to express 
his concerns:

altho’ I want an estate and particularly in this country, I would not 
give more for one than my friends thought prudent and reasonable. 
I know there is an idea that people from India will give more than 
any person else, but I assure your Lordship this is not the case with 
me, as I am determined to be guided by the advice of my friends in 
cases of this kind where I am no judge myself.53
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However, these scruples were overcome, and Patrick purchased the 3,000 
acre estate. It came with a tower house of 1577, with a William Adam 
addition of 1740. While Patrick had repairs done to this structure, his 
main work was the building of the impressive courtyard of farm buildings 
of 1797.54 As we have seen, the courtyard’s design owed much to exist-
ing templates, suggesting Duff’s desire to manifest through architecture 
the thirst for agricultural improvement that had come to characterize the 
area. As Nechtmann points out, a prime critique of Indian wealth was 
that it did not fit into the accepted model of landed wealth as the founda-
tion of social and political power.55 It was perhaps easier for Patrick, with 
his agricultural background, something which had been an important 
factor in his Indian success, to embrace the role of improving landlord. 
Probably the finest example of its type in an area known for landlord- led 
agricultural improvement in the late eighteenth century, his home farm 
designed in Scottish vernacular was the lasting legacy of Patrick’s appli-
cation of his Indian fortune.

Conclusion

Patrick Duff’s letters reveal something of the concerns of those of more 
middling rank who made fortunes in India and were fortunate enough 
to return to Britain with this wealth. They present an alternative to the 
more common narratives of return associated with East India Company 
nabobs.56 Although Patrick’s wealth undoubtedly had an impact on his 
locality, and although, despite his earlier resolution, he did dabble in 
local politics, his horizons were more domestic than those of the nabob 
elite. His letters give hints as to the material culture which accompanied 
the life of a successful British military officer, although unfortunately 
none of the artefacts he might have brought back survived the eventual 
dispersal of his estate on his son’s death in 1828. What is of particular 
interest is his gift of paintings of his sons to the Indian woman who cared 
for them, exemplifying a flow of artefacts back from Britain and thereby 
reversing historians’ more common narratives of imperial collecting for 
their British homes. These gifts are also indicative of bonds of respon-
sibility and affection, tempered of course by assumptions of patriarchal 
authority, for the children he had with Indian women and, albeit fleet-
ingly, for those women themselves.

Patrick went to India in some measure, as did Thomas Munro 
(1761– 1827), another Scot in the service of the East India Company 
whose career has been explored by Margot Finn, to restore the family 
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fortunes.57 As he noted somewhat ruefully in a letter to his uncle about his 
father’s affairs, ‘the Old Gentleman is not by any means a good Manager’.58 
Although John Duff appears to have been a competent farmer, his work 
on behalf of the Grant of Monymusk estate collecting rents for their lands 
on Speyside had landed him in considerable debt. Between them, Patrick 
and his brother worked to clear those debts.59 In this, they were fortu-
nate in their connections with their uncles, the Gordon wine merchants 
of Madeira. This gave them the ability to settle their father’s debts and 
then to contribute to the expansion of the Madeira wine business. In this 
way private concerns meshed with the broader economic development 
of their home country, for their father moved to one of the new farms 
created by the rage for agricultural improvement in Scotland. George 
McGilvary has shown how this movement could not have been fuelled 
by investment from internal sources; the career of Patrick Duff gives an  
illustration of the process at work for one estate.60 The magnificence of 
the surviving farm buildings and the high quality of the farmland that 
surrounds them testify to the lasting impact of Indian wealth on the 
Scottish countryside.

Duff’s history is also an indication of the important place of 
Madeira as a key node in the network over which capital and commod-
ities flowed back to Britain from India. It was not just a convenient 
watering place, but an important centre of trade, one dominated in the 
late eighteenth century by British, and especially Scottish, merchants. 
They developed a global trade with British possessions in both the West 
and East Indies, and so were an important link between those areas 
and their wealthy customers in Britain. As well as supplying their noble 
patrons with wines, they also opened up awareness of other goods 
whose purchase they could facilitate. A gift of preserved lemons for the 
Duchess of Gordon to accompany an order for wine might build on dis-
tant family connections, connections which might also be mobilized to 
assist in the search for military preferment.61 In this way, business, fam-
ily and patronage networks were intimately intertwined.62 Their lasting 
memorials are the estate farm buildings which are such a distinctive 
feature of northeast Scotland.
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Section 5
Company families and identities

Writing history today

Thanks to the twenty- first- century efflorescence of family and local 
history, the proliferation of digital copies of archival materials, the 
success of the heritage industry in popularizing the country house as 
a site of belonging and the vibrant contemporary market (both online 
and at auction houses) for the surviving material objects of empire, 
writing the history of the East India Company (EIC) is an occupation 
that extends far beyond the walls of the academy. In this section, each 
chapter is an exercise in family history inspired by a sense of connec-
tion  –  through lineage, marriage, surviving documents, treasured 
objects or built environments –  with past men and women whose lives 
were caught up in the Company’s imperial networks. Family histories, 
these chapters remind us, are powerful narratives, animated by emo-
tive recollections and (no less emotive) processes of forgetting, refusal 
and denial.1

Penelope Farmer’s chapter on her ancestor, William Gamul Farmer 
(1746– 97), details William’s employment as a Company servant in 
Bombay and the contribution of his wealth to his family at home in 
Britain. Farmer’s efforts to extract a fortune from his labours for the EIC 
are framed in this chapter by his family’s private letters:  his mother’s 
laments for her lonely separation from her children and his own com-
plaints to his brother about the Company’s treatment provide a backdrop 
against which we view his struggles to accumulate wealth on the sub-
continent. Home and an affluent retirement in Britain proved elusive 
goals, for William Gamul Farmer (like so many Company men before and 
after him) died before reaching British shores. In contrast to William, 
his brother Sam remained in Britain and ran a successful dye manufac-
tory; purchasing Nonsuch Park in Surrey, possibly with the assistance of 
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William’s imperial wealth (which he inherited upon his brother’s death), 
Sam rather than William was elected an MP. The contrasting fortunes of 
William and Sam Farmer resonate in their descendant’s narrative with 
gendered histories of inclusion and exclusion from the family’s private 
archives (and thus its family histories) in the twentieth century.

David Williams’s chapter also examines how Company families 
engaged with and used the possibilities offered by imperial service to 
further their fortunes and opportunities. It focuses on the Melvill fam-
ily, Border Scots who established a Company connection in Bengal in 
1777 and expanded this initial base over several succeeding gener-
ations. Reconstructing the story of his wife’s five- times great grand-
parents, David Williams uses family letters and Company archives to 
piece together the chains of association which bound eighteenth-  and 
 nineteenth- century Scots to the British empire. Like the other chapters 
in this section, his study of the Melvills demonstrates the powerful pull 
of family histories of empire, which continue to capture the historical 
imaginations of current generations. As twenty- first- century Britons 
exploit new access to primary materials (whether in public repositories 
or digitized collections of documents) as part of burgeoning research 
undertaken by historical communities located outside academia, they 
dwell on local stories entangled with global and imperial processes. 
Family history, once synonymous with the personal and the parochial, is 
increasingly written as connected history, a British history that extends 
beyond British shores.

Sir John Sykes’s chapter delineates a family story that stretches from 
Britain to Bengal and from the nabob era to the present. Focusing on his 
ancestor, Sir Francis Sykes (1730– 1804), Sir John begins with a familiar 
narrative in which one man’s Company service resulted in the accumula-
tion of a huge fortune which, upon retirement home to Britain, allowed 
the purchase of country houses and landed estates. Basildon Park in 
Berkshire, the estate among his many purchases which Sir Francis chose 
as his family seat, fits easily within the paradigms explored in the third 
section of this volume. A Palladian stately home financed with Indian cap-
ital, it betrays today few external signs of Company commerce as exhib-
ited by the National Trust, but its especially fine collection of Chinese 
armorial porcelain nestled comfortably in Berkshire’s eighteenth- cen-
tury ‘English Hindoostan’. The Sykes chapter, moreover, reminds us that 
Company fortunes were accrued not only by English officials such as Sir 
Francis –  employed in Bengal as Resident and then Governor of the trad-
ing factory at Cossimbazar –  but also by Indian merchants such as Sykes’s 
banian (or man of business), Krishna Kanta Nandy (c.1720– 94). Nandy’s 
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commercial skills were crucial to Sykes’s exploitation of the private trad-
ing privileges he enjoyed as a Company servant. Working for Sykes also 
had advantages for Nandy, who was an able trader in his own right and 
further benefitted from access to Sykes’s Company contacts and power. 
Skill, connections and power allowed both Sykes and Nandy to accumu-
late wealth. Although Sir Francis’s great wealth did not long survive him, 
and his descendants’ excessive expenditure led to the sale of Basildon 
Park in 1838, Nandy’s wealth persisted for generations and ensured the 
continued growth and prosperity of his family. Told through the biogra-
phy of a Persian business seal shared by Sir Francis and his banian, this 
chapter illustrates the ability of objects passed through the generations to 
connect British and Indian histories in the twenty- first century.
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17
The career of William Gamul Farmer 
(1746– 1797) in India, 1763– 1795
Penelope Farmer

This chapter originated in a collection of family letters that travelled 
between England and India from 1763 to 1795. They were generated by 
the long absence from England of one family member, William Gamul 
Farmer (1746– 98), who was sent to the subcontinent at the age of 16 
as an East India Company (EIC) servant. More recently this material 
has been augmented by the appearance of William’s private letter book 
containing most of the letters he wrote between 1794 and 1796, before  
leaving India for good.

Family history, in a review of Alison Light’s book involving her own 
family, has been described by Kate Clanchy as ‘dabbling’ rather than as 
‘serious’ history.1 But having been accidentally drawn into such history 
by the discovery of this previously unsuspected cache of material, I  see 
no reason to apologize. The case against Light’s family is that they were 
‘boring’ and had little to contribute to Light’s thesis. I  cannot claim the 
members of my family, though rather better educated than Light’s, had 
much more of interest to say. On the other hand a mother apologizing to 
her son –  located a six months’ journey away –  that she is writing at such 
length because ‘I fancy I am talking to you’, or the same son telling the sup-
plier of young orange trees that they would have to serve as the children 
he was never going to have, explains better than any academic analysis 
the emotional and social costs of eighteenth- century East India Company 
separations. More generally, the lives and letters of any one family embed-
ded in the wider history of the marauding EIC, though inevitably anecdo-
tal, can help illuminate the private and social workings that underpinned 
a once mercantile enterprise moving ever faster into the semblance of an 
imperial government during the latter part of the eighteenth century. On 
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a sociological level, such material demonstrates how families held them-
selves together despite the vast distances in time and space that separated 
them, and how crucial sibling relationships could be in helping to provide 
for a Company servant in India both materially and psychologically. At 
least one letter (from William) throws new –  Indian –  light, too, on how 
one family managed to rise from the merchant class in England into the 
country gentry. Above all –  for me –  almost the biggest joy of these let-
ters was their bringing back to life the voice of William Gamul Farmer’s 
mother, a woman who was not the kind of eighteenth- century century 
lady  –  literary, intellectual, aristocratic  –  whose voice and histories are 
most familiar to us. A very ordinary, decidedly bourgeois woman, she was 
both deprived by marriage of her family inheritance and deprived by dis-
tance of her favourite child. Her undoubted talents and energy thwarted 
by a society that had no use for them, she seized her chances where she 
could. The news and gossip she imparted to her far- distant beloved son 
about life back in his homeland were recounted in the kind of words, many 
mis- spelt, that have all too rarely survived the years. Her letters may not 
illuminate the high politics and high finance of the EIC in any direct way. 
Yet, but for the Company’s employment of her son, these letters would 
never been written and such a lively voice would never have been heard.

The letters in William’s letter book, written between 1794 and 1796 
at the end of his career, have less to offer on such a private, family level. 
On the other hand, they are in places as intimate as the earlier individual 
letters –  in some respects even more so. Addressing men to whom after 
years in India he has often been closer than to members of his family, the 
writer seems able to admit more freely to his hopes and regrets and his 
lack of family life –  he never married –  than he can express to his younger 
brother. His sometimes affectionate letters to Indian colleagues  –  with 
their use of Indian terms, references to Indian festivals and legal pro-
cesses –  suggest, too, how deeply embedded William Gamul Farmer was 
in an Indian life that could have meant very little to those at home. The 
survival of such a complete collection of records is unusual. Farmer’s 
comments on financial deals, political events, and political problems in 
his rich correspondence augment our knowledge of East India Company 
business and the English men who conducted it.

The letters

The family letters were preserved in a dispatch box held in the family 
mansion at Nonsuch Park in Surrey (Figure 17.1), passed on to my father 
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(Hugh R. M. Farmer 1907– 2004) at the sale of the house in 1937. After 
my father’s and my brother’s deaths, the dispatch box fetched up in a 
niece’s house in Wales; there I encountered it for the first time, eight years 
or so ago. The collection, still in the private possession of the Farmer fam-
ily, consists of 36 letters, in all, most of which I have now transcribed, 
sometimes with difficulty and in need of help.2

The writers were the EIC civil servant William Gamul Farmer 
(1746– 97), his younger brother Samuel (1747– 1839), a scarlet dye  
merchant, based in Shoreditch, London, and their mother, Margaret 
Farmer (c.1725– 95). There are also two letters sent to William by two 
business colleagues in London. Almost all the surviving letters from 
England were written in the 1770s. Of the 13 sent from India by William 
himself, two (to his father, George Farmer [1710– 84]) were dated 1763 
and 1774; the rest were addressed to his brother Sam, between 1789 and 
1795. The final group, from Surat, where William ended his career as 
Chief, are, thankfully –  his later writing was hard to read –  copies by one 
of his Indian writers. (This duplication was common practice, as many of 
the ships carrying mail were lost at sea).

From the beginning William’s task in India was to make his for-
tune, a theme that reverberates throughout both collections of his 

Figure 17.1 Nonsuch Park, Surrey. Image courtesy of Penelope 
Farmer.
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correspondence. How much money he made in India is still in question. 
But a letter in his own hand, dated June 1794, states that part of his gains 
are being sent back anonymously, to avoid suspicion –  William was sus-
pected by the Company of dubious transactions in the years he spent 
down on the Malabar Coast, 1792– 4. The sums involved are described in 
full detail in the letter book and though not enormous compared to some 
fortunes sent back from Bengal, they do appear substantial enough to 
indicate that the family’s subsequent rise from the merchant class might 
not have been due simply to Sam’s successful dye business, as the family 
have always assumed:  ‘the Farmers put the red into redcoats’ was the 
word around Nonsuch Park, the estate where Samuel set himself up as 
a country gentleman after William’s death. I will return to the issue at 
greater length, later in this chapter.

The 12 letters from Sam to his brother, between 1772 and 1777, 
detail his life in London, his business, the health and doings of their 
father, meanwhile complaining about their mother and their disgrace-
ful half- sister in Chelsea, ‘withering’, as he put it ‘on the virgin thorn’, 
adding, still more unkindly, ‘tis fortunate for the nation that Heaven 
has made her plain or she would have introduced the bend sinister 
into their coat of arms’. He tells of his attempts to get preferment for 
William, imparts gossip about friends, and outlines his love life. The 
failure of his first attempt at courtship sends Samuel on an abbrevi-
ated Grand Tour, during which he is invited to a private meeting with 
the then Pope conducted entirely in Italian.3 This encounter suggests, 
as does his frequent use of Latin and French tags, that the two broth-
ers were well educated. (In one letter William explains attempts to 
obtain patronage by Sir Francis Baring (1740– 1810), of the banking 
family, due to their having been school fellows:  certainly, Baring’s 
educational record in the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography 
puts him at Mr Fuller’s Academy at Lothbury, a well- thought of private 
school not far from the Farmer family’s home and dye works).4 Sam’s 
command of Italian echoes later evidence of William’s own linguistic 
skills in India, including fluent Marathi, probable Persian, also work-
ing knowledge of Portuguese and, possibly of one of the languages 
of the Malabar coast. There are two further letters from Sam. The 
first, dated 1784 and addressed to the younger brother of his partner, 
Goodwin, in Virginia, suggests his involvement in the slave trade; the 
second dated 1810 to his son, William Meeke Farmer (1778– 1836), 
refuses to advance him the funds he requested following his wife’s 
first pregnancy but does make clear the by now considerable extent of 
Sam’s landed property.
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The liveliest of the letters are the five from William and Sam’s 
mother, Margaret Farmer, between 1775 and 1777. She was a difficult 
woman, evidently, complaining about everything and everyone and 
obsessed with money (not unreasonably –  nominally an heiress, she was 
entirely dependent on largesse from her male relations, including by this 
time her two sons). Finally there are four letters, addressed to William 
between 1776– 7, two from Harding Stracey (c.1740–  c.1808), a clerk 
in the House of Commons Committee Office, by the tone of the letters 
an old friend, and two from William Richardson, (d. 1798), Secretary 
at the Company headquarters in Leadenhall Street. All touch on politics, 
East India Company affairs and gossip relating to these topics (Stracey’s 
brother was recently retired from the Company service in Madras).

In comparison to the family letters, the letter book is a much more 
extensive collection of correspondence. Some letters, again, are to 
William’s brother Sam, in England; others are to London bankers to whom 
he is intending to transmit his money. There is also one loving and per-
sonal letter to Sam’s wife, Elizabeth, (c.1755– 1805) of whom William is 
clearly fond. Many more –  the majority –  are to fellow East India Company 
servants; with some of these he was clearly on affectionate terms. There 
are letters too to the Parsi or Portuguese merchants William did business 
with and to whom he wrote with equal respect and affection, together 
with several to Murdock Brown (1750– 1828) down in Malabar, whose 
name will feature later. Many letters relate to his worries about send-
ing home his fortune, worries caused by the French Revolution and the 
fears it aroused in England:  ‘if the mob has its way we will be “republic 
of Albion” ’ he wails, in a letter from Surat dated 23 June 1795. Later that 
year (29 December 1795) William can be found making arrangements for 
his sudden departure from India, selling horses and carriages, sending 
other goods to auction and listing the few things he wants to take with 
him. Though I have not yet been able to transcribe these letters fully –  in 
numbers they far exceed the original group –  I have made a précis of their 
contents and copied some relevant passages. Even at a glance they make 
clear just how embedded William Gamul Farmer was within the East 
India Company hierarchy, and how extensive his acquaintance was with 
his correspondents, many of them Company hands with a much higher 
profile than his own. They include Jonathan Duncan (1756– 1811), later 
Governor of Bombay, William Palmer of Delhi (1740– 1816, one of William 
Dalrymple’s ‘White Mughuls’) and Sir Charles Malet (1753– 1815), the 
Resident at Poona (now Pune).5

It is the very informality of these letters that makes them inter-
esting; what they leave out is as informative as what they put in. They 
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indicate the kind of forces that drove this Bombay servant during his 
life in India, how he managed and continued to nurture his family rela-
tionships from afar, and how the family managed and fostered their 
relationship with him, despite the parties being so distant in time and 
space. In this way, like other such letters, they help humanize our 
understanding of the effects and experience of Empire at home and 
abroad. Not least, in the way Sam passes on information about politics 
in London, and William describes events in India –  particularly in the 
letters from Surat –  they show, in informal terms, how ‘home’ came to 
seem ‘abroad’ and ‘abroad’ became ‘home’ from the standpoint of the 
old India hand, no matter how he might continue to regard his origi-
nal home in theory. Above all they make clear that what made India 
real for the Farmer family was William’s being there; his presence in 
India was far more significant to them than the nature of India itself. 
Sarah Pearsall, focusing on trade in the Atlantic world, suggests that it 
was common for middle- class families of this era to send one member 
away. She adds that ‘strange new locations could force some to cling 
ever more resolutely to family ties’ and that ‘these ties could often help 
to enable imperial and colonial power … . The family … created worlds 
of trust and allowed for even long distances to be surmounted [help-
ing] forge the tone of familiarity’.6 William Gamul Farmer’s extensive 
correspondence allows us to trace these linkages between family, trade 
and empire from the perspective of the later eighteenth- century Indian 
Ocean world.

The Farmer family

The two brothers, William and Samuel, born 14 months apart in 1746 
and 1747, were the sons of George Farmer (1710– 84). He and his family 
lived above the dye- making business in Hogg Lane, just off Shoreditch 
High Street and half a mile or so from what is now Liverpool Street 
Station. It was prosperous enough by the time of William and Samuel’s 
birth to employ three or four apprentices and to have premises substantial 
enough to house a family of eight.7 The boys’ mother, Margaret Shawalter, 
an heiress from Chester in Cheshire and their father’s second wife, gave 
birth to several other children, none of whom lived beyond early child-
hood. The marriage was equally unsuccessful. By the time most of these 
letters were written, in the 1770s, the parents were separated, the father 
retired and living in the country, the mother back in Cheshire, only spend-
ing the odd winter in London lodgings. Unusually, the entire family lived 
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apart. Sam, having served his dyer’s apprenticeship and taken on the dye 
works alongside his father’s partner, Chamberlain Goodwin, remained 
in Hogg Lane. William was in India, while an elder half- sister, daughter 
of George’s first wife –  whose behaviour according to Sam ‘would have 
disgraced an upper servant’ –  lived by herself in Chelsea.8 The implied 
impropriety of such arrangements exercised Sam greatly when courting 
his future wife, in case it put her family off their marriage.

It was, however, a stolid merchant family in every other respect, 
and defiantly English (see Figure 17.2). The comments about France 
made after a sojourn by the brothers’ father in Boulogne prefigure atti-
tudes within my family that existed into my own generation. Writing to 
William on 8 July 1774, Sam asserted that their father:

left the place as the apostles did when they were not well received, 
that is he shook the dust from his feet and cursed them, their wine 
was so thin and fluxed him, add to that the difficulty of procur-
ing pipes and tobacco, you will not wonder at his stay being very 
uncomfortable, he lost all his belly, the very sight of him convinced 
that there was not such good beef in France as we have here.

Figure 17.2 The Farmer family tree. Image courtesy of Penelope 
Farmer.
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Similarly these letters reflect what was until recently the family’s atti-
tude to women –  as does the fact that I, a history graduate, was never 
told that the letters existed. (Sam’s statement on his half- sister, ‘tis for-
tunate for the nation that Heaven has made her plain or she would have 
introduced the bend sinister into our coat of arms’, is merely an extreme 
version of such attitudes).9 This tone to the family voice leaps out from 
the letters, not least in the constant complaints of the mother, Margaret 
Farmer, and in the complaints about her by her younger son, who also 
referred to the assets brought to him by his wife as his.10 Such attitudes 
were then the norm, but you cannot help feeling for querulous Margaret, 
dependent as she was and even passed over by her own aunts who left 
the family estate not to her but her eldest son, William. Trailblazers these 
sons were not in this or any other way, and no more intellectually curious 
than some, if not all, of their male descendants.

More significant, however, was how close the two brothers obvi-
ously remained throughout William’s life, despite the geographical dis-
tance between them –  a closeness that was replicated in other Company 
families, such as the Russell brothers of Swallowfield Park, also dis-
cussed in this volume. Such closeness between siblings was not unusual 
at this time or in the following century: Jane Austen’s life and novels 
are full of it.11 My Farmer grandmother’s diary between 1877– 9, makes 
clear that apart from husband- trawling seasons in London, her social 
life too consisted largely of her many siblings, some of whom she con-
tinued to support throughout their lives.12 In Sam and William’s case 
their dysfunctional family may have made them still closer. ‘Sam is a 
good lad’, his brother said in his first letter home (October 1763), and 
so he remained, judging by his willingness to send William what he 
asked for. Despite the fact that none of Sam’s letters to William after 
1778 survived, the correspondence that remains makes clear that they 
kept in continuous contact throughout William’s years in India. Not 
least he depended on Sam to supply his needs:  clothing, hats, riding 
boots, medicines, claret, and, latterly, seeds for his garden. In a letter 
of 1789 his list of requirements included thin pairs of shoes, thick ones, 
boots –  William is very precise here: ‘military boots that is without tops, 
the same all the way up, waxed leather, buckram will not do’. He also 
requested bottles of some stuff called ‘Dalbrosian’ and more of ‘Chary’, 
tincture of Bark  –   i.e., quinine. That Sam is clearly ready to provide 
everything his brother asks for demonstrates as much as anything how 
close and how necessary the brothers were to one another.

Their mother’s offerings on the other hand would not have been so 
solicited; on 20 December 1775, she sends jars of her own preserves and 
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the odd Cheshire cheese, all seemingly gratis. Sam’s efforts, in contrast, 
were not. Ever the merchant, on 26 April 1776 he sends full accounts in 
his letters of what William owed him for these goods, as well as William’s 
share of support for their mother that Sam has advanced her. William for 
his part (in September 1795) sends home shawls for his half- sister and 
for his sister- in- law. (These often elaborate and expensive pieces of cloth 
were a common way of bringing India to the family at home throughout 
this period).13

The closeness between the siblings may have also have been aug-
mented by their geographical separation. In an imperial context, fam-
ily remained the one constant for the absent member, living in a world 
barely comprehended by those back at home. It was what the absent one 
depended on for retaining his sense of identity as an Englishman as well 
as for more material things they sent him, from clothes to homemade 
preserves. Similar intimacy between separated siblings in the nineteenth 
century has been shown elsewhere:  in Macaulay’s letters from India to 
his sister Margaret and in Murdoch Stewart’s references in his Memoir 
from Canada to his elder brother back in Scotland, for instance.14

Before these letters surfaced, I had only known of the family con-
nection with India via a set of 1789 accounts for a business in Bombay, 
which appeared after my father’s death and set me combing East India 
Company records for the surprisingly extensive evidence of this unknown 
ancestor’s career in India. William Gamul Farmer’s trips to Madras and 
Calcutta are recorded and the displeasure of his superiors at his belated 
return to Bombay: so too are his knowledge of Marathi and appointment 
as Secretary to the Maratha committee in 1777. His year as hostage in the 
Maratha camp between 1779 and 1780 and his attempts to extricate him-
self, in particular, are covered in a whole series of letters and documents 
in the British Library.15

With or without the background knowledge, reading the letters 
themselves has been an affecting experience. Through this correspond-
ence, my eighteenth- century family leapfrogs over the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries straight into my hands and feelings in the twenty- 
first century, colouring the official material in a much more gossipy, 
personal and recognizable way, not least by demonstrating those 
enduring family characteristics. The young William’s letter written 
from Bombay shortly after his arrival in 1763, along with another 
very affectionate letter to his father in 1774, is particularly revealing 
and touching, as are Sam’s accounts of his adventures in love in the 
1770s. Sarah Pearsall comments that ‘family letters collections demon-
strate that familiarity while certainly not the only style was the major 
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note struck’.16 Such a note, I should add, though invariably present in 
the letters of Margaret Farmer, was not always apparent in her sons’ 
more political and commercially oriented communications. Yet these 
letters, too, when they turned to family matters, take quite a differ-
ent tone:  the affection with which William addressed his father on  
16 January 1774 makes the point:

I daresay when I arrive in England again you will be an overmatch 
for me  in walking. The affair of the shot in your arm might have 
been very serious one  and you may thank God for the escape. If 
I was inclined to be superstitious there is great room to imagine that 
it was an immediate interposition of providence  in favour of the 
poor partridges for I observe you say that it hindered your sporting 
about three weeks –  in that time … the young partridges begin to fly 
strong –  and then my dear sir I believe there is no need to tell you –  
they are fully out of danger from you.

Such letters –  and in William’s case, too, the more affectionate letter book 
epistles to friends and colleagues –  help soften less kindly aspects of the 
two Farmer brothers.

William in particular comes across often, both in his letters, and still 
more in the EIC records, as motivated mostly by making money, and with 
a far- from endearing tendency to complain and to sound generally hard 
done by, constantly trying to justify, at length, even the most question-
able of activities, his dealings down in the Malabar in particular. Sam’s 
letters generally make him sound more sympathetic  –  his accounts, of 
his father, for instance, of his European travels and his subsequent mar-
riage are endearing enough not to say amusing at times, even if in his 
later history he appears quite curmudgeonly. (The refusal, in 1810, to 
lend his son money to ease impending fatherhood, is one, private, exam-
ple; his record as an MP between 1810 and 1818, voting for the suspen-
sion of Habeas Corpus and against Catholic Relief another, more public 
one).17 It has been suggested to me by Diana Tillman, a Nonsuch histo-
rian, that the very openness, not to say intimacy, of some of the private 
correspondence, by contrast, may have been due, partly, to the distance 
between the correspondents: feelings, grievances and affections could be 
more openly revealed and discussed with someone far away than with  
someone closer at hand.

The two rather touching letters about Sam’s courtship and mar-
riage to a Miss Elizabeth Meeke written between 1776 and 1777 reveal 
the ways in which distance could prompt openness and affection. The 
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union had been embarked on because of his need to make a profitable 
marriage, and the letters initially evoke a dispassionate description of 
his intended bride’s physical and moral qualities. On 26 April 1776 Sam 
wrote that ‘She is above the middle size and well- made but rather stoops 
her neck, upon the whole is rather a fine- looking woman, her complexion 
is fair, fine blue eyes, good nose and fine hair, her face too wide around, 
her teeth small and even but not of good ivory but not black, her temper 
all gentleness and love, was never seen in ill humour or in a passion, she 
is sensible, but it is concealed by her timidity and diffidence.’ Less than 
a year later, on 6 March 1777, Sam reveals he has fallen in love. ‘I have 
been in possession of the best of women since the 16th of last November, 
it would be doing her an injustice not to say that at the same time she is 
the best of wives … . I informed you in my last letter that she was tall and 
genteel, good complexion and hair and very fine eyes, she wants nothing 
but fine teeth to be judged a very handsome woman indeed.’ (He can-
not quite forget about the teeth; in a world of much sugar consumption, 
black English teeth and toothache are perhaps the slaves’ revenge). His 
love is confirmed, by the recent and coincidental appearance, of a harp, 
now the property of an American harpist, but first bought by Sam for his 
wife in 1782 for £150, which would have been at the time a very large 
sum.18 (According to the present owner, he paid rather more than he 
needed; business acumen deserted him in this private matter). William, 
too, appears to have been fond of his sister- in- law; in the later letters he 
enquires after her tenderly and promises to send her those shawls from 
India. And the one letter to her that appeared in the letter book, 19 
November 1795, more than confirms his affection.

The outpourings of the mother, Margaret Farmer, are still more 
intimate. They complain of everything: her family, her health, her doc-
tor, her younger son, Sam, his new wife. Of the last, Margaret wrote on 3 
March 1777, ‘she is only a merchant’s daughter but sets up for a woman 
of quality. She made me a visit of an hour and a half since I came to town 
and in that time I had enough of her’. In a previous letter of 5 February 
1777, she had already decried Sam’s over- expensive coach:  ‘It is quite 
in taste painted an Apple Green and the armes [sic.] in brown. But the 
liveries are ridiculous, a maroon colour turned up with apple green laced 
with narrow silver lace at the cape and cuffs with silver tassels on the 
shoulder’. Above all she complains of her lack of financial independence 
especially after the family estate owned by her aunts was left over her 
head to her elder son: ‘You are to know I have since found out when he 
[Sam Farmer] persuaded them to alter their wills I had the house in Barn 
Lane and £50 a year from the Estate which would not have enabled me to 
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live in any very sumptious [sic.] manner but it was too much for a woman 
who will first and last bring a fortune of ten thousand pounds’, she wrote 
on 15 December 1775.

William’s mother bewails his sojourn in India throughout her  
correspondence with him, attempting to persuade him to come home 
for good. She promises him his own rooms in her house in cold Chester, 
and imagines happy tête- à- têtes on winter evenings. On 23 April 1777, 
Margaret wrote longingly that ‘they have got the Chester Playhouse 
hired but what signify’s if there will be no Plays in winter those evenings 
are dreadful there … . I  think if you and I  was to gather there we cd 
pass em away cheerful’. It was a prospect that might well have explained 
William’s failure to return to England permanently until just before his 
death. Apart from the sadness of women separated from their young by 
the growth of the Empire, these letters reveal little of the subcontinent 
and EIC matters. Yet but for the emerging empire in India they would not 
have been written. They are also exceptionally entertaining, full of con-
temporary and sometimes scandalous gossip, both private and public, 
of the kind of which William and his fellows would have been deprived, 
and might well have looked for. Her description on 23 April 1777 of her 
successful and intelligent pursuit of the family patron, Lord Sandwich 
(1718– 92), on behalf of a protégé suggests real and frustrated ability 
with nothing to do and nowhere to go as her main problem, at the same 
time demonstrating the influence women could have even then when 
opportunities were rare.

Margaret Farmer’s active maintenance of connections with Lord 
Sandwich demonstrates something else that the letters make clear: the 
close connection the family had with the East India Company –  Lord 
Sandwich being the patron they looked to for help in advancing 
William’s career with the company, though without a great deal of 
success. Many of Sam’s letters recount meetings with Sandwich, and 
in one he outlines his lively defence of John Herbert’s behaviour in 
Balambangan, in the EIC council. He is very proud of his oratory here 
and his presence indicates that he was an EIC proprietor. William’s first 
letter from India, in October 1763, sending thanks to a range of EIC 
names, from Rous to Manship and the Moffatt brothers (not exclud-
ing Lord Clive himself), suggests that the family business was part of 
a healthy trading network that enabled William’s writership in the 
first place.

The decision to send William abroad would largely have been 
made by the men involved –  not least the boy himself, fired by this pros-
pect of adventure  –  on commercial and practical grounds. A  mother’s 
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regret at losing her son appeared to be of no account. Margaret wrote on 
5 February 1777: ‘Sorry I am from my soul that you ever went to India 
but I  never was considered a person of any consequence. Mr and Mrs 
Goodwin were the people always consulted, indeed you was so much 
set upon it that I  learned to reconcile to what I  cd not prevent in the 
belief that if young boys were crop’d out of employment they like them-
selves it hurts their spirits.’ Interestingly, one woman was involved in 
this decision, but not Margaret. Yet if it was George Farmer himself, his 
partner (Mr Goodwin) and Goodwin’s wife who urged the decision –  a 
decision occasioned, possibly, by the bad behaviour for which William 
apologizes in this first letter –  his passage depended on inevitably male 
EIC servants. The fact of William’s having, unusually, been allowed to 
stay in the captain’s cabin during the voyage out and of his being invited 
to dinner by a member of the Bombay council, shortly after his arrival, 
also implies good connections within the Honourable Company.

Trade and money

What leaps out from these letters is that India for the two brothers was 
above all a trading resource: nothing but ‘a large warehouse’, was how, 
many years later, William would describe Surat territory to Jonathan 
Duncan on 8 May 1795. This was an attitude noted, disapprovingly, by 
contemporaries such as the author William Macintosh, who decried the 
young men who, he claimed, ‘generally set out for [India] with ideas 
of acquiring wealth, which ideas being nourished not only by example 
but advice and exhortation soon grew up into the dominant passion of 
the heart and ruling principal of the mind’.19 This comment was borne 
out by the contemporary criticism of ‘nabobs’, the nickname given to 
the wealthy merchants who returned to England to throw their finan-
cial and political weight about, after making their fortune in India, 
like those described in other studies here.20 In reality they were a small 
minority of the company servants who had headed out to India in the 
first place, hopeful of such riches –  among whom might be numbered 
William himself.

Money is the letters’ chief subject throughout, not unreasonably, 
given the precariousness of such lives, where fear of bankruptcy stalked 
even the successful. Bankruptcy had destroyed Margaret Farmer’s protégé’s 
father, as it had destroyed some of Sam’s fellow businessmen. (‘I hope the 
exaggerated accounts of the bankruptcies here have not alarmed you,’ 
Sam writes on 15 February 1773). Empire builders, bringing civilization 
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to the benighted ‘Hindoo’ in the way recommended by Thomas Macaulay 
(1800– 59) 75 years later, the Farmers were not, any more than they were 
evangelical zealots out to convert the heathen like many of their other suc-
cessors. (Most of the rare appeals to the Almighty are to be found in the 
letters from Margaret Farmer –  and are of the most conventional kind). 
There is no evidence in the family letters that William fell in love with the 
subcontinent, adopting its mores and its dress, in the manner of the ‘White 
Mughuls’ described by William Dalrymple,21 even if the letters in the letter 
book give a more nuanced picture of his life in India. Certainly he com-
plains of much –  calling some of his Indian contacts ‘thieves and rogues’.

At the same time the more personal letters, particularly the ones 
to Sir Charles Malet and William Palmer, both of whom had established 
Indian families, indicate that he wholly accepted their way of life. He 
asks to be remembered to Palmer’s Indian wife, and ‘He ends this letter 
‘Yr faithful and affectionate friend’, indicating the strength of the friend-
ship even though till the time of writing the two had not recently been in 
touch (17 June 1795). This was more evidence of how deeply embedded 
he was in Indian life in every respect, not surprisingly given how much 
of it he spent in the Durbars of Indian Rajahs and negotiating with Hindu 
and Parsi businessmen –  not to mention the year he spent as hostage in 
the Indian army camp. His letters to his chief business colleague, the 
Parsi merchant Dady Nasserwanjee always begin ‘Dear Friend Dady’.22 
In November 1795, he sends Diwali greetings to another Hindu contact 
and frequently uses Hindi words in this correspondence, in particular the 
Hindi word for ‘fate’ whether in relation to his life or theirs. Earlier in his 
career, according to the letters of April 1776 from his London business 
colleagues Richardson and Stacey, he had pleaded the cause of another 
Parsi colleague being fleeced by impecunious English officers. And he 
also insisted on proper provision for other Indian colleagues and for 
his ‘loyal’ servant at his departure for England in 1796. But this did not 
stop his attitudes hardening over time. In Trade and Empire in Western 
India, Pamela Nightingale quotes Farmer as suggesting, in 1789, that the 
Company should not leave trade to ‘Crew of Parsees in whose welfare 
the State has no interest and who on every occasion have plucked the 
Company without mercy’.23

Overall, William was what Thomas Macaulay would later call 
‘one of the young men who came out as Company servants and for 
whom banishment is their emancipation’.24 He was one of those who, 
unlike Macaulay, had become so accustomed to what they saw around 
them as to regard India as normal if not always to be accepted as it 
stood. It was a world with which such men had to contend socially and 
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profess ionally throughout their careers, especially in Bombay where 
English and Indian lived in much closer contact. One near contempo-
rary, Maria Graham (1785– 1842), in her Journal of a Residence in India, 
published in 1812, complained of being much further from Indian life 
in Madras and Calcutta, places which William also knew.25 Macaulay, in 
contrast, retreated thankfully from closer contact with Indian life to a 
house in Calcutta surrounded by a garden and never ventured into the 
world beyond without shuddering at the immorality and squalor  –  ‘a 
dozen half- naked blacks!’ –  described in an early letter home to his sis-
ter Margaret.26 The much more pragmatic accounts of William himself, 
let alone the more lyrical, sometimes even dazzled, accounts in James 
Forbes’ (1749– 1814) Oriental Memoirs of 1813 seem to come from quite 
different sensibilities, from another world –  even if Forbes, in later life did 
advocate converting the ‘Hindoo’ to Christianity.27

I have a further point to make before detailing William’s career 
more fully. It is a philosophical rather than historical point that would 
apply to all communication between London and India at this date, given 
the distance between them and the length of time between letters and 
reports being written and their arrival in the hands of the intended recip-
ient –  not least because ships of that period were only able to sail at cer-
tain seasons of the year, in order to utilize more favourable winds and 
tides. Time has two different faces. On the one hand there is the linear 
time that the letter- writer is living through and describing. On the other 
there are the discrete moments in time, the snapshots, read by the recip-
ient. The writer does not know as he or she writes where the recipient is, 
even if he or she is still alive. Sam around 1775 complains as he writes 
that he does not know where to send the letters or whether or when they 
will reach William, currently –  he thinks –  somewhere between Calcutta 
and Madras. The contemporary reader likewise does not know exactly 
how or where the writer is, six months having passed since the letter was 
written. This leads to various kinds of redundancy: here on 8 July 1774 
is Sam, for instance, sending a millstone for William’s Biscuit Factory 
after he has closed it, and Sam again, in the same month in 1774, chid-
ing William for not writing to their father, though a letter had been des-
patched in January 1774. And here he is being asked to send the seeds 
for William’s garden in a letter that would have arrived after William had 
left India for good. Finally, late in 1795, Sam asks permission to send 
his brother a case of claret, just as William was about to leave Surat  –    
permission fortunately was not granted.

I am also conscious of how little those back in England would have 
known about the real nature of life in India. They would have known 
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about the health problems – William complains in his first letter about 
having fallen victim to the ‘bloody flux’ (dysentery) –  and they would have 
known about the malaria he suffered from and which probably killed him 
in the end. But how much they could have known –  or comprehended –  
about his lodging, his environment, the climate and his travels within 
India, is harder to gauge. He may have been more open in his earlier let-
ters to Sam; he claims he had told him more about the voyage out than he 
has time to tell his father. But these letters do not survive and those to his 
father are determinedly upbeat, even if he complains in the 1774 letter, 
as throughout his career in India, how difficult it is to make money there. 
But literary William is not: it seems unlikely that, even to Sam, he would 
have made the detailed, scholarly, almost thrilled descriptions of the 
country found in the Oriental Memoirs of his near contemporary James 
Forbes –  who mentioned William as an ‘intimate acquaintance’.28 Forbes’s 
memoirs were not published till the 1813 edition –  edited, unfortunately, 
by a pious daughter and at a time when contemporary accounts of India 
were beginning to flood out –  and published descriptions of life in India 
through the second half of the eighteenth century were much rarer. 
Many were related to the captive narratives, discussed by Linda Colley, 
often by women of dubious reputation  –  Eliza Fay (c.1755– 1816) and 
Elizabeth Marsh (1735– 85), for instance.29 If any of these volumes fell 
into the hands of the Farmer family, their letters do not say.

The Farmers might have recognized  –  and been bored by  –  the 
stultifying English social life of Bombay, an island only a mile in length 
and lacking in English women. Sam might have been comfortable with 
the atmosphere of a place where, according to George Paterson in 
1769  ‘trade and the means of getting money is [men’s] principal pur-
suit’.30 But could they have imagined the heat of a Bombay summer or the 
fury of the monsoon, or for that matter the prevalence of various kinds of 
wildlife indoors and out of which later residents such as Mrs Sherwood  
(1775– 1851) complained?31 Could they have imagined the ‘execrable 
material effects’ of climate described by Macaulay?32 Could they have 
understood that Bombay, with a relatively pleasant climate, as noted 
by James Forbes among others  –  the malaria inducing marshes by 
now mostly drained –  was quite possibly rather less noisome and dirty 
than their own filthy and stinking city? William’s family lived after all 
above the dye works, a notoriously smelly business and eighteenth- 
century London was far from being the ‘so clean city’ that surprised 
Indian visitors to my house in the 1980s. (An older man added; ‘but 
your people are so dirty’, a statement still more true in the eighteenth 
century: one of the many complaints made against nabobs when they 
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returned to England was that they had picked up the effete Indian habit 
of washing daily).33

William, on the other hand, would have less difficulty in imag-
ining life in England. He made several home visits (the first in 1768)  
spending two or three years in England between 1780 and 1784, and 
both his mother and his brother filled him in on life as it went on. Latterly 
he even tried to import something more of it than European dress –  hence 
the seeds for his ‘English’ garden. His mother’s gossip about the Duchess 
of Devonshire’s dangerous metal corsets might have seemed very remote 
from Bombay but at least he could have appreciated the context and 
maybe been grateful to feel some connection to his family’s world. John 
Gillis’s distinction between home as the family we live in and home as the 
family we live by seems apposite here.34 William never created a family 
in India to live in: the family he grew up in, thousands of miles away, was 
the one he lived by, as these letters suggest.

William Gamul Farmer’s career

Nine writers were appointed to the Bombay residency in 1763 accord-
ing to EIC records.35 Of five there is no trace later than 1768. One 
more survived until his return to England in 1780. Two appear in the 
records till the 1790s. William’s death in January 1798, at 51, made 
him long- lived by these standards, though not by those of his long- 
lived family –  Sam survived till the age of 93. India was a notoriously 
unhealthy place for Europeans at that time.36 In part, this high mor-
tality rate was due to tropical diseases, malaria in particular –  hence 
William’s request to his brother is for ‘bark’ otherwise quinine, then 
the only remedy (December 1789). But it was also in part because of 
their failure to adapt their habits to the climate. According to one con-
temporary observer, ‘many newcomers shorten their days by a mode of 
life unsuitable to the climate, eating great quantities of beef and pork 
and drinking copiously of the strong wines of Portugal in the hottest 
season. In addition they persisted in wearing European dress which 
restricted the free circulation of the blood and made the heat more 
intolerable by confining the limbs’.37

William’s petition for an EIC writership was standard:  it included 
proof of baptism, of having been educated in writing and accounts (‘a 
regular course of accountancy after the Garton method’), and also the 
standard promise ‘to behave himself with the utmost Diligence and 
Fidelity and is ready to give such Security as your Honours shall require’.38 
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The man who recommended him, Edward Ward, was an EIC propri-
etor in 1762, though he is not one of the Company names mentioned 
in William’s first letter from Bombay in October 1763. Having arrived 
in India, William sounds hopeful of commercial success at first, despite 
complaining that ‘Bombay is not a place for Writers just come out, every-
thing of necessaries is very dear. Our allowance of 30 rupees a month 
[£3.10] really not enough for subsistence. There never was anyone ever 
so parsimonious that could make it serve’. He has not much help from his 
superiors. ‘Upon my first landing I was introduced to the governour [sic.] 
and delivered my letters’. He wrote in October 1763. ‘He took no notice of 
them nor as much as mentioned them to me such is the effect of letters of 
recommendation. The Governour indeed is a very particular man, he has 
been a Drudge to the Services all his lifetime’.

But William had better welcome from a Mr Spencer, an old India 
hand and a close ally of Laurence Sulivan (1713– 86), later chairman of 
the East India Company in London:

Mr Burgess’ letter to Mr Spencer I hardly know what to say about. 
Mr Spencer sent for me and told me I had been very strongly rec-
ommended by Mr Burgess, he made no promise of serving me he 
very seldom does but if he sees a person sober and steady at busi-
ness that has been recommended to him he always  takes notice 
of that. I had an invitation to dinner, a thing not a very common. 
(October 1763).

Patronage and connection lay at the heart of Company trade, and here 
we see William Farmer’s first forays into its social and political intricacies 
at Bombay.

William, of course, like all Company servants at that date, was 
allowed to conduct his own, private trade whenever he was not put to 
Company business. (Company business, meant, at the beginning of his 
career, endlessly copying EIC correspondence within India and to and 
from London; his title ‘writer’ meant exactly what it said.) As he points 
out in this first letter, the Company paid its servants far too little to live 
on. They had to make money for themselves –  or go bankrupt as some in 
Bombay did, while others returned home without fortunes.39 This system 
continued in Bombay till the early nineteenth century; it was the source 
of the fortunes that were made then –  and that had been made in Bengal 
for many years if among the few rather than the many. It was also the 
source of the corruption so derided in England in popular descriptions 
of nabobs, and the reason for the eventual prohibition on private trade 
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first in the Bengal and Madras presidencies and subsequently in the 
Bombay presidency following the suspect fortunes made, like William’s, 
down the Malabar coast. William himself in the letter book complains 
that the profits and efficiency of the Company were much undermined by 
servants’ private trade, and is also highly critical of a system which sent 
many of them to take up office in places where they did not speak the lan-
guage and had very little idea of local cultural and legal norms –  a system 
the Company did begin to amend at the end of the eighteenth century. 
Understanding language, law and culture was something that William, 
on the other hand appears to have sought out for himself, which may 
partly have explained his friendships with Malet and Palmer, both much 
closer to Indian life than the norm among Company men.

Company servants were not, of course, allowed to compete with 
Company trade  –  which was much less profitable in Bombay than in 
Bengal. Nor could they trade directly with England, but instead had 
to send goods east, to China, for example. In particular they were not 
allowed to compete with Bombay in its chief trade in raw cotton and 
later pepper. However ‘sober and steady at business’ William might have 
tried to be, he had little luck in early years; pickings in Bombay were 
few, unlike in Bengal. Fortunately his investments were not always so ill 
advised as the loan the 16- year- old mentions making to the impecunious 
Mr Waters, without any serious attempt to discover if Mr Waters would 
ever be in a position to repay him. But the loan, in ‘respondentia’ –  that 
is, lending money to other merchants to buy ships’ cargoes  –  was one 
way of making money he continued to use through his career in India, 
successfully enough, judging by the sums his letters claim that he hopes 
to bring home. Pamela Nightingale, for example, refers to his lending by 
responentia in 1789.40

Despite managing to stay alive (unlike so many of his fellows), 
William was not without health problems –  in particular chronic malaria 
to judge from his descriptions of the symptoms that forced him to give up 
his Chiefship at Surat at very short notice in late 1795 and that probably 
led to his death in England barely two years later. He was  having such 
problems as early as 1768, judging by the return to England for the sake 
of his health. His appointment in 1772 was to one of the few posts avail-
able to still junior company servants; this post as Assistant to the Marine 
Storekeeper presumably gave him useful information on matters of 
ships’ cargoes. But in the second letter to his father, on 16 January 1774, 
while indicating that he is surviving financially, he also complains how 
much harder it has become in the prevailing political situation to make 
money: ‘When I was in India before I could have lent taking the tune of 
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£10,000 a year safely on respondentia … now it is difficult to lend one 
rupee safely insomuch that I think it best to let my money lay at the com-
mon interest of 9% which I can lay by and keep corresponding yearly …  
and with that economy live on the Company allowance … which every-
thing included is only £126 a year and this is little enough let me tell for 
one who has been in their service now going on 11 years –  if had not got 
the Bakehouse to employment I do not know what I should have done.’ 
The Bakehouse was a factory making hard tack, the staple seaman’s diet. 
Being close to the Marine Storekeeper must have been useful here too. 
Setting up the bakery appears to have been a piece of typical private ini-
tiative on his behalf: throughout his career, the ever- increasing sums he 
claims he will be able to bring home do suggest that he succeeded in mak-
ing more money in Bombay than many of his contemporaries, even if not 
quite the legitimate fortune for which he was hoping. He adds:

the greatest profit … . is supplying the Company’s fighting vessels 
here with Biscuit I do not know what I should have done –  in the 
last year here between you and me I made one thousand pounds of 
it but do not expect to make this year more than 500 and shall be 
content with that for among other reductions  the Company have 
lessened their Marine Force here almost a half, the consequence of 
which you know must be that there will be fewer biscuits cracked.

His pessimistic assessment was due to the dire financial straits of the 
Bombay Presidency, always a much less profitable station than Bengal 
and Madras. William goes on to claim that with all his other financial 
strategies he should be able to return to England within four years with 
£8,000, not yet the great fortune that his father might have hoped for, 
but one he could live on. ‘The more I think of it the more I approve of 
my Plan especially when I consider there is no one depends upon me at 
present for provision nor I believe ever will be, for unless a man is gov-
erned by an unknown destiny in the act of marriage I think I shall die a 
bachelor’.

It could have been that his warring parents had put him off mar-
riage altogether, or  that he did not see himself as making enough to sup-
port an English wife, an expensive business in Bombay, and/ or he would 
have preferred to set himself up with an Indian bibi or two like Malet 
or Palmer or his own first governor, Charles Crommelin (1718– 88). Or 
it could have been for quite another reason. His letter to Palmer many 
years later says, of Palmer’s Indian wife back in 1774, ‘she was young 
and very pretty and I was young, No need to be jealous –  of your females 
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I only troubled the Mattranney,’ suggesting that he himself was far from 
unsusceptible to the charms of Indian women, on a social level at least. 
(And on that level he certainly did like women, to judge by his fondness 
for his sister- in- law, Sam’s wife). His sexual susceptibilities are less clear. 
My attempts to chase up the eighteenth- century meaning of ‘Maltranny,’ 
have so far been in vain. But the fact that Googling the contemporary 
word leads to a number of porn sites involving those young men other-
wise known as ‘ladyboys’ may be significant. Could Palmer’s household 
have included a eunuch I wonder? Could it be that William’s reluctance 
to marry was due to his being homosexual? Could it even be that his 
dabbling in such directions was the bad behaviour that led to him being 
sent away to India? Who knows? Although he left no will in Bombay pro-
viding for any dependents this does not mean he had none, any more 
than the lack of records in the British Library’s IOR series of any unoffi-
cial marriage or of any births or christenings resulting from such a union 
proves that he remained unattached. He would have had the opportu-
nity, both in Bombay and elsewhere to consort with nautch (dancing) 
girls; in Bombay, parties to which the local Parsi traders invited custom-
ers such as William often included nautch girls dancing. To the south in 
Madras, after parties at the palaces of local Indian nawabs, unmarried 
Englishmen were reported to go home with the dancers. That said, the 
Farmers being a conventionally respectable family –  the horror evoked 
by the behaviour of Sam and William’s half- sister is significant –  it was 
more than likely he would have kept such attachments –  let alone, alter-
natively, his lack of interest in women –  to himself. The one certainty is 
that he lived, mostly, in a society of bachelors: relatively few wives came 
out to India before the nineteenth century, and even some of the official 
ones were Anglo- Indian.41 Many other bachelors did not marry until they 
returned to England for good.

The EIC records and, tangentially, the family letters, record 
William’s presence in Madras on private business and thereafter in 
Calcutta. His senior officer, John Taylor, a Bombay civil servant, had been 
charged with explaining a recent treaty made by the Bombay Presidency 
to the government there. In November 1776 Taylor died. Farmer was 
again in Madras on business. Not only his Bombay masters objected to 
his long absence: Sam too complained of not knowing where his brother 
was. Their mother on 15 and 20 December 1775 meanwhile referred 
to letters coming from ‘Calcutter’. Back in England, William had been 
made heir over his mother’s head to her family’s run- down estate in 
Cheshire. Despite her chagrin, her letters thereafter, attempting to entice 
him home, were full of the orchard she had had planted for him, and 
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her other attempts to bring the neglected estate up to scratch –  another 
example of an energy and efficiency she was so rarely given the oppor-
tunity to use. All this was interwoven with the description of a burglary 
at her house, probably instigated by a maidservant –  ‘I got one that let a 
gang into my house at a celler window and robbed me of more than 30 
in cloaths and other things. I heard ‘em in the house but would not ring 
for fear that I  should in coming to me be murdered’  –  and by descrip-
tions of her attempts to find a doctor to cure her of unspecified ailments  
(15 December 1795). Later, on 3 March 1777, she finds lodgings in 
London for the winter, only to be forced to move because of the noisy 
young man downstairs (see Figure 17.3).

Money continued to be a problem throughout this period, as did 
William’s health. In 1777 he was one of the signatories to a letter from 
all the Company servants to the Council complaining about the inade-
quacies of the Company salaries.42 The permission to go to Poona ‘for his 
health’ meant that at a time of political crisis he was able to give important 
intelligence of the Designs of a Monsieur St Lubin, who was endeavour-
ing to conclude an Alliance with the Marathas. (The Marathas were the 
warlike Indian rulers throughout the territory of the Bombay Presidency, 

Figure 17.3 Penelope Farmer and Margot Finn with the manuscripts. 
Image courtesy of Penelope Farmer.
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whom the Bombay directorate attempted unsuccessfully during two 
wars in the 1770s to drive back, while working, more successfully, to 
keep out the French). It also led to his appointments first as Secretary 
to the Poona Committee and then as Marathi translator. There was no 
indication whether he had learned Marathi while in Poona or whether 
he had acquired the language in Bombay. The language used among 
themselves by his Parsi colleagues was Persian, a language William may 
have acquired, as he did others –  certainly, according to a letter to Sam 
in 1789, he encouraged a protégé to learn it. In the diary of his travels 
sent to the Bombay Council in December 1793 when he was supervisor 
of the Malabar province, he complains of having to translate some of his 
dealings into Portuguese, and appears to indicate some knowledge of the 
local language besides.43

William Gamul Farmer’s knowledge of Marathi was probably one 
reason he was, along with a Lieutenant Stuart, left as hostage in the 
camp of the general, Scindia (c.1730– 94) after his defeat of the Company 
forces in January 1779. The two remained there until March of the fol-
lowing year. No word of this experience to or from William’s family sur-
vives, though there is a request from Sam Farmer noted in the EIC court 
records, 27 April 1780, asking for steps to be taken for the release of his 
brother.44 A  later account of this episode reports William asking if he 
and Stuart  –  both young men still  –  could swim in a river there. They 
were refused permission on the grounds that the river probably flowed 
to the sea and that the Englishmen as water people ‘might escape that 
way’.45 Another reference, this time by James Forbes, has William, his 
‘intimate acquaintance contriving to send me secretly a few words con-
cealed within the tube of a very small quill, run into the messenger’s ear, 
to inform me of the enemy’s determination to recapture Dhuboy; advis-
ing me … to make the best terms possible and deliver up the keys to the 
Maratha sirdar as all resistance would be vain’.46

This was not an easy year for William. To summarize a large vol-
ume of correspondence in the EIC records, William was continually 
asking for money for his various expenses in Scindia’s camp, was in 
constant danger because of the Company’s immediate failure to keep 
the terms of the treaty, and was especially at risk because of his supply 
of secret information to General Goddard commander of the Company 
army. He was also forced to bribe some of Scindia’s men to prevent them 
roughing him up, and in the end had to pay his own ransom, recoup-
ing it from the Bombay Presidency with much difficulty and only with 
the aid of Warren Hastings himself.47 It was not surprising that later in 
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his career he so resented his treatment by the Company and expressed 
his sense that it owed him something for his pains. Certainly William’s 
long and sometimes dangerous sojourn in the Poona area would have 
deepened his knowledge of an India which he appears –  socially, geo-
graphically as well as linguistically –  to have known as well or better 
than most. The geographer James Rennell (1742– 1830) thanked him 
for providing information that improved the accuracy of his mapping 
of the area around Poona.48 William’s close friendship with Charles 
Malet, long- time resident at Poona, almost certainly stemmed from 
this time.

Allowed by the Company to go to England after his ordeal, he 
reported to William Palmer (in a letter of 17 June 1795), that he had 
returned to India after losing his money investing in ‘manufactory’. But 
the fact he had not resigned his post meantime, suggest that despite 
taking an adequate fortune home, he had remained ambivalent about 
leaving India for good. The appointment he then received as Chief at 
Fort Victoria, a very small settlement, 60 miles from Bombay, was defi-
nitely not a lucrative one. The post he really wanted and seemed to 
think he had earned was as Chief of Surat. But when Ramsay, its Chief, 
resigned early in 1787, John Griffiths, William’s junior, already at Surat 
as Ramsay’s deputy, was appointed to the post, something of which 
William complained bitterly in a letter from Fort Victoria in February 
1787.49 He protested however in vain.

His posting to Tannah on the Island of Salsette (all now part of 
the city of Mumbai), if not much more profitable than Fort Victoria, did 
produce the first surviving family letters for 11  years. There were two 
from William to Sam (dated 3 July and December), in handwriting by 
now much deteriorated. Here William shows himself the old India hand, 
advising newcomers on how to get on in India. Of one boy he says that 
‘the best thing for him is to leave him some years where he is as that will 
form him to the habit and knowledge of public business whereas remov-
ing a young man from Bombay tho it betters his present income generally 
renders him indolent and ignorant for ever from the want of sufficient 
occupation’. Another boy he has taken with him to Tannah, ‘which will 
keep him from bad company and bad habits most of all which prevail in a 
large and mixed company’. This was also the boy he had taught Persian. 
William still talks of coming home  –  if all comes through he hopes to 
return with £15,000, which together with his inheritance, he considers 
would be sufficient to live on comfortably.
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Sam’s continuing support for William in these years was not 
merely practical. He had, it seems, commiserated with William on being 
passed over for Surat, for William responds in relatively philosophical 
mode. ‘If it had been my destiny I should have had Surat, as it was your 
manners were certainly very proper’, he wrote in December 1789. Sam’s 
concern is reciprocated in William’s affectionate and equally concerned 
reference to his admirably docile sister- in- law. Elizabeth is no longer 
living above the business in Hogg Lane or even in Mortimer Street in 
the West End, where Sam appears to have acquired a house at some 
point. For by now Sam also possesses a Beckenham country estate, his 
income from a successful dye business having been added to by his ven-
tures in the slave trade.50 Elizabeth’s only son was now of an age to be 
off at boarding school, and her husband was still working in London, but 
she does not seem to be flourishing in the new home. William writes in 
December 1789 of the fear Sam has given him for ‘my sister’s health … .  
I am afraid she keeps too much in the house or perhaps you have now 
planted Beckenham which precludes proper air or perhaps you are too 
solitary in the country. I will cure her when I come back again and make 
her ride out … . I am much younger than when I left England and have 
much better spirits’.

William Gamul Farmer’s fortune

And so, at last, to William’s possible acquisition of the fortune he had 
sought for so long. The climax of his career followed his reluctant depar-
ture to the Coromandel Coast after the defeat of Tipu Sultan (1750– 
99) in 1792. In these years William served first as joint commissioner 
charged with investigating potential revenue from the pepper trade and 
a year later, as Supervisor of the Malabar province. Pamela Nightingale’s 
study details the suspicions against him following these appointments.51 
Firstly there was his close collaboration with a disreputable Mahé trader, 
Murdock Brown, whom he claimed not to have known beforehand, a 
claim Nightingale disputes.52 Walter Ewer, an EIC Director from 1792 to 
1795 who was sent to report on the province later wrote of Brown, ‘I am 
firmly of opinion that if he had his deserts he ought to be hanged as a trai-
tor to his Country or sent Prisoner of War to Bombay.’53 Evidently William 
did not share Ewer’s distrust: protesting Brown’s virtues many times over, 
he took Brown with him in his tour round the durbars of the Northern 
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Province Indian rajahs, as translator for the finer points for which he 
claimed his own command of the local language was not sufficient. He 
also took Brown’s advice on what he claimed to his superiors in Bombay 
were the only viable arrangements for the pepper tax.

In William’s extensive official diary he recounts in detail his trav-
els in the Malabar and of his difficult dealings with the rajahs.54 But just 
how much he –  and Murdock Brown –  profited from the fiscal arrange-
ments they made is not clear. Though Nightingale acknowledges his rel-
atively astute understanding of local rivalries and the way they could 
be exploited, she is sure he did profit and not only from the pepper tax. 
As superintendent, William was also in charge of the mint at Mahé that 
produced the local coinage, the fanam, in reference to which the critical 
Walter Ewer noted: ‘that [Mr Farmer] had a great advantage from it few 
people doubt’.55

The advantage in either case led almost certainly to the letter writ-
ten to Sam on 14 June 1794 in which the clandestine nature of his trad-
ing activities emerges clearly:

Not to trust too much to the man who copies for me it is necessary to 
inform you separately that the reason why I have avoid the appear-
ance of your name or mine in any shape in the bills of exchange to 
be sent to Europe from China is  that it may not be known at the 
India House to whose accounts these remittances are made. There 
are certain malicious reports I  find prevail here as to the  great 
increase of my fortune by going down the coast. Though not wholly 
true it would be more expedient to avoid giving weight to them by 
my combusting circumstances. If it was observed at the India House 
that such large remittances were making for my account it might 
give rise to suspicion and perhaps  to enquiries which at best are 
always troublesome.

He appears to rationalize these clandestine transactions, noting the 
deprivations he had suffered over the course of his long career in India. 
William Gamul Farmer even here was not going to forego any monies he 
thought the company owed him:

You may say this  –  from my long service and loss of health in the 
Malabar business I  should be entitled to petition the company for 
some annuity should I  be obliged to relinquish Surat which the 
extent of my fortune if known would prevent me from attaining 
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and I shall therefore find it convenient to say I am only worth £25 to  
30 000 which at 4% cash is but a poor remittance after 30 years service.

The following year, facing questions in Bombay about the tax arrange-
ments that he had made, William wrote a very lengthy defence of 
his actions.56 His defence was not accepted by other observers such 
as James Stevens, his successor in Malabar.57 Apart from appeal-
ing to Murdock Brown to back him up (in several letters in the let-
ter book between 1794– 5), he also sent a copy of his defence to Sam, 
the one piece of his writing to be found both among the family letters 
and in the EIC records. This was not merely to justify himself to his 
brother: according to the letter book it was also so that Sam could use 
its contents in William’s defence if the Council in London showed signs 
of depriving him of the Surat Chiefship, following suspicions of his 
activities down on the coast.58

Though his arrival in Surat was much delayed, he did at last 
attain the Chiefship. But William’s stay lasted barely nine months 
and was far from peaceable. He wrote to Sam on 4 September 1795, 
‘by way of amusement this month we have had an insurrection of the 
Mahometon mob who rose, plundered and abused the Hindoos and it 
has occasioned a great deal of writing and a great deal of trouble to 
me’. Yet he sounds contented enough, even claiming, of the appoint-
ment of his friend Jonathan Duncan to the Bombay governorship, ‘I am 
very glad the governorship did not fall on my shoulders as I wish for 
nothing so much as a quiet retirement somewhere.’ (This latter possi-
bility was due to his old school- friend Francis Baring’s actions on his 
behalf, though, given the suspicions against him it seems unlikely that 
he would have been considered.) He continues in his final letter from 
Surat in November 1795:

The truth really is that by the setting in of the cold weather together 
with an abstinence of wine my stomach and my general health are 
so much mended that I feel quite comfortable and if it was not for 
the pleasure of rejoining the family I should feel totally indifferent 
abut England nor do I think that any part of my life I either have 
been so comfortable or shall be so comfortable as I am at present 
with my body in a tolerable state and my mind occupied and grat-
ified … I think at least that your next in answer to this will find me 
still here, and therefore I must remember for you about the garden 
seeds that occupation being my principal delight here.
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Amid discussions of EIC politics and, Indian politics, of the profits he was 
proposing to send home, he gives orders for the seeds to be obtained from 
a Mr Swinton of Brentford, near Isleworth, instructing that they should 
be packed in a very particular way. He even requests some fruit trees, 
nectarines. In a letter book missive of 1 July 1795 to his Portuguese agent 
and friend, Miguel de Lima de Souza (c.1750– 1808) he also asks for 
orange trees from China, here again giving precise instructions as to how 
they were to be packed. In the letter to his sister- in- law on 19 November, 
he makes clear that his interest was hands- on in every sense. ‘I am  
frequently up to the elbows in dirt,’ he tells her.

This mixture of contentment in his Indian life and nostalgia for 
home is interesting: William seems as ever in the imperial bind, caught 
between two worlds. One analysis of his management in Surat suggests 
it was the start of a greater separation between Indian and white colo-
nial life which became the nineteenth- century norm.59 If so, maybe his 
Englishness was reasserting itself, and he wanted to live more as if ‘at 
home’, despite having been so close to Indian society and its mores for so 
long, un- cushioned by family and domestic life. Yet after spending two- 
thirds of his life in the subcontinent, he did not feel sufficiently English 
either to engage totally with life in family preferring to recreate this one 
small part of it in a world by now so much more familiar to him. He could 
also, in some respects have seen it as his way of creating a family. In a let-
ter to John Forbes in July 1795, referring to his orange trees, he adds that 
‘planting a tree and getting a child are amongst the cardinal virtues and 
as I make no attempt at the latter I must compensate in the tree way’. Yet 
in some respects William’s English garden seems as much a myth of fam-
ily and England as an actuality. I doubt if many peas and cabbages grew 
behind the family dye works above which William grew up, let  alone 
orange trees.

But William was never to see his peas and cabbages, his orange 
trees, grow. It was Malabar he always claimed had finally ruined his 
health. In his official journal there he had reported that illness some-
times prevented his working:  this same illness led to his departure 
from the province. Complaints of ill- health recur throughout the letter 
book he kept thereafter. His renewed optimism in early December 1795 
turned out premature. Due to an injudiciously cold bath after riding, he 
claimed, he fell ill again. Despite wishing to stay in India till the situa-
tion in Europe improved, he was forced to plan his departure. In January 
1796, he boarded the Bombay ship, The Princess Amelia, hoping the 
voyage would mend his health. As ambivalent as ever, William did not 
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resign immediately, despite arranging for his local possessions to be auc-
tioned:  if he proceeded no further than the Cape, his position at Surat 
would remain open. He did indeed proceed further; the Amelia failed to 
stop at the Cape, something William claims to have regretted in a ship-
board letter to Sam, his health having improved. The ship’s log shows 
him disembarking at Southampton in July 1796.60 In an ironic, not to say 
galling coda, it also showed him being accompanied as far as St Helena 
by his erstwhile junior, John Griffiths. John Griffiths was piped on and off 
the ship with a 19- gun salute: William’s was just 17.

William Gamul Farmer survived less than 18 months in England. His 
will was proved in February 1798, a month after his death.61 It is very 
brief, unlike that of Sam nearly 40 years later,62 and contains no details of 
property, making Sam the sole residuary legatee –  of how much exactly, 
I cannot be sure. Letters in the letter book to Dady, Sam and others shift 
from claiming that he was sending enough money home to be able to live 
comfortably to claiming he was only bringing back a pittance, not enough, 
he said, to help out Sam who was having business difficulties of his own. 
(Sam’s venture into the slave trade appears not to have been success-
ful: among the family papers is a copy of a request dated 1 December 1790 
for information about one slave ship, indicating almost certain wreck). It 
is of course true that getting money back from India via Bills of Exchange 
was an uncertain business at the best of times and particularly in the 
mid- 1790s because of the war with the French and the dangers of attack 
besides shipwreck. Whether through wreck or attack, the loss of a ship 
could destroy not only the bills but also the goods – and so the profits – on 
which merchants depended.

William sent multiple copies of the bills on different ships to avert 
the first danger and tried to use particularly stable houses like Forbes or 
Scott to pre- empt the second of these perils. His second set of bills, for 
instance, was drawn on Scott, and sent to a different bank. One tranche 
of his money, the 150,000 rupees  –  approximately £15,000  –  sent to 
China by his Portuguese colleague, Miguel de Lima de Souza in 1795, 
he claimed reduced to only £2,000 because of the loss of the ship in 
which the money was invested. On the other hand he also claimed to 
have insured himself against this possibility, so who knows what the sum 
did actually come to. Still, adding together the sums of his theoretical 
assets, £27,000 from the first batch of bills, plus the £28,000 odd from 
the second and adding to these the £1,000 he had in hand in Bombay, the 
full amount he could have remitted to England was something between 
£60,000 and £70,000. Even taking away the £15,000 from de Souza 
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would still have left him with a comfortable £55,000 odd  –  on which, 
of course, as it turned out, he did not have to live. On William’s death, 
most of the money would have gone intact to Sam, who did not (unlike 
his brother) invest it in ‘manufactory’ but put it straight into that then 
much safer asset – landed property. This was not, by nabob standards, 
an enormous fortune: General Richard Smith, for example, was reputed 
to have returned with £300,000, a huge sum for the time.63  Even so, it 
might be fair to suggest that William’s fortune from India was one means 
by which Sam Farmer, the successful but maybe not quite so successful, 
dye merchant –  and slave trader –  raised his family to the landed gentry 
and an entry in Burke’s Landed Gentry.

Sam had been prosperous enough before his brother died to 
have acquired one Surrey estate and sent his one son to Harrow and 
Cambridge. Yet only in 1799 after William’s will was proved did he truly 
spread himself, buying the estates in Cambridgeshire, Huntingdonshire 
and Surrey that he mentions in an 1810 letter to his son. Above all 
Sam acquired the Nonsuch estate, along with its Mansion House, 
which he immediately had remodelled in the Tudor- Gothic style by the 
future remodeller of Windsor Castle, Sir Jeffrey Wyatt, later known 
as Wyattville. In 1802 he opened an account at Hoare’s Bank with 
£1,100  –  ‘a very large and interesting account’ according to a letter 
from the bank to my father. In 1804, for £4,000, he also bought himself 
the rotten borough of Huntingdon from Lord Sandwich, first putting his 
son in the seat, then sitting as an MP himself between 1810 and 1818. 
A nineteenth- century account of MPs listed some as contemporary Dick 
Whittingtons:  men who had made their fortunes in London. Among 
these figured Samuel Farmer.64

Conclusion

Indian fortune or not, William was no nabob in the tradition of the 
Bengal returnees. Though suspended like them between their English 
and Indian selves, he did not live long enough to throw his money about, 
had he been inclined to. Nor did he bring Indian goods and artefacts 
home with him –  his lack of a wife and family might explain this. With 
him on the Amelia he proposed taking only his ‘bureau’, his papers  –  
among them likely the letter book –  cases of wine, and his ‘turkies’ (that 
is, carpets). At the sale of the family house in 1937 the sole evidence 
of India in the sale catalogue was a Benares tray and four ‘very large’ 
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elephants –  carved ones, presumably.65 And though his heir, Sam, made 
use of William’s money for his acquisitions of property, it was prudent 
investment judging by his refusal to advance his son more money until 
his estates had begun earning. His greatest extravagance appears to 
have been employing Wyatt to work on Nonsuch. Sam’s progeny by con-
trast were country gentry with the tastes and habits of country gentle-
men. His eldest grandson had a noted collection of orchids. His eldest 
great- grandson was Lord Lieutenant of Surrey. Only the younger males 
of the family continued to seek employment, though not in trade of any 
kind and none as empire builders, not even the two who emigrated to 
Canada. Some went into the army or the church, and my own grandfa-
ther took up the law, if in a branch of it which provided vacations gener-
ous enough to allow him to pursue his preferred activity as a gentleman 
of leisure: mountaineering.

Nonsuch itself remained in the family until 1937, when it was sold 
by my father’s niece:  Sam’s intention to pass his house down through 
the male line had been thwarted by the nineteenth- century clerk who 
omitted the word ‘male’ from the entail. (I like to imagine the ghost of 
William’s mother Margaret directing his pen). One subsequent loser, 
my father, did inherit a little of the family money  –  perhaps a residue 
of William’s Indian fortune? He used it to put his four children through 
boarding school. His son being no academic, the last vestiges paid for a 
daughter, me, to read history at Oxford.

In conclusion I would acknowledge once more that our family story –  
and that of our EIC ancestor –  remains a relative footnote in the history of 
the Company and its gradual transformation into an imperial government. 
It did not leave behind a particularly notable story; the fortune brought 
back was modest by nabob standards and the family mansion the fortune 
enabled was not imposing enough to have fallen into the hands of the 
National Trust, let alone to house an astonishing collection of jewellery like 
those garnered by officials with greater access to Nawab treasuries and the 
profitable indigo trade. (The haul owned by the Harris family and formerly 
in Belmont House, Kent is one example). William Gamul Farmer did not 
come from an aristocratic family –  or one that was ennobled because of a 
career in India –  was responsible for no government policy and initiated no 
military campaigns. He merely went where he was sent and made what he 
could of it. It was a history, less like that of the famous names of the Imperial 
story, more like that of the majority of those who went out to eighteenth- 
century India on behalf of the EIC, and left behind no records other than 
what remains in the India Office records. William’s distinctions, however, 
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were that he lasted much longer in India than many and managed to make 
an –  in part dubious –  profit from the least promising presidency; the more 
commercial background he came from no doubt helped him in that. But his 
family’s distinction was that he and they not only put themselves on paper 
in all their ordinariness, but that so much of what they wrote survives. In 
these writings it is precisely their ordinariness –  especially of the female 
kind –  that matters. One woman, Sam Farmer’s wife, was smothered by her 
lack of role in this history, to judge from her brother- in- law’s concern in his 
letter to Sam in December 1789. Another, Sam and William’s half- sister, 
went her own –  apparently disreputable –  way in Chelsea. A third woman, 
their mother, also fought back in the only –  mostly domestic –  ways she 
knew and documented it for herself in the letters to her eldest son. History 
may not be made in such insignificant corners, but it can, certainly, in 
human terms, come to life in them.

Timeline

• Arrived at Bombay 1763 with the appointment of writer.
• October 1764 appointed an assistant in the president’s office.
• June 1767 was appointed assistant to the storekeeper.
• In 1768 permitted to return to Europe for the sake of his health. 

Recommended for leave, to return in 1771.

Figure 17.4 Samuel Farmer’s will. Image courtesy of Penelope 
Farmer.
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• 1772 appointed assistant to the marine storekeeper.
• In 1774 obtained permission to proceed to Madras on private 

affairs.
• In 1775 was sent to Bengal as assistant to Mr Taylor. In 1776 Mr 

Taylor died. In May 1777 Mr Farmer was censured for not returning 
from Bengal and on his arrival in Bombay in July 1777 explained 
the cause of his absence to the satisfaction of the board and the 
censure was withdrawn.

• Latter end of 1777, permitted to go to Poona (present- day Pune) for 
his health.

• In 1778 appointed secretary to the Poona committee, in February 
1778 he was left as hostage with the Marathas. In March 1779 he 
was released.

• In 1780 proceeded to Europe on his private affairs and was recom-
mended for leave to return. According to 1794 letter to General 
William Palmer included in his letter book he had intended to 
remain, but lost his fortune by investing in ‘manufactory’ and was 
forced to return to India.

• December 1784 he was appointed by the court to succeed Mr La 
Touche as resident at Bussorah (Basra) but to return to Bombay 
meantime.

• In 1785 he returned to Bombay. On being required to take charge 
of the residency at Bussora he relinquished this appointment on the 
grounds of ill- health.

• In November 1795 Mr Farmer was appointed resident at Fort 
Victoria where he remained until 1787 when he was appointed 
Chief at Tannah.

• In May 1790 he resigned the Chiefship at Tannah on account of 
ill- health.

• In 1790 there being a great scarcity of grain provisions for propos-
als of certain persons for supplying the market were accepted and 
Mr Farmer was appointed to superintend their conduct.

• In 1791 the scarcity having eased he requested to be released from 
the appointment which the board granted.

• In April 1991 he was appointed by the court to succeed to the 
Chiefship at Surat upon the death or resignation of Mr Griffiths.

• In April 1792 he was appointed one of the commissioners for 
arranging and settling the ceded countries on the Malabar coast.

• In March 1793 he was appointed by General Abercromby 
Supervisor and Chief Magistrate of the provinces of Malabar which 
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appointment he accepted on condition that it should not be any bar 
to the succession the chieftainship of Surat.

• In late 1794 he became chief at Surat on the resignation of John 
Griffith.

• In January 1796, his ill health recurring he took ship on the Princess 
Amelia arriving in Southampton in July. He died in January 1798. 
His will was proved in February.
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18
The Melvill family and India
David Williams

The Act of Union between England and Scotland in 1707 opened up oppor-
tunities for Scots, especially the younger sons of the landed and middle 
classes, in the British army and overseas in the expanding British empire.1 
This chapter explores the connection, through work and marriage, between 
one of these Scottish families, the Melvills, and the East India Company 
(EIC) over several generations in both India and Britain. It concentrates 
on Philip Melvill (1760– 1811) and his descendants. In 1780, Philip was a 
young British army officer in India, who fought his first battle in the sec-
ond Mysore War, at Pollilur. Thanks to the actions of a French officer on 
the opposing side he survived and returned to Britain to marry and have a 
family. He and his wife had four boys who reached adulthood and they had 
long and varied careers in the service of the EIC, three in London and one 
in India. Philip Melvill had 29 grandchildren who survived to adulthood; of 
the nine boys seven joined the EIC and of the 20 girls, five married husbands 
with EIC connections.2 Those who did not follow the EIC/ India route were 
usually successful in other spheres, whether in military or civilian life. While 
families were shaped by their multi- generational connections to the EIC, the 
Company also came to be shaped by families who were committed to its con-
tinuance and understood its significance over multiple generations. By vir-
tue of their EIC service, the Scottish Melvills became increasingly English by 
marrying into established English families and, mostly, settling in England.

Philip Melvill

Philip Melvill was born in Dunbar in 1760, the youngest of four sons 
of Baillie John Melvill and Jean Fall, members of two of the prominent 
families of the town (see Figure 18.1).3 Philip and his elder brother John 
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(c.1751– 1818) both went to India as young men, but their experiences 
there could not have been more different. Philip came back to Britain 
first in 1786, still a young man but severely disabled and penniless, then 
married, prospered and had nine children. John spent the whole of his 
working life as a civil servant and judge in India before retiring back to 
England in 1813 with sufficient funds to purchase an 8,200- acre estate 
in Sussex. Although he had two sons, neither married and after John’s 
death in 1818, the connection he had built with the EIC went no fur-
ther. In contrast, Philip’s connection to the EIC prospered and expanded 
through the many generations that followed him.

Figure 18.1  Philip and his father at Presmennen (Frontispiece of 
Memoirs). Image courtesy of David Williams.
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At the age of 16, Philip’s father purchased a commission for him 
in the 73rd Regiment (Lord Macleod’s) Highlanders. He was required 
to go to the far north of Scotland, where Melvill relatives still lived, to 
raise a number of men for the regiment before he took up his commis-
sion.4 In 1779 the regiment sailed for India, landing at Madras in January 
1780. The Second Anglo- Mysore War (1780– 84), between the sultan, 
Hyder Ali, and the British, broke out soon afterwards and in July, 800 
Highlanders together with about 4,000 Indian troops left Madras to 
rendezvous with a 3,000- strong EIC army under the command of Lt Col 
William Baillie. The combined armies encountered Hyder Ali’s army of 
10,000 with French advisors under the command of his son, Tipu Sultan, 
camped near Conjeveram about 45 miles west of Madras. Historically 
there had been conflicts between the EIC and British armies over the 
chain of command. EIC officers tended to be older and more experienced 
and had gained promotions over a long period, while British army officers 
usually obtained commissions and promotions by purchase. Although 
the initial skirmishes went in favour of the British, the mutual antipathy 
between the officers of the British armies led to disputes, orders being 
ignored and delays.5 As a result, on 9 September they found themselves 
surrounded by the superior Mysorean forces near the village of Pollilur 
where they were eventually overrun and surrendered (see Figure 18.2). 
Although quarter was promised, some of Hyder Ali’s forces began killing 

Figure 18.2 The mural at the Summer Palace, Srirangapatna, 
 depicting the Battle of Pollilur. Note the defensive British square, the 
ammunition cart exploding, Colonel Baillie’s palanquin and, somewhere 
in the centre, Philip Melvill fighting. Image courtesy of David Williams.
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the captured and wounded and it was only the intervention of the French 
officers under Colonel Lally that prevented all the British forces being 
killed.6 The Battle of Pollilur was the worst defeat suffered to that date by 
the British in India.

Philip had suffered terribly during the battle. A musket ball shattered 
his left arm and a sabre severed the tendons on his right wrist. He suffered 
over 20 wounds and was left naked on the battlefield for two days.7 Along 
with some of the other survivors, he was imprisoned in Bangalore for four 
years until the end of the war.8 Upon his release, Philip went to Bengal to 
stay with his brother John and recuperate; it was not until 1786 that he 
was well enough to make the journey home.9 His wounds and treatment 
in captivity meant that, for a long time, he was unable to cut his own food 
and needed help dressing and undressing.10 According to a letter written 
by his widow, he never regained the full use of his arms.11

On his return Philip was offered a promotion to Captain and the 
command of an invalid garrison in Guernsey where he met his future 
wife, Elizabeth Dobree (1770– 1844) (see Figure 18.3). After five years 
on Guernsey, the threat of war with France led the Melvills to leave the 
island in 1793. Following a severe illness, Philip applied to be put on the 
retired list but in 1796, he was offered the command of an invalid garrison 
at Pendennis Castle in Cornwall. He took over a run down, ill- disciplined 
company and there was a running conflict between the invalid garrison 
and a militia regiment also quartered in Pendennis.12 Within a year he 
was promoted to Lieutenant Governor, a post he held until his death in 
1811. The castle commanded the entrance to Falmouth harbour and was 
an important defensive position during the wars with France. Soon after 
his promotion, Philip established the Pendennis Volunteer Artillery; he 
helped found a Church girls’ school in 1802 and a boys’ school in 1805.13 
In 1807 he established the Falmouth Misericordia Society ‘for the relief 
of distressed persons’.14 The anonymous author of Philip’s memoirs 
emphasized his Christian convictions, an emphasis echoed by other writ-
ers. For example, an early history of Cornwall says of Philip that ‘he was 
respected and loved by all who were favoured with his acquaintance. By 
his death the affluent lost an amiable companion; and the poor, a bene-
factor who sympathized with them in their distress.’15

In 1804 Philip became seriously ill and a change of air was recom-
mended. He took leave of absence and moved, with his family, temporar-
ily to Bristol, but he soon resumed his post at Pendennis while the family 
remained in Bristol. A number of letters written by him to his wife and 
children in this period have survived, and illustrate the conscientiousness 
with which he carried out his duties.16 Early in 1811 he decided to move 
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(a)

(b)

Figure 18.3 Philip and Elizabeth Melvill from The Melvill Family, Roll 
of honour. Image courtesy of David Williams.
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his family to London where the children would have better prospects and 
relocated to Islington.17 In August 1811 Philip returned to Cornwall to put 
his affairs in order before returning to London for the winter, but fell ill 
again.18 This time he did not recover and died at Pendennis on 27 October 
1811 at the comparatively young age of 51 (see Figure 18.4). His contri-
butions to the town of Falmouth were recognized by the road between 
the town and the castle (now the A39) being named ‘Melvill Road’.

After his death, Philip’s family continued to live in London but 
his widow Elizabeth, a woman ‘of strong character, piety, and keen 
intelligence’ was left with slender means and five of her children 

Figure 18.4 The memorial to Philip Melvill in Falmouth Church (with 
an incorrect age). Image courtesy of David Williams.
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unprovided for.19 Soon after Philip’s death she wrote to the gover-
nors of Christ’s Hospital School asking for financial assistance for her 
younger sons to allow them to remain at the school.20 By this time his 
eldest surviving son was a clerk at the EIC. Elizabeth died in 1844 in 
Camberwell. On the 1841 census return she had been living in Grove 
Lane, Camberwell with two of her unmarried daughters and two 
servants.21

Philip Melvill’s children

Philip and Elizabeth Melvill had nine children. The two oldest boys did 
not reach adulthood; the eldest and youngest daughters never married 
and while the middle one did, she had no children. Philip probably used 
his family and personal connections to obtain positions in the EIC for 
the four surviving boys and all went on to have distinguished careers 
in the service of the Company. The eldest, James Cosmo (1792– 1861) 
(‘Cosmo I’), was Chief Secretary from 1836 until the Company’s aboli-
tion in 1858; the second son, another Philip (1796– 1882) (‘Philip II’), 
was Military Secretary in London from 1837 to 1857; the third son, 
Henry (1798– 1871) (‘Henry I’), was principal of Haileybury, the EIC 
training college near London, from 1843 until its closure in 1858; while 
the youngest son, Peter (1803– 95), was the only one who went to India, 
where he rose to be Secretary to the Government of Bombay from 1840 
to 1859 (see Figure 18.5). All four prospered and used their own con-
nections and influence to ensure that many of their children, Philip I’s 
grandchildren, continued to develop and grow the Melvill links with 
India through their careers and marriages.

James Cosmo Melvill

Cosmo I was born on Guernsey, the third son of Philip I and Elizabeth, 
but the first to survive to adulthood. In 1811, through a family connec-
tion with the Anstruthers –  Philip’s cousin Sir John Anstruther (1753– 
1811) had been Chief Justice of Bengal from 1797– 180822 –  his father 
secured him a position at the EIC office in London.23 He rose steadily 
through the organization, becoming auditor of the Indian accounts in 
1824, Financial Secretary in 1834 and Chief Secretary in 1836, a post 
he held until his retirement on 3 September 1858 at the time of the EIC’s 
closure.24
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Cosmo spent the whole of his working life at East India House in 
Leadenhall Street, the London headquarters of the EIC since 1648. 
Towards the end of the eighteenth century, however, the existing build-
ings were deemed inadequate and between 1794 and 1797 the EIC pur-
chased parcels of land around its existing site.25 Based on a design by its 
surveyor, Richard Jupp, a new 200- foot long and 60- foot high classical- 
style façade was built and the existing building extended. It included a 
residence for the Secretary at the west end of the façade and later, a library 
and museum. One of the highlights of the museum was the mechanical 
tiger, which had belonged to Tipu Sultan (now in the V&A). In 1858 the 
India Office briefly used the property, but as the new department wanted 
to be near the Foreign Office it moved in 1860 to Westminster. In 1861 the 
building was demolished and replaced by new, multi- purpose offices.26 
The site is now occupied by the Lloyd’s Building, built in 1986. At the 
beginning of the nineteenth century, however, East India House was the 
location for one of the largest non- government or non- military organiza-
tions in London. Large numbers of clerks serviced the continuous corre-
spondence between London and the Indies. It was a prestigious place to 
work and clerkships were sought after. They were filled by the nomina-
tion of directors, to provide for a relative, a friend or a political supporter 
but there was no evidence of nominations being sold (an 1809 investiga-
tion by a Committee of the House of Commons found no ill- practice).27 
Working hours were not onerous, starting with breakfast at 10:00am, 
time for lunch, and finishing by 4:00pm. John Stuart Mill, of whom more 
later, found time for his philosophical writings during office hours and 
often used EIC headed stationery for his non- business correspondence.28 
Pensions for retired employees were generous (See Figure 18.6).

As Chief Secretary, Cosmo held the most important home servant 
post. It involved a close relationship with the Court of Directors, creat-
ing the ability to determine and control the agenda of court meetings. 
While in office Cosmo appeared before several Parliamentary commit-
tees and was regarded as ‘one of the shrewdest and most sagacious men 
whom I have ever met’ by a biographer of Indian officers.29 In 1830, when 
William Huskisson MP was attacking the perceived privileges of the EIC 
and accusing them of violating their charter, Cosmo appeared before a 
Select Committee.30 Huskisson’s plan ‘at a stroke was defeated by the 
clear and convincing statements’ made by Cosmo.31 In another appear-
ance in 1832 he was described as ‘an able advocate’.32

Cosmo was a traditionalist, believing that economies such as the cut-
ting back of military expenditure were short sighted (this despite his financial 
background) and opposing the EIC’s territorial acquisitions of the 1840s and 
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Figure 18.6  Sir James Cosmo Melvill by Eton Upton Ellis c.1853. 
© The British Library Board, Foster 667.

Figure 18.7 Lady Hester Melvill by John James Napier c.1858. 
© The British Library Board, Foster 668.
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1850s.33 He was keen to preserve the independence and prestige of India’s 
remaining princes and also observed the simmering resentment among the 
EIC’s Indian troops because of expenditure cutbacks. He corresponded with 
EIC employees in India and with critics and supporters at home. He was 
often required to deflect opposition to some of the EIC’s difficult decisions.

In the period up to the closure of the EIC, Cosmo and John Stuart Mill, 
who had risen to be the Examiner of Indian Correspondence –  a role which 
was almost equal in influence to that of the Chief Secretary and possibly 
had greater responsibilities –  were pivotal in the defence of the EIC against 
Palmerston’s attack on its privileges. While their efforts were ultimately in 
vain, Earl Grey nevertheless pronounced Mill’s petition to parliament as one 
of the ablest state papers he had read. In his autobiography, Mill spoke of 
‘the folly and mischief of this ill- considered change’.34 Cosmo had become 
a member of The Royal Society in 1841, and Commissioner of Lieutenancy 
of the City of London in 1847. He was awarded a KCB in September 1853.35

Some of the letters in the Melvill papers in the British Library 
include correspondence between Cosmo, the College of Arms and var-
ious relations of Cosmo and appear to be an attempt to obtain a grant 
of arms for the Melvill family.36 On the cessation of the EIC, Cosmo was 
appointed Government Director of the Indian Railways but turned down 
the offer of high office in the new Indian administration because of his 
advancing years and failing health.37 His abilities were obviously known 
at the highest level because when the appointments to the new Indian 
Office, which took over responsibility for the administration of India 
from the EIC, were put before Queen Victoria in 1858 she asked how it 
was that Cosmo’s name was not included.38

In 1815 Cosmo married Hester Jean Frances Sellon (1789– 1854) 
at St Andrews, Holborn, see Figure 18.7. She was the daughter of William 
Marmaduke Sellon (1757– 1824), who owned a number of properties includ-
ing several public houses in and around Clerkenwell and was ‘for many years 
a hardworking and exemplary magistrate’.39 By the time of the 1841 census 
return Cosmo was living at Cannon Hall in Hampstead with his wife, six daugh-
ters, two sons and four servants. The house took its name from the cannons 
used as bollards outside the house, which were said to have been put there 
by Cosmo.40 The Melvills lived at Cannon Hall until they moved to Tandridge 
Court near Godstone in Surrey in the 1850s, which they leased from the Earls 
of Cottenham and where Cosmo died in July 1861 (see Figure 18.8).41

The church at Tandridge has a pew with Cosmo’s name carved into 
it and he, his wife and three daughters are commemorated in one of the 
larger graves in the churchyard, which has a prominent stone cross.42 At 
All Saints church in Hutton, Essex, there is a window dedicated to Cosmo 
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and his wife, put there by their daughter, Fanny (1819– 94), who had mar-
ried the then rector who was instrumental in a major rebuilding of the 
church in 1873. The Melvill family contributed to the restoration fund.43

Philip Melvill

The second of Philip I and Elizabeth’s sons to reach adulthood, Philip II, 
followed a similar career path to his elder brother, Cosmo I. He joined the 
EIC in London in June 1815 on the military side and rose to be Military 
Secretary by 1837. He retired in 1857, as the EIC was being wound up. 
In 1826 he married Eliza Sandys (1805– 90) in St Keverne, Cornwall. 
They had two sons and nine daughters; two of the daughters died in 
infancy. Their eldest son, Philip Sandys (1828– 1906) joined the Bengal 
civil service and their other son, Teignmouth (1842– 79), having gone 
to Harrow, Cheltenham College and Trinity College, Cambridge, joined 
the army and was killed at Isandlwana, South Africa, during the Zulu 
War of 1879. He was awarded a posthumous Victoria Cross ‘on account 
of the gallant effort made by him to save the Queen’s Colour of his reg-
iment after the disaster of Isandlwana’.44 Unlike their brothers, only one 
of their daughters, Mary Augusta (1833– 1917), made an Indian con-
nection, marrying the future Major- General Sweedland Mainwaring 

Figure 18.8 Tandridge Court today. Image courtesy of David Williams.
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(1819– 83) of the Indian Army in 1856. Philip and Eliza retired to her old 
county of Cornwall and lived at Ethy House, St Winnow, with as many as 
11  servants (on the 1871  census return). He died there in 1892, when his 
estate was valued at almost £44,000 (well over £2 million today).45

Henry Melvill

Henry I  was the third of Philip I  and Elizabeth’s sons to reach adult-
hood. He had an impressive academic record and moved in the highest of 
social circles. He went up to St John’s, Cambridge in 1817 and graduated 
in 1821 with some distinction.46 He was awarded an MA in 1824 and 
from 1822 to 1829 worked as a fellow and tutor at Peterhouse College, 
Cambridge. In 1836 he became a Doctor of Divinity. He then held vari-
ous clerical posts before being appointed as principal of the EIC College, 
Haileybury in 1843, a post he held until the college was closed down on 
31 January 1858 (see Figure 18.9).47 He was appointed chaplain of the 
Tower of London by the Duke of Wellington in 1840, and was Golden 
Lecturer at St Margaret’s, Lothbury, from 1850 to 1856. From 1853 he 
was chaplain to Queen Victoria; from 1856 Canon Residentiary of St 
Paul’s; and from 1863 rector of Barnes in Surrey. He was still holding 
these three posts when he died in 1871.

Figure 18.9 Haileybury College, designed by William Wilkins, 
unknown artist, c.1855. © The British Library Board, WD 541.
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Henry had the reputation of being the most popular preacher in 
London and one of the greatest rhetoricians of his time. First at Camden 
Chapel, then at St Margaret’s, and later on at St Paul’s, large crowds of 
people attended his ministrations. His sermons generally occupied three- 
quarters of an hour, but such was the rapidity of his utterance that he 
spoke as much in that time as an ordinary preacher would have done in 
an hour. His delivery was earnest and animated without distinctive ges-
ticulation; his voice was clear and flexible, while his emphatic pronunci-
ation and his hurried manner of speaking impressed the hearers with a 
conviction of his sincerity. But his evangelical sermons lacked simplicity 
and directness of style, and his ornate phraseology, his happy analogies, 
smoothly balanced sentences, appealed more directly to the literary than 
to the spiritual sense.48

He had many distinguished admirers. John Ruskin described him 
thus:  ‘Henry Melvill, afterwards Principal of Haileybury, was the only 
preacher I  ever knew whose sermons were at once sincere, orthodox 
and oratorical on Ciceronian principles. He wrote them from end to 
end with polished art, and read them admirably, in his own manner; 
by which, though the congregation affectionately expected it, they 
were always deeply impressed … I owe to him all sorts of good help in 
close analysis, but especially my habit of always looking, in every quo-
tation from the Bible, what goes before it and after’.49 Similarly, C.E. 
Buckland’s Dictionary of Indian Biography records that ‘His tenure of 
the Principalship of Haileybury is estimated to have been successful: of 
his success as a preacher there can be no doubt:  he was noted for his 
eloquence, earnestness and skilful management of his voice: published 
numerous sermons and lectures’.50

In 1830 he married Margaret Jennings (1805– 78) whose own fam-
ily may have benefitted from her husband’s EIC connections. Margaret 
Jennings’ brother, Midgley John Jennings (1806– 57), was a Cambridge 
graduate who was ordained in 1830. He was an EIC chaplain in India from 
1832. On 11 May 1857 he and his family were massacred at Delhi, with 
other members of the Mission, at the outbreak of the Mutiny. A memorial 
was erected at Cawnpore, on which he is described as ‘Priest, Chaplain, 
and Founder of the S.P.G. Mission to Delhi’.51 Henry I and Margaret had 
nine children, four boys and five girls. The four boys all had careers with 
the EIC in India and later participated in the British governance of India. 
Of their daughters, the eldest, Clara (1831– 1900) married Stewart St 
John Gordon (1829– 66) of the Bengal civil service. Henry I died in 1871 
and Margaret in 1878. She left the considerable sum of between £60- 
70,000 (over £3 million today).52
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Peter Melvill Melvill

The youngest son of Philip I and Elizabeth, Peter entered the EIC mili-
tary service in Bombay in 1819 and rose through the administration side, 
being Adjutant of Bombay and ADC to the Governor and working in Cutch 
and Sind before becoming Secretary to the Government of Bombay from 
1840– 59. In 1860 he was knighted for his services, retiring with the rank 
of Major- General. He was still active in retirement after the demise of the 
EIC, sitting on Lord Hobhouse’s committee on the amalgamation of the 
Indian and British armies in 1860 and on the Royal Commission to report 
on memorials of the Indian officers in 1863.53

He married Mary Robinson (1814– 81) in Bombay in 1836 and 
they had three daughters in India. Two of them married Bombay- based 
civil servants, Elizabeth (1836– 89) marrying Charles Gonne (1832– 95) 
and Catherine (1840– 72), Arthur de Hochepied- Larpent, the 8th Baron, 
(1832– 87) in 1859. The youngest, Rosina, died in infancy. Mary died in 
early 1881, by which time she and Peter had returned to England. In the 
1881 and 1891 census returns, Peter was living at 27 Palmeira Square, 
Hove in Sussex, one of the most prestigious addresses in the town; in 
both returns a number of grandchildren, governesses and several ser-
vants are registered presumably because the parents were still in India. 
When he died at the age of 92 in 1895 he left an estate of nearly £60,000 
(about £3 million today).

Summary

Philip I’s four boys who survived to adulthood had a wide and deep 
influence on the EIC for nearly 50  years from Cosmo I’s first employ-
ment in 1811 to its closure in 1858, ranging from developing the spe-
cial skills needed by boys at Haileybury for their future careers in the 
EIC or the Indian army to influencing the management and direction of 
the Company in both India and England. From the evidence we have all 
four appeared to prosper, retiring to substantial properties in England, 
educating their children at good schools and universities, and using their 
connections with India to obtain employment for their some of their sons 
and to facilitate marriages for several of their daughters to soldiers and 
civil servants with links to India. As such, in the second generation of 
the Melvill family’s engagement with the EIC the benefits it accrued were 
wider and deeper than before, suggesting at the mutual and accumula-
tive advantages, which could be derived from approaching the Company 
as a family project.
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Philip Melvill’s grandchildren and more

Philip I’s four sons who had careers in the EIC had 29 children who sur-
vived into adulthood; two of Cosmo I’s sons, Philip (1817– 54) (‘Philip III’) 
and James Cosmo (1821– 80) (‘Cosmo II’), had careers in the EIC (later 
the Indian civil service or ICS) and one daughter married a civil servant in 
India; Philip II’s eldest son Philip Sandys had a distinguished career in the 
Indian civil service and a daughter, Marion (1826– 1914), married an India 
army officer. As principal of Haileybury it is perhaps not surprising that all 
four of Henry’s sons had careers in India, Henry (1832– 1908) (‘Henry II’) in 
the army; Maxwell (1833– 1887) and Richard Gwatkin (1834– 1920), as civil 
servants, while his eldest (of five) daughters, Clara (1831– 1900), married 
an Indian civil servant. Peter had three daughters, two, Elizabeth (1836– 89) 
and Catherine (1840– 72) married civil servants in Bombay. The range of 
the careers of these grandsons and grandsons- in- law of Philip I illustrate the 
breadth and depth of the Melvill family’s involvement and commitment to 
India, which continued into later generations. They range from some of the 
highest posts in the ICS through middle- ranking servants to a notorious black 
sheep who was drummed out of the service. Many of the grandchildren who 
did not have direct links to India also had high- achieving and varied careers 
including one of Philip II’s sons who was awarded a posthumous VC in 1879.

Philip Melvill

Philip III was the second child and eldest son of Cosmo I and Hester Melvill. 
Born on 3 October 1817, he was educated at Harrow, Peterhouse College, 
Cambridge and the EIC College at Haileybury, graduating from the latter 
in 1839 as a writer.54 He arrived in India in February 1840; his first posting 
was as the agent to the Governor General of the North Western Provinces 
and by 1854 had risen to be secretary to the Punjabi government. He died 
of cholera in Lahore on 14 July 1854.55 On 15 July 1845 he married Emily 
Jane Hogg (1828– 64) in Calcutta;56 they had two daughters and one son, 
all born in India. Their son, Philip Lawrence Melvill (1850– 79) joined the 
97th (Earl of Ulster’s) Regiment in 1870 as a lieutenant,57 was promoted 
to captain in 187858 but died shortly afterwards at the young age of 29.

James Cosmo Melvill

Cosmo II was born in London on 8 August 1821. He was educated at 
Totteridge School and joined the EIC office in Leadenhall Street, aged 
16, in 1837. His advancement seems to have owed much to his father. 
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William Foster relates the story of a clerk, who kept being promoted 
quickly and unexpectedly and without particular merit or influence. He 
discovered that the clerk below him was the son of the Secretary who had 
devised the stratagem of promoting the clerk immediately above him to 
create a vacancy his son could fill.59 While the Melvills are not mentioned 
by name, this anecdote almost certainly relates to them, given Cosmo I’s 
long tenure as Secretary and Cosmo II’s advancement during that period.

After the transfer of EIC power to the British Crown in 1858, 
Cosmo II became Under- Secretary of State for India, a post he held 
until retirement in 1872. In 1844 he had married Eliza Jane Hardcastle  
(1822– 1904) in Camberwell. After his retirement they went to live 
in Augusta Road in Folkestone where, judging by the address and the 
fact that in the 1881 census return they had six servants, they lived in 
some style. They had four sons, one of whom died in infancy, and five 
daughters.

Philip Sandys Melvill

Philip II and Eliza’s eldest son was educated at Rugby and Haileybury, 
where he received several prizes for Sanskrit and Persian. He arrived in 
India in 1846 and entered the Bengal Civil Service as an assistant to Sir 
Henry Lawrence, the Resident at Lahore as well as Agent to the Governor 
General for the North West Frontier. Lawrence governed the area with the 
help of his officers such as Philip, who were known as ‘Henry Lawrence’s 
Young Men’. Philip became commissioner of a division of the Punjab after 
an exceptionally short service of thirteen and a half years, then Financial 
Commissioner of the Punjab before becoming a Judge of the Chief Court 
in the Punjab. He established a reputation almost unrivalled for an inti-
mate acquaintance with the peoples and their languages. He was then 
agent to the Governor General at Baroda until retirement in 1882.60

In 1851 he married Eliza Johnstone (1832– 1920) in Jullundur. They 
had two sons and six daughters, some of whom died in infancy in India. 
Their eldest daughter, Eliza Jane (1853– 1942) married Charles Joubert 
de la Ferté (1846– 35) a colonel in the India Medical Service (IMS) in 
Jullundur. It was Eliza Jane who, under her married name, published 
The Melvill Family, A Roll of Honour of the descendants of Philip Melvill in 
1920. The de la Ferté’s second son was Air Chief Marshal Sir Philip Bennet 
Joubert de la Ferté KCB, CMG, DSO (1887– 1965), a senior commander in 
the Royal Air Force during the 1930s and the Second World War.61

At least two more of their daughters married in India, Harriot (1854– 
1937) to William Warburton (1843– 1911), another officer in the IMS, and 
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Helen (1856– 96) to Rowland Bateman (1840– 1916), a minister of the 
church. Their eldest son, Philip James Melvill (1858– 1935) was educated 
at Harrow and Sandhurst and returned to India in the Bengal Light Infantry. 
He married Jessie Ross (1867– 1900) in Bushire in what was then Persia 
and had a long career in the army, including service in the Persian Gulf, 
until he retired in 1908. During his time in India he had strongly supported 
the cause of Christian missions with personal support and financial aid and 
after retirement was involved in the Church Missionary Society in London.

Henry Melvill

Another Henry, the eldest son of Henry I and Margaret, joined the Bengal 
cavalry, part of the EIC army, in 1849 and retired in 1891 with the rank of 
Lieutenant- General. He was involved in the mutiny of 1857 and the sub-
sequent fighting. He married Elizabeth Curling (1833– 1913) and they 
had six children, three of them boys who all became army officers, one, 
yet another Henry (1856– 1901), was a staff officer in the Indian army.

Maxwell Melvill

Maxwell was the second son of Henry I  and Margaret. He was edu-
cated at Tonbridge and Trinity College Cambridge before going to 
Haileybury College in 1853 where he was a prize- winner in classics, 
mathematics, law, and history and political economy.62 He had a bril-
liant career in the Bombay Civil Service from 1855 to 1887, serving in 
the Bombay Revenue and Judicial Departments as Assistant Collector 
and Magistrate, as Assistant Judge at Konkan from 1858 to 1860 and as 
Assistant Commissioner in Sind from 1862 to 1866. He was admitted 
to Gray’s Inn in 1866. He then rose through the judiciary, becoming a 
Judge at the High Court at Bombay in 1869 and then a member of the 
Council of the Bombay Presidency from 1884 until he died, unmarried, 
of cholera at Garnish Kurd House, near Poona, in August 1887. He was 
described by one historian as the ‘most brilliant member of the Bombay 
Council’.63

Richard Gwatkin Melvill

Henry I and Margaret’s third son Richard also had a career in India but 
with a very different outcome to those of his brothers. His early life was 
conventional; he was one of the last graduates of Haileybury College 
before it closed and was a prize winner in Persian. He joined the Bengal 
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Civil Service in 1855. He married Gertrude van Cortland (1837– 1918) 
in Umballa in 1858 and they had six children in India, two of whom died 
in infancy. He worked at various stations during the next 15 or 16 years, 
excluding a three- year furlough from 1867. When he returned in 1870 he 
was appointed as Deputy Commissioner in Sirsa which is in the Punjab 
about 150 miles west- north- west from Delhi and about 80 miles from 
what is now the Pakistan border. His youngest daughter was born in Sirsa 
in 1871.

However, by 1873, his wife and children were no longer with him 
and he had some sort of breakdown. The press reported that he had gone 
‘native’, changing his name to Shaik Abdool Rahman and was known as 
‘The Muslim Melvill’.64 He was described as a ‘pervert’ who had ‘married 
a Moslem bride. Unfortunately, he had a Christian wife to start with’. 
A letter from a J. M. Machan dated 20 October 1873 confirms the report 
that on 18 September Richard had made a profession of Mohammadism 
in the Sirsa town hall before witnesses and married according to the rites 
of the Mohammeden religion Kureshi Brynon, the daughter of Hydari 
Brynon, the mistress of the female school in Sirsa.65 In the letter, Machan 
went on to say that after the marriage Hydari Brynon (aged 30 and her 
husband being an absentee), her sister (aged about 16) and her brother 
took up their residence in the Melvill house. The same letter says that ‘the 
girl is said to be 8 years of age’, and the marriage was ‘designed to cover 
an intrigue with the mother’. Machan went on to say that Richard invited 
him to dinner but refused to talk of the marriage saying that he would 
rather give up the service than his present mode of life and that ‘noth-
ing but superior physical force should tear him away from those who 
were now drawn to him than anything else in this life’. While this kind 
of behaviour had been condoned in the early days of the EIC in India, 
by the middle of the nineteenth century it was not approved of and was 
regarded as a form of insanity.66

However, the furor did not last too long. Further press cuttings 
debated whether he should be prosecuted under British or Muslim law 
and the consensus was that his Muslim marriage was not recognised 
under Western law, while a second marriage was not illegal for Muslims. 
So he was not prosecuted, but was dismissed from the ICS.

The 1891 English census return recorded Richard’s first wife 
Gertrude as a ‘widow’ living on the Isle of Wight with three of her chil-
dren. Ten years later, in 1901, Gertrude continued to describe herself as 
a widow. Nevertheless, in the 1911 census, which asked for more details 
about marriages than the previous return, she was recorded as boarding 
with a family, the head of which noted that she was married, with six 
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children, three of whom were still living. Unfortunately, the return does 
not include her age or the number of years she had been married.

Meanwhile, in India, Richard had seemingly come to his senses and 
wrote a letter to a newspaper, unfortunately not dated, in which he apol-
ogizes for his actions and blames the fact that living in Sirsa is enough to 
drive anybody mad.67 The newspaper cutting said

Interested in the letter From Mr R. G. Melvill which we published in 
our correspondence columns on the 14th, we wrote to that gentleman 
suggesting that he should, if it were possible to do this without too 
bitterly offending Christian sentiment, furnish our readers with an 
explanation of the considerations which had induced him to embrace 
the Mahomedan faith. In reply we have received the following letter:- 

“Sir, –  The only reply I can give to yours of 10th instant is that 
I  never really adopted the Mahomedan faith. The only explanation 
of my having for a short time professed the faith appears to be that 
a 3- years’ residence at Sirsa had so far acted on my brain that I was 
ready to do anything for the sake of a little excitement, without reflect-
ing on the consequences. Those who have seen Sirsa will have no diffi-
culty in crediting this.

“Of course, I have since repented of my folly, and have long since 
ceased to profess a faith in which I never believed; but I was hurried out 
of the service without a chance of retracing my steps.

“I should be glad to have it generally known that I am a Christian 
and not a Mahomedan.

In 1885 he married, at the age of forty, sixteen- year- old Emily Mathias 
(1869– 1942), the daughter of Bishunbenanth Mathias, in a Christian 
ceremony in Dehra Dun. There is no sign in any documentation that he 
had divorced Gertrude and the second marriage register records his sta-
tus as ‘widower’. Richard and Emily had four children and for some years 
lived in Landour, about 20 miles from Dehra Dun. On the baptism records 
for his sons Richard’s occupation in 1888 was pleader and in 1895 vakil, 
an Urdu word for a lawyer or representative. His death was recorded in 
Dehra Dun in 1920.68

Summary

Many of Philip I’s grandchildren continued the family’s commitment 
to service in the EIC/ ICS and the Indian army by following a variety of 
careers all over the Indian sub- continent or marrying into Indian- based 
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families. There was also a strong commitment to the British armed forces 
in other parts of the world. Meanwhile, other members of the family 
pursued successfully professional and academic careers in the UK. In 
1900, at least 14 of Philip I’s descendants were serving or married to 
people serving in India while no less than 29 were officers or married  
to officers in the Army or Royal Navy, a commitment which continued 
into the twentieth century.

Conclusion

The Melvill family showed a commitment to the EIC (and subsequently 
to Crown rule in India) from the last years of the eighteenth century until 
well into the twentieth. They were a good example of those Scots who, 
after the Act of Union, took opportunities with the British army and in the 
overseas empire to make their careers. By virtue of their EIC service, this 
Scottish family became increasingly English by marrying into established 
English families and settling in England. In the early years of the EIC, few 
of the employees had received a university education but its increasing 
bureaucratization in the nineteenth century is illustrated by the number 
of Melvill men who went to universities, especially Cambridge, as the 
century progressed. Those who did not follow the EIC/ India route were 
usually successful in other spheres, whether in military or civilian life. 
Many of their daughters married into other, Indian- orientated families 
or other military men. Some of their families tended to be large with up 
to 11 children and had good survival rates.69

When the EIC was disbanded in 1858 following the Indian Mutiny 
of the previous year, of the sons of Philip I there were two (Cosmo I and 
Philip II) in very senior positions in the London office, a third (Henry I) 
was principal of the EIC college at Haileybury and the fourth (Peter) had 
recently retired as Secretary of the Bombay presidency. Seven of the men 
of the next generation had started (or were about to start) their careers 
with the EIC and another joined the army and would be awarded a VC; of 
the women of this generation, five would marry civilians or army officers 
based in India.

While never achieving the highest offices of state, and with-
out any of them being elevated to the peerage, nevertheless several 
of the Melvills were knighted and most seemed to live comfortable 
lives both while working and in retirement. The family’s wealth and 
status, derived from their association with the EIC, in turn enriched 
diverse aspects of English culture in these and successive generations, 
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including religious life, arts and sciences and architecture. In 1914, on 
the outbreak of the First World War, the effect of the large families and 
good survival rates combined with a tendency towards public or mili-
tary service resulted in over 60 of the first Philip Melvill’s descendants 
being directly involved in the First World War with at least 50 helping 
as nurses, medical orderlies, in factories or as other volunteers. The 
chivalrous action of the Frenchman Colonel Lally, who was fighting 
with Hyder Ali at the Battle of Pollilur in 1780, in saving the life of a 
badly wounded 20-  year- old lieutenant in the 73rd Highlanders was to 
have wide- ranging and significant effect on the history of the EIC and 
India and greatly assisted the British war effort from 1914.
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The Indian seal of Sir Francis Sykes

A tale of two families

Sir John Sykes

This chapter demonstrates how a single object can illuminate the histo-
ries of two families, one English (see Figure 19.2), the other Indian (see 
Figure 19.1), who were originally closely connected with each other 
through the East India Company (EIC) in the eighteenth century but sub-
sequently diverged until they met again in the twentieth. It shows the 
long and lasting impact of the influence on the fortunes of both families 
caused by the British Empire in India and how imperial connections can 
survive until today in a postcolonial world. Despite wide cultural differ-
ences the common denominators of the original partnership (which was 
designed to achieve financial goals), together with friendship and loyalty 

Figure 19.1 Image of coat of arms of the Cossimbazar Raj. Image 
courtesy of Dr S.C. Nandy.
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on both sides, bound each family together both then and now. The lon-
gevity of the relationship is in itself remarkable and worthy of record.

The seal

The seal is small, its total height no more than 40mm, the seal itself only 
25mm by 20mm (see Figure 19.3). It is engraved in steel and is set in a 
holder probably made of gun metal, the holder tapering pyramid- like to 
a tiny swivel, which might have been used to hold a cord. Although noth-
ing much to look at on first appearance, this seal held the authority of one 
of the most powerful British men in mid- eighteenth- century Bengal. It 
is written in a script called Nastaylick, the name given to the form of old 
Persian, which had been used in seals and coins since the latter part of 
the Emperor Akbar’s reign (1556– 1605) and continued as the language 

Figure 19.2 Image of coat of arms of Sykes of Basildon. Image  
courtesy of Sir John Sykes.
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of administration in eighteenth- century Mughal India. The inscription 
reads from right to left ‘Francis Sykes (written as Sikshi) –  6’. The number 
‘6’ refers to its manufacture in the sixth year of the reign of the Mughal 
Emperor Shah Alam II (reigned 1759– 1806), namely 1765.1 In addition 
to the lettering three flowers are engraved on the seal. These flowers were 
important, since under the rules governing the cutting of seals in the 
Mughal period only elites were permitted to use such decorative elements. 
Since all official work was completed in Persian it was necessary for all 
important  persons to have a seal in that language for the use in the Nawab’s 
Court and   administrative establishments to authorize legal documents, 
trade and business contracts, administrative directions, formal correspon-
dence and various other official and quasi- official documents and papers. 
The seals were precious possessions and were only left with the person in 
whom the principal had total confidence, such as the banian. As in Britain, 
trust was an important element of official and business relationships in 
eighteenth- century Bengal as more abstract checks and balances had yet 
to be established. It is presumed that when he left for England, Francis 
Sykes left the seal with his banian Krishna Kanta Nandy (known as Cantoo 
Baboo, c.1720– 94) to complete his unfinished business, reference to which 
can be found in his letters to Warren Hastings.2 Unfortunately no docu-
ment has yet come to light where the seal has been used.

The owner

Francis Sykes (1730– 1804) arrived in India for the second and last 
time with Robert Clive on 3 May 1765 after a tedious 11- month voyage  

Figure 19.3 Seal, engraved steel and gunmetal holder. Image courtesy 
of Sir John Sykes.
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(see Figure 19.4). Clive’s Select Committee (only five in number), of which 
he was a member, had been given extraordinary powers by the East India 
Company Directors in London to bring an end to the increasingly chaotic 
state of affairs in Bengal, which had included the outbreak of war between 
the Company and the Nawab of Bengal, Mir Qasim. Prior to journeying to 
Calcutta in 1765, Sykes had spent nine years in India from 1751– 60 work-
ing his way up the ladder of the Company’s civil service at the important 
trading ‘factory’ of Cossimbazar, sited just outside the Nawab’s capital of 
Murshidabad on the upper reaches of the Hughli River about five days, 
journey from Calcutta.3 It was here that his connection with another 
‘writer’, Warren Hastings, began, a friendship that only ended with 
Sykes’s death in 1804. Sykes had survived the upheaval of the Company’s 
war with Suraj- ud- daulah (1733– 57) when, following the Nawab’s cap-
ture of the Cossimbazar factory and of Calcutta itself, the EIC was in dan-
ger of being expelled completely from Bengal. He had played a part in the 
dangerous negotiations with both Suraj- ud- daulah and, secretly, with the 
man who was destined to succeed him, Mir Jafar (1691– 1765), which led 
to the successful outcome of the Battle of Plassey in 1757, domination by 

Figure 19.4 Two miniature portraits of Francis Sykes. On the left, 
as an older man, possibly by Thomas Richmond and on the right as a 
younger man by Henry Bone, 1804, copied from an earlier portrait by 
Thomas Gainsborough destroyed by fire in 1874. Images courtesy of 
Sir John Sykes.
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the Company of Bengal and ultimately the foundation of the British Raj. 
During this time he accumulated sufficient wealth through private trade 
to purchase an estate, Ackworth Park in Yorkshire, in 1763. In the same 
year he took out a grant of arms, interestingly taking as his crest ‘A demy 
lady of Bengal, in the compleat dress of that kingdom, holding in the dex-
ter hand a rose’ (see Figure 19.5).

At this time, Sykes also came to the notice of Clive who, as a con-
dition of his return to India in 1764, hand- picked the Select Committee. 
On the day of their arrival in Calcutta, Clive wrote that ‘Sykes may be 
thoroughly relied on’.4 After Sykes had been sent to the durbar of the 
Nawab at Murshidabad he wrote ‘I need only add, that Sykes, for whom 
we intend the Residentship, is a gentleman whose flexible integrity, and 
long experience in the country politics, we have reason to expect the 
most exact performance of every duty in such an important station.’5 
After the Emperor granted the Company the diwani (the right to collect 
the revenues of Bengal, Behar and Orissa) in 1765, Sykes’s position as 
Resident at the Court of the Nawab increased in importance. The chang-
ing power structure gave rise to the ‘dual system’ whereby the Nawab  

Figure 19.5 Detail of Sykes crest. Image courtesy of Sir John Sykes.
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was the subahdar (provincial governor) of those provinces under the 
Emperor, but the real power lay with the Company who held financial 
jurisdiction (see Figure 19.6). Sykes, as Resident, was set the task of 
maximizing the revenues (which often involved a rigorous overhaul of 
the ways in which they were collected and of the ‘expenses’ deducted 
by the assigned collectors) and of controlling the Nawab’s own expendi-
ture, working in close co- operation with the Nawab’s Chief Minister. The 
Mughal title by which Sykes was known to many of the Indians said it 
all: Intizam- ud- daulah ‘The Administration of the State’.

Alongside Sykes’s official activities, he carried on very substantial 
private trade. Together with his expense allowances and the commissions 
on taxes due to him in his official position, Sykes accumulated extensive 
wealth over three and a half years. His private trade was in numerous com-
modities but chiefly in salt, betel nut, tobacco, timber, saltpeter and silk. 
He appears to have used his position ruthlessly to oust competitors and 
secure monopolies of some of these items. But none of this would have 
been possible without the support of a trusted Indian agent or banian.

Figure 19.6 Detail from map of ‘The Countries of Indostan East of 
Delhi’ by James Rennell published in Robert Orme, A History of the 
Military Transactions of the British Nation in Indostan (London, 1778). 
Muxadabad was the former name of the Nawab of Bengal’s capital of 
Murshidabad. Image courtesy of Sir John Sykes.
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The banian

A Banyan is a person … by whom the English gentlemen in gen-
eral conduct all their business. He is interpreter, head book- keeper, 
head secretary, head broker, the supplier of cash and cash- keeper, 
and in general also secret- keeper. He puts in the under- clerks, the 
porter or door- keeper, stewards, bearers of the silver wands, run-
ning footmen, torch and branch- light carriers, palanqueen bearers, 
and all the long tribe of under- servants, for whose honesty he is 
deemed answerable; and he conducts all the trade of his master, to 
whom, unless pretty well acquainted with the country languages, it 
is difficult for any of the natives to obtain access.6

William Bolts’ contemporary description of the eighteenth- century 
banian indicates the wide range and importance of these Indian inter-
mediaries’ roles in the Company era. As historian Peter Marshall has 
argued, the banian occupied a crucial place in Company commerce, 
often exercising significant power and accumulating substantial 
wealth:

Nominally their status was servile and they performed some 
menial tasks, such as managing their master’s household and his 
personal spending. But the banian of a prominent European was 
a man to be reckoned with … Men like … Cantu Babu, banian 
to Warren Hastings, were among the richest and most influen-
tial members of the Indian community in Calcutta … They might 
appear to have become their masters’ servants, merely managing 
their trade for them; but the reality was often less that of master 
and servant than of trading partners. The banian brought his skill 
and his capital to the partnership; the European contributed his 
privileges.7

Cantoo Baboo, the great- grandson of a farmer who migrated from the 
Burdwan District of Bengal to Murshidabad to set up business as a cloth 
weaver, was a successful silk merchant at Cossimbazar when he became 
banian to Warren Hastings in 1754, serving him until his departure for 
England in 1764 (see Figure 19.7). It must have been Sykes’s previous 
knowledge of Cantoo and of his services to Hastings, especially after 
Plassey, coupled with Hastings’s recommendation, which determined his 
choice of Cantoo as his banian.
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Sykes’s official roles as Resident and subsequently as Governor of the 
trading factory at Cossimbazar would have occupied most of his time and 
energy in a climate which was immensely enervating for most of the year. 
His monthly reports to the Select Committee in Calcutta give detailed 
accounts of his work, problems, challenges and achievements. He would 
have had little time to devote to his private trading, important though 
it was to his financial position. In such circumstances, Cantoo seems to 
have been the ideal choice. He was an experienced trader, extremely 
astute, well able to take advantage of trading opportunities, but at the 
same time very cautious. As a devout Baisnab Hindu, austere and frugal, 
conservative, religious and conventional, he was above reproach in his 
private life. The trust which Sykes placed in Cantoo is demonstrated by a 
letter in which he wrote: ‘I need say nothing here regarding my situation 
as Cantoo can tell you how I stand in every circumstance. I never hided 
anything from him.’8 Such trust was clearly well placed: Sykes’s fortune 
undoubtedly owed much to Cantoo’s skill.

So what was in it for Cantoo? Sykes’s privileges as a Company ser-
vant (and thus the freedom he enjoyed from internal customs dues) for 
a start, but more than that Sykes’s power and prestige were undoubtedly 
assets of which he could take full advantage, and if Sykes became rich 
his own affairs would prosper. His situation as banian meant that he 
could branch out from one highly profitable business, silk trading, into 
others. Moreover it was valuable insurance. At this time of transition 
Bengal could be a precarious place to carry on business –  Cantoo must 
have realized that his interests were best served by attaching himself 
to one of the major players in the East India Company who would not 
only provide support for his own business dealings but also protection 
should things go wrong. The latter was amply proved after Sykes’s return 
to England when parliamentary committees began enquiries into the 
manner in which nabob fortunes had been acquired and, by extension, 
into the activities of their banians. Several letters written by Sykes to 
Warren Hastings, then in India, asked him to ensure that no harm came 
to Cantoo. In May 1776, he instructed Hastings to, ‘Settle Cantoo pri-
vately and if possible peaceably otherwise he will from Party be in much 
trouble, my respects to him, his holding the lands I have explained till 
I am tired, they will not see the propriety of having substantial men in 
the management of the collections.’9 In March the following year, Sykes 
again wrote to Hastings, noting that ‘I fear Cantoo will suffer much from 
the spirit of the Party, you must place him somewhere, that he may enjoy 
what he has, in Peace and Quietness’.10 Finally, in March 1785 shortly 
before Hastings’ return from India, he wrote again, ‘I hope you will leave 
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Cauntoo (sic) in a happy situation’.11 The friendship that Sykes extended 
to Cantoo was reciprocated. On 22 February 1785 Cantoo sent what 
must have been a large amount of mango chutney to Sykes (in the order 
written Sikshi Shahab) in England at a cost of 54 rupees, a substantial 
sum for such a commodity.12

The Cossimbazar Raj

Cantoo Baboo was ‘brought up in a village community amidst Bengal’s 
commonest surroundings’ according to his biographer.13 Yet from his 
first purchase of property (the produce of a jack fruit tree) in 1742 at 
the age of 22, he amassed a great fortune through his shrewdness, skill, 
hard work, persistence, strict economy and, notwithstanding his caution, 
ability to seize opportunities. Trading in silk was profitable (up to 300 per 

Figure 19.7 Frans Balthazar Solvyns, ‘Banian’, 1790. The image 
included here is thought to be of Cantoo Baboo. Image courtesy of 
Victoria Memorial Hall, Kolkata.
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cent on some items) but his later investment in land and Zemindaris was 
even more so.14 Working with and for powerful Company servants such 
as Hastings and Sykes did not in itself seem to have increased his wealth –  
what it did do was increase his power and influence as well as acting as an 
insurance against attack from his enemies. As his biographer puts it ‘He 
laid the foundation of his house by his own hands and then created the 
steel frame and the super- structure all by himself.’15

Cantoo died in 1794 and was succeeded by his son Lokenath who, 
weak in health, only survived him by 10 years. He was the first of the 
family to be styled ‘Maharajah’. Although, unlike Cantoo, he lived in a 
grand style, under his able management the estate thrived. A  much- 
desired son and heir, Harinath, was born only two years before Lokenath 
died and consequently the management of the estate was taken under 
the Company’s Court of Wards in Calcutta during his minority. In 
1809 the annual income of the estate was calculated at approximately 
1.42   million rupees, at the then rate of exchange equivalent to about 
£180,000. By the end of the nineteenth century the estate’s income had 
doubled to about 3  million rupees, because of a falling exchange rate 
equivalent to about £200,000. Despite the accumulation of such wealth, 
during the nineteenth century, inefficient management, personal extrav-
agance, prolonged litigation and internecine feuds severely threatened 
the existence of the Cossimbazar Raj.16

The estate was in particularly acute danger during the four years 
after Cantoo’s great- grandson Maharajah Krisnanath (1822– 44)  
attained his majority in 1840. ‘He indulged tastes for horses, dogs, 
wine and the company of predatory European cronies, as well as more 
high- minded ones for experiments in science, new technology and 
education’.17 However Krisnanath killed himself in 1844 and the man-
agement of the estate was in due course taken in hand by his 16-year- 
old widow Maharani Swarnamoyee (1827– 97) who had lived and 
continued to live in purdah (strict seclusion). Though initially illiter-
ate she learned four languages in four years and developed sufficient 
tenacity and shrewdness to cope with immense challenges. After pro-
longed litigation she secured the estate for herself and her children 
(who predeceased her) and managed it in an exemplary fashion for the 
rest of her life. She was very philanthropic, setting a trend, which was 
followed by her successors for as long as resources would allow. Social 
reform, education and, paradoxically, emancipation of women were 
her greatest concerns.18

On Maharani Swarnamoyee’s death, Cantoo Baboo’s extremely 
distinguished great- great- grandson Maharajah Sir Manindra Chandra 
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Nandy (1860– 1929) inherited the estate and it was in this period that 
the prestige of the family reached its zenith. He was one of the lead-
ing Zemindars in India, a vigorous proponent of industrialisation, a  
generous philanthropist founding and endowing no fewer than 21  
colleges and schools, a moderate member of Congress, a nationalist 
and friend of Gandhi. In a tribute to him after his death the Governor 
of Bengal, Sir John Anderson said, ‘Though a member of the most con-
servative class, the landed aristocracy of Bengal, he recognised in the 
light of a personal obligation the importance of developing the indus-
trial and commercial resources of the Province and devoted much of his 
great wealth and influence to [furthering] that end’. Anderson contin-
ued, ‘His was indeed a happy blend of respect for the old world tradition 
with a very modern appreciation of the needs of the changing times’.19 
Sadly, through excessive philanthropy coupled with mismanagement 
and fraud by his mainly British agents, in 1928 Manindra had to declare 
himself insolvent and apply for the Cossimbazar Raj estate to be admin-
istered by the Court of Wards.

Manindra’s son Srischandra (1897– 1952) was the last 
Maharajah. He inherited an estate that was 30 million rupees in debt 
and set about paying it off so that the estate could be released to him. 
He ultimately achieved his aim in 1944. Elected to the Assembly he 
became Minister of Communications and Works in the Government 
of Bengal.20 But Partition and Independence brought insurmountable 
problems not least the impending abolition of the zemindari system on 
which so much of the estate depended. In 1951 the Cossimbazar Raj’s 
East Pakistan (now Bangladesh) zemindari estate, which had com-
prised the bulk of its landholdings was confiscated and this, combined 
with poor health and the uncertainties of the estate’s future, led to 
Srischandra’s death in 1952. In the words of his son ‘The death became 
a landmark, ending the leadership of a special pattern of social, eco-
nomic and cultural supremacy of Bengal. The idealism nurtured in the 
aristocratic families came to an end, ushering the age of free for all and 
selfish pragmatism’.21

Maharajkumar Somendra Chandra Nandy (Dr  S.  C. Nandy) was 
born in 1928 shortly before his grandfather’s death. Aged only 23 when 
he came into his inheritance, he faced challenges greater than any 
of those which had gone before. Income tax arrears and estate debts 
totalled almost 10 million rupees. Confiscation of the estate’s zemindaris 
in five Indian states was not long in coming but before it did swift rear- 
guard action ensured that properties were sold wherever possible so that 
debts could be paid and retrenchment costs discharged. The surplus was 
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invested in the estate’s stone quarries and china clay mines, which had 
been retained, and Dr Nandy even came to England to learn the china 
clay business at first hand and acquire much needed machinery.22

Dr Nandy is a remarkable man. At a time of radically altered per-
sonal circumstances and of profound change in the social system and 
economy of India, he transformed the Cossimbazar estate from the 
status of a great landowner to the thriving industrial and commercial 
enterprise it is today. He is also an academic historian and amongst his 
wide- ranging interests a lecturer, playwright, essayist and critic, writing 
in both Bengali and English. Thanks to his substantial family records, per-
sistence and hard work in mastering a complex scenario, his four books 
on the Nandy family history are a magnificent achievement, a record of 
its triumphs and tragedies over 250 years.

The Sykes family

The fortune brought back by Francis Sykes was reckoned by his contem-
poraries to be one of the largest to come out of India (see Figure 19.8).23 
It was sufficient to enable him to buy two more large estates, Basildon 
Park, Berkshire and the Gillingham Estate, Dorset as well as a seat in 
Parliament and in 1781 a much- coveted baronetcy. But his wealth was 
not destined to last. Even during his lifetime losses on his investment in 
East India stock, court proceedings, the rebuilding and decoration (never 
completely finished by him) of the house at Basildon Park, a ne’er- do- well 
elder son who ran up gambling and other debts (not to mention notori-
ous and expensive court proceedings) meant that his estates were heavily 
mortgaged by the time of his death in 1804.

His son, the 2nd Baronet Francis William Sykes (1767– 1804), sur-
vived him by only two months leaving three small children, the eldest son 
being four years of age when he inherited the baronetcy and the estates. 
The inevitable mismanagement during his lengthy minority, coupled 
with protracted and presumably expensive court proceedings connected 
with family trusts, further depleted family resources, not aided by the 3rd 
Baronet’s own expensive tastes and his marriage to a beautiful woman 
similarly inclined, who was Disraeli’s mistress for three years. Disraeli’s 
novel Henrietta Temple (1836) was inspired by this love affair and con-
tained many heartfelt personal references, such as ‘To violate in her 
favour every duty of society; this is a lover, and this is love’.24 In fact the 
heroine’s letters in the novel ‘are so like those of the real Henrietta that 
one is tempted to think that Disraeli transcribed them verbatim’.25 For the 
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3rd Baronet and his wife (but not for Disraeli) the eventual outcome was 
social disgrace. The estates were sold off –  the last, Basildon Park, in 1838. 
Henrietta’s sons became successively the 4th, 5th and 6th Baronets and at 
each step the family money diminished. In 1874, the most valuable Sykes 
chattels (including the largest portrait Gainsborough ever painted) were 
destroyed in a devastating fire at the London Pantechicon, a supposedly 

Figure 19.8 Page from Francis Sykes’s bank account at Goslings Bank 
(1770/ 1771), showing purchases of East India stock. Image courtesy of 
Barclays Group Archives.
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fireproof storage facility, and this again was followed by court proceed-
ings against its owners.26 The senior branch of the family died out and 
the descendants of the brother of the 3rd Baronet inherited the Baronetcy 
but without any of the money which had previously gone with it. The 7th 
Baronet was a tutor at Cheltenham, the 8th a country parson.27

There is a family story that an Indian princess (note the family crest 
in Figure 19.2) assisted Francis Sykes in his escape from the English fac-
tory at Cossimbazar on the understanding that he would marry her. When 
he did not she cursed him with the words ‘From the land you came, to the 
land you shall return’. Francis’s father had been a Yorkshire farmer and the 
9th Baronet (1907– 90), who worked as a teaplanter in Darjeeling before 
World War II (and was married in Calcutta Cathedral) and later became 
an agricultural estate manager, reckoned that the curse had worked itself 
out with him (see Figure 19.9). The curse, if that is what it was, is nothing 
if not ambiguous but there is no doubt that the Sykes family was back to 
square one after only four generations. The contrast with the fortunes of 
the Nandy family could not have been more spectacular.

Figure 19.9 Photograph featuring Sir Francis Sykes 9th Baronet in 
Bengal Mounted Rifles uniform c.1931. Image courtesy of Sir John Sykes.
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The reunion

On 7 April 1978 Dr Nandy wrote to the 9th Baronet to introduce himself 
as the biographer of his ancestor, Cantoo Baboo, and the two families met 
the following month after a gap of 210 years (see Figure 19.10). After the 
visit, in a letter dated 10 June 1978, Dr Nandy wrote ‘It was a pleasure to 
meet John again in London. The way we cropped the time together was 
almost like a romance in terms of reality. We felt so close, so known to 
each other that an outsider would take us to be friends for ages.’28 After 
this point, Dr Nandy has visited the 10th Baronet and his family almost 
every year since 1978 and has entertained the 10th Baronet at his home 
in Calcutta and at his palace in Cossimbazar on three separate visits, 
most notably for the marriage of his son Samit Chandra in Calcutta in 
1988 (see Figures 19.11 and 19.12). Fifteen years after the success of 
the initial meeting and connection in 1978, Dr Nandy wrote ‘I am so glad 
that you reminded me of the seal of Sir Francis Sykes (written Sikshi –  as 
the Persian alphabets are very archaic) which we have decided to present 
you. This gift to you and your family will complete the circle of friendship 
that was begun 250 years ago.’29

Figure 19.10 Photograph featuring from left to right, Sir John Sykes 
10th Baronet, Dr Nandy, Charles Sykes, Lady Susan Sykes and Sir 
Francis Sykes 9th Baronet at Basildon Park, 1978. Image courtesy of Sir 
John Sykes.
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Figure 19.11 Photograph featuring Sripur Palace, Cossimbazar, 2012. 
Image courtesy of Dr S.C. Nandy.

Figure 19.12 Photograph featuring the wedding of Dr Nandy’s son 
Samit Chandra, 1988. Image courtesy of Sir John Sykes.
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The seal as witness

The seal thus speaks of power, of common interest, of the meeting of 
differing cultures, of trust and of friendship. It is a vivid illustration 
of the way in which the East India Company and its servants oper-
ated in the early years of the British Raj:  that is nominally as vassals 
of the Emperor in Delhi while actual power lay with the Company. It 
witnesses the bond between the English Company servant and the 
banian, a business arrangement which progressed through shared aims 
to a friendship which lasted the lifetimes of the original participants. 
It symbolises the trust Sykes placed in Cantu Babu, a trust which rose 
above differences of ‘race’ and the apparent inequalities of status, as 
evidenced by his leaving the seal with the latter after his departure for 
England. Paradoxically it reflects the similarity as well as the contrast-
ing fortunes of the Nandy and Sykes families in that wealth of itself 
brought trial and tribulation as well as the enjoyment and display of 
position and grandeur, especially in the way both families became 
mired in litigation and were sometimes brought low by unworthy or 
ill- starred inheritors. Finally, while not the catalyst for the reunion, this 
small historic artefact does represent a remarkable connection between 
two families from two different continents, of two different religions 
and widely contrasting backgrounds, fortunes and cultures, which has 
transcended the centuries.
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Conclusion
Margot Finn and Kate Smith

Country houses, their elite occupants and luxurious furnishings conven-
tionally figure in twenty- first- century British media as icons of an insu-
lar national identity. In Julian Fellowes’s film Gosford Park (2001), as in 
his wildly successful Downton Abbey (2010– 15), stately homes appear 
to radiate timeless convention, depicting power in material form as tra-
dition and continuity even as their occupants’ lives reflect fundamental 
changes in British society, culture, economics and politics. By treating 
stately homes and their material culture as active historical agents rather 
than as passive backdrops against which human agency occurs, the chap-
ters in The East India Company at Home have sought to suggest both alter-
native genealogies of country house power and alternative definitions of 
British identity. New imperial wealth –  an exogenous force in pervasive 
present- day media representations of the eighteenth- , nineteenth-  and 
twentieth- century country house –  emerges from these studies as a vital 
cog in the machinery that maintained traditional ‘British’ structures of 
power and identity. To be sure, the threat of nabob wealth loomed large 
in Georgian caricature, where its conspicuous presence in elite stately 
homes represented an affront to established systems of property, privi-
lege and Englishness.  By the Victorian era however, this critique and its 
accompanying stereotype had long lost their force: Berkshire, Essex and 
Hertfordshire –  like myriad British regions outside the Home Counties –  
proved more than capable of absorbing the material spoils of empire and 
of accommodating Company men, women and children into the proper-
tied governing elite. Far from undermining the British country house as a 
bastion of power, East India Company (EIC) fortunes helped to underpin 
the ‘power house’ tradition in these decades.

The East India Company at Home has demonstrated the impor-
tance not only of imperial wealth, but also of imperial objects and their 
meanings to Britain’s country houses in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
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century. As Jan de Vries has shown, the significance in Europe of Asian 
luxury goods lay less in the sheer volume of goods traded than in the 
impacts they exerted on culture and society.1 By studying the inter-
linked material histories of ‘objects’ across a range of scales  –  in and 
between country houses, in different types of furniture and fine art and 
among different family groupings –  we have sought to locate local and 
regional identities into a more productive dialogue with global and cos-
mopolitan histories of material culture. Adopting this approach helps 
to illuminate both the interconnections and the differences that marked 
Georgian and Victorian mobilizations of wealth and goods from Asia in 
British ‘power houses’. Shared cultural systems such as the stereotype of 
the nabob afforded a common language for contemporary critiques of  
imperial endeavour in public discourse, but in the private settings of 
family and home a wider spectrum of interpretation –  and validation –  
was available and repeatedly exploited.  Meanings varied across time 
and space; they were activated by contexts, by individuals and by rela-
tionships with other objects. Global material culture studies, we suggest, 
must give greater attention to how local contexts produced mean-
ings and power relations through imperial goods. More exploration is 
required of how such understandings then shaped the very systems of 
political control, exploitation, manufacturing, trade and consumption 
that produced these material items.

Ultimately, the chapters in this volume scratch only the surface of 
the EIC’s material legacy on Georgian and Victorian stately homes, and 
the stately home itself affords only a partial view of the wider impact of 
empire on wealth and power in Britain in this period. While this volume 
has actively sought to bring into view the women, children and extended 
family members involved in EIC activities, the Indian servants who 
toiled in Company country houses are largely absent from our chapters, 
although archival traces of their journeys from the subcontinent to the 
country house –  charged with the care of Company wives, children and 
animals –  provide fleeting glances of their residence and labour.2 Further 
research is needed to locate their lives, and the biographies of Company 
fathers’ mixed- race children, more securely within the histories of the 
British country house and its material cultures.3 By identifying EIC 
wealth, personnel and objects as integral components of Georgian and 
Victorian stately homes, however, we hope to prompt other family his-
torians (and historians of the family) to uncover these hidden histories, 
and to encourage heritage sites to incorporate these imperial stories fully 
into their displays and narratives. Gaining and voicing a clearer under-
standing of the relationship between the local and the global will prompt 
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historians and the wider public to move beyond the false dichotomy of 
the imperial ‘here and there’. At the same time it will allow for a fuller 
investigation of the processes of silencing and evasion that have long 
been underway, hiding histories of empire in plain sight.

Empire fundamentally shaped elite British country houses in 
the eighteenth and nineteenth century, adding to the constellation of 
dynamic processes by which British built environments absorbed and 
reflected global material cultures. Situating EIC objects and their own-
ers within specific country houses and locales and focusing in depth on 
the practices and identities they animated, the chapters in this volume 
demonstrate how global tastes and practices were embedded in local 
contexts. Entangled with fortunes built with Caribbean slave labour, 
stately homes are domestic sites that embody Britain’s global histories. 
These histories, often painful and often effaced, deserve to be recovered 
more fully.
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